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1200. 
C USTOM B RASS M U Z Z LE LOADI NG
SALUTE CANNON serial #19. This is a quality made brass salute cannon with a 22” long
overall tube that has an about 1 1/8” diameter
bore that is bright and rates excellent. The bore
is about 18” in depth, the breech knob is
threaded and is removable for ease
of cleaning. The brass has an overall
light ochre patina and a few light pits
or small casting flaws scattered about. It
remains unmarked with the exception of a
small “19” stamped on the underside. The cannon is
designed after 17th century 12 pound artillery pieces and comes with an appropriately sized hardwood
carriage. The carriage measures about 34” long with
19 1/2” diameter spoked wheels. Included are a combination ramrod/wiper and five solid brass cannon balls. The
balls would only serve as decoration to this piece as they
are slightly oversized to the bore. A lovely example overall that
would serve well as a signal cannon or conversational display
piece. (48085-33) {ANTIQUE}
(700/900)

1200

1201. CAST IRON SALUTE CANNON
This lot consists of a modern naval style cast
iron signal cannon with carriage. Designed
after the 17th century U.S. 24 pound series
naval cannons, this example measures about
27” overall with a 22” deep, lightly oxidized
1201
lined bore that measures about 1 1/4” in
diameter. The metal has been painted black
with some light chips and flaking and areas of
light oxidation. The cannon is mounted to a sturdy, handmade naval
style carriage that is weathered but intact with some minor drying
cracks and minor oxidation to the metal parts. The front of the
carriage has a small brass plaque which reads “U.S.S. Constitution”. A small amount of TLC would go a long way with this
piece to bring it to its full potential. A small adjustable muzzle
plug and elevation adjustment wedge are included. A very
good condition modern signal cannon with local character.
(48216-1) {ANTIQUE}
(700/900)
1202. SAVAGE MODEL 110 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial
#F890678, 308 Win, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue with a few specks of light
surface oxidation and some light handling wear noted. The checkered hardwood stock rates excellent and has some light dings and light scratches. There
are no provisions for sights but mounted to the receiver is a set of Weaver bases.
A factory tan leather sling is included. A near excellent condition bolt action sporting
rifle. (48244-6) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1203. SAVAGE MODEL 111-F
LEFT HAND BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #F503940, 308 Win, 22” barrel with
a bright, excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue with some light handling marks
scattered about. The black
composite stock rates excellent and has a few light marks as well. The original sights
remain intact and mounted to the
receiver is a Leupold one-piece base with a set of 1” rings. A black nylon sling is included.
An excellent left handed sporting rifle in a great all-purpose cartridge. (48278-4) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1204. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SPRINGFIELD STALKER PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #AP253315, .58 Caliber, 27 1/2” barrel
with a lightly oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with some areas of light surfaces oxidation present. The
crescent steel buttplate retains nearly all its original vibrant case colors. The checkered walnut stock rates near excellent and has some
light dings, flaking and other light handling marks present. The 1863 style lock functions correctly and included is the original wood ramrod.
Manufactured during the early 1970’s, these percussion carbines were made to resemble the original Civil War contract Springfield rifles,
but in a smaller “Officer’s Model” style like the H&R commemorative trapdoor. An excellent example of these classic rifles. (46520-1700)
{ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1205. S&W NO. 1 SECOND ISSUE REVOLVER serial #102702, 22 Short, 3 1/4” octagon barrel with a good bore that is gray with some
light pitting, but has solid rifling still. The barrel and steel parts are a mottled gray with areas of fine pinprick pitting and some light tool
marks present. The frame retains much of its original silver plating which is fading to brass around the edges and light handling and
tool marks as well. The walnut grips rate excellent and are numbered to the frame, they each have a few light dings. The cylinder bears
the later 1860 patent date and the action appears to function correctly. A classy, early S&W in very good overall condition. (48168-9)
{ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1206. ROSSI MODEL R92 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #K319666, 357 Mag/38 Spl, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original blue with some light handling wear along the edges and bearing surfaces. The smooth hardwood stocks
rate excellent and have a few light dings and scratches. The original sights are intact and carbine appears to function correctly. The manual
is included. An excellent example overall. (48278-2) {MODERN}
(150/250)
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1207. SAVAGE MODEL 29B SLIDE ACTION RIFLE .22 S, L, LR, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90%
original blue with light wear noted along the bearing surfaces. The walnut stocks rate near excellent. There are light handling marks to
each, but the buttstock has some minor crazing and flaking to the finish at the butt. The original sights are intact and the action appears to
function correctly. A great little 22 sporting rifle in near excellent overall condition. (47960-28) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1208. MAUSER C96 BROOMHANDLE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #142233, 30 Mauser, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright, excellent bore. The
metal surfaces are mostly a mottled brown with areas of gray metal and light to minor pitting blending throughout. The grooved walnut
grips rate about very good and have several light dings and some light chipping. The pistol has been disassembled and it appears that the
locking block lug is missing and the action frame is cracked with its forward portion missing. It is unknown if all the parts are present. A
good candidate for parts or restoration. (44268-11) {C&R}
(50/75)
1209. J. WURFFLEIN PERCUSSION HALF STOCK RIFLE .41 Caliber, 32” octagon barrel with a very good, lightly oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces are overall a rich mottled brown with areas of light pitting scattered about and blending with gray. The barrel features a turned
collar at the muzzle and has a full solid under-rib, the forward thimble is missing. The top flat is marked “John J. Wurfflein Philada” lock
plate has a similar maker’s marking, the areas just about the breech appears to read “Remington / Cast Steel” but the marking is very faint
and not entirely legible. The checkered walnut stock is split in half through the wrist just behind the lock and barrel and currently remains
separated, though it appears an attempt at a repair was made at one point. The stock features German silver furniture that has light tarnish. The triggerguard is cracked and separated at the point where the separation in the stock begins, the two portions are held in place
with replacement screws. Rifle is equipped with a simple blade front sight and has a notched rear sight that is missing its elevation screw,
many of the screws have minor slot damage. An interesting percussion rifle that shows a lot of potential for the right craftsman. (47893-1)
{ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1210. SPRINGFIELD 1898 KRAG BOLT ACTION BARRELED RECEIVER serial #2526389, 26-35, 23 1/2” Sedgley barrel with a bright,
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 60% of an applied blue finish that has some moderate flaking and areas of light surface
oxidation throughout. There are no provisions for sights or scope mounts. Barreled action only with no stocks or other parts included. A
good start for a great project rifle. (47023-19C) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1211. AERO PRECISION M5 LOWER RECEIVER ASSEMBLY serial #US06291, Multi, Receiver Assembly only. This lot consists of a
complete AERO M5 lower receiver assembly with collapsible buttstock. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original matte blue anodized
finish with a few light handling marks visible. Receiver is equipped with a Zytel checkered pistolgrip and has a Tapco six-position collapsible
buttstock. Included are two PMAG LR/SR 308 Win 20 round magazines, one remains sealed in its original packaging. An excellent example
of these quality AR style receivers, perfect for your next custom build. (48202-3) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1212. DAVIDE PEDERSOLI DERRINGER LIEGI PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #02281, .44 Caliber, 2 3/8” screw barrel with an excellent
bore. The barrel retains bout 99% of its original blue which is lightly flaking to plum. The frame and hammer retain about 60% original vibrant
case color the balance being a pewter gray. Pistol is equipped with a bag style walnut grip that rates very good but has a with-the-grain
crack along the left flat. The action functions correctly and included are the original box and barrel wrench. A near excellent modern example
of these Deringer style percussion pistols. (48060-123) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1213. PALMETTO ABILENE DERRINGER PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #021375, .41 Caliber, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
round barrel retains 99% plus original blue while the frame and hammer have some of the original gray smoky case color, the balance being
a pewter gray. The walnut grips rate excellent and the lock functions correctly. The original wood presentation case with red felt lining is
included and is housed in the original box along with the papers and manufacturer’s documents. An excellent example overall of these
modern American style spur trigger Deringer pistols. (48060-99) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1214. PALMETTO ABILENE DERRINGER PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #021377, .41 Caliber, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
round barrel retains 99% plus original blue while the frame and hammer have much of the original gray smoky case color, the balance being
a pewter gray. The walnut grips rate excellent and the lock functions correctly. The original wood presentation case with red felt lining is
included and is housed in the original box along with the papers and manufacturer’s documents. An excellent example overall of these
modern American style spur trigger Deringer pistols. (48060-101) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1215. C OLT AUTOMATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #OD58806, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% plus original blue with no visible signs of wear. The trigger and magazine floorplate retain all of their original nickel
finish. The checkered hardwood grips rate excellent, each has a silver Rampant Colt medallion. The original box, a single magazine and
the original paperwork are included. Probably about as close to an as-new-in-box example of these pocket sized Colt pistols as you will
find. (48255-3) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1216. R EMINGTON MODEL 51 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #PA38450, 380 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 85% original blue with areas of the slide turning to a dull brown patina, silvering along the exposed edges of the slide and
a few smaller scattered spots of fading. The Remington UMC grips rate very good plus with a few light dings and handling marks. A single
magazine is included that is marked with what appears to be a “P” on the baseplate. A very good Model 51 that will likely make a great
shooter. (207942-149) {C&R}
(300/500)
1217. P HOENIX POCKET AUTOMATIC SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #243, 25
ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with a good bore that shows moderate oxidation and
pitting throughout most of its length but visible rifling. The metal surfaces
of this Lowell, Massachusetts marked pistol retain 90% original blue
with scattered areas fading to brown, a couple small dings, a spot
of light pitting on the frontstrap, silvering on the exposed edges and
some scattered freckling. The “Phoenix” marked grips rate very good
plus overall with some scattered dings and handling marks. A small
number of these pistols were made in Lowell to compete with guns
such as the Colt 1908 Vest Pocket and today they are hard-to-find. A
very good example overall. (207942-117) {C&R}
(300/500)
1218. R UGER OLD ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #145-75728, .45
cal., 7 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate very
good to excellent with a few light handling marks, scattered scratches and a
turn ring on the unfluted cylinder. The grips are replacement rubber checkered
1217
Pachmayr Presentation grips with a few light handling marks. The revolver features black blade fully adjustable rear sight and a serrated ramp front sight.
This revolver includes a black right hand cavalry style flap holster and size 40
leather belt, both in excellent condition. (88096-14) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)
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1219. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 31 REGULATION
POLICE REVOLVER serial 704343, 32 S&W Long, 3”
pinned barrel with an excellent bore. This improved flat
latch revolver was made toward the end of the I frame
production. It retains about 99% factory blue with a light turn
ring on the cylinder. The standard hammer and trigger retain
bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The un-numbered diamond
checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate excellent. The gun includes a factory two-piece box that is correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun in addition to paperwork. The end label has a later added
serial number which is correctly written in grease pencil on the bottom of the box. This
beautiful little I frame Model 31 has seen little use over the years. (88218-50) {C&R}
[Ken Waters Collection]
(400/600)

1219

1220. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 39-2
SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A125857,
9mm, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This
pistol retains about 99% factory blue and
anodized finishes with a few minor handling
marks. The checkered walnut factory grips with silver S&W medallions rate excellent with a minor dent in the right panel. The
pistol features a Baughman ramp front sight and fully adjustable
black blade aftermarket MMC Combat rear sight. The pistol includes a factory two1220 piece box that is not correctly end labeled (for model 39) or correctly numbered to the gun,
a single factory magazine, cleaning rod, MMC Combat sight instructions, paper work and a
factory manual. (88218-43) {MODERN} [Ken Waters Collection]
(350/550)
1221. SMITH &
WESSON 32 HAND
EJ E CTO R R EVO LV E R serial
#589130, 32 S&W Long, 2” barrel
with an excellent bore. This five screw
I frame Pre-Model 30 revolver retains
about 95% factory blue with light muzzle wear, limited high edge wear, oxidation blemishes and
scratches. The standard hammer and trigger retain bold
case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The diamond checkered factory walnut Magna grips with silver
S&W medallions are correctly numbered to the gun and rate very
good to excellent with light handling marks and a dent on the left panel. (88218-46)
1221
{C&R} [Ken Waters Collection]
(400/600)

1222

1222. COLT OFFICIAL POLICE
REVOLVER serial #12164, 22 LR,
6” barrel with an excellent bore. This
1937 made revolver retains about 85%
plus factory blue with the grip frame
toned to gunmetal gray, high edge wear, minor oxidation stains and scratches. The checkered trigger
and hammer exhibit light wear to the blued surfaces with the face of the trigger worn to pewter. The
grips have been replaced with period Franzite faux
ivory striking eagle poised grips that rate very good
with several fine checks on the right panel, light
soiling and have shrunk at the top. Timing and lock
up remain excellent. This gun should make a good
shooter or start-up gun for the collector. (88218-45)
{MODERN} [Ken Waters Collection]
(400/600)

1223. COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #156892, 38
Colt New Police, 4” barrel with an excellent bore exhibiting a
few small oxidation stains and pits. The metal surfaces of this
1924 made revolver retain about 97% factory blue with some light oxidation staining
on the cylinder and topstrap along with a few handling marks. The blue on the hammer and
trigger rates near excellent with minor operational wear. The checkered hard rubber factory
service grips with “C” over the escutcheons and fleur-de-lis pattern rate excellent and are numbered to the gun. Timing and lock up are excellent. A nice example for the collector or revolver
1223
enthusiast. (88218-39) {C&R} [Ken Waters Collection]
(350/550)
1224. SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW99 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SAA3220, 9mm, 4” barrel
with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original black finish and the textured polymer
with integral accessory rail rates excellent. The pistol has standard three dot sights with adjustable rear and comes
with a single ten round factory magazine. (108290-216) {MODERN}
(350/550)
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1225. BACON MANUFACTURING PERCUSSION
POCKET REVOLVER serial #1005, 4” round barrel with a
moderately oxidized bore still showing traces of rifling. The metal surfaces on this second model revolver bear an overall dark
brown patina with a light turn ring on the cylinder, scattered fine oxidation
staining with some tiny impact marks and pinprick pitting, the loading lever and
plunger are a lighter pale gray. The walnut grips rate about very good with light handling marks
retaining about 60% original varnish. The right panel is numbered but illegible and the retention tabs at the
tops of the grips show moderate wear. All numbered parts are matching, the wedge pin is unnumbered.
The cylinder binds lightly from time to time. (57956-13) {ANTIQUE}
(350/550)

1226
1226. PERSIAN M30 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #7056-1, 8mm Mauser, 18”
barrel with a good plus bore that shows moderate pitting throughout much of its length but
strong rifling. The front band and floorplate are a light gray pewter with some light oxidation stain specks, while
the balance of the other parts are an overall dull gray patina with some small freckling spots on rear of receiver,
some scattered light oxidation stain specks and light silvering at the muzzle. The hardwood stock rates very good as-refinished
with a lightly added oil finish, a small chip at right rear of handguard, scattered dings and handling marks. The lion crest is strong, the bolt is
mismatched, the safety operates a bit stiffly and there is no cleaning rod present. A solid example of a hard-to-find Persian Mauser carbine.
(208060-41) {C&R}
(300/500)
1227. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 31-1 32 REGULATION POLICE REVOLVER serial #H141316, .32 S&W Long, 2” pinned barrel with
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some loss to due to minor scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder.
The standard hammer and service trigger retain bold case-hardened colors. The checkered walnut Magna grips with silver S&W medallions
rate excellent with a few light handling marks and slightly rounded points. This revolver was manufactured in the early 80’s and remains in
excellent condition. (108257-9) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1228. R UGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #46-11149, .45 Colt, 7 1/2” barrel with bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% blue with some light silvering at the muzzle and a very light turn ring on the cylinder. The hammer has
scattered spots of light oxidation staining and the revolver has standard ramp front sight with black blade adjustable rear sight. The faux
ivory grips rate excellent. (108290-294) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1229. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 49 BODYGUARD REVOLVER
serial #J932916, .38 Special, 2” barrel with bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with a faint turn
ring visible along the cylinder. The top of the shrouded hammer
matches the rich dark tones of the case-hardened colors visible on
the service trigger and the revolver has standard 1/10” serrated ramp front sight
with square notch rear sight. A set of checkered walnut Magna grips with silver
S&W medallions stock this revolver and they rate excellent. Included with this steel
frame revolver is a correct factory box that is end labeled and numbered to the gun
with manual and cleaning kit. This compact carry piece has seen very little if any use.
1229
(108290-290) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1230. R UGER MODEL SP101 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #570-69806, .32
H&R Magnum, 3 1/16” heavy barrel with bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate
excellent showing only a few light handling marks and very light turn ring on the cylinder. The revolver
has a pinned front ramp sight with white outline black blade rear sight. The cushion rubber grips with textured black
plastic inserts rate excellent and included with this revolver are the original factory box with shipping sleeve and manual.
(108251-2) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1231. SMITH & WESSON M&P 40 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HAR6342, .40 S&W, 4 1/4” barrel with bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original black Melonite finish and rate excellent. The black Zytel polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol has
Novak Lo-Mount sights and comes with two ten round magazines, three interchangeable grip panels, cable lock, manual, and correctly
end labeled factory hard case that is numbered to the gun. (108270-10) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1232. R UGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #35-91038, .357 Magnum, 4 5/8” barrel with bright
excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent and have a few minor handling marks with a light turn ring along the cylinder. The revolver has standard ramp front sight with adjustable black blade rear sight and the smooth hardwood grips with black phoenix medallions
rate excellent. (108290-268) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1233. S MITH & WESSON M&P 40 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HAR4534, .40 S&W, 4 1/4” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original black Melonite finish and rate excellent. The black Zytel polymer frame rates excellent and the pistol is sighted
with Novak Lo-Mount sights. Included with the pistol are two ten round magazines, three interchangeable grip panels, cable lock, manual,
and correctly end labeled factory hard case numbered to the gun. (108270-9) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1234. S MITH & WESSON M&P 40 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HAR4541, .40 S&W, 4 1/4” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original black Melonite finish and rate excellent. The black Zytel polymer frame rates excellent and the pistol is sighted
with Novak Lo-Mount sights. Included with the pistol are two ten round magazines, three interchangeable grip panels, cable lock, manual,
and correctly end labeled factory hard case numbered to the gun. (108270-8) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1235. R UGER VAQUERO SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #55-10487, 45 Colt, 7 1/2” barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel,
cylinder, and grip frame retain 97% blue finish with a few light scratches, spots of silvering at the tip of the ejector rod housing and muzzle
with a light turn ring on the cylinder. The frame shows strong case-hardened colors with a few light scratches visible and the revolver has
standard fixed sights. The smooth hardwood grips with black phoenix medallions rate excellent overall with a few light handling marks.
(108290-242) {MODERN}
(350/550)
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1236. R UGER MODEL SP101 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #571-63209, .357 Magnum, 2 1/4” barrel with bright excellent bore.
The stainless surfaces rate excellent showing a few minor handling marks with perhaps a spot or two of light fine oxidation staining and
light turn ring around the cylinder. The revolver has a standard fixed blade front sight with square notch rear sight and the black rubber
with textured plastic insert grip rates excellent and included is a manual. This would make a great shooter or personal protection piece.
(108251-3) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1237. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 15-3 COMBAT MASTERPIECE REVOLVER serial #10K3495, .38 Special, 2” pinned barrel with
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue finish with spots of silvering along the high edges, light turn ring
along the recessed cylinder and perhaps a spot or two of light fine oxidation staining. There is a spot of added blue along the grip frame
from an alteration that turned this once square butt into a round butt revolver. The standard hammer and smooth combat style trigger have
been polished bright showing light operational marks and small patches of fine oxidation staining. The revolver has a red ramp front sight
with adjustable micro-click black blade rear sight and the checkered walnut Magna grips rate very good showing overall light handling
marks, flaking varnish and mostly crisp points. The frame contour matches the grips well, however the metal is slightly proud of the wood
and still has a pleasing ergonomic feel associated with these well constructed revolvers. (108278-24) {MODERN)
(350/550)
1238. K AHR ARMS P9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #YB0488, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The matte stainless steel surfaces
rate about very good to excellent with scattered light handling marks. The polymer frame rates very good to excellent with a few light scuffs
and handling marks. The pistol is equipped with three dot Tritium night sights that no longer function. The pistol includes a factory hard
case that is correctly end labeled but not correctly serial numbered to the gun, a pair of seven round magazines, manual and paperwork.
A great little defensive pistol. (88100-61) {MODERN} [Walter “Walt” Rauch Collection]
(350/550)
1239. STEVENS MODEL 53-B BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original
blue with light surface oxidation and handling marks. The smooth walnut stock with ebony forend tip rates excellent with light handling
marks. This rifle functions well and would make a fun shooter. (1X178057-5) {MODERN}
(50/100)

1240
1240. 
G E R MAN SYSTE M AYDT
SINGLE SHOT TARGET RIFLE
BY KIESS-KLEIN serial #7040, 22 LR, 28 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
barrel retains about 90-92% original blue, the loss is due primarily to even fading, mostly
at the muzzle and on the sharp edges and contact points, also with scattered very light
oxidation. The action is a darker deep gray-blue patina with light oxidation staining on its right
flat and toning to silver and light pewter on its left. The top of the breechblock and action are neatly matted
and maker marked. The checkered walnut buttstock and forearm rate very good plus, the buttstock with a checkered
hard rubber gripcap and what appears to be a later replacement heavy brass crescent style buttplate (it is highly likely the gun
originally had some manner of Swiss hook). The original blade style front sight is in place as is the open rear sight atop the sight rail on the
barrel. The sight is rather neat and features a three-position aperture with a square notch, u-notch and v-notch. The rear diopter sight is
no longer present. The gun seems to function well mechanically. (38158-19) {C&R}
(350/550)
1241. C ESKA ZBROJOVKA MODEL CZ-75 BD POLICE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AU134, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent
bore. This pistol retains about 98% factory black finish with a few scattered light handling marks, minor high edge wear and a couple of
scratches. The checkered black synthetic replacement X-Ray grips rate excellent. This pistol features three dot sights and a frame mounted
de-cocker. The pistol includes a single sixteen-round magazine. (88202-4) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1242. WALTHER PPK SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #227195, 32 ACP, 3 5/16”
barrel with an excellent bore. This Interarms distributed pistol retains about 97%
factory blue with a few tiny areas of pitting on the left side of the slide, high edge
wear and handling marks. The checkered brown synthetic factory “eagle” grips rate
very good to excellent with light handling marks and have the Walther banner on
both panels, federal eagle on the right one and Interarms address on the lower right
panel. This 1968 proof dated pistol has the slide correctly numbered to the frame and includes
1242 a single
factory magazine with flat base. The ill-conceived GCA of 1968 banned the importation of
these fine little pistols. (88290-207) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1243. COLT WOODSMAN TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #59130-S, 22 LR, 6” barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1949 made pistol retain about 80% factory blue with the
grip frame toned to pewter, browning finish around the barrel-frame junction, high edge wear, a few oxidation stains and
scratches. The checkered thumb rest synthetic factory grips with Colt monogram on the right panel rate about excellent
with light handling wear. The pistol features a Coltmaster adjustable rear sight and Patridge front sight. A single factory
magazine is included. (88303-21D32097) {C&R}
(350/550)
1244. COLT SECOND GENERATION MODEL 1851 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #10372, .36 cal., 7
1/2” octagon barrel with an excellent bore. This revolver retains about 99% factory finishes with a few
light handling marks on the blue finished barrel and
cylinder, bold case-hardened colors on the frame, and
very lightly tarnished silver plate on the grip frame. The
smooth one-piece factory walnut grips are correctly
1244
numbered to the gun and rate very good to excellent
with light handling wear. All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. The right-side barrel pin
is broken and the base pin has slight play. (88217-1)
{ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
1245. CUSTOM INSCRIBED HENRY GOLDEN BOY LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial # GB044529, 22 LR, 20” octagon barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original finish on the golden Brasslite receiver, brass buttplate, and blue barrel and action
showing a couple of minor handling marks and a couple of specks of tarnish on the buttplate. The American walnut stock and forearm rate
excellent with the right side of the buttstock inscribed with “Let’s Roll”. This custom inscribed rifle is from a set of rifles purchased as gifts
for employees and is in like-new condition. (128087-211) {MODERN} [Kenneth Fry Collection]
(350/550)
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1246. C USTOM INSCRIBED HENRY GOLDEN BOY LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #GB050018, 22 LR, 20” octagon barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original finish on the golden Brasslite receiver, brass buttplate, and blue barrel and
action showing a couple of minor blemishes. The American walnut stock and forearm rate excellent with the right side of the buttstock
inscribed with “Let’s Roll”. This custom inscribed rifle is from a set of rifles purchased as gifts for employees and is as new with its original
box. (128087-206) {MODERN} [Kenneth Fry Collection]
(350/550)
1247. CUSTOM INSCRIBED HENRY GOLDEN BOY LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #GB050830, 22 LR, 20” octagon barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original finish on the golden Brasslite receiver, brass buttplate, and blue barrel and action which
show a couple of light handling marks and the buttplate exhibits a little tarnish. The American walnut stock and forearm rate excellent with
the right side of the buttstock inscribed with “Let’s Roll”. This custom inscribed rifle is from a set of rifles purchased as gifts for employees
and is as new with its original box. (128087-219) {MODERN} [Kenneth Fry Collection]
(350/550)
1248. RUGER OLD MODEL “FLAT TOP” SINGLE ACTION
REVOLVER serial #21521, .357 Magnum, 4 5/8” barrel with bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue and
anodized finishes with loss along the grip frame and triggerguard
1248
likely due to a chemical exposure. The cylinder has a light turn ring
and the loading gate has toned to a plum color. The revolver has a
ramp front sight and adjustable black blade rear sight and the safety bar update has been completed.
The checkered hard rubber grips with black phoenix medallions rate near excellent having lightly
faded, turning more brown in color with slightly worn points. (108301-17) {C&R}
(600/800)
1249. GLOCK MODEL 19 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #XGR864, 4” barrel with bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original Tenifer finish and the textured polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol
features white outline rear and dot front fixed sights and has replacement slide back plate and grip plug from
Bastion with the Punisher Logo. Included with this fourth generation pistol are a correctly labeled and numbered
factory hard case, two magazines, loading tool and related papers. (108300-10S20580) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1250. GLOCK MODEL 22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #CKY568US, .40 S&W, 4 1/2” barrel with bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% original Tenifer finish with several light scratches and silvering along the high edges and around the
breech. The rough checkered polymer frame rates near excellent and has added grip tape and custom beaver tail style back strap.
The pistol has fixed fiber optic front sight and MH3 rear night sights that still glow softly. Included with this pistol are a single 10 round
factory magazine and Elite Survival ambidextrous nylon holster. (108300-6S20602) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1251. SMITH & WESSON M&P 45 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HVT6856, .45 ACP, 4” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original Melonite finish and the textured grip polymer frame with integral accessory rail rates excellent. The pistol features an
ambidextrous safety with low profile night sights that illuminate brightly and comes with a correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun
factory hard case, two interchangeable grip inserts, manual and lock. (108300-12S20579) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1252. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 38 MILITARY & POLICE
REVOLVER serial #D302188, .38 Special, 2” pinned barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with loss due to
light operational wear, silvering along the high edges and light turn ring on the
recessed cylinder. The standard hammer and smooth combat trigger show
mottled case-hardened colors. The revolver has a 1/8” serrated ramp front
sight with square notch rear sight and the checkered walnut Magna grips with S&W medallions rate about very good with light handling marks and small refinish spot on the left
side panel, likely from use. (108278-23) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1253. U.S. FP-45 LIBERATOR PISTOL BY G.M. GUIDE LAMP DIVISION 45
1252
ACP, 4” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces have been lightly cleaned overall with
some original corrosion resistant finish remaining
mostly on the grip frame in addition to oxidation blemishes, scratches and a few dings. The barrel has a smooth grind mark with a
1253
welding imperfection and the cocking knob rates about excellent with light handling wear and oxidation on the ferrous metal parts and there is a cavity mold number
of “20”. This three-hole pistol has a crescent “F” breech marking, remains fully operational
and the floorplate is missing. The barrel has German proof marks dated 3/82 with the caliber
marked and the number “397”. (86229-804) {C&R} [Elliott Riggs Collection]
(400/600)
1254. WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #481232, 22 LR, 20” barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1916 made rifle retain about 10% factory blue
mostly on the receiver. The remaining metal surfaces have toned to a gray-brown with splashes of
blue intermixed. Overall, the metal surfaces are smooth with only light handling and operational
marks. The buttstock and butt plate rate about very good as refinished with old dents, dings and
scratches visible plus the finish is starting to thin around the wrist. The forend stock rates excellent with later applied finish. The barrel and tang markings are correct for the era of production.
Included with this handy pre-WWI gun is a black
leather violin case with the interior fitted to hold
the gun in its disassembled state. The case rates
about very good overall with scratches and scuffs.
Also included are (2) fifty round Winchester yellow/
blue/red labeled boxes of 22 LR “Leader” staynless
ammunition that rate excellent, a four-piece brass
cleaning rod with wood handles and slotted tip
and (3) assorted bore brushes. The gun has seen
some honest wear but remains tight. You’ll surely raise some eyebrows when you show up at the
range with your “violin”. (88286-6) {C&R}(350/550)

1254
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1255. C OLT FRONTIER SCOUT REVOLVER serial #5776Q, 22 LR, 4 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1958
made two tone revolver retain about 97% factory blue and anodized finishes with light high edge and operational wear, thinning finish on
the barrel plus a few handling marks. The checkered black synthetic grips with Colt monograms rate excellent with a few minor scuffs. This
“22 RF” has seen some light use but still times and locks up correctly. A solid little Frontier Scout. (88286-1) {C&R}
(350/550)
1256. MAUSER MODEL HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #748534, 32 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol retains about
99% factory blue with light high edge wear. The checkered walnut factory grips rate excellent. The barrel is numbered to the gun and there
are “[eagle]/N” commercial proofs. The pistol includes an excellent condition unmarked black leather flap holster and a pair of magazines.
(88060-106) {C&R}
(300/500)

1257

1257. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 TRAPPER LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #4855328, 30-30, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with a couple of minor scratches and some light
oxidation on the magazine tube and receiver. The walnut stock and forearm rate about
excellent with a ding and a few other minor handling marks. This rifle features a large
loop lever and appears to have seen little use. (128290-14) {MODERN} (350/550)

1258. WINCHESTER MODEL 94AE TRAPPER LEVER
ACTION CARBINE serial #6219782, 30-30, 16” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of light handling
marks. The walnut stock and forearm rate excellent with a few light handling marks.
1258
This crossbolt safety angle eject rifle features a large loop lever and appears to have
seen little if any use. (128290-99) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1259. SPRINGFIELD ARMORY MODEL 1911-A1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial
#NM58368, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95%
original blue with thinning to gray on the gripstraps, some light oxidation and oxidation staining on the bottom of the frame and top
of the slide and the safety has toned to plum with some silvering on its edges. The checkered walnut grips rate excellent with a minor
handling mark or two. (128290-212) {MODERN}
(300/500)

1260
1260. SAVAGE ANSCHUTZ MODEL 141M BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial
#458524, 22 Magnum, 21 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
99% original blue with a light handling mark or two. The European walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock
with skip-line checkering and ebony forend rates excellent with also with a light handling mark or two. The
gun features a bead front and an elevation adjustable folding leaf rear sights, a grooved receiver, and comes with a five shot
magazine and a leather sling with quick detachable swivels. A great gun that appears lightly used and would be as good with the
target as with varmints. (128211-8) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1261. R UGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #46-70412, .45 Colt / .45 ACP, 4
5/8” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% blue and anodized finishes with light silvering along some of the high
edges and turn rings on both cylinders. The revolver has a ramp front sight with white outline adjustable rear sight and the smooth walnut grips with black phoenix medallions rate excellent with a few
light handling marks. A second cylinder is included. (108278-31)
{MODERN}
(350/550)
1262. COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #27587M, 38 Special, 4” barrel with bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% blue finish and have scattered light fine oxidation staining, silvering at the muzzle and along the high edges with a light turn ring on the cylinder. This third
issue has standard sights and is fitted with a set of checkered walnut grips similar to those
1262
of a Detective Special and
rate excellent. (108274-1)
{MODERN} (350/550)
1263. T H O M P S O N C E N TE R AR MS CONTE N DE R SI NG LE SHOT PISTOL serial #231241, .357 Magnum, 10” bull barrel with
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% blue
1263
finish with a couple of light scratches. The Pistol features a fixed
ramp front sight, adjustable rear sight and new style hammer mounted safety/selector. The smooth walnut finger groove grips and forend
rate excellent with a few minor light handling marks. (108290-306)
{MODERN}
(350/550)
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1264. T HOMPSON CENTER ARMS CONTENDER
SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #A6687, .44 Rem.
Mag., 10” bull barrel with bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% Armour Alloy II finish with a
couple of light operational wear marks. The pistol has a
pinned ramp front sight with adjustable black blade rear
sight and new style hammer mounted safety/selector.
The pistol is stocked with a set of Pachmayr checkered
rubber “Gripper” forend and grips that rate excellent.
(108290-281) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1264
1265. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 29-2 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #N429677, 44 Magnum, 8
3/8” pinned barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces have been glass bead blasted resulting in a
non-factory dull matte blue finish with a few light handling marks and turn ring on the cylinder. The .500” target hammer and .500” target trigger retain robust case-hardened colors with light
operational wear. The checkered walnut factory target grips with silver S&W medallions rate very good with a few light dents and handling
marks. The revolver features white outline micro adjustable factory rear sight and red ramp front sight. Timing and lock up remain solid and
the gun should make a great shooter. (86520-299) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1266. C OLT FRONTIER SCOUT ‘62 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2125P, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1965
made gun retains about 97% blue and black finishes with light high edge wear, a few scratches and a very faint turn ring on the cylinder.
The Colt Staglite grips with silver Colt medallions rate very good to excellent with a few light scuffs and handling marks. Timing and lock up
are excellent. (86520-2066) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1267. WALTHER/INTERARMS TPH SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #G000334, 25 ACP, 2 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This American
made TPH retains about 99% original blue finish with a few minor handling marks. The checkered black plastic factory grips with Walther
banner rate excellent. The pistol features drift adjustable von Stavenhagen style sights and slide mounted de-cocker. The pistol includes a
factory hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, (3) magazines with finger extension floor plates, manual, and test
target numbered to the gun and dated November 9, 1994. This handy little pocket pistol appears to have seen little if any use. (86520-4336)
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1268. WALTHER/INTERARMS TPH SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #G000352, 25 ACP, 2 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This American
made TPH retains about 99% original blue finish with few minor handling marks. The checkered black plastic factory grips with Walther
banner rate excellent. The pistol features drift adjustable von Stavenhagen style sights and slide mounted de-cocker. The pistol includes a
factory hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of magazines with finger extension floor plates, manual, a
test target numbered to the gun and dated October 2, 1998 and paperwork. This pistol appears to have seen little if any use. (86520-4403)
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1269. WALTHER/INTERARMS PPK SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A048664, 380 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless
steel surfaces of this American made pistol rate very good with scattered scratches, scuffs and handling marks. The checkered black plastic
factory grips with Walther banner rate very good with scattered scratches, scuffs and handling marks. The pistol features drift adjustable von
Stavenhagen style sights and slide mounted de-cocker. The pistol includes a factory hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered
to the gun, a magazine with finger extension floor plate, a magazine with flat metal floor plate, manual and a cleaning rod. (86520-3287)
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1270. C OLT NEW SERVICE REVOLVER serial #61706, 45 Colt, 7 1/2” barrel with slight frosting visible. The metal surfaces of this well used
1914 made gun retain about 35% factory blue with most surfaces worn to pewter and most of the remaining blue found on the frame,
flutes and protected barrel areas, in addition to, scattered light scratches, pitting and a series of small impact marks around both sides of
the frame/topstrap juncture. The Nitre blue on the hammer and trigger are thinning from use. The correct style checkered hard rubber
grips are not correctly numbered to the gun (99898) but rate about good
with moderate wear to the diamond points, dents, dings and other handling
marks. There is a brass brazed firing pin bushing repair on the frame; it has
worn sufficiently that primers may back out or flow and should receive the
services of a professional before firing. Lock up is good but timing may need
attention and the lanyard loop is present. (86520-2095) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1271. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 12-2 MILITARY & POLICE AIRWEIGHT
REVOLVER serial #D712542, 38 Special, 2” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
This revolver retains about 98% original blue and anodized finishes with a few minor
1271
handling marks, turn ring on the cylinder and a stray oxidation blemish also on the
cylinder. The standard hammer and standard trigger retain bold case-hardened colors with
light operational wear. The checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate near excellent with a few light handling marks. (86520-262) {MODERN} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1272. C OLT WOODSMAN MATCH TARGET
SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #15115-S, 22
LR, 6” heavy barrel with an excellent bore.
This 1948 made second generation woodsman retains about 80% factory blue with the
high edge wear and oxidation blemishes. The
top of the pistol, and to a lesser extent the
1272
bottom and backstrap, are toning to brown along with light freckling. The pistol has
been equipped with unmarked checkered walnut thumb rest target grips that rate
very good plus and exhibit light scattered dents, dings and diamond point wear. The
pistol features an undercut Patridge front sight and Coltmaster adjustable rear sight. The
muzzle end of the barrel lug has been drilled and a non-removable plug installed, probably to add
lead weights, but is unconfirmed. The pistol includes a single magazine. This gun should make a great
shooter. (86520-111) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
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1273. ESSEX ARMS GOVERNMENT MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL WITH COLT 22/45 CONVERSION UNIT serial #39371, 22 LR,
5” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 96% blue finish with most of the loss to the matte grip frame along with high
edge wear and scratches. The polished and matte surfaces of the Colt conversion unit also display high edge wear and a few scratches.
The pistol sports a set of checkered walnut Colt factory grips with gold Colt medallions that excellent. The gun also features a cross hatched
arched mainspring housing with lanyard loop, long trigger and standard 1911A1 configured grip safety and hammer. The conversion unit
features a floating chamber, Accro rear sight and Patridge front sight. While the trigger is not match, quality is very serviceable and the gun
should make a great plinker, trainer or informal target gun. (86520-2072) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)
1274. S MITH & WESSON NO. 1 THIRD ISSUE TIP-UP
REVOLVER serial #102484, 22 RF, 3 3/16” barrel with a
near excellent bore exhibiting a few pits. The metal surfaces
retain about 95% factory blue with high edge wear, light
scratches, a few areas starting to thin and a turn ring on the
cylinder. The trigger and hammer retain bold case-hardened
colors but the ejector stud is mostly straw. The smooth rosewood grips rate
very good plus with limited flaking finish and other handling marks. The grips are correctly
numbered to the gun, and the assembly numbers correctly match on the frame, barrel and
cylinder. The revolver still functions mechanically and the barrel-to-frame fit has just a hint of play.
(86520-438) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1274
1275. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 15-3 COMBAT MASTERPIECE REVOLVER serial #3K1508, 38 Special,
4” pinned barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 96% original blue with scattered high edge
wear, handling marks and a turn ring on the cylinder. The standard trigger and standard hammer retain bold case-hardened
colors with light operational wear. The checkered rubber Pachmayr Presentation grips rate very good with light handling wear
and scuffs. The pistol is equipped with black blade micro adjustable rear sight and later added green ramp front sight. Timing
and lock up are good and it should make a good shooter. (86520-2067) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)
1276. S MITH & WESSON .32 HAND EJECTOR MODEL REVOLVER serial
#617480, 32 S&W Long, 3” barrel with an excellent bore. This four-screw improved “I”
frame revolver with improved flat latch has a non-standard 3” barrel. The metal surfaces retain about 96% factory blue finish with scattered oxidation stains, light high edge
wear, turn ring on the cylinder and a few handling marks. The standard trigger and
standard hammer retain bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The
diamond checkered factory walnut round butt grips with silver S&W medallions
rate excellent and are correctly numbered to the gun. All appropriate parts are
correctly numbered to the gun and it still times and locks up correctly. Post1276
war .32 hand ejectors were offered with 3 1/4” barrels the later 3” barrels
being offered in model 30 revolvers as standard starting in 1957. There are
no rework marks on the gun and the 3” barrel has the later ramped front
sight that was produced starting in late 1956 and is correctly numbered
to the gun, which presents a field of possible explanations. (6520-3029)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1277. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1903 .32 HAND
EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #170210, 32 S&W Long, 3 1/4”
barrel with a lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces of this 5th
change revolver retain about 97% nickel plate with limited high
edge wear, scattered light oxidation blemishes, turn ring on the
cylinder, slight clouding and scratches. There are a series of light
impacts on the triggerguard, mostly around the rear bow. The
standard hammer has strong case-hardened colors but the trigger has started to fade with the face and hammer spur worn to
pewter. The diamond checkered hard rubber factory grips with
S&W logo rate about good with some minor handling wear but
the right panel is missing a chip on the butt that extends out from
the grip pin hole. The grips are not correctly numbered to the gun
1277
but all other appropriate parts are. (86520-3302) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1278. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 469 “MINI” SEMI-AUTO
PISTOL serial #A840439, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% factory blue and
anodized finishes with faint high edge wear, a few light handling and operational marks in addition to the slide toning to plum. The thin
textured black synthetic factory grips with S&W logo rate excellent. The pistol features a serrated ramp front sight with inset high visibility
yellow line, white outline rounded, no-snag drift adjustable rear sight and spurless hammer with serrated top to allow single action thumb
cocking. The pistol includes a single factory magazine with finger rest floorplate. A great concealed carry pistol. (86520-2440) {MODERN}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1279. C OLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #256696, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a lightly
frosted bore. The metal surfaces of this 1920 made pistol retain about 85% factory blue with areas worn to brown/purple, fine pinprick pitting,
oxidation blemishes and scratches. The case-hardened colors remain bold on the trigger, safety and grip safety with light operational wear.
The correct checkered hard rubber factory grips rate about excellent with minor handling wear. The pistol includes a single Colt marked
two-tone magazine. (86520-2018) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1280. S MITH & WESSON 22 / 32 HEAVY FRAME TARGET HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #472411, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an
excellent bore. This revolver retains about 75% factory blue with the front strap toned to brown, scattered oxidation blemishes, pitting, high
edge wear, barrel toned to a brown/pewter and a turn ring on the non-recessed cylinder. The hammer has some muted case-hardened colors
showing along with oxidation blemishes. The trigger is pewter with oxidation stains. The grips are replacement checkered rubber Pachmayr
Compacs that rate very good exhibiting light handling wear. (86520-2084) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection](350/550)
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1281. S
 MITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION PERF E CTE D TO P-B R EAK R EVO LV E R serial
#14630, 38 S&W, 5” barrel with a bore exhibiting
scattered light pitting and oxidation. This lovely revolver was returned to the factory to be refurbished.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% factory reapplied blue with a few light scratches and a faint turn
ring on the cylinder. The trigger and hammer retain
bold case-hardened colors with minor freckling and
wear on the trigger. The smooth unmarked un-numbered mother-of-pearl grips rate good to very good
with a shallow chip missing on the left panel. The
1281
butt has a factory refurbish mark (star) and the grip
frame is dated August, 1951. Barrel-to-frame fit is
tight and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. (86520-415) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1282. C OLT POCKET POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #124939, 32 Colt New Police (S&W Long), 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This
1926 made revolver retains about 96% factory blue with high edge wear, butt area thinning to pewter, light turn ring on the cylinder
and a few handling marks. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with “Colt” within an oval are correctly numbered to the gun and
rate good showing a shallow repaired chip on the toe of the right panel. Timing and lock up remain excellent. (86520-2912) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1283. C OLT POCKET POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #128182, 32 Colt New Police (S&W Long), 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
This 1927 made revolver retains about 97% factory blue with high edge wear, a few cleaned oxidation and pitting areas on the barrel
and cylinder. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with “Colt” within an oval are not correctly numbered to the gun but rate very
good to excellent with limited diamond point compression on the left panel. Timing and lock up remain excellent. (86520-2419) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1284. COLT 357 REVOLVER serial #21002, 357 Magnum, 4” heavy barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1959 made revolver
retain about 80% plus factory blue with the serrated backstrap oxidized to brown, moderate high edge wear, oxidation blemishes, pitting
and scratches. The replacement checkered rubber Pachmayr “Gripper” finger groove grips rate excellent. The revolver features Colt Accro
rear sight, serrated ramp front sight and standard hammer. Should make a good shooter as timing and lock up are excellent. (86520-2013)
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1285. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 27-2 REVOLVER serial #N36505, 357 Magnum, 3 1/2” pinned barrel with an excellent bore. This early
1970’s made revolver has been non-factory hard chrome refinished and retains about 97%. There is a freckling of flaking on the left and right
sides of the frame along with a turn ring, minor high edge wear and a few scratches. The .500” target trigger and .500” target hammer retain
full hard chrome finish. The grips are checkered rubber Pachmayr Presentation grips that rate very good to excellent with light handling wear.
The gun is equipped with a red ramp front sight and white outline micro adjustable factory rear sight. Timing and lock up are excellent and
should make a great shooter and carry gun. (86520-2451) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1286. C OLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER with
Agency Markings serial #814233, 38 Special, 4” barrel
with an excellent bore. This 1962 made second issue revolver retains about 97% factory blue with high edge wear,
slight thinning on the grip frame, a few oxidation stains and
a light turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered walnut factory grips with
silver Colt medallions rate excellent but the left panel is slightly warped leaving a
gap on the frame at the top. The butt is stamped “HCCD 48”, likely the Hudson County
Corrections Dept., but not definitive. Overall, a nice Police Positive Special. (86520-362)
1286
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1287. C OLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER WITH POLICE MARKINGS serial
#447215, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1936 made second issue revolver retains
about 96% factory blue with high edge wear, slight thinning on the grip frame, a few oxidation stains and
the front of the triggerguard bow has been cleaned, cold blued and lightly tooled probably to eliminate a very small ding.
The checkered walnut factory grips with silver Colt medallions rate near excellent with light scattered diamond point wear.
The butt is stamped “P.P.D. No. 62”. At least four agencies are identified by R.L. Wilson in The Book of Colt Firearms that Colt
sold to over the years and possibly more that use those initials and markings. Overall, a nice Police Positive Special that should
be attractive to the Police firearm collector. (86520-2543) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1288. C OLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER IDENTIFIED TO AMERICAN RAILWAY EXPRESS serial #334660, 38 Colt New
Police (S&W), 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1930 made revolver retains about 97% factory blue with high edge wear, cleaned
pitting at the muzzle and minor freckling. Strong blue is present on the trigger and hammer. The correct unnumbered checkered
walnut factory grips with silver Colt medallions and reapplied finish rate good to very good with a worn area on the butt of the right
panel and a few handling marks. The backstrap is stamped “RY.EX.AGY.” for the American Railway Express Company. (86520-2966)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1289. ARGENTINE BALLESTER-MOLINA SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY HAFDASA serial #47114, 11.25mm (45 ACP), 5” barrel with an
excellent bore. The pistol retains about 95% factory blue with high edge wear, scratches, limited pitting and oxidation stains. The black
synthetic grips rate good to very good with light to moderate handling wear. The pistol is importer marked on the butt and includes a single
unmarked magazine. (86520-2898) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1290. R UGER NEW MODEL SUPER BLACKHAWK BISLEY REVOLVER serial #85-80240, 44 Magnum, 7 1/2” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% factory blue and anodized finishes with most of the loss to the blue on the grip frame along
with high edge wear, turn ring on the cylinder and a few handling marks. The smooth walnut grips rate excellent with a few minor handling
marks. The revolver features a white outline adjustable rear sight and black ramp front sight. The perfect setup for your next deer hunting
foray. (86520-679) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
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1291. H IGH STANDARD MODEL G-B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #334940, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% factory blue with light scattered handling marks and minor freckling. The checkered brown plastic grips with
High Standard logo rate excellent. The pistol features drift adjustable black blade rear sight, serrated ramp front sight and includes a single
magazine. (86520-2943) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1292. H IGH STANDARD FLITE KING LW-100 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #432823, 22 Short, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
pistol retains about 97% blue and anodized finishes with scattered light scratches and limited high edge wear. The checkered brown thumb
rest synthetic grips with High Standard eagle logo rate very good plus with light handling marks. The pistol features drift adjustable black blade
rear sight, serrated ramp front sight and includes a single magazine. (86520-198) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)
1293. H IGH STANDARD FLITE KING LW-100 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #434522, 22 Short, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The pistol retains about 96% blue and anodized finishes with high edge wear, grip frame thinning to plum and a few scratches. The
checkered brown thumb rest synthetic grips with High Standard eagle logo rate very good with a few light handling marks. The pistol
features drift adjustable black blade rear sight, serrated Patridge front sight and includes a single magazine. (86520-2944) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1294. C OLT WOODSMAN SPORT MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #132793, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This first
series 1939 made pistol retains about 75% factory blue with most of the loss due to light scattered oxidation blemishes and pitting on
the barrel, slide and frame plus limited high edge wear, cleaned pitting on the frontstrap and a few handling marks. The fully checkered
factory walnut grips rate excellent. This gun has windage adjustable black blade factory rear sight and factory elevation adjustable
Patridge front sight. The gun includes a single unmarked magazine and would make a wonderful trail gun or shooter. (86520-2131)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1295. C OLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #A22394, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
this third issue revolver retain about 97% factory blue with most of the loss due to a thinning backstrap, limited high edge wear, turn ring
on the cylinder and handling marks. The checkered walnut factory service grips are numbered to the gun and rate very good with light
scattered dings, dents and wear. Timing and lock up are still as good as the day it left Colt. A good start-up gun for the collector or as a
shooter. (86520-192) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1296. C OLT MODEL 1877 “LIGHTNING” REVOLVER serial #136324, 38 Long Colt, 4 1/2” barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted
bore. This 1902 made revolver is a mottled mix of brown and pewter with the grip frame toning more to purple. The metal surfaces
have scattered light oxidation blemishes and pitting with small splashes of factory blue hiding in the protected areas of the triggerguard
frame, barrel and backstrap areas around the knuckle. The hammer and trigger are brown with oxidation stains. The checkered hard
rubber grips are numbered to the gun and rate about good with moderate to heavy wear to the diamond points and light scratches.
The markings on the barrel and frame remain strong to crisp. The revolver still times and locks up correctly. (86520-2091) {MODERN}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1297. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 65-3 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #AFJ4844, 357 Magnum, 3” heavy barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate very good to excellent with scattered light handling marks and a turn ring on the cylinder. The
hard chrome smooth combat trigger and standard hammer rate excellent. The checkered rubber Pachmayr “Compac” grips rate excellent.
A fine gun for home defense or concealed carry. (86520-2500) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1298. S MITH & WESSON 22/32 HEAVY FRAME TARGET HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #423934, 22LR, 6” barrel with an
excellent bore. About 50-55% factory blue finish remains with most of the loss to the frame and grip frame which have toned to brown
with some pewter mixed in. High edge wear, a few oxidation blemishes, scratches and a cylinder turn ring are also found on the metal
surfaces. The trigger is mostly pewter with traces of color but the hammer retains bold case-hardened colors with silvering along the top
of the spur and operational wear is evident. The diamond checkered walnut factory extended target grips with gold S&W medallions are
correctly numbered to the gun and rate good to very good with light dents, minor chips on the edges of the butt and other handling marks.
The revolver features a black blade factory adjustable rear sight and Patridge front sight. This gun is a good candidate as a shooter or for
the budding Smith collector. (86520-108) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1299. 
S MITH & WESSON MILITARY & POLICE HAND EJECTOR
REVOLVER IDENTIFIED TO DETROIT POLICE DEPARTMENT
serial #C208796, 38 Special, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. This post war
pre-model 10 retains about 98% factory nickel plate with a few scattered
light oxidation blemishes, a couple of dings on the outer edge of the barrel,
turn ring on the cylinder and scattered scratches. The nickel plate along the
top of the barrel, top strap a few chambers on the cylinder and the frame
above the knuckle has clouded. The standard trigger and hammer have strong
case-hardened colors remaining with operational wear and areas worn to
pewter. The diamond checkered walnut factory round butt grips with silver
S&W medallions rate good with scuffs, dings and diamond point wear along
with a shallow chip near the base of the left panel. All appropriate parts are
correctly numbered to the gun with correct timing and lock up plus the backstrap is engraved “Detroit Police 10187”. Every police firearms collector needs
a representative gun from the “Motor City”. (86520-2927) {C&R} [Richard
1299
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1300. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 36-1 CHIEFS SPECIAL REVOLVER
serial #767166, 38 Special, 3” pinned heavy barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 96% factory blue with high edge wear,
lower portions of the grip frame toning to pewter, scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The standard trigger and hammer retain
bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The checkered walnut factory square butt grips with silver S&W medallions
are correctly numbered to the gun and rate about very good with worn finish, a few scratches and scuffs. A fine concealed carry
revolver. (86520-259) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1301. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 37 AIRWEIGHT CHIEFS SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #J912164, 38 Special, 3” barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% factory blue and anodized finishes with light high edge wear, turn ring on the
cylinder and a few handling marks. The standard trigger and hammer retain bold case-hardened colors with lightly cleaned pitting on
the sides of the trigger. The checkered walnut factory grips with silver S&W medallions are not correctly numbered to the gun and rate
excellent with minor handling wear. A fine gun for defensive use or the start up collector. (86520-183) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
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1302. SMITH & WESSON 22/32 HEAVY TARGET HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #279779, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore.
This revolver retains about 60% factory blue with the remaining surfaces toning to brown with scattered oxidation blemishes and handling
wear. The hammer and trigger have strong case-hardened colors with requisite operational wear. The grips are replacement rubber checkered Pachmayr Compac that rate very good. The gun is equipped with black blade factory “U” notch adjustable rear sight, Paine front sight
and rebated “Regulation Police” style round butt frame. Timing and lock up are good and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to
the gun. (86520-1987) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1303. C OLT MODEL K FRONTIER SCOUT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #26952P, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1965 made gun retains about 97% factory blue and anodized finishes that has started to thin on the backstrap
and recoil shield areas along with limited high edge wear and a light turn ring on the cylinder. The revolver features factory Staglite grips
that rate excellent. This gun has seen only light use. (86520-148) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1304. C OLT OFFICERS MODEL TARGET REVOLVER serial #23270, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. This early war (1941) revolver
retains about 80% factory blue with most of the loss on the cylinder in addition to high edge wear, cylinder turn ring and a few handling
marks. The stocks are replacement checkered rubber Pachmayr Presentation grips that rate excellent. The revolver features correct windage
adjustable factory rear sight and elevation adjustable factory Patridge front sight. Timing and lock up are excellent and it should make a
great shooter or startup gun for the collector. (86520-665) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1305. C OLT PRE-WOODSMAN SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #52790, 22 LR, 6 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1927 made pistol
retains about 85% factory blue with scattered light to moderate edge wear, oxidation blemishes, a few areas of minor pitting and handling
marks. The checkered walnut factory grips rate good with light diamond point wear, scattered light to moderate scuffs, dents and dings.
The rear sight is windage adjustable and the front bead sight is elevation adjustable. The pistol includes a single correctly marked factory
magazine. (86520-2482) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1306. B ROWNING MODEL 1910/1955 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #611519, 380 ACP, 3 7/16” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% factory blue with light high edge wear and a small stray spot of pitting on top of the slide. The checkered factory
synthetic grips have Browning in an oval and rate excellent. The barrel and slide are correctly numbered to the gun and a single unmarked
magazine is included. A very nice condition model 1910 pistol. (86520-2511) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection](350/550)
1307. MAUSER W.T.P. MODEL I VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #37882, 25 ACP, 2 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This
pistol retains about 90% plus factory blue with high edge wear, oxidation stains and handling marks. The single screw checkered black
one-piece factory hard rubber grip rates fair with little wear but a small chip missing on the left toe and a larger shallow chip on the rear.
The pistol includes a single magazine with square front and Mauser banner. The pistol includes an unmarked period flap holster that rates
good to very good with the belt loop starting to unstitch. (86520-840) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1308. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 12-2 AIRWEIGHT MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #D656876, 38 Special, 4” pinned barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% factory blue and anodized finishes with a few light scratches, minor high edge
wear and a turn ring. The standard trigger and hammer retain robust case-hardened colors with operational and edge wear. The checkered
walnut factory round butt Magna grips with silver S&W medallions are numbered to the gun and rate very good to excellent with light
handling marks. (86520-2455) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1309. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 12-2 AIRWEIGHT MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #D522421, 38 Special, 2” pinned barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% factory blue and anodized finishes with scattered light scuffs on the sideplate
and a turn ring on the cylinder. The standard trigger and hammer retain bold case-hardened colors with scattered freckling. The checkered
walnut factory round butt Magna grips with silver S&W medallions are numbered to the gun and rate excellent with light handling marks.
(86520-1007) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1310. COLT OFFICIAL POLICE REVOLVER WITH MARKINGS FOR REPUBLIC STEEL serial #10394, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent
bore. This 1935 made revolver has seen some honest use but retains about 80% factory finish with light to moderate high edge wear, grip
frame thinned to pewter, turn ring on the cylinder and handling marks. The un-numbered checkered walnut grips with silver Colt medallions
rate good with moderate diamond point compression, dings, dents and scratches. The revolver still times and locks up fairly well with one or
two chambers needing attention but it has that wonderful smooth pre-war action. The butt is marked “R.S.C. No.225” which is Republic Steel
Corporation according to the Book of Colt Firearms by R.L. Wilson. (86520-2024) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection](350/550)
1311. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 1903 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #14810, 32 S&W Long, 4 1/4” barrel with a frosted bore.
The metal surfaces of this second model hand ejector retain about 80% factory nickel plate with moderate edge and handling wear that has
toned to brown along with oxidation blemishes, bubbling, flaking and scratches present. The standard hammer and smooth trigger have
toned to brown and pewter with limited case-hardened colors visible. The smooth unmarked mother-of-pearl grips rate near excellent with
a minor chip on the base of the right panel. All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun, and it still times and locks up correctly.
(86520-2108) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1312. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 13-2 MAGNUM MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #9D33280, 357 Magnum, 3” heavy
barrel with an excellent bore. This revolver retains about 99% factory blue with a few light scratches on the recessed cylinder, minor edge
wear and a turn ring. The standard trigger and standard hammer retain bold case-hardened colors. The gun is equipped with Uncle Mike’s
checkered rubber combat grips that rate excellent. A great gun for concealed carry or home defense and was favored by the F.B.I. during
the 1970’s and 1980’s. (86520-3246) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1313. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 12-3 AIRWEIGHT MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #513371D, 38 Special, 4” pinned tapered
barrel with an excellent bore. This revolver retains about 99% factory blue and anodized finishes with a light turn ring on the cylinder. The
standard trigger and standard hammer retain bold case-hardened colors. The gun is equipped with Pachmayr checkered rubber grips that rate
excellent. The gun appears to have seen little use over the years. (86520-3931) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection](350/550)
1314. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1917 BRAZILIAN CONTRACT REVOLVER serial #184930, 45 ACP / AR, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent
bore. The arsenal grade reapplied matte finish rates excellent with about 99% remaining. There are a few light handling marks present and
a turn ring on the cylinder. The diamond checkered factory replacement Magna grips with worn S&W medallions rate about fair with lightly
cleaned surfaces, moderately compressed diamond points, light handling wear and later applied varnish. All appropriate parts are correctly
numbered to the gun and the Brazilian seal on the sideplate is strong. The lanyard loop is missing and the backstrap is stamped with the
number “4454”. The gun should make a good shooter. (86520-3048) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1315. K IMBER CUSTOM TLE/RL II SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #K140087, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The black finish
has been cleaned on the slide and to a lesser extent on the frame with about 50–60% remaining. The cleaning has left multiple small fine
scratches. The double diamond checkered factory rubber grips rate about excellent. The pistol features three-dot Novak style Tritium night
sights that no longer function, checkered forestrap, checkered flat mainspring housing, external extractor and a rail on the dust cover, to
name a few features. The top of the front sight is slightly canted from overly enthusiastic cleaning. A single factory magazine is included.
(86520-164) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
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1316. C OLT WOODSMAN MATCH TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #161355-S, 22 LR, 6” heavy barrel with an excellent bore. This
second generation 1956 made pistol retains about 90% factory blue with high edge wear, oxidation blemishes, pitting and handling marks.
There is cleaned oxidation that extends under the grips. The factory grips have been replaced with unmarked checkered walnut palm and
thumb rest target grips that rate about very good with scattered light dents, dings and scratches. The pistol features a Patridge front sight
and Accro rear sight. The pistol was equipped with an unmarked aftermarket compensator that was secured with an ad-hoc pin to the front
sight. The original rear front sight pin is missing. The pistol includes the aforementioned compensator and a single Colt marked magazine.
(86520-4070) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1317. C OLT OFFICIAL POLICE REVOLVER serial #1887, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. This first-year production revolver (1930)
retains about 80% factory blue with moderate high edge wear, grip frame toning to pewter, scratches and other handling wear. The checkered
walnut factory grips with silver Colt medallions are not correctly numbered to the gun but rate excellent. The gun has seen some honest use
but remains mechanically functional. (86520-3915) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1318. U.S. MODEL 1909 REVOLVER BY COLT serial #37641, 45 Colt, 5 1/2” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting light frosting near
the breech end. The metal surfaces of this 1911 made gun have remnants of an arsenal refinish and display an overall deep blue-gray and
pewter patina with sparse minor oxidation staining as well as oxidation staining on the sides of the hammer and trigger. The unmarked
smooth walnut factory grips rate very good as refinished. The right side of the frame, barrel and face of the cylinder shows Rinaldo Carr’s
inspector marks with the bottom of the barrel U.S. property marked. The Rampant Colt with stylized “C” is faded but barrel and inspector
markings are strong. There are several factory refurbish marks, a “K” on the cylinder latch and “&” on the grip frame. The cylinder is a factory
replacement with a refurbish number stamped below the extractor. The gun still functions mechanically and the lanyard loop is present. This
salty old 1909 Army appears to have been around for a few wars. (86520-240) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)
1319. C OLT SECOND GENERATION MODEL 1862
PERCUSSION POLICE REVOLVER serial
#55055, .36 cal., 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
1319
the barrel and cylinder retain about 98% factory blue
with scattered light oxidation blemishes, minor high edge
wear, a turn ring and a few scratches. The frame, hammer and loading lever
have bold case-hardened colors with light freckling on the frame. The silver-plated grip
frame rates excellent with some light tarnishing and handling wear for an overall rating of about 97%.
The one-piece smooth factory grips rate excellent. The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly
numbered to the gun. A nice second “genny” for the shooter. (86520-3219) {ANTIQUE} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1320. S MITH & WESSON 1ST MODEL 44 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #196, 44 Special, 6 1/2” barrel with a near
excellent bore exhibiting light frosting toward the breech end. This salty old 1908 made “Triple Lock” was one of the first
production guns to move off the assembly line. It was returned for a factory repair or refurbish in July 1916. The frame has
toned to brown with the barrel and cylinder grayer. There are some handling marks, oxidation blemishes and varying degrees of pitting. The
protected areas retain about 10–15% factory blue with the strongest showing in the flutes of the cylinder. The diamond checkered factory
walnut grips rate fair to good with moderate to heavy wear of the diamond points and handling marks. All appropriate parts and the grips
are numbered to the gun. The yoke stop and yoke stop spring are missing but this century old gun still times and locks up correctly. If you
are looking for a nice restoration project, shooter or just enjoy old guns with character, this one fills the bill. (86520-3988) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1321. S MITH & WESSON 38/44 HEAVY DUTY HAND EJECTOR
REVOLVER serial #S85373, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore.
1321
This Model of 1950 pre-Model 20 five screw revolver retains about 70%
factory blue with most of the loss to the backstrap and cylinder. The
backstrap is a mottled mix of oxidation blemishes and pewter while the cylinder
has toned to brown along with high edge wear and handling marks on the other
metal surfaces. The standard hammer and replacement .400” smooth target trigger retain bold
case-hardened colors with light operational wear and a few oxidation stains on the hammer. The
diamond checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate about good with
light to moderate handling marks. The right panel shows moderate plus wear to the diamond points but
the left has only light wear. All appropriate parts and the grips are correctly numbered to the gun plus the
timing and lock up remain excellent. This old N frame has seen some honest use but should make a great
start up gun for the budding collector or better yet, it will make a great shooter. (86520-3924) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1322. U.S. MODEL 1917 REVOLVER BY SMITH & WESSON serial #12769, 45 ACP / AR, 5 1/2” barrel with a very lightly
frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 60% arsenal grade reapplied finish with the grip frame toned to brown, moderate high edge
wear, finish thinning to brown on various surfaces and handling marks. The standard trigger and lanyard loop were refinished to blue but
the hammer with concentric rings was not and displays strong case-hardened colors. The serial number is high for this style hammer and
it could be a replacement or leftover parts used up by the factory. The un-numbered grips have been lightly cleaned and reoiled in the
past and rate about good with dents, dings and scuffs present. Major Gilbert H. Stewart’s inspector mark remains strong. The cylinder is a
replacement but all other parts are numbered to the gun. The frame and barrel are marked with an identical later applied assembly number
and a different later added assembly number appears on the cylinder under the extractor star. Timing and lock up remain good and the
screw heads exhibit slot damage. (86520-3858) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1323
1323. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 1903 32 HAND EJECTOR
REVOLVER serial #253175, 32 S&W Long, 4 1/4” barrel with an
excellent bore. This 5th change revolver retains about 90% plus factory blue with
thinning to purple finish on the grip frame, frame and sideplate in addition to high edge wear and
a turn ring on the cylinder. The standard trigger and hammer retain strong case-hardened colors
with operational wear, trigger face worn to pewter and light freckling. The diamond checkered hard
rubber factory grips with S&W logo rate excellent. The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. Timing and lock up remain excellent. A fine example of a Model 1903. (86520-1548)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
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1324. S
 MITH & WESSON MODEL 1903 32 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #235765, 32 S&W Long, 3 1/4” barrel with an
excellent bore. This fifth change revolver retains about 90% factory blue with high edge wear, several areas of cleaned pitting on the
backstrap, topstrap and cylinder; a few oxidation stains, scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The standard hammer and trigger
retain robust case-hardened colors with light oxidation blemishes and operational wear. The diamond checkered hard rubber grips rate
excellent. The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun and it still times and locks up correctly. (86520-3343)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1325. S MITH & WESSON 3RD MODEL 32 HAND EJECTOR
REVOLVER serial #528836, 32 S&W Long, 3 1/4” barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 96% factory
blue with thinning finish on the grip frame, high edge wear,
scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The standard trigger and
hammer retain bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear.
The diamond checkered hard rubber grips are not correctly numbered to the gun but
rate very good with a small scuff on the bottom of the left panel a few handling marks.
All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun and it still times and locks up
correctly. (86520-3936) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1325
1326. S MITH & WESSON VICTORY MODEL REVOLVER serial #V65953, 38 Special, 4” barrel
with an excellent bore. The revolver retains about 98% factory Parkerized finish with light high
edge wear, a few handling marks and a turn ring on the cylinder. The standard hammer and trigger
retain bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The replacement checkered rubber Pachmayr Presentation
grips rate near excellent with light handling wear. The front sight has been altered into a blade with bead similar to the Paine
front sight. Timing and lock up are excellent and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. (86520-3905)
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1327. SMITH & WESSON 1ST MODEL 44 DOUBLE ACTION TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #3892, 44 Russian, 5”
barrel with a frosted bore. The metal surfaces have been lightly
cleaned to mostly pewter with about 10-20% scattered nickel plate
remaining. The finish is bubbling in areas in addition to oxidation
stains, pitting, handling marks and scratches being present. The
hammer and trigger have toned to gray and the triggerguard is
mostly smoky gray with oxidation stains and pits. The un-numbered
diamond checkered hard rubber grips rate poor with both panels
exhibiting a repair below the S&W monogram but show surprisingly
light wear. Any numbers on the grips were probably lost during the
repairs but all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun
plus the mainspring has an additional booster spring added. The top
1327
latch is in need of attention as the revolver is very difficult to open,
barrel-to-frame fit is loose and it still functions generally, although
timing and lock up are in need some attention. (86520-3994) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1328. SMITH & WESSON THIRD MODEL .32 SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK
“BICYCLE” REVOLVER serial #207624, 32 S&W (short), 2” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting very light scattered frosting. The metal surfaces retain about
40% factory blue with most surfaces toned to brown with strong amounts of finish
left on the barrel, top strap and triggerguard. The trigger is mostly brown and
pewter with faint case-hardened colors visible. The replacement diamond
checkered factory hard rubber grips are not correctly numbered to the gun
but rate excellent overall. The gun still functions mechanically and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. (86520-4024) {C&R}
1328
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1329. C USTOM SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO.2 ARMY TIP-UP
REVOLVER serial #3329, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. An
unknown gunsmith has converted this tip-up to 22 LR. The metal surfaces of this three-pin revolver have been professionally refinished
with about 60– 70% remaining. The barrel and cylinder
have predominately toned to brown with a few oxidation
1329
blemishes, pitting and handling marks. The smooth rosewood grips are correctly numbered to the gun and rate
excellent as refinished with minor handling wear. The metal is now proud of the
wood. Barrel to frame fit is tight, the cylinder still times and locks up correctly plus the appropriate parts are correctly assembly numbered to the gun. The sideplate was engraved with what
appears to be “E.H. Todd” but is soft from the metal preparation during the refinish process. In addition to
sleeving the barrel and cylinder to accommodate the 22 LR, the ejector rod was turned down to allow proper
ejection. An interesting conversion to allow use of a more readily available ammunition. (86520-3958) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1330. C OLT OFFICIAL POLICE REVOLVER serial #892126, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1963 made
revolver retains about 95% factory blue with most of the loss due to oxidation blemishes on the backstrap, frame and other metal
surfaces. The checkered walnut factory grips with silver Colt medallion rate excellent. Timing and lock up are excellent and the gun
shows little use. If you want a startup gun for your collection or just like shooting the old Colts, this gun is a perfect fit. (86520-4062)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
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1331. COLT OFFICERS MODEL MATCH REVOLVER serial #69941, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1955 made revolver retains
about 75% factory finish with moderate high edge wear, barrel and cylinder thinning to pewter, cleaned oxidation stains, limited pitting and
scratches. The unnumbered checkered walnut target grips with silver Colt medallions rate good to very good with light to moderate diamond
point wear and handling marks. The front sight has been modified into a bead atop a post with a copper insert and the Accro black blade
rear sight leaf is a “U” notch in lieu of the usual square notch. The gun has seen some honest use but timing and lock up remain excellent.
It should make a good shooter. (86520-3889) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1332. C OLT NEW POLICE REVOLVER serial #26529, 32 Colt New Police (S&W Long), 4” barrel with a few scattered pits. This 1904 made
revolver retains about 90% factory blue with high edge wear, a few lightly cleaned oxidation blemishes, pitting and handling marks. The
checkered hard rubber factory grips with “Colt” within an oval rate about very good with very little wear but a small scuff on the right butt.
(86520-3962) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1333. E NGRAVED ASTRA MODEL 2000 CUB SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial
#69014, 22 Short, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This factory engraved
pistol is covered in loose scroll engraving with punch dot shading for about 90%
coverage. The pistol retains about 99% factory applied chrome finish with a few
minor handling marks. The smooth faux mother-of-pearl grips rate very good
to excellent with scattered light scratches. The little vest pocket pistol was also
sold by Colt as the Jr. Model and includes a single magazine. (86520-3301)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1334. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 1903 32 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER
serial #161947, 32 S&W Long, 3 1/4” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore.
This fifth change revolver retains about 90% plus factory nickel with light, high
edge wear, freckling, oxidation blemishes, limited pitting, bubbling, scratches and
handling marks. The standard hammer and trigger retain robust case-hardened
colors with light freckling and operational wear. The diamond checkered hard
1333
rubber grips rate about good with a check forming on the butt of the right
panel. The grips are not correctly numbered to the gun but all other appropriate
parts are and it still times and locks up correctly. (86520-1418) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1335. AUSTRIAN MODEL 1912 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY STEYR serial #15214,
9mm Steyr, 5 1/8” barrel with a very lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces of this 1918 dated pistol retain about 60% blue with most of the
surfaces toning from brown to smoky gray along with scattered oxidation blemishes and pitting. The hammer and trigger are pewter with
oxidation staining. The checkered walnut grips rate fair with poorly inlaid diamond and dash mother-of-pearl inlays on both panels along
with light handling wear, dents and a small chip missing from the base of the left panel. Markings on the gun remain crisp. (86520-4089)
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1336. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #49673, 32
ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol
retain about 98% factory blue with light high edge wear and scratches. The
trigger has beautiful case-hardened colors and full fire blue on the safety and
hammer. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with impressed Indian head
logo rate excellent. The pistol includes a single magazine. (86520-3910) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1336
1337. SM ITH & WESSON NO. 1 1/2 TIP-UP
REVOLVER serial #12005, 22
Short, 3 3/16” octagon barrel with a frosted
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
nickel plate on the frame and about 40%
factory blue on the cylinder, ejector rod and
barrel with the remainder toned to brown
with scattered light oxidation blemishes and
pitting. The smooth rosewood grips are not
1337
correctly numbered to the gun but rate about
very good with scattered light dents and scratches. The cylinder has no patent dates on it but it and the barrel are correctly
assembly numbered to the frame. The gun still times and locks
up correctly. (86520-4028) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1338. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #D697096, 38 Spl, 6” pinned
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue with a little silvering by the muzzle, a little light freckling
primarily on the gripstrap, a few minor handling marks and a faint turn ring on the cylinder. The
trigger and hammer exhibit excellent case colors and show a few light handling and operational
marks. The checkered walnut Magna grips with S&W medallions are numbered to the gun and
rate very good to near excellent with a few handling blemishes and a little fading/flaking finish. This
1338
mid 1970’s revolver appears to have seen light use. (126520-110) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1339. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 19-5 357 COMBAT MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #AEV0862, 357 Magnum, 6” ribbed
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with several light handling marks, a spot of
silvering by the muzzle, a couple of spots of minor freckling and a light turn ring on the cylinder. The serrated trigger and
checkered hammer exhibit strong case colors showing some toning towards brown and a little light freckling. The textured
black rubber Hogue finger groove grip rates about excellent with a few minor handling blemishes. The gun is sighted with a Patridge front
and micrometer click adjustable rear sights. (126520-3052) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
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1340. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 12-2 38 MILITARY AND POLICE AIRWEIGHT DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2D21864,
38 Spl, 4” pinned barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces on the steel barrel and cylinder and aluminum frame retain 98%
original blue with a slight silvering at the muzzle, a light turn ring on the cylinder and a few minor handling marks. The trigger and hammer exhibit excellent case-hardened colors with faint silvering on the front edges of the trigger. The checkered walnut Magna grips with
S&W monograms are numbered to the gun and rate excellent showing a few light handling marks. A very nice 1977 production model 12.
(126520-952) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1341. R UGER VAQUERO SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #55-00549, 45 Colt, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The high
gloss stainless steel finish rates excellent with a light turn ring and a couple of minor handling marks. The smooth rosewood grips with silver
Phoenix medallions also rate excellent showing a light handling mark or two. An excellent condition single action that appears to have seen
little use. (126520-243) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1342. C OLT WOODSMAN MATCH TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #14476-S, 22 LR, 6” heavy barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces on this 2nd series Woodsman retain about 90% original blue with thinning towards gray on the gripstraps, multiple light
handling marks, flaking on the right side of the barrel and a little light scattered superficial oxidation. The Coltwood brown plastic checkered
grips rate near excellent with a couple of minor handling blemishes and three sets of initials etched into the surface. The gun is sighted
with a Colt Master adjustable rear and fixed front sights. Comes with a single “Colt / Cal 22 LR” marked magazine. (126520-1985) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1343. PARA ORDNANCE MODEL P12-45 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #RK9406, 45 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95-97% original finish on the black slide and matte blue frame with some thinning on the grip, a little toning towards brown
on the front grip and several minor handling marks. The textured black rubber Hogue grip rates excellent with a couple of light handling
marks. The gun is fitted with a grip safety and 3-dot night sights that have lost their luminescence. Comes with a single 12 round magazine.
(126520-238) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1344. SMITH & WESSON 22/32 KIT GUN AIRWEIGHT serial #5096, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
on this pre-model 43 revolver retain 90% original blue with thinning towards bronze on the high handled areas of the alloy frame and cylinder most pronounced on the gripframe and high edges. Also there is some silvering by the muzzle, several light handling marks and a turn
ring on the cylinder. The case-hardened colors on the serrated trigger and checkered hammer rate near excellent, retaining strong colors
with some fading towards gray on the trigger and a little operational wear on the hammer. The diamond checkered walnut grips with S&W
medallions are numbered to the gun and rate near excellent with several light handling marks. The gun is sighted with a serrated front ramp
and micrometer click rear sights. All the appropriate parts are numbered alike. A very nice early production pre-model 43. (126520-261)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1345. WINCHESTER MODEL 52 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #26211, 22 LR, 28” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel is primarily
a fading blue toning to a gray patina with about 30% blue still present and showing a little light freckling. The receiver retains 60-70% blue
with areas toning to a gray-brown patina. The pistolgrip walnut stock with semi-beavertail forend appears to have been lightly cleaned with
an added finish and rates near excellent with a few minor handling marks. The checkered buttplate has some minor oxidation; the stock
is fitted with swivels and there are two scope blocks mounted to the barrel. The gun is sighted with a Lyman 17A front and a Lyman rear
aperture sight and the bolt is numbered to the gun. There is no aperture disc included. A nice shootable 52. (126520-691) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1346. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 4506-1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #VZC5385, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
satin stainless steel surface rates excellent with a minor handling mark or two. The checkered black plastic grip also rates excellent. This
gun is fitted with 3-dot night sights that have lost their glow. An excellent gun overall that appears to have seen little use. No magazine
included. (126520-780) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1347. MAUSER MODEL 1914 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #343667, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 80% original blue with an area of cleaned pitting on the left slide rail, scattered further light pitting, the front strap turning to a brown
patina and further scattered smaller spots of fading to brown. The walnut grips rate very good with a few dings, handling marks and light
scratches. The right side of the frame is marked “Germany” and a single magazine is included. A very good example for the German collector.
(207942-61) {C&R}
(200/400)
1348. C OLT MODEL 1908 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #42728, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an about very
good bore that shows scattered light oxidation but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this Type III pistol retain 30% original blue with the
slide having mostly turned a gray patina with scattered freckling and oxidation staining. The frame retains much of the remaining blue finish
with scattered light pits, area fading to gray, freckling and oxidation staining. The Colt rubber grips rate fair with white throughout, some
scattered flaking, scratches and handling marks. A single factory magazine is included with this pistol. A well-used example that may prove
to be a good carry gun. (207942-69) {C&R}
(250/450)
1349. LLAMA EXTRA SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #29102, 9mm Largo, 5” barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered light pitting.
The metal surfaces of this 1911 style pistol are an overall dull brown patina with scattered traces of the original blue, a few scattered light
dings, a slide-stop reassembly mark, scattered freckling and oxidation staining. The checkered grips rate very good overall with an added
varnish and show scattered dings, flattening point areas and handling marks. A single magazine is included with this pistol. An interesting
Spanish 1911 clone. (207942-103) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1350. C OLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #265247, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a very good bore
that shows scattered light pitting and frosting. The metal surfaces of this type III pistol retain 75% original blue with light silvering to the
exposed edges, a few small tool marks on slide and rear sight, scattered fading and freckling. The checkered Colt grips rate very good with
an abrasion on bottom right panel, scattered dings and handling marks. A single Colt factory magazine is included with this pistol. A very
good example that may prove to be a good shooter. (208154-4) {C&R}
(300/500)
1351. H&R SELF LOADING SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #25218, 32 ACP, 3” barrel with a very good bore that shows some scattered frosting.
The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with scattered freckling, some oxidation staining on triggerguard. The trigger shows traces of the
original case colors with some freckling. The H&R marked grips rate very good with some dings and handling marks. A very good example
overall that may be a good shooter. (207942-97) {C&R}
(200/300)
1352. U.S. MODEL 1892 KRAG BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY (SPORTERIZED) serial #7630, 30-40 Krag,
22” shortened barrel with a good plus bore that shows scattered moderate pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces are an overall dull
gray patina with scattered freckling. The cut-down walnut stock rates very good as-cleaned with a few dings, handling marks and scratches.
There is no handguard present, the rifle has added sling swivels, a Marbles buckhorn rear sight and a white bead front sight. An interesting
sporterized Krag overall. (208241-3) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
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1353. C Z-27 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #234506, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this “(Eagle)/
WaA76” and “BOHMISCHE” marked pistol retain 98% original blue with some scattered light silvering and a small area of freckling on slide.
The trigger and hammer show vivid straw with some light thinning and a few tiny sparsely scattered oxidation stain specks. The CZ marked
grips rate very good with a 1” hairline crack at rear and a few scattered dings and handling marks. The frame is not serialized but the slide
is and a single magazine marked “P. MOD 27” is included. A nice Nazi marked CZ-27 overall. (208060-126) {C&R}
(200/400)
1354. F ROMMER STOP SEMI AUTO PISTOL BY FEG serial #97943, 32 ACP, 4” barrel with a fair bore that shows oxidation and pitting
throughout much of its length. The metal surfaces retain about 50% original blue with some silvering to the exposed edges, scattered
oxidation staining, freckling and fading. The “FS” marked grips rate very good showing scattered dings and handling marks. The right side
of the frame is marked with two shields and “16” likely for 1916 and there is a marking on the front strap which reads “IL.R/20” likely a unit
marking. A single magazine is included. A solid example of an interesting early semi auto pistol. (207942-151) {C&R}
(200/300)
1355. MAUSER MODEL 1910 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #274771, 25 ACP, 3” barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered
frosting. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with scattered fading and light freckling. The walnut grips rate very good with some
scattered dings, scratches and handling marks. A single magazine is included with this pistol. A very good example of a Mauser 1910.
(207942-54) {C&R}
(250/450)
1356. I NTERESTING CHINESE TYPE 53 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #E5423, 7.62x54 Russian, 20” barrel with an about very good
bore that shows scattered moderate pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1960 dated and Triangle 26 factory rifle are an
overall dull brown patina with some scattered pitting, a few indent marks on the bottom of the buttplate and areas of freckling. The Asian
hardwood stock rates very good as lightly-cleaned with overall a couple small chips, scattered dings, scratches and handling marks. The
buttplate appears unnumbered, the bolt is mismatched but the floorplate and stock are matching to the barrel shank and the front band is
loose. There is a sticker attached to the left side of the stock which states that this gun was captured from the Vietcong near Da Nang in
1965. There are no visible import marks. This gun comes from the estate of Marine officer John Howland Taft who was in Vietnam and the
Marines were indeed at Da Nang in 1965. The Vietcong received many of these Chinese carbines and the lack of import markings combined with the condition of the gun points to it being a Vietnam bringback but there is no paperwork to prove this definitively. An interesting
Chinese Mosin carbine that will fit in well in any Cold War collection. (208238-65) {C&R}
(200/400)
1357. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KOKURA serial #14556, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with a very good bore that
shows scattered oxidation and frost but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 22nd series rifle are an overall dull brown patina with scattered
freckling. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good overall with a splice repair on the right side of butt, a couple thin cracks on handguard in
front of rear sight, a couple abrasions, scattered dings, handling marks and scratches. The Chrysanthemum has been defaced but it is partially
visible, the extractor is unnumbered, the bolt handle is mismatched but the other parts are matching. No cleaning rod is present but the rifle
has anti-aircraft sights and the monopod rear band. A solid example of a Type 99 Arisaka. (208238-61) {C&R}
(200/300)
1358. B RITISH MKIII BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY RSAF ENFIELD serial #K7719, 303 British, 25” barrel with a very good bore that shows some
frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1917 vintage rifle show an arsenal blue finish that has turned into a brown patina with some
scattered freckling and some light loss on the magazine. The beech forestock and walnut buttstock rate very good overall with the butt showing
an added oil finish, a couple armorer repaired cracks at the rear handguard, a 1 1/2” crack on front handguard, a small abrasion, scattered dings,
light scratches and handling marks. There is a brass disc on the butt that reads “T0.9”, the bolt and magazine are unnumbered with the bolt being
having the earlier style cocking piece, the forestock is mismatched but the nosecap and rear sight are matching. A bore snake is present in the
buttstock compartment. A very good example that may prove to be a good shooter. (208238-51) {C&R}
(200/300)
1359. C OLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #349125, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a very good bore
that shows a few minor pits but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this type III pistol retain about 70% original blue with a few small spots
of light pitting on slide, scattered freckling, silvering and fading. The rubber Colt grips rate very good with a few light dings and handling
marks. A single Colt factory magazine is included. A very good example overall. (208139-85D32256) {C&R}
(250/450)
1360. S OUTH AMERICAN CONTRACT VZ-24 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BRNO serial #13880, 7mm Mauser, 23” barrel with a good
bore that shows oxidation and pitting throughout its length but evident rifling. The metal surfaces are an overall dull brown patina with scattered oxidation staining and freckling. The hardwood stock rates very good with an armory added dark oil finish, an area of flaking around
the stock disc, a few scattered thin cracks, dings, handling marks and scratches. The stock is numbered matching but the remaining parts
including the bent bolt handle appear unnumbered. There is a faint import mark on the underside of the barrel and this is an overall solid
example of these interesting Mauser style rifles. (208238-73) {C&R}
(200/300)
1361. ITALIAN M41 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ARMAGUERRA serial #QZ4230, 6.5 Carcano, 27” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% arsenal blue with some small pitting spots on front sight hood, oxidation staining on bolt, scattered light
fading, silvering and freckling. The beech stock has an unrepaired duffle cut at the rear band but otherwise rates very good with crisp Italian
cartouches, a few moderate abrasions, a 1/3” chip to the right off buttplate, overall scattered dings, handling marks and scratches. The stock
is matching to the barrel and there are no other visible serialized parts. The front sight is grooved for a front sight hood which is believed
to be a German modification but there are no Nazi markings on the gun and a G33/40 style front sight hood is present. An interesting rifle
from a hard-to-find manufacturer. (207879-129) {C&R} [Craig Brown Collection]
(200/400)
1362. B UDAPEST M95 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #5050D, 8x50 Mannlicher, 19” barrel with a fair bore that shows oxidation and
pitting throughout much of its length but visible rifling. The metal surfaces of this Stutzen style carbine are an overall dull brown patina with
scattered traces of an arsenal blue finish and some light oxidation. The hardwood stock rates about very good with a few strong triangle
markings on the right side of butt, a few cracks, scattered dings, handling marks and scratches. The right rear of barrel is marked with a
small “S”, the bolt is mismatched but the stock is matching. The carbine has a bayonet lug, and features the earlier style 2600-meter rear
sight and toe mounted sling swivel. An interesting M95 Mannlicher carbine overall. (208238-69) {C&R}
(100/200)
1363. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOKYO ARSENAL serial #153828, 6.5 Arisaka, 30 1/2” barrel with a
poor bore that shows oxidation throughout its length. The metal surfaces of this early no-series rifle are an overall dull brown patina with
some silvering on the receiver, oxidation on buttplate, scattered freckling and oxidation staining. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good
as-cleaned with some staining on the butt, a 3/4” crack on handguard in front of rear sight, a further small 1/4” crack at front of handguard,
scattered dings and handling marks. The parts are mismatched and the Chrysanthemum is intact with a Tokyo Arsenal logo stamped over
it indicating that the gun was taken from front line service and given to secondary duty. An original dust cover is included that is numbered
to a different gun. A good example piece overall. (208238-60) {C&R}
(200/300)
1364. NAZI MARKED FRENCH MODEL 1935A SEMI AUTO PISTOL BY S.A.C.M serial #B6923A, 7.65mm Longue, 4” barrel with
a very good bore that shows some scattered light pitting. The metal surfaces retain 90% of an arsenal black enamel finish with scattered
flaking and scratches. The checkered grips rate very good with a small chip on the left panel, scattered dings and handling marks. The pistol
is marked with an “(Eagle)/WaA/251” Waffenamt and a single magazine is included that is numbered to a different gun. An interesting piece
of history for the military collector. (208050-488) {C&R}
(250/450)
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1365. B ERETTA 950 B SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #B46349, 25 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Brazilian made pistol retain 97% original blue with some scattered light silvering scratches. The checkered Beretta grips rate very good plus
with a few light dings and handling marks. A single magazine is included with this pistol. An excellent condition Beretta 950 B overall.
(208115-5) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1366. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #207601, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a very good bore that shows some scattered
frosting. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with scattered fading to brown, a few light silvering areas and a few light dings. The
“SAVAGE QUALITY” marked grips rate very good plus with a few light dings and handling marks. A single magazine is included with this
pistol. A very good example overall. (208097-27) {C&R}
(200/300)
1367. NAZI MARKED CZ-27 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #168102, 32 ACP, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
“BOHMISCHE” marked pistol retain 93% original polished blue with some oxidation staining on frontstrap and triggerguard, some scattered
small spots of silvering and freckling on the slide and frame. The trigger and hammer show a robust strawed finish with some thinning and
oxidation stain specks and the “CZ” marked grips rate very good with a 1/2” chip at the bottom of the right panel, scattered dings and
handling marks. The slide and frame are matching and the right side of frame is marked with a “(Eagle)/WaA76” Waffenamt and a single
“P.MOD 27” magazine is included. A green canvas holster that appears to be a later variation is also included and the holster shows scattered
flaking and crazing. A fine CZ-27 for the military or pistol collector. (208139-70D32117) {C&R}
(200/400)
1368. F N MODEL 1910 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #420108, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright near excellent bore that shows perhaps
a minor spot of oxidation or two. The metal surfaces of this 1930’s vintage pistol retain 95-97% original blue with some freckling on front
and backstraps, a couple small areas of light pitting on grip safety and scattered light fading. The “FN” marked black grips rate very
good showing some dings and handling marks. A single blued unmarked magazine is included with this pistol. A nice 1910 pistol overall.
(208050-562) {C&R}
(250/450)
1369. U NMARKED RUSSIAN MODEL 1895 NAGANT DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #12151, 7.62 Nagant, 4 1/2” barrel with
a very good bore that shows a few areas of oxidation and pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 80% of a later applied possibly
arsenal blue with scattered areas of light pitting, some silvering to the exposed edges of barrel and cylinder and scattered freckling. The
checkered wood grips rate about very good with a couple of abrasions, scattered dings and handling marks. The cylinder and frame are
matching, the rear left of frame is marked with a Czarist era Tula hammer, the cylinder is marked with a Communist Tula star so the parts are
likely arsenal renumbered matching. The frame lacks a date and maker’s marking and they may have been scrubbed, there do not appear
to be any importer markings either. The cylinder and barrel show a bigger gap than usual, the cylinder does not appear to move forward
when the hammer is cocked, and the single action feature does not appear to be working so the revolver will likely require mechanical
attention. An interesting revolver overall. (208050-608) {C&R}
(75/150)
1370. H UNGARIAN 37M SEMI AUTO PISTOL BY FEG serial #185883, 380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows
some scattered light frost. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with some scattered light silvering and scattered areas drifting to a
brown patina. The grooved grips rate very good plus with a few dings and handling marks. This variant lacks a manual safety and the left
side of the triggerguard is marked with a St. Stephen’s Crown acceptance marking. A single magazine is included that is marked “37M” on
the baseplate. A nice Hungarian 37M overall. (208060-140) {C&R}
(250/450)

1371
1371. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA
BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOKYO ARSENAL serial #1989809, 6.5 Arisaka, 30 1/2” barrel with a good bore that
shows pitting and oxidation throughout much of its length but strong rifling.
The metal surfaces of this no-series rifle have dulled to a brown patina with some pitting on the barrel, floorplate,
bands and triggerguard, light band removal marks on barrel and scattered freckling. The Asian hardwood stock rates about very good
as-cleaned with a large chip missing behind the upper tang, a couple cracks around wrist, a couple hairline cracks on handguard in front
of rear sight, scattered dings, handling marks and a couple small abrasions. There is a note on the inside of the buttplate which states
that this rifle was captured by then Captain Howland G. Taft of the 2nd Marine Division on Saipan in November of 1944 and this rifle was
consisted by the Mr. Taft’s family. The cocking piece number is the Chrysanthemum is fully intact, the bolt handle, firing pin, extractor, bolt
and front band are all matching by the assembly number and the rear sight is numbered differently but is of the correct style. An original
cleaning rod, dust cover and black leather sling are included with this rifle. The dust cover is numbered to a different gun and the leather
sling shows scattered crackling, crazing and flaking. A solid example overall that likely was captured after an important World War Two
battle. (208238-59) {C&R}
(200/400)
1372. B ERETTA MODEL 1935 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #552398, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a very good bore that shows some scattered frosting and light pitting. The metal surfaces retain 80% original blue with a few scattered spots of pitting, some staining on front and
backstrap, scattered freckling and fading. The Beretta grips rate very good showing some flaking, dings, light scratches and handling marks.
The slide is numbered differently than the frame and the back left of the frame is marked with a “UT” acceptance stamp. A single magazine
and an aftermarket brown leather holster are included with this pistol. The holster strap does not fit all the way over the backstrap of the
pistol when the gun is inserted. A good example piece overall. (208060-138) {C&R}
(150/250)
1373. B ERETTA MODEL 1934 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #606348, 380 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows a few
scattered light pits. The metal surfaces of this 1937 dated pistol retain 90% of an arsenal quality refurbished blue with some blued-over
pinprick pitting, light silvering to the high edges and freckling on front and backstraps. The Beretta grips rate very good showing some
scattered small dings handling marks and scratches. The left rear of the frame is marked with an Italian Army “RE” stamp and the slide is
numbered matching to the frame. A period brown leather holster is included that shows scattered crazing and light flaking. A very good
pre-war Italian Army pistol. (208203-5) {C&R}
(200/400)
1374. C Z-52 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #N1029, 7.62x25 Tokarev, 4 1/2” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some light frosting.
The metal surfaces retain 95% arsenal parkerized finish with scattered light silvering. The grooved Bakelite grips rate very good with scattered light scratches, flaking and dings. The barrel, slide and frame are matching and the frame has a Century Arms import marking. Two
magazines are included with this pistol. (208119-8) {C&R}
(200/300)
1375. G ERMAN P.37 SEMI AUTO PISTOL BY FEG serial #52009, 32 ACP, 4” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some minor
frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this jhv 43 coded Femaru 37 pistol retain 90% original blue with some scattered light freckling,
fading and silvering. The grooved grips rate very good showing some dirt staining and dings. The slide, barrel and frame are matching and
the left side of the triggerguard is marked with an “(Eagle)/WaA173” Waffenamt. A single magazine is included that is marked “P. Mod. 37”.
A fine example for the collector of military pistols. (208050-650) {C&R}
(250/450)
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1376. B RITISH NO. 4 MK1 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BSA SHIRLEY (SPORTERIZED) serial #K35926, 303 British, 21 1/2” shortened
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1944 dated and M/47C coded rifle retain about 60% arsenal blue and phosphate
with oxidation on the left side of barrel, scattered fading, silvering and oxidation around the receiver, magazine and triggerguard. The cut-down
hardwood stock rates fair as-cleaned with a large 7 1/2” chunk missing beneath the right side of the receiver, a few filler repairs, scattered
dings, and handling marks. The bolt and magazine are numbered matching to the rear band, the rear sling swivel screws exhibit moderate
slot damage and there is no front sight or handguard present. A good project gun or parts donor. (208152-5) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1377. ARGENTINE MODEL 1909 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY DWM (SPORTERIZED) serial #P0405, 7.65 Argentine, 23” shortened
barrel with a very good bore that shows some scattered light pitting. The in-the-white receiver and bolt show oxidation throughout and
the other parts retain 85% of a later applied enamel with scattered thinning, flaking and oxidation. The cut-down Brazilian 1908 stock rates
very good with the beginnings of a small crack behind upper tang, scattered dings, handling marks and scratches. The bolt and barrel are
matching but the floorplate and stock are mismatched, the rear sight screw is missing and there are two added holes on the right rear of
the receiver. The stock has an added sling stud on the underside at front and the bolt handle has been turned down. A good project gun
overall. (208140-1S20285) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1378. U.S. MODEL 1903 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY (SPORTERIZED) serial #693711, 30-06, 24” barrel with
a fair bore that shows oxidation and pitting throughout but evident rifling. The metal surfaces are an overall dull gray patina with scattered
areas of oxidation and freckling. The aftermarket checkered walnut stock rates about very good with a 3/4” crack behind the upper tang, a
thin 1” crack behind the lower tang, some staining, scattered dings and handling marks. The stock has a White Line Recoil pad that shows
scattered crackling and the rifle has a 13 1/2” length of pull. The rifle is equipped with a Redfield peep and an unmarked white bead front
sight. As with all low-numbered 1903 rifles no thought should be given to the loading or firing of this arm. A good project or parts donor
gun overall. (208140-29S20296) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1379. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KOKURA (SPORTERIZED) serial #37579, 7.7 Arisaka, 26” barrel
with a very good plus bore that shows some light frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 50-60% of an arsenal blue finish with
the band, triggerguard and floorplate having turned a dull gray patina with scattered freckling, oxidation throughout much of the barrel’s
length and scattered oxidation spots on receiver and rear sight. The cut-down and modified stock rates about very good as-refinished with
the upper and lower tang being proud of wood, an added varnish finish, a repaired 5” crack on right side above floorplate, a repair in the
stock splice, scattered dings, handling marks and light scratches. The stock wrist has been reshaped, the Chrysanthemum is ground, the bolt
handle has been turned down and the bolt handle and cocking piece are matching to the receiver but the other parts appear unnumbered.
The magazine floorplate is missing but a tan canvas sling is included. A good project gun overall. (208140-38S20289) {MODERN}(25/75)
1380. U.S. MODEL 1898 KRAG BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY (SPORTERIZED) serial #129388, 30-40 Krag,
26” shortened barrel with a very good bore that shows some scattered frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 93% of a reapplied
blue with some light silvering, freckling and fading on the barrel. The flared cheekpiece stock rates very good with an added varnish, a chip
at toe, a large area of flaking varnish at left rear of butt, a few scratches around upper tang, scattered smaller areas of flaking, light scratches,
handling marks and dings. The rifle is sighted with a Redfield peep rear and an unmarked globe front sight. There are two added holes on
the right side of receiver at rear and the pistol grip cap is loose. A very good Krag sporter overall. (208116-85) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
1381. U.S. MODEL 1903A3 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY REMINGTON (SPORTERIZED) serial #3858518, 30-06, 22 1/2” shortened
four-groove barrel with a very good bore that shows some scattered light pitting. The metal surfaces retain 90% reapplied blue with thinning
on the receiver, floorplate and triggerguard. The walnut Monte Carlo style stock rates very good plus with an added varnish finish, scattered
light flaking, dings, handling marks and scratches. The rifle has a Field Trial recoil pad for a 13 1/2” length of pull and there is a crack at the
toe of the pad. The rifle has two added holes on the right rear of receiver, two filled holes at top front of barrel, the bolt has been polished
brightly and the rifle has a scope mount and rings but it lacks sights. A leather aftermarket sling is also included. A very good 1903A3
sporter overall. (208060-44) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1382. G ERMAN MODEL 641 (B) SEMI AUTO PISTOL BY FN serial #73667b, 32 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a very good bore that shows
some scattered light frosting. The frames metal surfaces of this “(Eagle)/WaA140” marked FN 1922 pistol retain 85% original blue with
fading and freckling along the front and backstraps. The frame has been cleaned and retains 93% reapplied blue with some silvering to the
exposed edges and the Waffenamts appearing partially faded. The “FN” marked checkered grips rate very good showing some scattered
dings, handling marks and dirt staining. The slide and barrel are matching to the frame and an unmarked light brown 1922 style holster is
included along with a phosphate magazine that is marked with an FN logo. The holster shows scattered crazing, light flaking and some light
staining. A solid example that will likely be a good shooter. (208155-3) {C&R}
(200/400)
1383. ITALIAN 91/38 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY TERNI (SPORTERIZED) serial #K6122, 6.5 Carcano, 21” barrel with an about
very good bore that shows scattered oxidation and pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 60% of an arsenal blue finish with
scattered light oxidation, freckling and fading. The cut-down beech stock rates very good as-refinished with an added varnish finish, a small
repair on the top of the right grasping groove, scattered staining, dings, handling marks and light scratches. A good parts donor or project
gun. (208140-22S20185) {MODERN}
(25/75)
1384. G ERMAN SAUER 38 (H) SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #374341, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
this 3rd variation pistol retain 40-50% original blue with fading and silvering throughout and some scattered light oxidation stain specks.
The checkered “S&S” marked grips rate very good plus with some light dings and handling marks. Both an unmarked and “S&S” marked
magazines are included along with an unmarked brown leather holster. A solid example for the collector of World War Two pistols.
(208060-137) {C&R}
(200/400)
1385. CHINESE SKS SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #C22002153, 7.62x39mm, 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this commercial
rifle retain about 80% arsenal blue with scattered light freckling, some fading on top cover, oxidation on bolt, barrel and muzzle brake. The
hardwood stock rates very good overall showing an added varnish, the left side being relieved for a scope rail, scattered light flaking, dings,
light scratches and handling marks. All visible serialized parts are matching and the rifle has several modifications including a modified front
sight, added muzzle brake, a scope mount, rubber buttpad, rubber pistol grip cap and rubber cheek piece. There is no bayonet assembly
present but a canvas SKS style sling is included with this rifle. An interesting SKS overall. (208140-31S20294) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1386. G ERMAN MODEL 641 (B) SEMI AUTO PISTOL BY FN serial #46819b, 32 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces have primarily toned to a dull brown patina with silvering on the exposed edges, a few spots of pitting, scattered freckling
and traces of the original blue finish. The checkered grips rate very good overall with a few dings and handling marks. All visible serialized
parts are matching and the pistol is marked with “(Eagle)/WaA140” Waffenamts. A single magazine is included with this pistol. A solid
example of these interesting Nazi sidearms. (207942-83) {C&R}
(200/300)
1387. CZ-27 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #290078, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel that shows the beginnings of a ring halfway down but otherwise rates
very good with a couple spots of light frosting. The metal surfaces of this “(Eagle)/WaA76” and “fnh” marked pistol retain 95% original blue
with some silvering on the edges of the slide and frame and some light oxidation staining on frontstrap. The hammer shows some traces
of straw but the trigger is devoid of straw and shows some oxidation staining. The CZ marked grips rate very good with some chipping at
bottom, light handling marks and dings. The slide and frame are matching and the left grip screw head is missing. A very good example
overall. (208060-128) {C&R}
(200/400)
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1388. R EMINGTON MODEL 51 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #PA62727, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered
light pitting and frosting. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with some fading on front strap, scattered spots of oxidation and light
pitting. The Remington UMC marked right grip rates fair with a repair thorough the middle, a few dings and handling marks. Only the right
panel is present and it is completely free of the frame; the slide is not functioning and the pistol will require mechanical attention to fix. A
single magazine is included with this pistol and overall this may be a good parts gun. (207942-76) {C&R}
(50/100)
1389. DANISH MODEL 1867/96 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #52823, 11mm CF, 35 1/4” barrel with a bright, about excellent bore
that shows perhaps some minor frosting. The receiver has been polished to an armory bright, with a couple tiny spots of light pitting and
freckling. The barrel, bands and buttplate are an overall dull brown patina with some impact marks on buttplate, a couple small spots of
pitting on left side of barrel and some light freckling on bands. The walnut stock rates very good as lightly cleaned with an added oil finish,
faded crown markings, and overall dings, handling marks and scratches. The upper tang is marked “KJOBENHAVNS TOIHUUBS 1878”, the
left side of the receiver is marked “M1867” and the breechblock has the 1896 style added firing pin hole. The buttstock number appears to
be numbered matching to the barrel and the action seems to function well. A very good example of these centerfire updated Rolling Block
rifles. (207966-35) {ANTIQUE}
(250/450)
1390. ASTRA MODEL 600 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #51164, 9mm Luger, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90%
original blue with scattered light fading and silvering to the high edges. The checkered grips rate very good plus with some light dings and
handling marks. The frame and slide are matching and two magazines and an unmarked black leather holster that shows some writing on
the inside flap are included. A very good example of an interesting Spanish pistol. (208152-13) {C&R}
(200/400)
1391. ASTRA MODEL 600 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #15377, 9mm Luger, 5” barrel with a very good bore that shows some scattered
light pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 90-93% original blue with some light silvering to the high edges and scattered light
fading. The checkered grips rate very good with a 1/4” crack at the bottom of the left panel, some scattered dirt staining, dings and handling
marks. The frame and slide are matching and there are two magazines included, one of which is numbered to the gun. A very good Astra
600 overall. (208050-399) {C&R}
(200/400)
1392. COLT OFFICIAL POLICE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #877116, 38 Special, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1960’s vintage gun retain 85% original blue with some fading on front and backstraps, scattered light silvering and minor
fading spots. The checkered Colt grips appear unnumbered and rate very good with a few dings and handling marks. The revolver appears
to lock up and time well. A very good Colt revolver that will likely still be great for defense or shooting. (208050-291) {C&R} (300/500)
1393. R EMINGTON MODEL 51 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #PA48310, 380 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows a
few areas of light frosting. The metal surfaces retain 90% reapplied blue with some silvering at muzzle, scattered light fading and freckling.
The Remington UMC marked grips rate very good plus showing some light dings and handling marks. A single magazine is included with
this pistol. A good representative piece that may prove to be a good shooter. (208154-6) {C&R}
(200/300)
1394. P IETTA 1860 PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #P54787, .44 Cal, 8” barrel with a bright excellent bore that shows a few light tool
marks. The brass triggerguard and front tang remain mostly bright with some scattered light oxidation stain specks. The frame, ejector rod
and hammer show vibrant case colors with some light operational wear and silvering. The blued surfaces retain 97% original blue with
some scattered light silvering, dings on the wedge, a small spot of light oxidation on cylinder and a spot of light pitting on cylinder. The
smooth walnut grips rate excellent, retaining much of their factory varnish and showing a few light dings and handling marks. The rear frame
screw is protruding outward slightly and the action appears to function well. A leather holster is included. A nice Colt 1860 clone overall.
(208133-8) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1395. B ERETTA MODEL 950 BS SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #BER61916T, 22 Short, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Maryland made pistol retain 90% original blue with scattered wear to the exposed edges and some scattered light silvering.
The checkered plastic Beretta grips rate very good with scattered light dings, handling marks and scratches. A single magazine is included
with this pistol. This pistol may prove to be a good backup or deep concealed carry gun. (208050-310) {MODERN}
(100/150)
1396. B ERETTA MODEL 950 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #64874CC, 22 Short, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
this 1955 dated Italian made pistol retain 95% original blue with some scattered light fading and silvering. The checkered plastic Beretta
grips rate very good showing some light dirt staining, handling marks and dings. The magazine release does not appear to be functioning
properly but a single magazine is included with this pistol. (208124-3) {C&R}
(75/150)
1397. SAVAGE MODEL 1917 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #171958, 380 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some
minor frosting. The metal surfaces retain about 40% original blue with a few scattered small spots of light pitting, fading and light oxidation
staining throughout. The “SAVAGE QUALITY” marked grips rate good overall with some writing on the left panel, a few areas of chipping
on left panel, some dirt staining on right panel, scattered dings, handling marks and scratches. A single magazine is included with this pistol.
A good example that may prove to be a good shooter. (208142-22) {C&R}
(100/200)
1398. MAUSER HSC SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #01.7577, 380 ACP, 3” barrel with a very good bore that is bright for most of its length but
it shows a patch of pitting at muzzle. The metal surfaces of this Interarms imported and German made pistol retain 95% original blue with
scattered silvering to the high edges of the slide, some sparsely scattered pinprick pitting on slide and light fading on frame. The checkered
grips rate very good plus with some light dings and handling marks. The slide and frame are matching and a single magazine is included
with this pistol. A very good post-war HSC that may still be a great gun for carry. (208142-29) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1399. B ERETTA MODEL 1934 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #855872, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an about very good bore that shows
scattered pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1940 dated and “(Crown)/RE” marked pistol retain 98% of a reapplied polished blue finish. The “PB” marked grips rate very good showing some scattered dings, light dirt staining and handling marks. The slide
is numbered matching to the frame and a single magazine is included with this pistol. A solid 1934 that may prove to be a good shooter.
(208060-134) {C&R}
(150/250)
1400. MAUSER 1910 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #103050, 25 ACP, 3” barrel with a very good bore that shows some minor frosting. The
metals surfaces retain about 80% original blue with scattered fading with the heaviest fading being on the left side of frame. The checkered
plastic grips rate near very good with a moderate chip at the front leading edge of the right panel, a few scattered dings and handling marks.
All visible serialized parts are matching and this pistol includes a Colt 1908 magazine instead of the correct 1910 Mauser style magazine.
A very good 1910 pistol that may be a great shooter. (208060-92) {C&R}
(200/400)
1401. SAUER 38 (H) SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #410779, 32 ACP, 3” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some minor frosting.
The metal surfaces of this 3rd variation pistol retain 75-80% original blue with scattered fading and freckling specks. The “S&S” marked
checkered grips rate good plus with a 1/2” crack on the left panel, scattered dings and handling marks. The pistol lacks the J.P. Sauer
logo, the left front of the triggerguard is marked with an “(Eagle)/37” Waffenamt and the back right of the slide and frame are both marked
with an “(Eagle)/N” proof. A single magazine that is marked with an intertwined “S&S” logo is included. A very good example overall.
(207942-116) {C&R}
(250/450)
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1402. SAVAGE 1917 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #23086B, 32 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a fair bore that shows oxidation and pitting throughout
but visible rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue with scattered light fading and a few spots of light oxidation and the
trigger shows a generous amount of the original case colors. The “SAVAGE QUALITY” marked grips rate very good overall with some light
dings and handling marks. A single magazine is included with this pistol. A solid example overall. (207942-108) {C&R}
(200/400)
1403. H&R SELF LOADING SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #21717, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered freckling
in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this second variation pistol retain 93% original blue with scattered freckling and oxidation stain specks.
The “H/R” black checkered grips rate very good overall with some light dings, finish loss and handling marks. A single magazine is included
with this pistol. A fine example overall. (207942-91) {C&R}
(200/300)
1404. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #107945, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some light
frost in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 60% original blue with fading on both the front and backstraps and further scattered fading
and freckling throughout. The “SAVAGE QUALITY” marked grips rate very good overall with some light scratches, dings, handling marks
and dirt staining. A single magazine is included. A solid Model 1907 that may be a good shooter. (207942-62) {C&R}
(150/250)
1405. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #117035, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an about very good bore that shows light
pitting throughout much of its length. The metal surfaces retain about 70% original blue with some silvering around muzzle, areas fading
to gray and light oxidation and freckling throughout. The “SAVAGE QUALITY” marked grips rate very good with a few dings and handling
marks. A single magazine is included with this pistol. A very good Model 1907 that may be a fun shooter. (20 7942-107) {C&R}(150/300)
1406. F RENCH MAB MODEL D SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #114735, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
this second type pistol retain 60% original blue with scattered fading and some light silvering to the edges of the slide. The “MAB” checkered
grips rate very good with scattered dings, light flattening points and handling marks. A very good example of a post-war French military
handgun. (207942-80) {C&R}
(200/400)
1407. NAZI MARKED FRENCH MAB MODEL D SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #94579, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 40-50% original blue with much of the slide having turned to a brown patina with further fading to a gray patina and
silvering throughout. The MAB grips rate poor to fair as they appear warped overall displaying a large gap between them and the frame and
showing the edges facing outward, a few cracks and some dirt staining. The lower left grip panel is missing and the pistol is marked with
a German “(Eagle)/WaA026” Waffenamt. The slide has some writing much of which is illegible but it reads in part “1944” and “Syracuse
N.Y.” so, this gun is most certainly a World War Two bringback. A single unmarked magazine is included and this pistol is a good restoration
candidate that will fit in well in any military collection once a proper set of grips are located. (207942-81) {C&R}
(150/250)
1408. NAZI MARKED CZ-27 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #417595, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows the beginnings of a couple spots of light frosting. The metal surfaces retain 80% original phosphate with a few spots of light pitting and scattered
silvering and oxidation staining. The straw on the hammer and trigger appear to be thin. The grips appear correct but lack a “CZ” logo, and
rate very good overall with “SK” being penciled in where the CZ logo usually is and there are scattered dings and handling marks. The right
side of the frame is marked “(Eagle)WaA76”, the slide is marked “fnh” and it is matching to the frame. A single blued magazine is included
with this pistol. An about very good example of a late CZ-27 overall. (207963-2) {C&R}
(200/400)
1409. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #90719, 6.5 Arisaka, 30 1/2” barrel with a dark, poor
bore. The metal surfaces of this 28th series rifle are an overall dull brown patina with some pitting spots on buttplate and scattered freckling.
The Asian hardwood stock rates very good overall with the stock splice showing a slight separation, an added flathead screw behind the
lower tang, scattered dings, scratches and handling marks. The Chrysanthemum is fully intact, the extractor appears unnumbered, the front
band, bolt handle, firing pin and cocking knob are all correctly numbered matching to the receiver. The rear sight is the correct trapezoid
style, there is no floorplate or magazine follower present but an original cleaning rod is included. A good project or parts donor rifle overall.
(208252-11) {C&R}
(100/200)
1410. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SELF-LOADING PISTOL serial #1404, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with a fair bore that shows oxidation and
pitting throughout but visible rifling. The metal surfaces of this first variation pistol retain 60% original blue with much of the slide drifting to a
brown patina, further scattered light fading and freckling. The H&R marked checkered grips rate about very good overall with a couple minor
chips at rear and a few dings and handling marks. A single magazine is included. A good example overall. (207942-115) {C&R} (100/200)
1411. SAVAGE MODEL 1917 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #229827, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a very good bore that shows a few small pits
and overall frosting. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue with scattered fading, some light silvering on the exposed edges of
frame and a few tiny specks of freckling. The “SAVAGE QUALITY” marked grips rate very good with a couple small chips on the left panel,
scattered handling marks and dings. A single magazine is included with this pistol. A very good example that may prove to be a good
shooter. (207942-139) {C&R}
(150/250)
1412. SAVAGE MODEL 1917 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #16886B, 380 ACP, 4” barrel with a very good bore that shows light frosting throughout and a few small pits near muzzle. The metal surfaces retain about 50% original blue with a few scattered spots of light pitting, scattered
fading, oxidation staining and some silvering to the exposed edges. The “SAVAGE QUALITY” marked grips rate very good with some light
dings and handling marks. A single magazine is included and this pistol may prove to be a fun shooter. (207942-101) {C&R}
(200/300)
1413. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #105065, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 65% original blue with scattered silvering, fading and a few spots of light oxidation. The “SAVAGE QUALITY” marked grips rate
very good overall with a few dings and handling marks. A single magazine is included. A good plus to very good Model 1907 overall.
(207942-154) {C&R}
(150/250)
1414. CZ-82 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #115879, 9x18 Makarov, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1989 dated
pistol retain 97% arsenal enamel with some scattered small spots of flaking. The grooved checkered grips rate very good with a few scattered
dings, light scratches and handling marks. The barrel and slide are both numbered matching, the frame is marked “she 89x” and the left side
of the slide has a Century Arms import marking. The hammer appears to fall short of the firing pin when the trigger is pulled and it will require
mechanical attention to fix. A single unmarked blued magazine is included. A good project gun overall. (207942-35) {C&R}
(100/200)
1415. R USSIAN MOSIN NAGANT M44 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY IZHEVSK serial #IOA322, 7.62x54, 20 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1947 dated carbine retain 98% arsenal blue with dried cosmoline throughout. The birch stock rates
very good plus as arsenal refinished with a lightly added oil, a crisp “TRZ” Yugoslavian rework stamp on right side of butt, a few moderate
dings and handling marks. The floorplate is matching, the bolt has been renumbered to match and the buttplate is mismatched. There is
an Inter-Ordnance import mark on receiver and an added importer serial number as well. 1947 was a low production year for the M44 and
this carbine has a neat Yugoslavian rebuild stamp on the stock. (208290-65) {C&R}
(150/250)
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1416. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY MUKDEN serial #77781, 6.5 Arisaka, 31” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 50th series rifle retain 93% original blue and straw with some scattered light fading and freckling. The hardwood
stock rates very good overall with strong Japanese inspection stamps, a few scattered dings, scratches and handling marks. The rear sight
is the correct trapezoid type and is correctly numbered alike with its adjustments, while the cocking knob has two sets of numbers one of
which is not fully discernable and the other matches to the receiver by serial number. The other visible parts including the firing pin are all
matching either by serial or assembly number and the Chrysanthemum is partially ground. A correct in-the-white cleaning rod is present
and there is still cosmoline in the action. A fine example from a hard-to-find arsenal. (208238-62) {C&R}
(300/400)
1417. G ERMAN K98K BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY WAFFEN WERKE BRUNN II serial #2723e, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a very good
bore that shows scattered light pitting and frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this dou 44 coded rifle retain 99% of an arsenal
grade phosphate finish. The beech stock features grasping grooves and rates near excellent as-refinished with an added oil finish, a couple
scratches, dings and handling marks. The receiver has two “X” markings which are likely Russian refurbishment markings, there is an import
mark on barrel, the barrel is matching to the receiver but the remaining parts are unnumbered or mismatched. A good entry-level 98k that
may be a good shooter. (208290-190) {C&R}
(300/500)
1418. R USSIAN 91/30 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY IZHEVSK serial #PKH4389/9130103913, 7.62x54 Russian, 28”
barrel with a fair bore that shows oxidation and pitting throughout but visible rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1943 dated rifle retain 97%
arsenal blue with some areas of silvering. The hardwood stock rates very good with an armory added shellac that shows several areas of
flaking, a couple small armorer repairs, scattered dings, handling marks and scratches. All serial numbers are matching and have been
arsenal renumbered to match. The rifle includes an original bayonet that is numbered to a different gun, ammunition pouch, canvas sling,
oil bottle and tools. There is a Century Arms import marking on the receiver. A very good example of an arsenal reconditioned Soviet Mosin
rifle. (208244-4) {C&R}
(125/250)
1419. SWEDISH M96 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY CARL GUSTAFS serial #197771, 6.5x55 Swedish, 29” armory threaded barrel with a very
good bore that shows frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1906 dated rifle retain about 70% arsenal blue with scattered
fading to gray and some oxidation staining on buttplate. The hardwood stock rates very good with a strong Swedish crown marking on
pistol grip, another faded Swedish crown marking, scattered dings, handling marks and scratches. All of the visible serialized parts are
matching and the stock disc shows a triangle over both “2” and “3” for bore condition. There is a Century import marking on the right side
of the barrel. A very good example of these high-quality Swedish Mauser rifles. (208290-43) {C&R}
(200/400)
1420. YUGOSLAVIAN M48BO BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #W19033, 8mm Mauser, 23” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows
some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this blank receiver rifle retain 98% arsenal blue with some silvering on barrel and triggerguard.
The elm stock rates very good plus with a few scattered dings, handling marks and light scratches. All serialized parts are matching, there
is a Cherry’s import marking on the underside of barrel and many of the parts are marked with a small circled “1” marking. The bolt has a
large amount of cosmoline in it and it will need to be cleaned prior to use. A nice example of an uncommon Yugoslavian Mauser for your
Cold War collection. (208290-59) {C&R}
(200/300)
1421. YUGO M24/52C BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #R12670, 8mm Mauser, 23” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98% arsenal blue with some light freckling on bolt stop, silvering on the triggerguard and bands. The elm stock rates very good plus with
the beginnings of a small chip to the left of rear sight, a plug on both sides of wrist, a few dings and handling marks. All serialized parts
are matching and there is an import marking on the barrel. A GI style green canvas sling is included with this rifle. A nice example of these
Czech made and Yugo converted Mauser rifles. (208290-23) {C&R]
(200/400)
1422. G ERMAN K98K BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY J.P. SAUER serial #7340s, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a very good bore that shows
scattered frosting and pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this ce 41 coded rifle retain 90% of an arsenal refurbished blue finish
with the receiver being a brown patina, spots of blued over pitting, freckling, fading along barrel and light silvering on floorplate. The laminated
stock rates very good plus as-cleaned with a small armorer style repair on handguard, a reinforcement bolt throughout bolt handle cutout,
a few handling marks and light dings. The bands, triggerguard screws, and rear sight parts are mismatched, while the extractor, cocking
piece, safety, bolt stop and follower are unnumbered but the remaining visible parts are matching having been renumbered by Mitchell’s
Mausers. There is a Russian star rework marking on the left side of the receiver, the rear milled band has an empty hole on the right side,
the cupped buttplate is marked “qqm/41” and there is a Mitchell’s Mauser import marking on the left side of barrel. A very good entry-level
K98k for the budding military collector. (208251-26) {C&R}
(300/500)
1423. R USSIAN MODEL 1895 NAGANT DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY TULA serial #PR191, 7.62 Nagant, 4 1/2” barrel with an
oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces of this 1941 dated revolver retain 70% original blue with the cylinder being lightly-cleaned with
some small spots of light pitting, the barrel shows a few areas of gray with some cleaned light pitting, there a few other scattered spots fading
to gray and some scattered light freckling. The checkered wood grips rate very good with a couple dents, scattered dings and handling
marks. There are no importer or refurbishment markings on this gun and the cylinder is numbered to the frame. A very good example of a
seldom-seen non-refurbished Nagant revolver. (208303-13D31116) {C&R}
(200/400)
1424. B RITISH NO. 4 MK 1* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SAVAGE serial #53C6747, 303 British, 25” 2-groove barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 60% arsenal blue with scattered fading, thinning, silvering, a few spots of oxidation staining and fading to
brown on the magazine. The birch stock rates very good with an armory added oil finish, a few abrasions, scattered dings, handling marks
and scratches. The bolt is mismatched but the buttstock, forestock, front sight and bands are all correctly marked with a Savage “S” marking.
The receiver is marked with a “U/M” marking which is likely South African and there is an Interarms import marking on the left side of the
receiver. The front sight is off-center. This rifle includes a modern black nylon sling and it will likely make a good shooter or example piece.
(208290-67) {C&R}
(200/400)
1425. B RITISH MKIII SMLE BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY RSAF ENFIELD serial #Y5532, 303 British, 25” barrel with a very good bore that
shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1916 vintage rifle retain 95-97% arsenal blue with scattered light fading and silvering.
The beech stock rates very good with an added oil finish, two armorer added reinforcements across the rear handguard, a 3/4” hairline
crack at rear of middle handguard, scattered dings, handling marks and scratches. The receiver has the cutout for the magazine cutoff but
no cutoff assembly is present, the right side of wrist is marked “FTR” indicting arsenal overhaul. The magazine is unnumbered but all other
parts are matching and the rear sight protector has an Australian marking of “MA”. The barrel is marked with British proofs and a modern
black nylon sling is included with this rifle. A very good example of a World War One Enfield. (208290-69) {C&R}
(200/400)
1426. CANADIAN NO. 4 MK 1* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LONG BRANCH serial #19L1389, 303 British, 25” barrel with a very good plus
bore that shows light frosting and a couple minor spots of oxidation near muzzle. The metal surfaces of this 1942 dated rifle retain perhaps
40% arsenal blue with the balance having faded to gray, silvering at muzzle, a couple spots of staining on rear band, oxidation staining on
magazine, bands and triggerguard. The walnut stock rates very good with an armory added oil finish, a 5” crack on handguard, a 1 1/2”
hairline crack behind left of rear band, a faded circled “(Broad Arrow)” on the underside of pistol grip, dings, handling marks and scratches.
The bolt is numbered matching to the rear band but it appears in a larger font and there is a Century import mark on the muzzle end of
barrel. There is an oiler included and this is a very good example of these wartime Canadian Enfield rifles. (208290-51) {C&R} (200/400)
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1427. R EMINGTON MODEL 510 TARGETMASTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S/L/LR, 25” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with light freckling and fading along the length of the barrel. The walnut stock rates very good with an added
oil finish, a repaired 5 1/2” crack at front, some flaking oil, an area of finish loss below right side of receiver with the remnants of a sticker,
a repaired crack running from the upper tang to comb of butt, a scratch around wrist a few dings, handling marks and light scratches. The
single shot adapter is missing and this gun may make a good project gun. (208218-18) {C&R} [Ken Waters Collection]
(75/150)
1428. IVER JOHNSON EXCEL SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN #59544XC, 410 Bore, 26” plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces are a dull gray patina with scattered freckling and some pinprick pitting. The hardwood stock rates very good as-refinished
with an added varnish, a 2” thin crack protruding from the lower tang, scattered flaking, scratches, dings and handling marks. The hammer
operates a bit stiffly but overall this gun may still make a good shooter. (208218-12) {C&R} [Ken Waters Collection]
(50/100)
1429. B ELGIAN FLOBERT STYLE RIFLE 32 RF, 24 1/2” octagon barrel with a good plus bore that shows frosting and oxidation throughout
but evident rifling. The metal surfaces are an overall oxidized dull brown patina with freckling throughout. The hardwood checkered stock
rates good with a 2” crack to the right of the action, a few other scattered cracks, flattening checkered points, a couple paint stains on
right side of butt, handling marks, dings and scratches. The gun lacks a maker mark but the left side of barrel at breech end is marked
with a “E/LG” Belgian proof marking, while the hard rubber buttplate shows cracking throughout. The mainspring is missing, causing
the hammer to be weak, the action is loose and the action is proud of wood. A good project gun or parts donor overall. (208218-19)
{ANTIQUE} [Ken Waters Collection]
(20/40)
1430. I NDIAN 2A1 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ISHAPORE serial #Y2598, 7.62 NATO, 25” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this 1968 dated rifle retain 98% of an arsenal black enamel finish with some finished over pinprick pitting on the front band and some
light flaking. The hardwood stock rates very good plus with a crisp “S (Arrow) A” Indian cartouche on right side of butt, a couple armorer
reinforcements on rear of handguard, a 1/4” crack behind rear sight, a few light dings and handling marks. The magazine is stiff and we
are unable to remove it to determine if it is matching, the bolt is mismatched, the nosecap and rear sight are matching and an Enfield style
canvas sling is included. A very good plus example that will likely make a fun shooter. (208290-61) {C&R}
(200/400)
1431. PLAINFIELD M1 SEMI AUTO CARBINE serial #60636, 30 Carbine, 18” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98%
original blue with some light freckling on the receiver, light silvering on barrel and operational wear on bolt. The walnut stock rates near
excellent retaining most of its factory varnish, with a few light scratches, minor dings and handling marks. The carbine has a ventilated heat
shield for a handguard and an unmarked peep rear sight. Included is a GI canvas style sling, reproduction dual magazine pouch and an
aftermarket 15-round magazine. A nice commercial carbine that will likely make a fun plinker. (208290-181) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1432. U NIVERSAL M1 SEMI AUTO CARBINE serial #126287, 30 Carbine, 18” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98%
original blue with some light silvering spots and some light freckling on the upper tang. The walnut stock rates very good, retaining much of
its factory varnish, showing a few dings, scratches and light handling marks. No magazine is present but a GI style canvas sling is included.
A very good plus commercial carbine that will likely be a hoot to shoot. (208290-49) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1433. U NIVERSAL M1 SEMI AUTO CARBINE serial #272291, 30 Carbine, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
97% original blue with some operational wear on bolt, light oxidation staining on edges of buttplate, light silvering on barrel, bayonet lug
and edges of buttplate. The walnut stock rates very good plus with an added oil finish, a few light dings and handling marks. A single 15
round USGI magazine made by International Silver and a GI style tan canvas sling are included. A nice commercial carbine that will likely
make a fine varmint gun. (208290-45) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1434. B RITISH NO. 4 MKII BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY FAZAKERLEY serial #PF189563, 303 British, 25” barrel with a very good plus
bore that shows scattered light frosting. The metal surfaces of this 8/50 dated rifle retain 85-90% of the original black suncorite finish with
scattered flaking and thinning. The beech stock rates very good with an armory added oil finish, scattered dings, handling marks and light
scratches. All serialized parts are matching, there is an Interarms import mark on the left side of receiver and this rifle was likely South African
issued but there are no South African markings. A fine post-war Enfield for the military collector. (208290-58) {C&R}
(300/500)
1435. I NDIAN MKIII* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ISHAPORE serial #58166J, 303 British, 25” barrel with a bright near excellent bore that
shows perhaps a small spot of pitting near muzzle. The metal surfaces of this GRI marked and 1946 dated rifle retain 90% arsenal blue and
black enamel with flaking around nosecap, some freckling on rear sight guard, scattered light flaking and minor silvering. The mismatched
numbered magazine shows freckling, a few dings and dents and the hardwood stock rates near very good, showing an added varnish,
an armorer repaired toe, armorer repair at heel, a partially faded “S (Arrow) Cartouche”, a thin 3” crack in front of magazine, two armorer
repairs at rear of handguard, a few abrasions, scattered dings, handling marks and scratches. The bolt and rear sight are matching, the
nosecap and stock are unnumbered but the other parts appear unnumbered. There is a small import mark on the left side of receiver and
the rear handguard appears to be lighter in color than the rest of the stock. A very good post-war Enfield that may be a good shooter.
(208290-62) {C&R}
(200/300)
1436. YUGOSLAVIAN M48A BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #P83364, 8mm Mauser, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% arsenal blue with some silvering on cleaning rod and around triggerguard. The hardwood stock rates excellent
with a few light scratches, dings and handling marks. All serialized parts are matching, there is cosmoline in the bolt which will need to
be cleaned, and there is a Cherry’s import mark on the underside of the barrel. An excellent example of these Yugo Mauser type rifles.
(208290-60) {C&R}
(200/400)
1437. S WEDISH M96/38 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY CARL GUSTAFS serial #318851, 6.5x55 Swedish, 24” armory threaded barrel with
a very good plus bore that shows minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1915 dated carbine retain 90% arsenal blue with silvering on
floorplate, barrel, bandkeeper, triggerguard and light thinning on bolt stop. The hardwood stock rates very good with a repaired 1” crack at
front of handguard, scattered dings, handling marks and light scratches. The carbine has a Vasteras micrometer rear sight that is numbered
to the receiver, the cleaning rod is mismatched, the floorplate is unnumbered but all other visible parts are matching to the receiver. The
stock disc shows a “1” for bore condition, the barrel has a muzzle cap and there is a Century import marking on the right side of the barrel.
A fine Swedish Mauser carbine. (208290-52) {C&R}
(200/400)
1438. SWEDISH M94/14 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY CARL GUSTAFS serial #108667, 6.5x55 Swedish, 17 1/2” barrel with a good bore
that shows oxidation throughout but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 40% arsenal blue with the balance dulling to a brown
patina, the front band showing some touchup silver paint, some oxidation on bolt stop, some added blue on receiver, scattered freckling
and some blued-over light pitting on nosecap. The beech stock rates very good with an added oil finish, a 2” crack behind upper tang,
scattered flaking, dings, handling marks and scratches. There is no stock disc or rear sling slot hardware present, all visible serialized parts
are matching and the receiver has three added holes for a scope mount with the remnants of an adhesive at rear hole. A slightly modified
Swedish carbine that may prove to be an interesting deer rifle. (208290-55) {C&R}
(200/400)
1439. WINCHESTER MODEL 1300 NATIONAL WILD TURKEY FEDERATION SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L2609621, 12 ga,
22” ventilated rib Winchoke barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue and the receiver is marked
“NATIONAL WILD TURKEY FEDERATION” on the right side and the left side is embellished with three wild turkeys. The checkered walnut
pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few extremely light handling marks and there are front and rear sling swivels
present. The included rifled choke is marked “Sabot only”. (218136-5) {MODERN}
(200/400)
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1440. WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #280702, 22 S,L,LR, 20” round barrel with a fair, highly pitted bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 75% of a cleaned and reblued finish and the trigger housing and rear frame assembly have a different serial
#386744. The refinished smooth walnut straight grip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent and include a hard rubber shotgun buttplate.
The magazine tube has a “gallery gun” style v-cut opening in it, likely from a Model 1890 or a Model 62. (218050-787) {C&R} (200/300)
1441. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 103.229 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 92% original finish and the barrel has toned to a faded brown patina. The stock has been sanded and a 1956-dated Liberty
Quarter has been affixed to the bottom of the pistolgrip and there are holes for sling swivels in the toeline and forend, but none are
present. This rifle is fitted with a J.C. Higgins 4x scope with crosshair reticle mounted on a Weaver Tip-off 3/4” base. (218180-4) {C&R}
[R.J. & John Waltz Collection]
(75/125)
1442. G ERMAN KAR 98A BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ERFURT (SPORTERIZED) serial #415aa, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a very
good plus bore with only minor frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1917-dated receiver and barrel retain about 95% original
blue, the loss mostly due to fading and oxidation at the muzzle end. The bolt, triggerguard and floorplate are now in-the-white showing
minor pitting and oxidation. The walnut pistolgrip replacement stock rates very good and has five holes drilled on each side of the forend
and one on the bottom of the forend and toeline for sling swivels, but none are present. The front sight guards are intact and most of the
numbered parts are matching with the exception of the bolt parts. This 100 year old war relic would make a nice restoration candidate.
(218180-7) {MODERN} [R.J. & John Waltz Collection]
(150/250)
1443. U NMARKED DOUBLE BARREL PERCUSSION FOWLER 20 bore, 32 3/4” barrels with dark oxidized bores. The metal surfaces of
this flintlock conversion have toned to a warm brown patina. The smooth walnut stock rates very good with only minor handling marks and
a repaired 2” crack in front of the left sideplate and a 1/2” crack running between the right sideplate and trigger housing. The left sideplate
is loose, the left nipple skirt is broken, the forend wedge is missing as is the forward ramrod thimble, however, a wooden ramrod is present.
Overall a nicely done conversion fowler. (218114-10) {ANTIQUE}
(350/500)
1444. WARDS WESTERN FIELD MODEL 30 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #95963, 12 ga, 18 1/2” plain barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue, the loss mostly to the magazine tube from cycling the action. The checkered
walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates good with scratches and flaking of the later applied varnish. The buttstock wears a Ranger rubber recoil
pad which provides a length of pull of 13 1/4 “. The checkered walnut forend rates very good with minor flaking of the later applied varnish.
The barrel of this Montgomery Ward shotgun has been cut down to 18 1/2” and has a gold bead front sight. (218202-1) {C&R}(100/200)
1445. STEVENS MODEL 620 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #108957U, 20 ga, 28” plain barrel choked full with a bright, about excellent
bore showing minor frosting at the muzzle. The metal surfaces are heavily pitted and oxidized. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock
rates about very good with handling marks and flaking of the later applied varnish. The checkered walnut forend rates excellent with only
minor handling marks. (218153-9) {C&R}
(75/125)
1446. NATIONAL FIRE ARMS CO. SLIDE ACTION HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #A23211, 12 ga, 30” plain barrel choked full with a bright
about excellent bore. The barrel and receiver have toned to a plum brown patina and the action and magazine tube have worn to a mottled
gray finish. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates excellent with minor handling marks and flaking of the varnish, it is also fitted with
a Mershon rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 13 1/2”. The grooved forend rates excellent with only minor handling marks
in the later applied varnish. (218104-6) {C&R}
(125/250)
1447. MOSSBERG MODEL 190KB BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 16 ga, 26” plain C-Lect choke barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% original finish with pitting and surface oxidation throughout. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent
with minor handling marks and a small transfer of white paint on the right side and a small transfer of green paint on the left side. The green
“safe” button is missing and the stock has a hard plastic recoil pad that provides a length of pull of 14”. A two shot detachable box magazine
is included. (218104-7) {C&R}
(75/125)
1448. MARLIN MODEL 1898 SLIDE ACTION HAMMER SHOTGUN Serial #45508, 12 ga, 30” plain barrel choked full with an about
very good bore showing minor pitting throughout. The metal surfaces have toned to a gray and plum brown patina. The smooth walnut
pistolgrip buttstock rates very good with minor dings, dents and handling marks in the later applied varnish and it is fitted with a Winchester plastic buttplate. The grooved forend rates very good with later applied varnish that also spilled onto the barrel in a couple of
spots. (218116-55) {C&R}
(100/200)
1449. MARLIN MODEL 1898 SLIDE ACTION HAMMER SHOTGUN Serial #21727, 12 ga, 30” plain barrel choked full with a bright
about excellent bore. The metal surfaces have toned to an even gray patina with minor pitting and surface oxidation throughout. The smooth
walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates about very good with minor flaking of the finish, a repaired 3 1/2” crack along the toeline and a Red Head
Brand recoil pad that provides a length of pull of 14 1/2”. The grooved forend rates excellent with only minor handling marks. This firearm
needs mechanical attention as the firing pin is no longer present (218116-54) {C&R}
(50/100)
1450. W INCHESTER MODEL 370 “YOUTH” SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN Serial #C145953, 20 ga, 26” plain barrel choked improved
modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces show heavy pitting and oxidation. The smooth pistolgrip buttstock rates good plus
with scratches and handling marks and wears a hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 12 3/4”. The forend is missing
from this Canadian made firearm. (218140-2S20284) {MODERN}
(50/75)
1451. STEVENS MODEL 1915 FAVORITE FALLING BLOCK RIFLE Serial #H106, 22LR, 24” octagon barrel with a bright very good bore.
The barrel retains about 95% original blue with pitting and oxidation throughout and the receiver has toned to a plum patina. The smooth
walnut straight grip buttstock and forend rate good with modest scratches, dents, handling marks and a 1” chip at the toeline. The buttstock
is fitted with a “Stevens Favorite” buttplate which now sits proud of the wood. The gun is fitted with a Rocky Mountain front sight and a rear
leaf sight. (218165-3) {MODERN}
(75/125)
1452. R EMINGTON-BEALS SINGLE SHOT SPORTING RIFLE Serial #76, 32 RF, 27 1/2” part round part octagon barrel with a dark
heavily oxidized and pitted bore. The barrel has toned to a brown patina and the frame and action are now toned to gray with pitting and
oxidation staining. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates fair with several full length cracks along the wrist, the screw is missing from
the upper tang, it has been stained with a dark color and the smooth crescent buttplate has been painted black. The front sight dovetail is
present, but no sight. (218136-4) {ANTIQUE}
(50/75)
1453. P EDERSOLI/CABELAS LEFT HANDED BOLT ACTION IN-LINE MUZZLE LOADER Serial#AF1510, .50 cal., 26 1/4” barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue. The checkered brown synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and
forend rate excellent with only minor handling marks. The stock features a raised cheekpiece on the right side for the left handed shooter,
sling swivel studs and a hard rubber recoil pad that provides a length of pull of 14 1/2”. This muzzle loader is missing the breech plug and
includes a ramrod. (218178-57) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
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1454. G ERMAN P.08 LUGER PISTOL BY DWM serial #39981, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright very good near excellent bore showing minor
frosting at the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% of a mirror polished blue finish. The toggle is marked DWM, the chamber is not
dated and most of the small parts have had the two digit serial numbers ground or washed off during rebluing and polishing. The frame
does not have a stock lug or hold open latch and the firing pin is un-grooved and not numbered. There is a small nick in the finish just below
the sear spring and a 3/4” scratch on the left side of the receiver and frame rail just ahead of the sideplate. The checkered walnut grips
rate good as they are worn almost smooth, they are not numbered on their interior and have an added coat of varnish. Included is a single
reblued-body, aluminum-based magazine numbered “9827d” and stamped with “fxo”, P.08, and two “SE-37” acceptance stamps and rates
about very good overall with heavy pitting under the reblued finish. (218002-159) {C&R}
(300/500)
1455. G ERMAN P.08 LUGER PISTOL BY DWM serial #3106b, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 95% of a highly polished finish, the loss due to oxidation staining on the frame, sideplate and toggle. The toggle is marked DWM, the
chamber is dated 1916 and all of the visible numbered parts are matching including the ungrooved firing pin. The checkered walnut grips
rate about very good, the left grip has modest flattening of the points and is numbered to a different gun on its interior, the right grip has
minor flattening and it is not numbered on its interior and they both fit loosely to the gun. Included is a single blue-bodied, plastic-based
magazine not numbered on it base and the body is stamped “fxo”, “P.08”, has two “SE-37” acceptance stamps and rates excellent overall.
(218002-69) {C&R}
(300/500)
1456. G ERMAN P.08 LUGER PISTOL BY DWM WITH WEIMAR DATE serial #450m, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright about very good bore
showing minor frosting along its length. The metal surfaces retain about 65-70% of a nickel plated finish, the loss due to the finish flaking off in
several areas and oxidation coming through the finish in several places as well. The toggle is marked DWM, the chamber is double-dated 1918
and 1920 and all of the visible numbered parts are matching with the exception of the grooved firing pin which is not numbered and there is
a circle with the letter “S” in it stamped on the left side of the receiver just ahead of the serial number. This police issue pistol is equipped with
a sear safety, with evidence that it had a magazine safety, which is no longer present. The checkered walnut grips rate about very good with
minor flattening, they are stamp-numbered to the gun on their interior and they both fit loosely to the gun. Included is a single nickel plated
body and base magazine that is stamped with an “m” on its base and “122” and has two “SE-37” acceptance stamps on its body which rates
about very good overall with flaking of the finish and oxidation coming through as well. (218002-163) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1457. SAVAGE FOX MODEL B BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #B32274, 16 ga, 28” barrels choked modified and improved modified with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue, the loss due to fading on the triggerguard, the bottom
of the receiver and has the usual dings, dents and handling marks. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent
with perhaps a coat of later applied varnish. The buttstock is fitted with a plain grooved hard rubber buttplate that has varnish residue on
it and provides a length of pull of 14 1/4”. The gun also features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (218218-9) {MODERN}
[Ken Waters Collection]
(200/400)
1458. SAVAGE MODEL 1903 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #4297, 22 S,L,LR, 24” octagon barrel with an about very good bore showing
pitting along its length. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 60% of a heavily oxidized finish and one of the factory screws has been replaced
with a machine screw and a square nut on the receiver. The smooth round knob pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate about very
good with the usual dings, dents, handling marks and flakes in the finish. This rifle has its original iron sights as well as a tang mounted
peep sight and it does not include a magazine. (218270-43) {C&R}
(75/125)
1459. W INCHESTER MODEL 68 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” round barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The barrel has toned
to an even brown patina having some light rub marks and specks of surface oxidation. The triggerguard has toned to a mostly brown
patina and the bolt displays most of its original chrome plated finish. The smooth walnut finger groove stock rates very good displaying
scattered dings and scratches. The stock is fitted with its original Winchester hard rubber buttplate which has some crush marks at the
top. (218264-6) {C&R}
(75/125)
1460. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #T592119, 410 bore, 24” ventilated rib barrel chocked full with a bright
excellent bore and twin-bead sights. The barrel and magazine tube are showing pitting and surface oxidation, the heaviest at the muzzle
end and full magazine tube. The black synthetic buttstock and forend rate excellent with minor handling marks, the buttstock is fitted with
a sling swivel stud and rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 13”. (218270-37) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1461. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 SUPER BANTAM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN Three Barrel Set serial #U083142, 20 ga. This three-barrel
combo is geared for younger sportsmen or smaller-stature adults and is versatile enough to cover any game type and season. Includes 22”
turkey barrel with ventilated rib and fiber-optic sights; 24” slug barrel, ported with rifled bore and cantilever scope base; and 26” field barrel
with ventilated rib and bead sight with Accu-Set chokes included (full/mod/ic). All three barrels are blued and have bright excellent bores.
This shotgun features a shortened pistol grip for easier cycling and a stock spacer to adjust length of pull up to one inch and includes an
integrated rear sling swivel stud. This set includes the factory box and manual. (218270-60) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1462. W INCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #123920, 12ga, 28” plain poly-choked barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel retains about 95% original blue with the magazine tube and receiver both toned to a mottled gray. The grooved forend
rates excellent and the smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock has dents and scratches, it has a 1 1/2” wide band of tape wrapped around the
butt end and the buttplate is cracked and missing a 1” piece at the toe. (218264-5) {C&R}
(100/200)
1463. W INCHESTER MODEL 37 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN 16 ga, 28” plain barrel choked improved modified with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces are a mix of brown and gray patina. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock has several 4” long cracks from the
tang and receiver back making it fit loose to the gun and it has the original hard plastic buttplate. The smooth walnut forend rates very good
with minor handling marks. (218264-7) {C&R}
(75/125)
1464. STEVENS MODEL 95 SINGLE BARREL HAMMER SHOTGUN 12 ga, 30” plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel retains about 95% original blue with minor oxidation staining. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate
excellent with only minor handling marks and a bit of adhesive residue on the buttstock. (218244-21) {MODERN}
(75/125)
1465. R ANGER MODEL 103.2 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 95% original blue with scattered pitting and oxidation staining. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent with minor handling marks.
Included is a single 7 round magazine. (218252-1) {C&R}
(50/75)
1466. R EMINGTON MODEL 511-P SCOREMASTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 25” barrel with a bright very good bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% original blue with minor pitting and oxidation staining. The plain walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good with minor
dings, dents and handling marks. The rear peep sight is intact and included is a single factory magazine. (218252-3) {C&R}
(50/75)
1467. R EMINGTON MODEL 341 SPORTMASTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #34238, 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright about excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% of a reblued finish with scattered pitting under the finish. The plain walnut pistolgrip stock rates
excellent with minor dings, dents and handling marks and has a later applied varnish finish. (218251-25) {C&R}
(50/75)
1468. MARLIN GLENFIELD MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #69263740, 22 LR, 22” barrel with an about excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 92% original blue, the loss due to minor pitting and oxidation staining and scratches on top of the receiver.
The grooved stock has a carving of a squirrel within a pentagon on both sides of the pistolgrip and rates excellent with minor flaking of the
finish. (218252-2) {MODERN}
(50/75)
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1469. R UGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #230-65495, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright about very good bore. The
barrel retains about 92% of a moderately pitted and oxidized finish and the receiver has several spots of flaking of the finish. The checkered
hardwood pistolgrip stock rates near very good with some gouges, nicks and scratches in the finish. The gun is fitted with the factory sights,
sling swivels and a single factory ten round detachable rotary magazine. (218270-33) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1470. R UGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #354-11096, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel
retains perhaps 50% of a heavily oxidized finish and the receiver is fitted with a weaver type rail. The smooth hardwood pistolgrip stock
rates excellent with only minor handling marks. This rifle is equipped with factory sights and a single factory ten round detachable rotary
magazine. (218270-51) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1471. R EMINGTON NYLON 66 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #2310476, 22 LR, 19 1/2” barrel with a bright about excellent bore. The barrel and
receiver retain perhaps 60% of a heavily oxidized finish. The Mohawk Brown Zytel stock rates about very good with moderate scratches and
handling marks. The heavily oxidized front sight is missing a screw and there is no magazine tube insert present with this rifle. (218270-27)
{MODERN}
(75/125)
1472. R EMINGTON MOHAWK 10-C SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #2453607, 22 LR, 19 1/2” barrel with a bright about excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain perhaps 75% of a moderately pitted and oxidized finish. The Mohawk Brown Zytel stock rates excellent with only
minor handling marks. This rifle is sighted with the original factory sights and includes a single factory ten round detachable box magazine.
(218303-59D32531) {MODERN}
(125/250)
1473. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #T475817V, 12ga, 20” plain barrel choked improved
cylinder with a bright, about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original finish with some minor oxidation and adhesive
residue on the barrel. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate good to near very good with dings, dents and chips
in the finish. The stock is fitted with a factory recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 14”. (218303-85D30311) {MODERN}(125/250)
1474. H IGH STANDARD U.S. PROPERTY MARKED MODEL B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #106336, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an
excellent bore. This pistol no longer functions and is in need of professional attention. The metal surfaces have been lightly cleaned and are
in-the-white with scattered light scratches, pitting and cleaning marks. There is some blue finish found around the protected edges of the
frame and barrel/frame joint. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with High Standard monogram rate about good to very good with light
wear along with scattered dents and dings, mostly on the right panel. The take down lever, take down lever plunger and spring are present
but in need of repair. The U.S. property markings remain strong but the ordnance wheel is very light and mostly worn. A single magazine is
included. (88002-89) {C&R} [Charles Hadley Collection]
(100/200)
1475. COLT PRE-WOODSMAN TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #11512, 22 LR, 6 5/8” pencil barrel with a slightly frosted bore and a
bulge near the muzzle. The metal surfaces of this 1919 made pistol retain about 75% thinning blue finish with moderate high edge wear, grip
frame worn to pewter, barrel thinning to a mottled mix of blue, pewter and purple plus scattered scratches. The diamond checkered walnut
factory grips rate good to very good with moderately worn diamond points and light handling wear. The pistol features correct adjustable white
bead front sight and “U” notch adjustable rear sight. This well-used Pre-Woodsman includes a single magazine. (87996-7) {C&R} (300/500)
1476. B ROWNING HI-POWER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #245RR64052, 9mm, 4 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1977 made pistol
retains about 95% factory blue and later applied Parkerized finishes with the backstrap thinning to brown, high edge wear and scratches. There
is pinprick pitting visible on and under the Parkerizing. The checkered walnut factory grips rate very good with flaking finish, dents and dings.
The pistol includes a single unmarked Parkerized magazine. This should make a good shooter. (88303-17D32635) {MODERN} (300/500)
1477. S MITH & WESSON 5TH MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #225083, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% factory blue with the grip frame thinning to a brown-pewter mix, light to
moderate edge wear, turn ring on the cylinder and scratches. The trigger has beautiful case-hardened colors with light operational wear.
The diamond checkered hard rubber factory grips with S&W monograms rate excellent with a few light handling marks. The grips and all
appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. The gun still times and locks up correctly and barrel-to-frame fit has just a hint of
play. (88139-86D31196) {C&R}
(300/500)
1478. SMITH & WESSON 3RD MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #230787, 32 S&W, 3” barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% factory blue with oxidation blemishes on the barrel, scattered scratches on the cylinder
and a turn ring. The trigger has beautiful case-hardened colors with minor operational wear. The diamond checkered hard rubber factory
grips with S&W monograms rate excellent. The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. The gun still times and
locks up correctly and barrel to frame fit is as tight as the day it left the factory. (88241-7) {C&R}
(300/500)
1479. SMITH & WESSON K-200 U.S. LEND-LEASE HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #V472088, 38 S&W, 5” barrel with an excellent
bore. This U.S. Property marked revolver has been given a high polish and non-factory blue finish with about 97% remaining exhibiting a
light turn ring on the cylinder and silvering at the muzzle. The hammer and trigger have been refinished in blue. The checkered wood grips
are marked Made in Italy and rate near excellent with light handling marks. The topstrap is marked “[ordnance bomb] U.S. PROPERTY
G.H.” with the “D” buffed out of Lt. Col. Drewry’s initials. British proof and property marks are still visible. All appropriate parts are correctly
numbered to the gun and it still times and locks up correctly. The lanyard swivel was removed and the hole plugged. If you want a 38 S&W
for shooting this is it. (88290-204) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1480. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 65-2 .357 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #7D46566, 357 Magnum, 4” pinned heavy barrel
with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate about good to very good with scattered wear, scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder.
The replacement .500” case-hardened hammer has strong colors showing with scattered freckling and light operational wear. The replacement
.400” wide smooth semi-target trigger also has strong hard chrome finish with moderate operational wear marks. The grips are unmarked
“Made in Italy” checkered wood that rate excellent. The backstrap has been heavily stippled and the hammer spur has been shortened with
roughly .400” +/- length remaining. It should make a good shooter or project gun. (88290-39) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1481. S MITH & WESSON MILITARY & POLICE HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #C168306, 38 Special, 2” barrel with an excellent
bore. This pre-model 10 retains about 95% factory blue with the bottom of the triggerguard and heel of the frame toned to brown, high edge
wear, turn ring on the cylinder, scratches and the cylinder finish starting to thin. The standard trigger and hammer have bold case-hardened
colors with light operational wear and freckling. The square butt grips are unmarked Made in Italy checkered wood that rate excellent. All
appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. A nice condition hand ejector with honest use. (88290-196) {MODERN}(300/500)
1482. U.S. MODEL 1917 REVOLVER BY SMITH & WESSON serial #92308, 45 ACP / AR, 5 1/2” barrel modified barrel with a frosted
bore. The metal surfaces have been polished and non-factory reblued with about 90% remaining. The backstrap has worn to brown with
high edge wear, scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder which is toning to plum. The case-hardened colors on the hammer and trigger are
fading with operational wear and freckling plus the lanyard loop is gray. The replacement faux stag grips by “S.W. Cut & Mfg.” rate excellent.
About .584” of the muzzle has been lathe turned down to .571” diameter and left in-the-white. About a third of the front portion of the sight
was removed in the process and there is a shallow detent hole on the bottom of the turned section. The purpose of this modification is not
clear but leaves many possibilities. All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun, military inspector marks are still visible and there
is an armory assembly number present on the barrel, frame, cylinder and crane. (88290-231) {MODERN}
(300/500)
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1483. C OLT FRONTIER SCOUT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #11503Q, 22 LR, 4 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this two-tone revolver retain about 90% factory blue and anodized finishes with scattered scratches, high edge wear and a turn
ring on the cylinder. The in-the-white sides of the hammer have toned to mostly brown. The faux stag “Pointer Pup” grips rate excellent with
minor handling wear and light soiling. The ejector rod housing screw appears to be a replacement. This should make a nice little plinker or
field gun. (88303-20D32465) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1484. C OLT AGENT REVOLVER serial #269497LW, 38 Special, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1968 made revolver retains about 75%
factory blue and anodized finishes with the grip frame toned to pewter, moderate edge wear, barrel thinning to brown-gray on the sides,
turn ring on the cylinder and handling marks. The checkered walnut factory extended style grips are correctly numbered to the gun and rate
about good with moderate plus wear to the diamond points, dings, dents and scratches. Timing and lock are excellent. A great concealed
carry handgun. (88303-31D32431) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1485. COLT POLICE POSITIVE 38 MODEL REVOLVER serial #157133, 38 Colt New Police (S&W), 2” replacement Colt Detective Special
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this customized and non-factory refinished 1924 made revolver retain about 85% blue
finish with the grip frame worn to brown, edge wear, a light turn ring on the cylinder and handling marks. The checkered hard rubber fleurde-lis factory grips with stylized “C” on the grips rate excellent and are correctly numbered to the gun. This gun should make a nice little
shooter. (88303-33D32430) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1486. C OLT NEW SERVICE REVOLVER serial #72148, 38-40 W.C.F., 5 1/2” barrel with a lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces have been
polished with later added non-factory nickel plating on the barrel and frame and rates near excellent. The cylinder, hammer, cylinder release
and trigger have a satin gold colored plate that rates very good to excellent. There is light edge wear on the cylinder, scattered scratches
and old pitting and blemishes under the new plating for an overall rating of about 97% as refinished. The grips are unmarked smooth
mother-of-pearl that rate near excellent overall with a tiny chip missing from the heel of the left panel. Timing and lock up are correct and
the lanyard loop is present. You will be noticed on the range with this gun. (88303-16D32578) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1487. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 1903 .32 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #129703, 32 S&W Long, 4 1/4” barrel with a frosted
bore. This 5th change revolver retains about 96% factory nickel plate with high edge wear, scattered oxidation, minor bubbling and a turn
ring on the cylinder. The hammer and trigger have worn gray with splashes of bold case-hardened colors in the protected areas along with
minor freckling and operational wear. The diamond checkered factory hard rubber grips rate about excellent with a few light scratches. The
grips and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. (88139-74D32358) {C&R}
(350/550)
1488. SMITH & WESSON .32 SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #16733, 32 S&W (Short), 3” barrel with a lightly
frosted and pitted bore. The metal surfaces of this first change New Departure revolver retain about 95% factory nickel plate with cleaned
pitting on the left side of the frame, scratches, oxidation blemishes, bubbling finish and a turn ring on the cylinder. The blue finished triggerguard has very light freckling and the case-hardened colors on the trigger are bold with the face worn to pewter. The diamond checkered
factory hard rubber grips rate about excellent with a few light scratches. The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the
gun. (88139-90X10788) {C&R}
(350/550)
1489. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 10-7 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #3D60180, 38 Special, 4” pinned and tapered barrel
with an excellent bore. This revolver retains about 90% factory blue with the grip frame toned to brown, scattered oxidation on the right
side of the frame and sideplate in addition to a light turn ring on the cylinder and a few handling marks. The standard hammer and trigger
retain bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver S&W medallions are
correctly numbered to the gun and rate very good with a few light dents. (88290-220) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1490. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #C832661, 38 Special, 4” pinned and tapered barrel
with an excellent bore. This revolver retains about 99% factory blue with minor handling wear and light turn ring on the cylinder. The standard
hammer and trigger retain robust case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver
S&W medallions are correctly numbered to the gun and rate excellent. (88290-205) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1491. KOLB MODEL 1910 BABY HAMMERLESS REVOLVER serial #639, 22 Short, 1 3/8” barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces of this folding trigger double action revolver retain about 97% original nickel plate with light handling marks and oxidation stains.
The checkered hard rubber factory grips rate fair with little wear and a moderate chip missing from the left panel of the butt. The operating
mechanism does not function correctly and is in need of attention. (88303-39D32647) {C&R}
(25/75)
1492. H IGH STANDARD MODEL R-100 SENTINEL REVOLVER serial #34539, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 60% factory blue and black anodized finishes with most of the loss on the frame which is worn to gray along with freckling
on barrel and handling marks. The hammer and trigger are mostly gray with traces of case-hardened colors and freckling. The one-piece
diamond checkered synthetic factory grips rate very good to excellent with light scratches on the butt. Timing and lock up are correct. This
should make a good barn or shed gun. (88300-28S20595) {C&R}
(25/75)
1493. C ONNECTICUT VALLEY ARMS SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #0044475, .50 cal., 9” heavy octagon barrel with a
lightly oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel and lock are brown with a few wisps of case-hardened colors visible on the lock. The
nosecap on the stock is gray and the triggerguard is smoky gray. The one-piece hardwood stock rates good with scattered light dents, dings
and scratches. There is a small crack extending from the belt hook to the edge of the barrel channel. The belt hook has worn to pewter and
brown. (88300-3) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1494. R UGER LC9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #325-71706, 9mm, 3 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 97% blue finish that is starting to tone to brown on the slide along with high edge wear and few handling marks. The polymer
frame rates excellent. The pistol features three-dot drift adjustable sights and includes a single magazine with finger rest floor plate.
(88300-1S20531) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1495. L.W. SEECAMP LWS32 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #048570, 32 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate very good to excellent with scattered light scratches and scuffs. The checkered synthetic grips rate excellent. The pistol includes
a single magazine. (88300-30S20593) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1496. S MITH & WESSON U.S. GOVERNMENT CONTRACT VICTORY MODEL REVOLVER serial #V400904, 38 Special, 4” barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% factory Parkerized finish with scattered oxidation blemishes and freckling plus
a light turn ring on the cylinder. The standard hammer and trigger retain bold case-hardened colors with light freckling and the lanyard
loop is mostly gray-straw color. The smooth walnut factory grips are correctly numbered to the gun and rate about very good with scattered
handling marks and a small chip off the butt of the right panel. All appropriate parts have correct matching numbers and the gun still times
and locks up correctly. A good gun for the start-up collector or shooter. (88299-1) (C&R)
(300/500)
1497. R .G. INDUSTRIES MODEL RG25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial 023502, .25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with a bore exhibiting light
scattered oxidation. The metal surfaces retain about 97% factory black finish with light, high edge wear and scratches. The checkered
black plastic stocks with “RG” monogram rate poor with right panel broken into two-pieces. The pistol includes a single magazine.
(88300-29S023502) {MODERN}
(20/40)
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1498. C OLT THIRD MODEL DRAGOON PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY UBERTI serial #D13976, .44 cal., 7 1/2” round barrel with
scattered pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 70% blue and case-hardened colors with scattered light to medium oxidation and handling
mark. The brass grip frame rates excellent and is a nice light ochre color. The one-piece factory grips rate about excellent with a few light
handling marks. This revolver still functions correctly. (88140-20) {ANTIQUE}
(50/150)
1499. STOEGER TARGET LUGER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #49268, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% factory blue and anodized finishes with light muzzle wear. The checkered walnut factory grips rate about excellent with
minor handling marks. The pistol is equipped with the adjustable rear sight but the blade is broken off. The pistol includes a single magazine.
(88303-18D32098) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1500. C OLT CHALLENGER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #12561-C, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This first year production
pistol (1950) retains about 80% factory blue finish with the grip frame toned to light gray, moderate high edge wear, scattered light scratches
and the finish is starting to evenly thin. The grips are a replacement with the left panel consisting of a synthetic checkered thumb rest from
a Woodsman model and the right panel an oversized homemade walnut grip with a light palm swell. The left panel has a minor repair and
is starting to warp and the right panel has poorly applied finish. The pistol includes a single correctly marked factory magazine. This should
make a fine shooter but unless you have large hands you may want to find a pair of replacement grips. (86520-99) {MODERN} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1501. C USTOM STEVENS OFFHAND NO. 35 BREAK-OPEN SINGLE SHOT PISTOL BY GRIFFIN & HOWE serial #41245, 25 RF
Short, 8” sleeved half octagon / half round barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% factory blue with the butt areas
oxidized to brown, high edge wear, barrel thinning to gray, pitting and handling marks. The smooth walnut factory grips are numbered to the
gun and rate about very good with light dents and scratches. The barrel is numbered to the gun and has the two-line J. Stevens address.
The top of the barrel is marked “Barreled by Griffin & Howe Inc. New York”. The trigger is a custom replacement with the original rear sight
present, the barrel was sleeved and chambered to 25 RF Short and a red bead Marbles No. 13 front sight has been added. (86520-3898)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1502. R EMINGTON NEW MODEL POLICE CARTRIDGE CONVERSION REVOLVER serial #7782, 38 RF, 3 1/2” octagon barrel with
an oxidized and pitted bore. This factory converted revolver is smoky gray with a few streaks of reapplied blue present along with old pitting
under the remaining finish along with the usual handling marks of a well used gun. The triggerguard is goldenrod and the smooth walnut
grips rate very good as refinished with light handling marks. The cylinder and plate are numbered “614” and the barrel is numbered to the
gun. Assembler number “3” appears on the barrel and cylinder cover plate. Timing and lock up are good but the loading notch is in need
of attention. (86520-2530) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1503. SMITH & WESSON 1ST MODEL 32 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #15972, 32 S&W Long, 3 1/4” barrel with an oxidized and
pitted bore. The metal surfaces of this model of 1896 revolver retain about 70% factory blue with the grip frame worn to brown and pewter,
moderate high edge wear, oxidation blemishes, pitting and scratches. The hammer and trigger are starting to tone to gray with strong
case-hardened colors present. The diamond checkered hard rubber factory grips with S&W monogram rate very good with light scratches.
The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. Timing and lock up remain excellent. (86520-3973) {MODERN}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1504. SMITH & WESSON 2ND MODEL TOP-BREAK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #17214, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a frosted
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% factory nickel finish with scattered light freckling, pinprick pitting, a few oxidation blemishes
and handling wear. The hammer still has the robust factory case-hardened colors with minor freckling and operational wear. The diamond
checkered hard rubber grips with a “S&W” monogram rate about excellent with a few light handling marks. The barrel-to-frame fit is tight
and it still correctly times and locks up. (86520-3032) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1505. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 1/2 TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #110642, 32 RF, 3 1/2” barrel with a frosted bore. The metal surfaces of this
standard model revolver retain about 90% factory nickel plate with lightly cleaned areas of pitting and oxidation staining on the barrel and
topstrap and to a lesser degree on the cylinder. Additionally, there is light bubbling, scratches and handling marks. The smooth rosewood
factory grips are correctly numbered to the gun and rate about good with light to moderate dents, dings and scratches. The cylinder and
barrel are correctly assembly numbered to the gun. Barrel-to-frame fit is loose but the gun still times and locks up correctly. (86520-1214)
{ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1506. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 1/2 SECOND ISSUE TIPUP REVOLVER serial #93538, 32 RF, 3 1/2” round barrel
1506
with a near excellent bore exhibiting scattered light oxidation
blemishes and pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 80%
plus factory blue with the backstrap thinned to pewter, the
cylinder a mix of purple, pewter and blue plus scattered handling marks.
The smooth rosewood factory grips are numbered to the gun and rate
very good plus with lightly flaking finish and handling marks. The barrel and cylinder are
correctly assembly numbered to the frame and barrel to frame lock up is tight. The gun is still
mechanically functional. (86520-278) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)
1507. S MITH & WESSON NO. 1 1/2 FIRST ISSUE TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #15072, 32 RF, 3 1/2” barrel
with a few scattered oxidation blemishes and pits. The metal surfaces retain about 75% factory blue finish with the cylinder toned to brown with signs of very light cleaning, ejection rod is pewter, barrel thinning to purple, along with high
edge wear, oxidation blemishes and pitting. The smooth factory rosewood grips with later applied varnish
and light cleaning rate about good with some chipping
on the rear edge of the left panel and the metal slightly
proud of the wood in areas. The grips are correctly numbered to the gun and the barrel, cylinder and frame have
1507
matching assembly numbers. The gun still times and locks
up correctly plus barrel-to-frame fit is tight. (86520-2061)
{ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection](300/500)
1508. C OLT MODEL 1889 NAVY REVOLVER serial #13880, 41 Long Colt, 4 1/2” barrel
with a slightly frosted bore. This 1891 made commercial revolver retains about 60% factory blue with the
grip frame and cylinder toned to brown, moderate high edge wear, thinning finish, scratches, oxidation stains
and
pitting. The rear of the trigger and hammer have strong fire blue with the remaining finish on the sides
fading
and light freckling on the hammer. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with Colt in an oval rate good plus with lightly
worn diamond points and dings on the butt that have been lightly sanded. The gun still functions but timing and lock up
are in need of attention. The mainspring tension screw and one sideplate screw are missing. (86520-1425) {ANTIQUE}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
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1509. ITHACA FIELD GRADE BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #456925, 16 ga, 28” solid rib barrels choked cylinder and full with
bright excellent bores. The barrels have toned to a dull brown patina showing some light silvering and specks of surface oxidation. The
boxlock frame has toned to a gray brown patina with surface oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very
good with added finish showing light handling marks. The buttstock is fitted with a hard rubber buttplate which provides a 14” length of
pull. The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (178178-18) {C&R}
(100/200)
1510. S MITH AND WESSON MODEL 1000M SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #FS93129, 12 ga, 30” ventilated rib barrel choked full
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces show a custom camouflage green, brown and black paint which is moderately flaking. The
checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good with added camouflage paint that is flaking. The gun functions well and would make
a fine waterfowl shotgun. (178143-3) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1511. STOEGER CONDOR OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #230185-09, 20 ga, 20” barrels with screw chokes with bright excellent bores.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with light handling marks. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate
excellent with light handling marks. There is a black rubber recoil pad which provides a 14 1/4” length of pull. The gun features a single
trigger, and extractors. (178139-34D32005) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1512. STEVENS VISIBLE LOADER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #W731, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
have been cleaned long ago showing a smooth gray and brown patina with light scratches. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock and
forend rate very good with light handling marks and a crack on the left side of the wrist. (178050-809) {C&R}
(75/150)
1513. N EW ENGLAND FIREARMS MODEL SB1 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #NF202131, 12 ga, 27 1/2” barrel choked modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with loss due to surface oxidation and light pitting. The birch
smooth pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent with light handling marks. (178050-824) {MODERN}
(50/150)
1514. AMERICAN GUN COMPANY DOUBLE HAMMER GUN serial #265307, 12 ga, 32” solid rib barrels both choked improved modified with very good lightly pitted bores. The metal surfaces have toned to a brown patina with scattered surface oxidation. The checkered
walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates about good with dings, scratches and moderate cracks emanating from both locks towards the wrist. The
checkered walnut forend rates very good with light handling marks. The right firing pin is not present. The barrels lock up loose and are off
face. (178009-4) {C&R}
(25/75)
1515. VOLUNTEER ARMS COMPANY SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #890280, 12 ga, 24” half smooth, half rifled barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 95% original blue finish with loss due to light handling and fading. The frame has toned to a pleasing
gray and pewter patina with traces of original case-hardened colors. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock is a quality replacement with
a raised left side cheekpiece with two cracks emanating from the tang. The checkered walnut forend rates very good with light handling
marks. The barrel has been shortened and an added 6 1/2” rifled extension is attached. The barrel is drilled and tapped which supports
two Weaver style scope bases. (177889-11) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1516. H USQVARNA DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #96069, 12 ga, 29 1/2” barrels both choked full with very good lightly pitted
bores. The barrels retain 95% of their restored blue finish with light handling marks and scratches. The frame, locks and hammers have
toned to a dull pewter patina with light oxidation stains. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent as refinished
with just a few light handling marks and robust checkering. The stock is fitted with a hard rubber buttplate which provides a 14 1/4” length
of pull. The gun functions well and the barrels are slightly off face. (178117-28) {C&R}
(200/300)
1517. H OPKINS AND ALLEN FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #434, 22 RF, 22 1/2” octagon barrel with a very good lightly pitted bore. The
metal surfaces have toned to a dark brown patina showing some light silvering on the high edges and scratches. The checkered walnut
straight grip buttstock and forend rate very good with dings and scratches. (178151-2) {C&R}
(50/100)
1518. RANGER MODEL 400 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #X81494, 12 ga, 26” solid rib barrels both choked improved cylinder
with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 90% original blue finish with light handling marks and specks of surface oxidation. The boxlock
frame retains 90% original case-hardened colors with loss on the high edges. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate
very good plus as refinished with light handling marks. The buttstock is fitted with an added Pachmayr rubber recoil pad which provides a
14 1/4” length of pull. The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (177932-8) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1519. MARLIN MODEL 39A LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #K8361, 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98% original blue finish with a few light handling marks. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate near excellent with light
handling marks and a thinning varnish. The barrel has been drilled and tapped on the right side which supports a Tasco 3-7x20 rifle scope
with bright optics. (178139-21D32205) {MODERN}
(150/350)
1520. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #A136334, 12 ga, 30” plain barrel choked modified with a
bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces have toned to a brown oxidized patina. The smooth walnut round knob buttstock rates good
with two 7” cracks emanating on both sides of the wrist. The checkered walnut forend rates very good with light dings and small chips
missing from the high edges. The barrel is missing its bead front sight. (177908-12) {C&R}
(25/50)
1521. C USTOM WINCHESTER MODEL 52 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #14137, 22 LR, 27” custom George Titherington barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 98% original blue finish with light handling marks. The Winchester receiver retains 95% original blue
finish, also with light handling marks. The bolt handle has been restored and the body remains bright. The custom walnut pistolgrip target
stock rates excellent with an added piece of walnut to raise the comb. The rifle is sighted with Winchester sights and two target blocks are
attached to the barrel. (177147-227) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1522. C OLT MODEL 1878 DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #11430, 12 ga, 32” damascus barrels both choked modified with very
good lightly pitted bores. The barrels show a faint damascus pattern and show a dull gray patina with scattered surface oxidation and
some light dings. The locks and hammers have toned to a dull gray patina and are engraved in nice geometric borders. The smooth walnut
pistolgrip buttstock is a replacement that shows some light dings and is poorly fitted around the tangs and locks. The checkered walnut
forend rates about very good with light scratches and moderate dings. The hammers have been reattached with modern nuts and the firing
pins have been removed. The gun will require mechanical attention as the barrels will not open. (177249-122) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1523. R EMINGTON NO. 6 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #S230655, 32 S-L, 20” barrel with a very good lightly pitted bore. The barrel has
toned to an even brown patina with light pitting and specks of surface oxidation. The frame retains 70% vivid case-hardened colors with
loss on the right side due to pitting. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good with light handling marks along with
a few light cracks. The rifle is sighted with original front sight, added dovetail to the rear of the barrel and the original folding rear sight is
present. (177533-45) {C&R}
(150/250)
1524. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERWEIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #776650, 16 ga, 24” barrel Poly choke with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel retains 95% original blue finish with light scratches and specks of surface oxidation. The receiver is engraved in game scenes,
retaining 90% original blue finish with scratches and handling marks. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good with
four moderate dings on the right side of the butt and a 1” crack at the lower triggerguard tang. (178153-10) {MODERN}
(75/150)
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1525. STEVENS CRACK SHOT 16 1/2 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #H734, 32 short, 20” barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore.
The metal surfaces have toned to a brown patina with surface oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good
with dings and scratches. The block is not attached to the gun but is included. (175167-1) {C&R}
(40/80)
1526. B UFFALO NEWTON RIFLE COMPANY BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1043, 30 USG, 24” barrel with a very good frosted bore.
The barrel has toned to a soft gray patina with light surface oxidation and scratches. The receiver has toned to a bright pewter patina with
oxidation stains. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good with a large chip on the left side of the receiver along with light
dings and scratches. There is no bolt present. (177567-12) {C&R}
(150/350)
1527. W INCHESTER MODEL 61 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #127335, 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright bore with a small barrel ring
8” from the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 75% original blue with loss due to cleaning, scratches and oxidation. The smooth walnut
pistolgrip buttstock and grooved flat bottom forend rate very good with numerous dings and scratches. The original sights are present.
(177533-44) {C&R}
(300/500)
1528. ROSSI OVERLAND DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #2436, 12 ga, 20” barrels with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces
retain 95% original blue with light specks of surface oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and beavertail forend rate excellent
with light handling marks. The hammers function well. (178124-9) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1529. W INCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #575053, 12 ga, 28” barrel with Cutts compensator with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 75% of their reapplied blue finish with surface oxidation and pitting. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved flat bottom forend rates very good with dings and scratches. The gun is fitted with a white line rubber
recoil pad which provides a 13 1/2” length of pull. The barrel is numbered to a different gun “128252”. The included choke is modified.
(178140-33S20292) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1530. D ERINGER DOUBLE HAMMER COMBINATION GUN 12 ga x 30CF, 32” damascus barrels with very good lightly pitted bores.
The barrels show a dark brown damascus pattern with light surface oxidation and scratches. The locks and frame show a dark gray patina
with light oxidation stains and tool marks. The checkered walnut round knob buttstock and forend rate very good with moderate dings and
scratches. The forend is fitted with an ebony forend tip with an upper portion that has broken off. The buttstock is fitted with a crescent
buttplate and a long toe plate. The gun functions well but the barrels are off face. (177249-251) {C&R}
(200/400)
1531. ITHACA LEFEVER SINGLE BARREL TRAP GUN serial #18651, 12 ga, 32” barrel choked full with a bright excellent bores. The
barrel retains 80% original blue finish with fine light surface oxidation its full length. The frame has toned to a dark brown oxidized patina.
The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good with dings and two light cracks on both cheeks. The beavertail forend rates very
good with light handling marks. The recoil pad is not present. (178123-3) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1532. P IPER ARMS DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #16852, 16 ga, 30” damascus barrels choked improved modified and full with
very good lightly pitted bores. The barrels show a nice damascus pattern with oxidation stains and brown freckling. The frame and locks
are engraved in a light scroll with nice geometric borders and have toned to a tarnished pewter patina. The checkered walnut round knob
buttstock rates very good with light dings and scratches. The checkered splinter forend with ebony forend tip rates very good with light
handling marks. (178138-1) {ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
1533. ITHACA CRASS BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #91050, 12 ga, 30” solid rib damascus barrels both choked improved modified with very good lightly pitted bores. The barrels have toned to a dull brown patina with light surface oxidation, pitting and scratches.
The boxlock frame shows a gray brown patina. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good with light dings and
an added varnish. The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (178117-22) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1534. M ERIDEN FIREARMS COMPANY SIDELOCK SHOTGUN serial #50136, 12 ga, 32” solid rib barrels both choked full and full
with very good pitted bores. The barrels have toned to a dull brown patina with a few scattered dings. The locks and frame have toned
to a dull gray patina. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good with a 2” crack on the left side emanating from the lock
and scattered dings and scratches. The checkered walnut forend also rates very good with dings and scratches from the years. The stock
is fitted with a rubber recoil pad which provides a 14” length of pull. The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors.
(178117-23) {C&R}
(100/200)
1535. R EVONOC SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #48822, 12 ga, 30” solid rib barrel choked modified with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel retains 99% original blue finish with light handling marks. The frame retains 99% of its vivid case-hardened colors.
The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent with light handling marks. The gun functions well mechanically.
(178168-8) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1536. STEVENS 107B SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN 12 ga, 30” plain barrel choked full with a bright near excellent bore. The barrel retains
60% original blue with the balance flaking to a brown patina. The frame has toned to a mottled brown and gray patina. The smooth walnut
pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good with light handling marks. (178145-9) {MODERN}
(50/150)
1537. DAVENPORT FIREARMS SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #199, 12 ga, 32” plain barrel choked cylinder with a very good lightly
pitted bore. The metal surfaces appear to have been cleaned long ago and show a dull pewter patina with light oxidation stains. The checkered walnut round knob buttstock and forend rate very good with dings and two light cracks on the right side emanating from the frame.
The gun functions well but the barrel-to-frame fit is loose. (178145-3) {C&R}
(25/75)
1538. S PRINGFIELD ARMORY FIELD GRADE BOXLOCK SHOTGUN serial #T28111, 12 ga, 30” solid rib barrel choked modified
and improved modified with bright, near excellent bores. The barrels have toned to a brown patina with light specks of surface oxidation
and scratches. The boxlock frame retains 75% original case-hardened colors with light surface oxidation. The smooth walnut round knob
buttstock and splinter forend rate very good as lightly refinished with light handling marks. The gun is fitted with double triggers, automatic
safety and extractors. (178145-8) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1539. R EMINGTON MODEL 24 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #12471, 22 Short, 19” barrel with a very good lightly pitted bore. The metal
surfaces have toned to a dull brown patina with surface oxidation and light handling marks. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates
very good with dings and scratches; the buttstock to frame fit is loose. The smooth walnut schnabel forend rates very good with dings and
scratches. The rifle is fitted with its original sights and the tube magazine is included. (178060-45) {C&R}
(150/250)
1540. ITHACA FIELD GRADE BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #148083, 16 ga, 28” solid rib barrels choked modified and full with
bright near excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue finish with light specks of surface oxidation and pitting. The boxlock
frame has toned to a dark brown patina with light tool marks and surface oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very
good with scattered dings and light drying cracks on the left side. The splinter forend rates very good with handling marks. The gun features
double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. The gun locks up well. (178136-7) {C&R}
(200/300)
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1541. L.C. SMITH GRADE 2E SIDELOCK DOUBLE EJECTORGUN serial #6840, 12 ga, 28” solid rib barrels both choked modified with
bright near excellent bores. The barrels have toned to a gray brown patina with light surface oxidation and show a professionally raised dent
on the right tube. The locks and frame have toned to a gray patina with light oxidation stains. The locks are engraved with a woodcock on
the right and a partridge left surrounded by open foliate scroll. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates about very good with light
cracks emanating from the locks and a moderate amount of wood filler around the action. The checkered walnut forend rates good with
moderate dings and a large chip missing just ahead of the forend iron. The stock is fitted with a Redhead rubber recoil pad which provides
a 14” length of pull. The screw in front of the triggerguard is a replacement. The gun locks up slightly loose and the top lever is far left of
center. The gun functions well mechanically. (178117-29) {C&R}
(300/500)
1542. COLT MODEL 1878 DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #11626, 10 ga, 28” solid rib damascus barrels with pitted bores. The barrels
are a pewter brown patina with surface oxidation and stains. The hammers locks and frame have toned to a dark brown patina with oxidation
stains and brown freckles. The smooth walnut round knob buttstock rates very good as refinished with light dings and scratches. The walnut
forend rates very good as refinished with dings and a 1/2” crack emanating from the ebony forend tip. The left hammer is not attached but
is included and the right lockplate is loose. The gun locks up very loose and the barrels are off face. (178117-12) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
1543. JANSSEN AND SONS DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #819, 12 ga, 30” matted rib damascus barrels choked improved
cylinder and modified with bright excellent bores. The barrels have been cleaned to a bright pewter patina with light oxidation stains. The
locks and frame have been cleaned to a bright pewter patina, the right lock is marked “THE INTERCHANGEABLE”. The checkered walnut
pistolgrip buttstock rates very good with evenly scattered dings and scratches. The checkered walnut forend rates very good with tiny dings
and scratches. The stock is fitted with a steel buttplate that shows moderate surface oxidation. The hammers function well and the barrels
lock up tight. (178117-18) {C&R}
(250/450)
1544. W.M. MOORE DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #21625, 12 ga, 30” damascus barrels choked improved cylinder and modified with very good lightly pitted bores. The barrels have toned to a gray brown patina with moderate oxidation stains and scratches. The
locks have toned to a brown patina and are engraved with two ducks in flight with nice geometric borders. The smooth walnut pistolgrip
buttstock rates about very good with dings and a repaired chip on the toeline over a heavily crazed lacquer varnish. The checkered walnut
forend rates very good with moderate dings and scratches. The buttstock is fitted with a horn buttplate that has a few light chips. The gun
functions well and the barrels lock up loose. (178117-19) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1545. THOMPSON CENTER ARMS RENEGADE PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #144921, 56 Cal SB, 27” octagon barrel with a very good
bore with light surface oxidation. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue finish with lightly scattered surface oxidation and scratches.
The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock rates very good with light scratches and dings. The rifle is sighted with its original sights. Included
is what appears to be the original ramrod. (178140-26S20297A) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1546. ITHACA FIELD GRADE BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #200209, 12 ga, 30” barrels choked improved cylinder and modified
with bright excellent bores. The barrels, which are numbered to a different gun retain 97% original blue finish with light scratches. The boxlock frame has toned to a gray patina with specks of surface oxidation; the faces are proud to the barrel breeches. The checkered walnut
pistolgrip buttstock rates about very good with an added piece of walnut to the butt and to the comb line. The stock’s varnish shows a
heavily crazed lacquer varnish. The checkered walnut forend rates excellent. The triggerguard appears to be from a different gun as it will
not fit properly to the stock. The gun features double triggers and extractors. This gun appears to have been a project gun from a young
gunsmith. (178117-3) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1547. R EMINGTON MODEL 1889 DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #238663, 12 ga, 30” barrels choked full and full with bright near
excellent bores with light pitting on near the muzzles. The barrels have toned to a brown patina with surface oxidation and light pitting. The
locks and frame have toned to a brown patina with light traces of original case-hardened colors in the protected areas. The checkered walnut
round knob buttstock rates excellent with scratches and dings. The checkered walnut forend rates very good with light dings and a 2” crack
emanating from the forend iron; the bottom forend iron screw is missing and the release lever shows some light pinprick pitting. The buttstock
is fitted with its original Remington hard rubber buttplate which provides a 13 1/2” length of pull. (178117-20) {C&R}
(200/400)
1548. AMERICAN GUN COMPANY DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #360144, 12 ga, 29 3/4” barrels choked improved modified
and full with very good lightly pitted bores. The metal surfaces have toned to a dull gray patina with oxidation stains and brown freckles.
The locks and frame show a gray patina with surface oxidation and freckling with traces of original case-hardened colors in the protected
areas. The checkered walnut round knob buttstock rates good plus with moderate dings and a repaired crack on top of the wrist with a
heavily crazed lacquer varnish. The forend is in similar condition with light cracks and dings. The lock up is slightly loose and the hammers
function well mechanically. (178117-26) {C&R}
(100/200)
1549. THE INTERNATIONAL DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #97985T, 12 ga, 32” damascus barrels both choked improved modified
with lightly pitted bores. The barrels have toned to a dark brown patina with moderate surface oxidation and pinprick pitting. The action
and locks are engraved on a light scroll engraving and have toned to a brown patina with light specks of surface oxidation. The checkered
walnut pistolgrip buttstock and splinter forend rate very good with scattered dings, scratches and a small repaired chip near the left lock.
The gun functions well but the barrels are off face. (178117-2) {C&R}
(75/150)
1550. W. RICHARDS DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #52861, 12 ga, 30” damascus barrels choked modified and full with good
bores with light pitting their full length. The barrels show a faint damascus pattern and have toned to a dull brown patina with light specks
of surface oxidation and scratches. The locks show a smooth gray brown patina and are engraved in a light foliate scroll and are marked
“W. Richards.” The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good with moderate dings and scratches along with a tiny chip at the
top of the comb. The splinter forend rates very good with scratches and dings. The gun functions well and the barrel locks are loose and
off face. (178117-4) {C&R}
(75/150)
1551. R EMINGTON MODEL 1889 DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #82029, 12 ga, 30” solid rib damascus barrels choked full and
full with good bores having light pitting their full length. The barrels show a nice pewter damascus pattern with light surface oxidation and
brown freckles. The frame and locks have toned to a dull gray patina with light surface oxidation on the belly. The checkered walnut pistolgrip
buttstock rates very good with light dings and scratches. The checkered splinter forend rates very good with tiny chips on the high edges.
Both stocks appear to have been cleaned long ago and show flat checkering. The buttstock is fitted with a horn buttplate which provides
a 13 3/4” length of pull. The hammers function mechanically well and the barrels lock up loose. (178117-5) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1552. NATIONAL ARMS CO DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #42151C, 12 ga, 30” damascus barrels choked full and full with bright
excellent bores. The barrels have toned to a dark brown patina with scattered surface oxidation. The locks have toned to a gray patina and
are engraved with two game birds on the right and a pointer on the left surrounded by open scroll. The checkered walnut round knob
buttstock rates very good. The checkered walnut forend rates very good with dings and scratches. The gun is missing both firing pins, the
top lever is far right from center and the barrels are off face. (178107-4) {C&R}
(200/400)
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1553. B ELGIAN W.H. GREENFIELD DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #7782/8061, 12 ga, 30” damascus barrels choked cylinder
and modified with very good bores with surface oxidation present. The barrels show a pewter damascus pattern with moderate clusters of
surface oxidation. The locks are a dull smoke gray patina with traces of original case colors and are engraved with two birds on the corners
surrounded by open scroll. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good with light handling marks and a tiny chip at the toe.
The checkered walnut forend with horn forend tip rates very good plus with light handling marks. The buttstock is fitted with a hard rubber
buttplate which provides a 14 1/2” length of pull. The right firing pin is not present. The gun locks up tight and the hammers function well
mechanically. (178107-5) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
1554. R EMINGTON-WHITMORE MODEL 1876 DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #1694, 12 ga, 30” barrels choked improved
modified and modified with near excellent bores with light pitting. The metal surfaces have toned to a soft gray patina with light tool marks
here and there and light surface oxidation. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock rates very good as refinished displaying some light
dings; there is a 1” gold plate inlayed on top of the wrist. The smooth walnut forend rates very good as refinished. The buttstock is fitted
with a steel widow’s peak buttplate which provides a 13 3/4” length of pull. The gun will require mechanical attention as the forend lug has
become un-soldered. (177863-41) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1555. K EYSTONE INTERCHANGEABLE DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #2771, 12 ga, 30” solid rib barrels choked improved
cylinder and modified with very good bores with just a few light pits present. The metal surfaces have toned to a dark brown patina with
light specks of surface oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good with scattered dings and scratches.
The belly of the frame is missing its screw and the left hammer is not attached to the gun but is included. (178145-2) {C&R} (100/200)
1556. T. PAGE WOOD DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #65556, 12 ga, 28 1/2” damascus barrels both choked improved modified
with the left bore showing deep pits and the right bore shows some light pitting. The barrels show a brown patina with a nice damascus
pattern with light specks of surface oxidation. The hammer and locks have toned to a dull gray brown patina with nice geometric engraved
borders. The checkered walnut straight grip buttstock and forend rate very good with light dings and scratches. The stock is fitted with a horn
buttplate which had a large chip missing from the left side. The barrels lock up slightly loose and the hammers function well mechanically.
(178117-6) {C&R}
(200/400)
1557. A.J. AUBREY DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #4209, 12 ga, 30” solid rib barrels choked full and improved modified with very
good bores with light pitting. The barrels were made by Meriden firearms company. The damascus barrels have toned to a dark brown patina
with some light scratches and a ding on the right tube 4 1/2” from the muzzle. The locks retain 60% of their original case-hardened colors
with the balance toning to a smoke gray and brown patina. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good with light dings and
scratches, there is added gray paint on the outer line on the checkering. The checkered walnut forend rates very good with light handling
marks showing some light gray paint in the checkering. The A.J. Aubrey hard rubber buttplate is present which provides a 14 1/4” length
of pull. The gun locks up slightly loose and the hammers function well mechanically. (178117-17) {C&R}
(250/450)
1558. I. HOLLIS & SONS DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #112070, 20 ga, 30” matted rib barrels choked full and full with very
good lightly pitted bores. The barrels have toned to a mottled brown patina with traces of original blue in the protected areas. The locks and
hammers have toned to a dull brown patina. The checkered walnut round knob buttstock and forend rate very good with scattered dings
and scratches. The buttstock is fitted with a toe and heel plate. The gun will require mechanical attention as the top rib is separating from
the barrels and the top lever is very loose. (178117-14) {C&R}
(75/150)
1559. W ESLEY RICHARDS DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #275, 10 ga, 32” damascus barrels with very good pitted bores. The
barrels have toned to a dark brown patina with some light surface oxidation. The locks and frame have toned to a gray brown patina
and are engraved in a light foliate scroll with two game birds in ovals on the corners. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates
very good with dings, scratches, adhesive substance on the left side of the butt and a large chip of the right side of the triggerguard.
The checkered walnut forend rates very good with light handling marks. The gun locks up slightly loose and the left hammer spur has
broken. (178117-8) {C&R}
(150/250)
1560. C USTOM REMINGTON DOUBLE HAMMER COMBINATION GUN serial #9738, 12 ga x 30CF, 30” barrels with very good
lightly pitted bores. The barrels have toned to a plum brown patina with light specks of surface oxidation. The top the of rib shows four
tiny drilled holes from previously mounted sights. The locks and hammers have toned to a dull brown patina with pewter undertones.
The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates good plus with two cracks emanating from both locks towards the wrist. The checkered
walnut forend rates very good with chips missing from the high edges and dings. The gun functions well but the barrels lock up loose.
(177249-252) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1561. E.C MEACHAM ARMS COMPANY DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #80083, 10 ga, 30” barrels with very good pitted bores.
The metal surfaces have toned to a brown patina with scattered surface oxidation and pitting. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock
rates good with a repaired crack through the wrist and a 1”x 1/2” wood repair behind the upper tang. The checkered walnut forend rates
very good. The release has been cut and pinned with three screws and the ebony forend tip has been replaced with a piece of walnut. The
gun is off face and the barrels lock up loose. (178117-21) {C&R}
(50/150)
1562. R EMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #L050985V, 12 ga, 21” rifled barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 97% original blue finish with light handling marks. The checkered walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip buttstock rates
excellent with light handling marks and a flaking varnish on the edge of the buttstock and grip cap. The sights have been replaced
with fiber optics and mounted to the receiver is a B-square scope mount which supports a Bushnell sport view 1.5x4.5 rifle scope.
(178139-54D32102) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1563. PARKER DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #12102, 12 ga, 30” damascus barrels choked improved cylinder and improved cylinder
with moderately pitted bores. The metal surfaces show an added gray paint with scattered surface oxidation and pitting. The checkered
walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates about good with several with-the-grain drying cracks, dings and scratches. The walnut forend rates very
good with dings and scratches from the years. There is no buttplate present. The gun locks up very loose and the firing pins have been
removed. (177902-2) {C&R}
(50/100)
1564. ALLEN & THURBER BAR HAMMER PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #35, 32 cal., six barrel cluster with dark bores. The metal surfaces
on this Worcester pepperbox retain a brown and gray patina with scattered fine oxidation and traces of original blue on the nipple shroud.
The frame, sideplate and nipple shroud are decorated with loose scroll engraving. The bag shape walnut grips rate very good with light
handling marks and flaking varnish particularly along the top of left grip. The barrel does not advance and some of the small interior parts
are fastened together with wire. (57981-3) {ANTIQUE}
(175/275)
1565. U NMARKED BELGIAN PERCUSSION SINGLE SHOT PISTOL 44 cal., 3” octagon barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces retain an overall dark pewter patina with scattered fine oxidation becoming more moderate on and around the nipple area and
trigger. The frame and triggerguard show light sunburst engraving. The checkered walnut grips rate good with a shallow scratch in the
checkering on the right side and a small thin crack along the rear tang on the left side. The triggerguard has become loose and the left top
plate screw is missing. (57762-51) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
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1566. H
 ARRINGTON & RICHARDSON HAMMERLESS SECOND MODEL SMALL FRAME REVOLVER serial #37190, 32 S&W,
3 1/4” fluted round barrel with a good bore having spots of pitting and oxidation. The metal surfaces retain about 70% flaking original
nickel with scattered surface oxidation, the majority of which is on the barrel and cylinder. The replacement mother-of-pearl grips rate
good with a thin drying crack in the left panel. The action is in need of mechanical attention as it does not advance properly all the time.
(57874-11) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1567. U NMARKED PERCUSSION COAT PISTOL 36 cal., 6 1/2” octagon barrel with a dark oxidized bore. the metal surfaces retain a gray
brown patina with scattered oxidation, pitting and impact marks, the rear edge of the left sideplate has large patches of lead where the plate
was soldered in place but does not seat properly against the frame and the screw hole on the right side of frame has been inadequately
plugged. The bag shaped hardwood grips rate good to very good with handling marks, flaking varnish, the upper right bushing is missing
and the grip screws appear to be improper replacements. The lock no longer functions in half-cock, the original rear sight has been moved
just in front of the breech and the original dovetail filled with a slot blank. (57949-50) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)

1568
1568. UNMARKED PERCUSSION DOUBLE SHOTGUN
about 10 bore, 26” barrels with about very good bores showing some light oxidation. The
barrels have toned to a pale gray and brown patina with remnants of original damascus
scene and some scattered oxidation and pinprick pitting with an area of more moderate pitting about 5”
from the breech. The top of the barrel is marked only “P.S. Newton”. The rear tang, lock and triggerguard have
a pleasing brown patina and loose foliate scroll engraving. The checkered walnut stock stocks rates fair with handling
marks, worn checkering and fading finish. The stock has been fitted with a period installed spring loaded wooden plunger
buttplate and an added rather obscure bulbous pistolgrip. The leather covered buttplate shows moderate cracking and crazing and
the pistolgrip has a couple nice chips. Included is a period wooden ramrod with brass tip on one end and a threaded ball puller on the other.
The rod has a 3” chip about 7” from the brass end. A rather interesting and creative percussion double. (58165-2) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
1569. U.S. MODEL 1873 TRAPDOOR CARBINE CONVERTED TO SHOTGUN serial #23200, 45 cal., 22” smoothbore barrel with a very
good bore having scattered light oxidation. This is a customized shotgun constructed from an 1873 carbine with added or altered parts some
of which may not fit properly. The metal surfaces have toned to an overall dull brown with scattered oxidation and tiny impact marks, the
lockplate is a slightly brighter pale gray. The barrel is equipped with a plain brass bead front sight and the rear sight is completely removed.
The top of the frame is marked “G.F.G. / 106” and the 1873 dated breechblock does not seat properly. The two rear lockplate screws are
not flush with the surface of the plate and there are visible screw heads in the opposite side of the stock. The rear sling bar bolt is missing,
the barrel band does not fit properly and the retention clip is missing. The stock rates fair with numerous handling marks, a small crack at
the forend tip, no cartouche and dried faded finish. The buttplate tang screw doesn’t fit and is a bit proud of the stock and the tumbler no
longer functions preventing the hammer from functioning. (58195-5) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1570. B ROWNING AUTO-5 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #5M91538, 12 ga., 27 1/2” plain barrel with a bright excellent bore
choked modified. The metal surfaces retain about 95% thinning original blue with scattered specks of light oxidation, loss due to
muzzle and edge wear. The round knob checkered buttstock and forearm rate good to very good with light handling marks. The
stock has been shortened and a White Line ventilated rubber recoil pad and spacer have been added bringing the length of pull
to 14 1/8”. (58303-47D32517) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1571. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #874198, 16 ga., 28” plain barrel with a bright excellent bore, marked
modified now choked cylinder. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue thinning to brown with scattered areas of fine oxidation
staining, the majority of loss from edge wear and contact wear on the magazine tube; the underside of the receiver and receiver extension
showing slightly more moderate oxidation and pitting. The plain walnut pistolgrip stock and grooved forearm rate about very good with handling marks and patches of flaking finish, there is a hole in the belly of the stock from stud removal. (58303-61D32551) {C&R} (300/500)
1572. U.S. MODEL 1879 TRAPDOOR RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #267232, 47-70 Govt., 32 5/8” barrel with an about
very good oxidized bore. The metal surfaces have toned to an overall mottled brown patina with some scattered fine oxidation staining and
pinprick pitting. The walnut stock shows an old light cleaning, removing the cartouche with traces of a few handling marks in an added
light oil finish. The rifle is equipped with a proper front sight, Buckhorn rear and the three position tumbler and lock remain crisp. Included
is what appears to be an original slotted button tip cleaning rod. (58295-6) {ANTIQUE}
(250/450)
1573. R UGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #118-11481, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright very good plus bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 90% thinning original with overall fine oxidation on the barrel and scattered tiny impact marks along the frame. The pistol grip
hardwood stock rates about very good with numerous dent and handling marks. The original sights have been removed /and HiVis three
dot sights installed. Included is a single factory magazine. (58290-185) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1574. ITHACA MODEL 49 SADDLEGUN 22 S,L,LR, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel and magazine retain 95-98% original
blue with scattered fine oxidation staining and a small dent in the bottom of the magazine tube. The receiver and barrel bands retain about
90% original black enamel with scattered scratches and edge wear. The straight grip hardwood stock and forearm rate very good with light
handling marks and the plastic buttplate having a small crack at the top screw hole and handling marks. (58290-184) {MODERN}(50/100)
1575. NAVY ARMS ROSSI MODEL 1892 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #NA602720, 45 Colt, 24” octagon barrel with full mag and a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this stainless steel rifle rate excellent with a couple minute scratches; the color case-hardened
hammer and trigger retain all their crisp brilliant colors. The plain straight grip walnut stock and forearm rate very good plus with some light
scratches at the front of the forearm and other light handling marks. Rifle is equipped with a brass bead front sight and buckhorn sporting
rear sight. (58290-119) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1576. NAVY ARMS ROSSI MODEL 1892 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #NA300911, 45 Colt, 20” octagon barrel with full mag and
a bright excellent bore. The barrel and magazine retain 99% original blue with equal brilliant color case-hardened finish on the receiver,
forend nosecap, hammer, trigger and crescent buttplate. The plain straight grip walnut stock and forend rate excellent with a small scuff on
the right side of the forend and perhaps a couple other light blemishes. Carbine is equipped with a brass bead front sight and buckhorn
sporting rear sight. (58290-97) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1577. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SQUIRE 159 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN 12 ga., 18” shortened barrel with a bright excellent
bore, marked full now choked cylinder. The barrel retains 99% high polished applied blue done at the time of shortening. The plain pistolgrip
hardwood stock has been cleaned to a blonde and is a bit shy of the buttplate. The schnabel forend rates very good with light handling
marks and spots of flaking varnish. Shotgun is equipped with a brass single bead front sight in addition to a clamp-on Hi-Vis front sight and
swivel studs. (58290-71) {MODERN}
(50/100)
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1578. CBC MODEL MT 151 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #1589629, 12 ga., 28” single bead plain barrel with a bright excellent bore
choked improved modified. The metal surfaces on this Magtech imported shotgun retain 98% original blue with a few sparse spots of light
oxidation. The black plastic triggerguard shows light handling marks. The plain walnut stained pistolgrip walnut stock rates near excellent
with a few tiny dents and blemishes. (58290-75) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1579. N EW ENGLAND FIREARMS PARDNER SB1 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #NM223530, 12 ga., 22” single bead plain
barrel with a bright excellent bore choked modified. The barrel retains 98% plus original blue with only a few light storage scratches. The
case-hardened frame retains equally bright colors. The plain pistolgrip hardwood stock and schnabel forend rate very good plus to near
excellent with light handling marks and are equipped with swivel studs. (58290-143) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1580. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON TOPPER 88 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #AT243188, 12 ga., 28” single bead plain
barrel with a bright excellent bore choked modified. The barrel retains about 98% original blue with some light vertical storage scratches.
The case-hardened frame retains 98% bright original colors with scattered fine oxidation staining. The plain pistolgrip hardwood stock and
forend rate very good plus with light handling marks, the buttstock having a much lighter finish. (58290-164) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1581. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON TOPPER MODEL 158 YOUTH SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #AL360447, 20 ga., 28”
single bead plain barrel with a bright excellent bore choked modified. The barrel retains 98% plus original blue with equal crisp brilliant case
colors on the frame. The plain pistolgrip hardwood stock and forend rate excellent, the stock is equipped with a ventilated rubber recoil
pad. (58301-25) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1582. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON TOPPER JUNIOR MODEL 490 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #AM248039, 20 ga.,
26” plain bead barrel with a bright excellent bore choked modified. The barrel retains 99% original blue with equal crisp brilliant case colors
on the frame. The plain pistolgrip hardwood stock and forend rate excellent, the stock is equipped with a ventilated rubber recoil pad.
(58301-23) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1583. STEVENS MODEL 94C SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN .410 bore, 26” single bead plain barrel with a bright excellent bore choked
modified. The barrel retains about 98% original blue with scattered light oxidation. The case-hardened frame retains 95-97% vivid colors with
scattered light oxidation fading lightly along the edges. The plain pistolgrip hardwood stock and forend rate very good with light handling
marks, the forend retention spring is bent enabling the forend to be removed without much effort. (58290-140) {MODERN}
(25/75)
1584. EASTERN ARMS MODEL 105.9 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #A8088, 12 ga., 27 1/2” open choked plain barrel with
a very good bore having some patches of light pitting and oxidation. The metal surfaces have faded to a dull gray and brown patina
under a covering of light surface oxidation, the frame more of a darker brown with writing only faintly visible. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock and forend rate very good with light handling marks, the stock has been period fitted with a crazed solid rubber recoil pad.
(58290-74) {MODERN}
(20/40)
1585. N EW ENGLAND ARMS PARDNER SB1 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #NU225781, 12 ga., 18 1/4” shortened barrel with a
very good bore. The barrel retains 95-98% what appears to be original blue with scattered fine oxidation. The frame retains 98% applied dark
phosphate finish. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock and forend rate very good. The brass bead front sight was reinstalled and the included
Carlson’s choke tube measures improved cylinder. (58290-91) {MODERN}
(25/75)
1586. THOMPSON CENTER RENEGADE PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #3864, .54 cal., 31” octagon barrel with a
very good bore having some scattered patches of oxidation. The metal surfaces retain 97-98% original blue with scattered fine oxidation
staining and an occasional light scratch. The lock retains nice lightly muting case colors. The walnut stock rates very good with light handling
marks. What appears to be an original wooden ramrod is present. (58303-79) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1587. THOMPSON CENTER HAWKEN PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #1084, .45 cal., 29” octagon barrel with a very
good bore showing oxidation within the grooves. The barrel and tang retain 97-98% original blue with scattered fine oxidation and light wear
along the edges. The case-hardened lock and triggerguard retain 98% bright brilliant colors and the brass furniture has a nicely mellowed
golden patina with light tarnish on the buttplate. The walnut stock with raised cheekpiece rates excellent with a few light blemishes. What
appears to be an original wooden ramrod is present. (58303-77) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1588. R EMINGTON GENESIS INLINE MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #14-13-072194-07, 50 cal., 209 primer ignition, 28” barrel
with a very good plus bore having some light oxidation closest to the muzzle. The barrel retains 98% original blue with a few specks of
light oxidation and a scattered light rub mark here or there. The alloy frame retains 98% plus black anodized finish. The Mossy Oak Break
Up camo synthetic stock and forearm rate excellent. Equipped with Hi-Vis sights, the original aluminum folding-tip ramrod is present.
(58303-82) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1589. ARMSPORT MODEL 5109 KENTUCKIAN PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #2811, .50 cal., 36” octagon barrel
with a very good bore having scattered fine oxidation the entire length. The barrel retains 95-97% original blue with scattered fine oxidation
staining. The lock retains lightly muted case colors mellowing lightly along the edges and on the hammer and the brass furniture has a
pleasing ocher patina. The walnut stock rates very good plus to near excellent with a few light handling marks in a high gloss finish. Equipped
with a simple brass blade front sight and fixed v-notch rear sight, a brown composite ramrod is included. (58300-4) {ANTIQUE}(175/275)
1590. THOMPSON CENTER HAWKEN FLINTLOCK MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #K339465, .50 cal., 29” octagon barrel with a
near excellent bore having some scattered fine oxidation staining. The barrel on this kit gun retains 98% original blue. The case-hardened
retains about 90% mellowing case colors with light oxidation on the cock and pan which sits a little low in the stock. The walnut stock rates
very good showing light sanding marks and the brass furniture has a nicely tarnished patina. What appears to be a proper wooden ramrod
is included. (58300-5) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1591. R UGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #820-19582, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue and the hardwood pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a couple of tiny handling marks. Factory sights are
intact. This rifle is in excellent condition and appears to have seen little if any use. (128202-2) {MODERN}
(100/300)
1592. R EMINGTON MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #247236, 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a frosted lightly pitted bore. The metal
surfaces are primarily a brown patina with some blue remaining on the receiver and in protected areas of the barrel and magazine tube,
some scattered light oxidation and a few small dings. The walnut stock and forearm have likely been lightly cleaned and rate very good with
multiple dings and scratches, a couple of chips and some areas of fading finish. The slide handle retention screws are missing and the hard
rubber buttplate is worn at the heel and chipped and cracked at the toe. The buttstock fits a little loose to the frame and the factory sights
are intact. (128139-7D32301) {C&R}
(300/500)
1593. W
 INCHESTER MODEL 62 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #192963, 22 S,L,LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 90% original blue with some toning towards brown, scattered light oxidation and freckling, and silvering on high edges. The
walnut stock and forearm rate very good to near excellent with the forearm showing some minor handling marks and the buttstock having
likely been lightly cleaned showing a few light handling marks and minor staining. A spacer has been added between the hard rubber
buttplate and the stock and one of the forearm retention screws is missing. The sights appear original. A nice collectible and shootable
1947 model 62. (128203-2) {C&R}
(300/500)
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1594
1594. AMERICAN FUR CO. INDIAN TRADE GUN BY W. CHANCE & SON
about .56 cal., 22 1/2” part round part octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. This is a neat
little
gun, shortened at some time during the period of use. The barrel has uneven edges at the
muzzle from
being shortened and bears an overall dark brown patina with patches of gray, scattered fine
oxidation staining, pinprick pitting and light wear along the edges. The barrel is equipped with a simple square bead
front sight about 2 1/8” from the muzzle and a v-notch rear sight. The top barrel flat is marked “LONDON” next to fox above
“IA” tombstone and the left side flat has two London proofs. The lock and triggerguard have a slightly brighter mottled gray and
brown patina with fine pitting and oxidation. The lockplate is marked with matching American Fur Co. tombstone markings in front of
the cock and vertical “W. CHANCE / & SON” at the rear. The stock rates about very good having been shortened as well with scattered
dents, cracks and handling marks. The buttstock has been slightly rounded with a couple slightly longer cracks and remnants of two holes
for mounting buttplate. The brass serpentine sideplate remains intact and has a nicely tarnished goldenrod patina. The lock remains strong
but the half-cock does not function properly. Included is a replacement white composite ramrod. A great looking period altered London
made Indian Fur gun. (57877-42) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
1595. WINCHESTER MODEL 1904 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,XL, 21” barrel with a gray lightly pitted bore. The metal
surfaces are a fading blue toning to brown with some oxidation and light pitting. The walnut stock rates good to very good with multiple light
dings and scratches, a couple of chips in the forend and a few impact marks. Sights appear to be original. (128178-44) {C&R} (50/150)
1596. W INCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #4994454, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 90% original blue with some spotty flaking, oxidation and light pitting on the receiver, multiple light scratches towards the
muzzle on both sides of the barrel and magazine tube, and a few minor handling marks. The walnut stock and forearm rate very good to
near excellent with several light handling marks. The gun is sighted with factory sights and is fitted with sling swivels on the toe line and
magazine tube. (128139-26D32277) {MODERN}
(150/350)
1597. W INCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #3770805, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel
retains 97% original blue with some scattered light oxidation, the receiver retains 90% reapplied blue with spotty oxidation and some light
pitting under the new finish. The walnut stock and forearm rate very good with several light blemishes. A decent rifle that would likely make
a good shooter. (128050-821) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1598. W INCHESTER MODEL 62A SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #145790, 22 S,L,LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel
and magazine tube are gray-brown with polishing marks and some light oxidation staining. The receiver is 70% blue with areas of graybrown and some polishing marks primarily on the flats. The walnut buttstock rates very good with a crack running through the hard rubber
buttplate and forward for 3 1/2” and showing a few minor dings and scratches and an added finish. The grooved forearm rates excellent
with a couple of minor blemishes and an added finish. (128050-808) {C&R}
(100/200)
1599. R EMINGTON MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #215090, 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore.
The metal surfaces are 80% reapplied blue with areas toning to gray-brown, polishing marks and a few light pits. The walnut stock and
forearm rate very good to near excellent with a couple of tiny cracks running back from the receiver, a few minor handling marks and
an added finish. The gun is fitted with a front bead sight, a screw adjustable rear leaf sight and a Remington UMC hard rubber buttpad.
(128050-792) {C&R}
(75/150)
1600. R EMINGTON MODEL 12A SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #495309, 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore. The
metal surfaces have been cleaned and are gray-brown with remnants of blue here and there showing cleaning marks and some light pitting.
The walnut stock and forearm rate near excellent with several minor handling marks and the buttstock having been lightly cleaned. The gun
is sighted with a front bead and a slide adjustable rear leaf. (128050-804) {C&R}
(75/150)
1601. WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #495293, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore. The
metal surfaces have been cleaned and are gray-brown with some added blue, a little light pitting and some cleaning marks. The walnut stock
and forearm have been lightly cleaned and rate very good with multiple light handling marks. The gun is fitted with a front bead sight, a screw
adjustable rear leaf and the hard rubber buttpad is in very good condition showing a little minor wear. (128050-800) {C&R}
(150/250)
1602. W INCHESTER MODEL 290 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #B1968706, 22 S,L,LR, 20 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with a few light scratches on the aluminum receiver and a couple of other minor handling marks. The
checkered hardwood pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a faint handling mark or two. An excellent condition rifle that appears to have
seen very little if any use. (128241-4) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1603. B ROWNING BDM SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #945NX04242, 9mm, 4 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original matte blue with a few light handling marks. The checkered black plastic grips rate excellent. This pistol appears to have
seen very little use, it features a 3-dot sight and an ambidextrous safety and comes with two magazines, a factory plastic box and a manual.
(128251-5) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1604. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #C856432, 38 Spl, 4” pinned barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with silvering at the muzzle and on some high edges, a little flaking that is toning
to brown on the top of the frame, a light turn ring on the cylinder, a few minor handling marks and a little light freckling. The trigger and
hammer exhibit excellent case colors with minor operational wear. The checkered goncalo alves target grips with S&W medallions rate
very good with a few minor handling marks, a small spot of light flattening to the checkering and a modification to the top of the left side.
(128257-3) {C&R}
(250/450)
1605. H ENRY LEVER ACTION 22 RIFLE serial #644632H, 22 S,L,LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
99% original blue with a light handling mark or two and the American walnut stock and forearm rate excellent, also with a couple of minor
handling marks. This rifle appears to have seen little use. (128251-20) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1606. S IG ARMS TRAILSIDE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #E0017180, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The two-tone
silver and blue finish rates excellent as does the black polymer grips. The gun is sighted with fixed sights. A great little 22 that appears
to have seen little use and would be a great plinker or entry level competition pistol. Comes with a box, manual and two magazines.
(128262-4) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1607. R UGER MODEL 22/45 MKIII TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #270-75767, 22 LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with some wear to the left side of the barrel and receiver and a speck or two of oxidation.
The black synthetic frame with integrated grip rates excellent. The gun is sighted with a front post and adjustable rear sights. Comes with
a single magazine, scope base, manual and gray plastic case. (128270-2) {MODERN}
(150/250)
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1608. H IGH STANDARD MODEL 101 DURAMATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1379885, 22 LR, 6 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with the muzzle end of the barrel toned to a gray-brown, some scattered light freckling
and a few light handling marks. The checkered brown plastic grips rate very good to near excellent with a small chip by the triggerguard
and several light handling marks. The gun comes with a single magazine and its original blue box that is correctly labeled and numbered to
the gun. (128303-10D32336) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1609. S MITH & WESSON MODEL SD9VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #FXH4559, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
slide is painted desert tan with some flaking by the sights. The green synthetic frame with integrated grip rates about excellent with
a light handling mark or two. The gun is fitted with 3-dot night sights and comes with a single magazine, manual and its original box.
(128300-11S20581) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1610. W INCHESTER MODEL 94 ANTIQUE CARBINE serial #3147850, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel,
magazine tube and action retain 98% original blue with a few small spots of oxidation and a little light freckling. The receiver exhibits
excellent bold case colors with some scattered specks of oxidation. The gold plating on the loading gate, saddle ring, barrel band,
buttplate, trigger and hammer rate excellent with minor operational wear on the hammer. The walnut stock and forearm rate excellent
with a few minor handling marks. The gun features loose scroll engraving on the flats of the receiver and appears to have seen little if
any use. (128276-2) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1611. R UGER MODEL SR9C SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #332-91569, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide retains 98%
original black finish with a few specks of oxidation and a couple of minor handling marks. The synthetic frame with integrated grip rates
excellent showing a couple of faint handling marks. The gun is fitted with an adjustable 3-dot sight and comes with a black plastic case. No
magazine included. (128302-13D20578) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1612. H ENRY GOLDEN BOY SILVER LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #THS1580, 22 S,L,LR, 20” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel, magazine tube and action retain 99% original blue while the bright nickel on the receiver, barrel band and buttplate rate excellent
with a couple of tiny blemishes on the front edge of the barrel band. The American walnut stock and forearm rate near excellent with a few
small dings and a couple of tiny chips in the finish. This rifle appears to have seen little use. (128303-73D31239) {MODERN} (300/500)
1613. W INCHESTER MODEL 94AE LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #5462330, 30-30, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few light handling marks and some freckling and scattered specks of oxidation. The walnut stock
and forearm rate about excellent, showing a few minor handling marks. This pre-crossbolt angle eject rifle appears to have seen little use.
(128290-21) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1614. MARLIN MODEL 1895SS LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #08038326, 45-70 Govt., 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore and micro-groove rifling. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with a light handling mark or two and scope base mounting marks on the
top of the receiver. The pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate very good to near excellent with a few minor dings and scratches and a 3”
crack in the forearm. The gun is fitted with a white outline red rubber butt pad, swivel studs, hammer block safety and a gripcap that has
some flaking in its finish. A great gun that appears to have seen little use. (128290-113) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1615. MARLIN MODEL 30AS LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #11026931, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue with a few minor handling marks. The birch pistolgrip stock and forearm rate excellent with a couple of minor
handling marks. The gun features a hammer block safety, is fitted with its original factory iron sights, and appears to have seen little use.
(128290-129) {MODERN}
(150/350)
1616. W INCHESTER MODEL 67A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99%
original blue with a couple of light handling marks. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with a few light scratches and minor
handling marks. The guns factory sights are intact. This rifle appears to have seen little use. (128211-4) {C&R}
(200/300)
1617. R OSSI MODEL 92 SRS LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #K104232, 38 Spl / 357 Magnum, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue. The hardwood stock and forearm rate about excellent with a light handling mark or two. This
rifle appears to have seen little use. (128290-20) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1618. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 64 MILITARY & POLICE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #D543200, 38 Spl, 4” pinned barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The matte stainless steel surface rates near excellent showing several minor handling marks and a light turn ring
on the cylinder. The checkered walnut Magna grips with S&W logos are numbered to a different gun and rate very good to near excellent
with several minor dings and scratches. (126520-2586) (MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1619. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 15-4 COMBAT MASTERPIECE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #ADU4923, 38 Spl, 2” heavy
ribbed barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with some areas showing a slight toning towards
brown, a few light specks of oxidation, impact marks on the sights and top corner of the barrel rib, and a turn ring on the cylinder. The
smooth combat trigger and checkered hammer exhibit near excellent case colors with the trigger toning towards gray. The unnumbered
checkered walnut Magna grips with S&W medallions rate very good with a chip on the edge of the checkering on the left panel and a few
other minor handling marks. The gun is sighted with a ramp front and micro-adjustable black blade rear sights. (126520-1015) {MODERN}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1620. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 36 CHIEFS SPECIAL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #504501, 38 Spl, 1 7/8” pinned ribbed
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with thinning on the backstrap and topstrap towards brown,
silvering by the muzzle and on some high edges, a few minor handling marks and a couple of specks of oxidation. The case colors on the
trigger and hammer rate near excellent with some toning towards gray on the trigger. The diamond checkered walnut Magna grips with
S&W medallions are numbered to the gun and rate very good to near excellent with some minor wear and a few light handling marks.
(126520-202) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1621. HAMMERLI TRAILSIDE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #E0020332, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The slide on
this two-tone finish is in-the-white and unblemished and the frame retains 99% plus original blue. The blue and gray laminated grips rate
excellent with a couple of faint handling marks. The gun is fitted with an adjustable rear sight and mounted to the grooved barrel is a Tasco
ProPoint red-dot sight. The sight is functioning but does not include a battery. This pistol was imported by Sig Arms and appears to have
seen little if any use. (126520-137) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1622. WINCHESTER MODEL 69A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces are a brown
patina with remnants of blue on the receiver, multiple handling marks scattered about and a few scattered spots of oxidation. The triggerguard and magazine well have an added black enamel finish. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good with multiple dings and scratches
and an added finish. The barrel has been threaded at the muzzle and has been drilled and tapped with two sets of holes, one with filler
screws. The gun is sighted with factory front blade and rear aperture sights. Comes with a single magazine. (126520-576) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(50/150)
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1623. C OLT COLTEER BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 Magnum, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97%
original blue with a little freckling, silvering on the front sight, several light handling marks and the triggerguard having toned to a brown
patina. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates very good with several minor handling marks and a couple of spots of paint splatter. The gun
includes its factory sights and a Sears 3-6x rifle scope with very good optics mounted to the grooved receiver. (126520-68) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(150/350)
1624. THOMPSON CENTER ENCORE BREAK ACTION RIFLE serial #132800, 25-06, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of minor handling marks. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate excellent
with a minor handling mark or two. The gun is fitted with a black rubber ventilated recoil pad, front bead sight, folding adjustable rear sight
and a scope base. (126520-2686) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1625. C OLT WOODSMAN TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #140029, 22 LR, 6 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces on this 1940 1st series Woodsman retain 90-95% original blue with silvering on some edges and at the muzzle, areas toning to a
gray patina on the gripstraps, a few specks of oxidation, multiple minor handling marks, and a tiny spot of pitting on the triggerguard. The
checkered walnut grips rate very good with some minor handling wear. Both the front and rear factory sights are adjustable and the gun
comes with the correct magazine. (126520-2459) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1626. R EMINGTON MODEL 14 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #87736, 35 Rem, 22” barrel with a very good bright bore showing a light
frosting. The metal surfaces retain 40% original blue fading to a gray patina with some oxidation staining and minor handling marks.
The walnut pistolgrip stock and grooved forearm rate very good with several small cracks running back from the frame and lower
tang, and multiple minor dings and scratches. There is a set of drilled and tapped holes added to the top of the receiver and another
set added on the barrel. The front bead sight appears original and the rear sight is a replacement Marbles leaf. (126520-1504) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/300)
1627. C OLT SINGLE ACTION BUNTLINE SCOUT REVOLVER serial #98367F, 22 Magnum, 9 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces on this 1959 revolver retain 95% original blue with some areas worn to silver on the muzzle, cylinder, and the left
side of barrel and frame. The checkered black plastic Colt grips rate excellent with a light handling mark or two. Though this revolver
shows some holster and storage wear, it appears to have seen little use with only a faint turn ring on the cylinder. (126520-1345) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(250/450)
1628. H IGH STANDARD MODEL SK-100 SPORT-KING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #632634, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with silvering on the barrel towards the muzzle, on top of the slide, and on some high edges,
and a little oxidation staining on the backstrap. The checkered brown plastic grips with left side thumbrest rate very good with a chip on the
right side butt and several other light handling marks. (126520-3999) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1629. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 15-2 COMBAT MASTERPIECE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #K575095, 38 Spl, 4” pinned
and ribbed barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with the upper backstrap toning to brown, silvering
by the muzzle and on some high edges, some thinning towards gray on the cylinder, a little flaking to brown, and a few specks of oxidation.
The smooth goncalo alves target grips with S&W medallions rate very good with a couple of spots of flaking worn finish and several light
handling marks. The trigger and hammer exhibit very good to near excellent case colors with some light oxidation. The gun is sighted with
a Baughman front and a micro adjustable black blade rear sight. The rear sight blade has a couple of impact marks. A great shootable 1964
Combat Masterpiece. (126520-3848) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1630. R UGER MODEL 77 MARK II BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #785-53384, 223 Rem, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue and the receiver retaining a rich plum color. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock with black forend tip
rates very good to near excellent with a deep scratch on the right side of the butt and a few other minor handling marks. The gun is fitted
with a black rubber recoil pad, swivel studs and a grip cap. The receiver includes integral bases and there are no provisions for sights.
Comes with a set of scope rings. (126520-889) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1631. R ARE REMINGTON NO 4-S “AMERICAN BOY SCOUT” ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE 22 Short, 28” barrel with very good lightly
frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% reapplied blue with a few specks of oxidation and multiple small dings and pits under the new
finish. The bayonet lug is missing with a filler screw trimmed to roughly fit the contour of the barrel. “AMERICAN BOY SCOUT” is stamped
into the left side of the receiver. The walnut buttstock and long musket type forearm are refinished and rate good with the buttstock showing a couple of cracks running back from the upper tang, a couple of long cracks along the toe-line, two small and one large filed hole on
the toe-line, and a small repair by the tang. The forearm shows a small crack by the frame and a few areas that are filled and repaired. The
barrel band is no longer present. The metal buttplate hangs slightly proud of the wood. The original sights are intact. There is some play in
the barrel to frame fit and the buttstock fits a bit loose also. (126520-919) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1632. C Z MODEL 27 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #383279, 3 3/4” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% reapplied military blue finish with some scattered light fine oxidation staining. The hammer, trigger, grip screw and extractor retain most of their
straw colored finish. The barrel and vertical four groove “fnh” marked slide show German military test proofs and the frame has the eagle /
WaA76 acceptance stamp on the right side over the black checkered wrap around grips. A single “P.Mod.27” marked magazine is included.
(108050-637) {C&R}
(150/250)
1633. LOT OF FLINTLOCK PISTOLS Included with this lot are two pistols for parts or possible restoration. First is an early European style pistol
.69 cal., with 11 1/4” barrel with overall dark oxidized bore. The lock and working parts have been removed and are included, however, it
is unclear if all parts are present. The stock has overall dings and handling marks and the brass triggerguard and dual strap buttcap have
to toned a dark mustard color and remain in very good condition. Second is a Mediterranean style Miquelet lock pistol .50 cal., with 13”
cannon style barrel that has a dark oxidized bore. The lock is held in place with bailing wire and the stock has geometric style inlaid designs.
These pistols would make great parts guns. (107670-3, 4) {ANTIQUE}
(20/70)
1634. F N MODEL 1922 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #196346, .32 ACP, 4 1/2” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
90% original blue with spots of light fine oxidation staining, superficial scratches and silvering along the high edges. The pistol has German
test proofs and eagle / WaA140 acceptance marks. The checkered walnut grips rate very good overall with slightly rounded points and this
wartime pistol comes with a single FN marked magazine. (108050-563) {C&R}
(200/400)
1635. F N MODEL 1922 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #121986, .32 ACP, 4 1/2” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
85% blue flaking to brown with pewter undertones, fine oxidation staining near all over and silvering along the high edges. The barrel and
slide is German military test proofed and the frame and slide have the German acceptance stamp “(eagle)/WaA140” in multiple locations.
The checkered walnut grips rate about very good with overall lightly rounded points and a few light handling marks. A single FN marked
magazine is included with this wartime pistol. (108050-564) {C&R}
(200/400)
1636. F N MODEL 1922 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #50129b, .32 ACP, 4 1/2” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
75% blue fading to brown finish with scattered spots of fine oxidation staining, silvering at the muzzle and along the high edges. The pistol
has both German Military test proofs and acceptance stamps with “(eagle)/WaA140” markings. The checkered walnut grips rate very good
with some light staining and mostly crisp points. No magazine is included with this wartime pistol. (108050-568) {C&R}
(150/250)
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1637. DEUTSCHE WERKE ORTGIES POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #212738, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces are an overall brown color patina with silvering along the high edges. The smooth walnut logo grips rate very good overall
with two with the grain drying cracks on the right side panel. This “(crown)/N” proofed commercial pistol remains in good overall condition
and comes with a single nickel plated magazine. (108050-517) {C&R}
(150/250)
1638. D EUTSCHE WERKE ORTGIES POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #69636, .32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with bright very good bore.
The metal surfaces on this commercial proofed pistol retain 75% blue fading to brown finish with spots of silvering at the rear of the slide
and around the muzzle with silvering along the high edges. The smooth walnut logo grips rate about excellent and included is a single
maker marked magazine. (108050-512) {C&R}
(200/400)
1639. B ERETTA MODEL 1935 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #523443, .32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95% military blue finish that reveals a plum color in bright light with spots of fine oxidation staining and light silvering on a couple of
the high edges. The pistol has control stamp marking “4/UT” and “(crown/lion)” proof and the Beretta logo black plastic grips rate excellent.
The lanyard loop is missing and a single magazine is included with this pistol. (108050-497) {C&R}
(150/250)
1640. B ERETTA MODEL 1935 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #554219, .32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 80% blue flaking to brown finish with overall light scratches, spots of fine oxidation staining and silvering along the high edges. The
pistol is control marked “4/UT” and the black plastic grips rate excellent. A single magazine is included. (108050-500) {C&R} (200/400)
1641. B ERETTA MODEL 1935 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #525045, .32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95% blue finish with scattered patches of fine oxidation staining and light silvering along some of the high edges. The black plastic
logo grips rate excellent and the pistol is “4/UT” control marked with “(crown)/(lion)” proof. Included with this pistol is a single magazine.
(108050-499) {C&R}
(200/400)
1642. B ERETTA MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #F59444, .380 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with bright about very good bore with scattered
light pitting its entire length. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue finish with spots of fine oxidation staining near all over and silvering on the
high edges. The black plastic logo grips rate excellent and included with this pistol is a single magazine. (108050-498) {C&R} (150/250)
1643. MAUSER MODEL HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #915731, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with about very good bore that has light frosting
in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 95% arsenal blue finish with some light operational wear and silvering on some of the high edges.
The frame, barrel, and slide are numbered alike and there are “(eagle)/N” and “(eagle)/WaA135” proofs. The checkered walnut grips rate
excellent and a single unmarked magazine is included with this fine condition wartime pistol. (108050-245) {C&R}
(200/400)
1644. MAUSER MODEL HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #854564, .32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90% arsenal blue finish with scattered spots of fine oxidation staining, and silvering along the high edges and contact points. The
barrel, frame and slide are numbered alike and there are “(eagle)/N and (eagle)/WaA135” proofs. The checkered walnut grips rate about
excellent appearing to have had a light cleaning with a few light handling marks visible. A single Mauser Banner logo magazine is included.
(108050-242) {C&R}
(300/500)
1645. MAUSER MODEL HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #947187, .32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95% blue finish with a couple spots of light fine oxidation staining and operational wear at the rear of the slide. The barrel, frame and
slide are numbered alike with “(eagle)/N” and “(eagle)/F” proofs. The grips rate excellent with worn points under an added layer of varnish
and a single magazine is included with this wartime police marked pistol. (108050-253) {C&R}
(300/500)
1646. MAB MODEL D SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #112473, .32 ACP, 3 7/8” barrel with bright about very good frosted bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% arsenal blue finish with a few light scratches and areas of light pinprick pitting on the slide, frame, and trigger. The
black plastic checkered MAB logo grips rate about excellent with slightly rounded points and the triggerguard has a Kingdom of Morocco
Military acceptance stamp. A single magazine is included with this steel frame pistol. (108050-538) {C&R}
(200/400)
1647. MAB MODEL D SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2894, .32 ACP, 3 7/8” barrel with bright near excellent bore that has a spot of light
pitting near the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue finish with loss due to holster wear at the muzzle, light scratches and silvering
along the high edges. The pistol is marked “Surete Nationale” on the right side of the slide and “Pistolet Automatique Cal. 7.65/MAB Brevete
MODEL D” on the left and the black plastic checkered MAB logo grips rate about good with mostly crisp points on the checkering and
the left panel has warped slightly no longer fitting the steel frame tightly. A single magazine is included with this commercial manufactured
pistol. (108050-539) {C&R}
(150/250)

1648
1648. GUSTLOFF WERKE / MAUSER MODEL 98 CUSTOM BOLT RIFLE
serial #8554a, .30-06, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
90% blue flaking to brown with plum colored undertones. The bolt body and handle are bright
with scattered spots of fine oxidation staining. The full length smooth Mannlicher pistol grip stock has a
raised left side cheek piece and rates excellent with a few light handling marks. The rifle has a blade front sight and a Lyman
375 ME rear aperture sight. Included with the rifle is a set of quick detachable sling swivels. (108301-11) {MODERN}(400/600)
1649. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 64-2 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #1D82889, .38 Special, 2” pinned barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent having a few light scratches and scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining with a
light turn ring on the cylinder. The hard chrome finish on the standard hammer and service trigger rates excellent and the backstrap has
been heavily stippled. The revolver has a 1/8” serrated ramp front sight and square notch rear sight. The checkered walnut Magna grips
with silver S&W medallions rate excellent. This should make a great carry or range gun. (108290-288) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1650. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 10-7 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #ABR9155, .38 Special, 2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with a few light scratches and light turn ring along the cylinder. The
service hammer and smooth combat trigger show bold case-hardened colors that rate excellent. The revolver has standard sights and
the checkered walnut Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate excellent with spots of flaking varnish and a few rounded points in
the checkering. (108290-195) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1651. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 65-2 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #1D79542, .38 Special, 4” pinned heavy barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate about excellent with numerous light scratches and turn ring on the recessed cylinder.
The hard chrome finish rates excellent on the standard hammer and service trigger. The revolver has a red ramp front sight with square
notch rear sight and a set of aftermarket faux black mother-of-pearl grips that rate excellent and fit the gun fairly well. (108290-234)
{MODERN}
(200/400)
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1652. R EMINGTON MODEL 700 BDL BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #286628, .243 Win., 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with some scattered light handling marks and spots of very fine light oxidation staining. The rifle has
a hooded bead front sight and there are filler screws installed where the rear sight should be. The receiver has been drilled and tapped for a
scope. The walnut Monte-Carlo stock rates excellent with left side raised cheekpiece, fleur-de-lis checkering and is fitted with an aluminum
checkered buttplate. A very nice example likely to perform well once equipped with optics. (108301-8) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1653. R UGER SR40 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #342-42062, .40 S&W, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99%
black Nitridox finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol has standard adjustable rear three dot sights and checkered glass
filled nylon grips that rate excellent. Included with this pistol are two ten round factory magazines (still sealed in plastic), loading tool, lock,
manual and related papers and a factory hard case correctly numbered to the gun. This pistol appears to have seen little if any use and
should make a great shooter or carry piece. (108270-6) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1654. MANURHIN/INTERARMS PP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #53273LR, 22 LR, 3 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue finish having a couple of light operational wear marks at the rear of the slide. The barrel is (Crown) proofed
with “St. Etienne” marking and the frame also bears the French crown proof below the ejection port. The black checkered Walther banner
logo grips rate excellent and this pistol comes with factory hard case numbered to the gun, three magazines, manual, test target, and certificate listing the date of manufacture as January 12, 1960. (108290-206) {C&R}
(300/500)
1655. C HARTER ARMS MODEL 74520 “PIT BULL” DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #16-29720, .45 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The matte stainless surfaces rate excellent having only a light turn ring along the cylinder. The revolver has a fixed
ramp front sight with square notch rear and the smooth finger groove combat style Walnut grips by Eagle rate excellent. Include with this
revolver are a set of checkered rubber grips with logo, 2 quick strips, and a factory hard case correctly labeled and numbered to the gun.
(108278-27) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1656. R UGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #249-55704, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
95% original blue and anodized finishes. The smooth hardwood stock rates excellent and has a few scattered minor handling marks. No
magazine is included. (108303-41D32678) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1657. MAVERICK 88 SLIDE-ACTION SHOTGUN BY MOSSBERG serial #MV54897Y, 12 ga., 28” Accu-Choke ventilated rib barrel with
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with a couple of light handling marks visible. The black synthetic
buttstock and ribbed forend rate excellent and the Maverick Sticker remain 100% intact on the left side of the buttstock. This shotgun
appears to have seen very little if any use and includes a modified screw-in choke. (108300-16S20582) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1658. MAVERICK 88 SLIDE-ACTION SHOTGUN BY MOSSBERG serial #MV13072T, 12 ga., 28” Accu-Choke ventilated rib barrel with
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with overall light scratches in the surface and two spots of added
green paint on the barrel at the breech and left side of the muzzle. The black synthetic stock and ribbed forend rate near excellent with a
few light handling marks. The buttplate has been removed and a Pachmayr slip-on recoil pad has been added to take its place. Included is
a single Red Head full choke screw-in insert. (1018S20475) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1659. R UGER SR40 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #342-42044, .40 S&W, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99%
black Nitridox finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol has standard adjustable rear three dot sights and the checkered glass
filled nylon grips rate excellent. Included with this pistol are two factory magazines, Ruger lock with key, loading tool, manual and factory
hard case numbered to the gun. This pistol seems to have seen little if any use. (108270-7) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1660. THOMPSON CENTER ARMS CONTENDER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #301398, 22 LR, 10” bull barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining and a couple of small scratches
along the barrel. The pistol has a fiber optic front sight with adjustable blade rear sight and the new style hammer mounted safety/
selector. A set of checkered rubber Pachmayr “Gripper” grip and forend stock this pistol and they rate about excellent with some light
soiling. (108290-782) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1661. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-8 38 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #AAY7578, .38 Special, 4” heavy barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with a few light handling marks, turn ring on the cylinder and moderate holster wear at
the muzzle and triggerguard. The revolver has a standard ramp front sight with square notch rear sight and has what is likely a Brownells power
rib replacement mainspring. The standard hammer and smooth combat style trigger show mottled case-hardened color. A set of aftermarket
checkered walnut Magna style grips stock this revolver and they rate excellent overall. (108920-230) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1662. R UGER SR40 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #342-42037, .40 S&W, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% black
Nitridox finish with a few light scratches visible and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol has standard three dot sights with the rear
being adjustable and the glass filled checkered nylon grips rate excellent. Included with this pistol are two factory magazines, loading tool,
Ruger lock with key, manual, fired casing, and factory hard case correctly numbered to the gun. (108270-4) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1663. R UGER LCR DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #548-17162, 22 LR, 1 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The matte black
finishes rate excellent on the polymer grip frame and aluminum body with the stainless steel cylinder showing a light turn ring. The revolver
has a notched rear sight with pinned ramp front sight and is stocked with a set of Hogue Tamer textured Mono grips. This revolver has seen
little if any use and comes with a correctly labeled factory box, manual, and zippered pistol rug. (108270-3) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1664. R UGER MARK II TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #211-18037, 22 LR, 10” bull barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless
surfaces rate excellent and have a few minor light scratches and a spot or two of light fine oxidation staining visible. The pistol has a Patridge
front sight with adjustable black blade rear sight. The checkered black Delrin grips with single Ruger medallion rate excellent. A single ten
round magazine is included. (108264-3) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1665. S PRINGFIELD ARMORY XD 4” SERVICE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #US248592, .40 S&W, 4” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% matte black finish with loss due to handling marks, fading and operational wear. The pistol has standard
three dot sights, integral accessory rail, and does not come with a magazine. Magazines are readily available and this should make a great
carry gun. (108270-16) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1666. R UGER SPEED-SIX DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #152-35406, .357 Magnum, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent having a few light scratches and turn ring along the cylinder. The revolver has standard
fixed sights with diamond checkered walnut grips with small silver phoenix medallions. The grips rate near excellent with overall light
handling marks and flaking varnish. Included with the revolver is a Galco left hand holster marked WB 112 on the front face at the
bottom. (108290-227) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1667. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 65-4 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #BNV3445, .357 Magnum, 4” heavy barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate near excellent with several scattered small scratches, spots of fine light oxidation
staining and turn ring along the cylinder. The hard chrome finish on the service hammer and combat trigger rates excellent. The revolver
has standard fixed sights and is stocked with a set of aftermarket checkered walnut Magna style grips that remain in excellent condition.
(108290-219) {MODERN}
(250/450)
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1668. B ERETTA MODEL 84B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B93690Y, .380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95% original blue and anodized finishes with a couple spots of light fine oxidation staining and light silvering along a couple of the
high edges. The pistol has fixed sights and the checkered plastic with molded Berretta logo grips rate excellent. A single 13 round factory
magazine is included. (108290-292) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1669. B ERETTA MODEL 70S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B32997U, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue finish with a few scattered specks of light fine oxidation staining. The pistol has a fixed front sight with adjustable rear
blade sight and the checkered plastic logo grips rate excellent. Included with this pistol is an original box correctly labeled and numbered
to the gun with cleaning brush, finger rest magazine, and information card. (108290-289) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1670. R UGER MODEL P95DC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #312-64785, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The matte stainless
surfaces rate near excellent with scattered light fine oxidation staining. The polymer frame rates excellent with a few light handling marks.
The pistol has fixed three dot sights and comes with a correctly labeled and numbered to the gun hard case, two magazines, loading tool,
manual and lock. (108264-1) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1671. TAURUS MODEL 990 TRACKER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #DR203321, 22 LR, 6 1/2” ventilated rib barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue finish with loss due to spots of silvering at the muzzle and along some
of the high edges with a turn ring on the nine shot cylinder. The lockable hammer and smooth trigger show mottled case-hardened color
and the revolver has a pinned ramp front sight with white outline adjustable rear sight. The revolver has a rubber boot style grip with Taurus
Logo medallions at the bottom. A correct factory box numbered to the gun, manual, two hammer lock keys and sight protector are included.
(108251-8) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1672. TAURUS MODEL 85 ULTRA-LITE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #EU17803, .38 Special, 2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% blue and anodized finishes with spots of silvering near the crane, muzzle, along some of the high edges
and a moderate turn ring on the cylinder. The pistol has standard fixed sights and the lockable hammer and smooth trigger show mottled
case-hardened color. A Taurus rubber boot grip stocks this compact carry piece and a correct factory box numbered to the gun with two
hammer keys, and manual are included. (108278-16) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1673. WALTHER P22 TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #N005238, 22 LR, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% of their matte black finish with a small spot of oxidation staining at the breech end of the barrel. The black polymer frame with
integral accessory rail rates excellent. The pistol has standard three dot sights with fixed front and adjustable rear and comes with a factory
hard case numbered to the gun, two magazines, spare back strap, key, and related tools. (108050-205) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1674. WALTHER P22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #L003732, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
99% of their matte black finish and the polymer frame with integral accessory rail rates excellent. The pistol has standard sights and
comes with two magazines, factory hard case that is numbered to the gun, extra sight inserts, backstrap, key, manual and related papers.
(108050-210) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1675. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 442-1 AIRWEIGHT REVOLVER serial #CCM6998, .38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with bright an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original black finish with a few light handling marks, silvering on a few of the high edges and a visible
turn ring along the cylinder. The revolver has standard notched rear sight with serrated ramp front and is stocked with a set of smooth
Magna grips with silver S&W medallions that are in very good condition showing a few minor handling marks and areas of flaking varnish.
The revolver comes with a factory hard case that is numbered to the gun and a manual. (108278-15) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1676. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 442-2 AIRWEIGHT REVOLVER serial #CVE0733, .38 Special +P, 1 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original black finish with a few light handling marks and a visible turn ring along the cylinder. The revolver has standard notched rear sight with serrated ramp front sight and is stocked with a set of Uncle Mike’s textured rubber boot grips.
This hammerless revolver appears to have seen very little use and comes with a correctly labeled factory box integral lock with keys and a
manual. (108251-4) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1677. R UGER MODEL 22/45 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #220-22566, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless
surfaces rate excellent with a couple tiny spots of very light fine oxidation staining. The black Zytel frame rates excellent and the pistol has
fixed sights and comes with an unnumbered original hard case, two magazines and a manual. (108272-1) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1678. H IGH STANDARD MODEL 103 SPOT KING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2142328, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue flaking to brown finish with spots of light oxidation staining and silvering along some of the high
edges. The pistol has standard features and the checkered plastic grips with gold colored logo medallions rate excellent with a few light
handling marks. A single ten round magazine is included. (108303-22D32613) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1679. I NTERARMS VIRGINIAN DRAGOON SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #S3082, 44 Magnum, 7 1/2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent and have a very light turn ring on the cylinder and some spots of fine oxidation staining
on the front sight. The revolver has a fixed front with adjustable blade rear sight and the smooth walnut grips rate about excellent missing
two tiny chips from the lower front corner of the left side grip panel. Included with this revolver is a correctly labeled factory box numbered
to the gun with manual. (108303-9D32489) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1680. AUTO ORDNANCE 1911A1 STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AOCVN0051, .45 ACP, 5” barrel with a bright
very good lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% matte blue finish spots of silvering along the working parts and high edges.
The pistol has fixed sights and the checkered plastic grips with logo medallions rate excellent. Included with this pistol is a single unmarked
blued body magazine. (108142-17) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1681. B ERETTA MODEL 70S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A58046Y, .380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue finish having a few light handling marks. The pistol has standard fixed sights and the checkered plastic logo grips
rate excellent. Included is a single 9 round finger rest magazine. (108290-198) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1682. B ERETTA MODEL 70S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B51964U, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95% original blue finish with some light silvering along the high edges and minor operational wear along the barrel. The pistol has a
fixed front sight with adjustable rear right and the checkered plastic logo grips rate excellent. Included is a single 9 round magazine with
finger rest. (108290-199) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1683. B ERETTA MODEL 84F SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #E04100Y, .380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright about excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% original matte black Bruniton finish with spots of flaking along the grip strap and frame, silvering along the high edges,
and some light operational wear along the barrel and safety. The pistol has fixed sights and the plastic checkered logo grips rate excellent.
Included is a single 13 round factory magazine. (108290-200) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1684. WALTHER P22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #L350550, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99%
original matte black finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features three dot adjustable sights, ambidextrous magazine
release and safety, internal lock (key provided) and comes with a correctly labeled hard case that is numbered to the gun, with manual,
warranty card and extra front sights, backstrap and wrench. The warning hang tag is still attached to this pistol and it appears to have seen
little if any use. (108303-5D30642) {MODERN}
(200/400)
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1685. WALTHER P22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #L042219, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98% original matte black finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features a three dot adjustable sight system with added
Walther laser sight, ambidextrous magazine release and safety with internal lock (no key provided). The pistol comes with three ten round
magazines, factory hard case and manual. (108251-7) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1686. S IG SAUER MODEL P230 SL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #S032163, .380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
stainless surfaces on this German made pistol rate excellent having some spots of light oxidation staining in the slide serrations. The double
action pistol has fixed sights and comes with a single finger rest magazine, extra trigger bar spring and Hogue wrap around textured rubber
grip. (108234-1) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1687. TAURUS MODEL 85 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #NE24279, .38 Special, 2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate near excellent with overall light scratches and evident turn ring along the cylinder. The revolver has a bobbed hammer
and standard sights. A set of Crimson Trace laser grips stock this revolver and likely need batteries as the laser does not currently function.
(108300-31S20594) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1688. CIMARRON PLINKERTON SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #CF0905007, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% matte black finish with a few light scratches and very light turn ring along the cylinder. This pistol features an
internal lock (key provided) and is designed after the Colt Single Action Army revolver blade front sight and square notch rear sight. The
checkered black plastic grips with gold colored logo medallions rate excellent and included is a correct factory box numbered to the gun,
manual and key. (108251-11) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1689. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AUTOMATIC EJECTING REVOLVER serial #82009, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% nickel-plated finish with overall scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining with several light
scratches. The hammer, trigger, and triggerguard all show varying amounts of strong blue and/or case-hardened color. The checkered hard
rubber target grips rate excellent, having faded to a brown and this second model fifth variant revolver seems to function well mechanically.
(108303-29D32593) {C&R}
(150/250)
1690. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON 32 HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #115480, .32 S&W, 3” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% nickel-plated finish with overall light scratches, spots of fine oxidation staining and a light turn
ring on the cylinder. The trigger shows mottled case-hardened color and the triggerguard shows strong blue. The target logo grips rate
near excellent having faded to brown with some of the points being worn near flat. This is a solid second model, second variant revolver.
(108303-38D32602) {C&R}
(150/250)
1691. TAURUS MODEL PT-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #Y116938, 22 LR, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% blue and gold finishes with some light handling marks and silvering along some of the high edges. The motherof-pearl grips rate excellent and the pistol comes with a single 8 round magazine, factory hard case and two keys for the internal lock.
(108303-6D32175) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1692. J ENNINGS MODEL J-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #255934, 22 LR, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 95% original black finish with light silvering along the high edges. The checkered black plastic grips rate excellent with mostly
crisp points and included with the pistol are two six round magazines. (108088-4) {MODERN}
(75/100)
1693. DEUTSCHE WERKE POCKET AUTOMATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #83493, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 75% original blue finish with overall light scratches and silvering along the high edges with spots of scattered light
fine oxidation staining. The smooth walnut grips with brass logo medallions rate excellent and a single nickel finish magazine is included
with this Ortgies patent pistol. (108050-514) {C&R}
(150/250)
1694. D EUTSCHE WERKE POCKET AUTOMATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #107484, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a very good lightly
frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 70% blue flaking to brown finish with overall light handling wear and spots of light fine oxidation
staining. The smooth walnut grips with brass logo medallions rate near excellent showing a light cleaning and some added finish. A single
blued finish magazine is included with this Ortgies patent pistol. (108050-510) {C&R}
(100/200)
1695. WALTHER MODEL PP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY MANURHIN serial #12837, .32 ACP, 3 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 85% original blue finish with loss due to flaking and wear, heaviest near the muzzle. The pistol has French proofs on the
frame and slide as well as “BYP” within an oval and has been struck out near the triggerguard on the left side. This mark denotes this pistol
once was property of the Bavarian State Police. It has standard sights and the checkered banner logo grips rate near excellent with several
light handling marks. A single finger rest magazine is included with this Interarms imported pistol. (108142-2) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1696. H IGH STANDARD MODEL B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #17635, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95% re-applied blue with spots of light pitting showing under the finish and areas of silver along the contact points, working areas
and muzzle. A few light impact marks are visible near and on the takedown lever and the takedown screw head slot shows heavy wear. The
pistol has the Hartford style front sight with standard rear sight and the checkered hard rubber grips rate near excellent with slightly worn
points and light handling marks. A single 10 round magazine is included. (108142-30) {C&R}
(200/400)
1697. R UGER SECURITY-SIX DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #160-19192, .357 Magnum, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish having a couple light handling marks with a light turn ring on the cylinder. The revolver has
a red ramp front sight with black blade adjustable rear sight and the checkered rubber grips with silver phoenix medallions rate excellent.
A great multi-purpose handgun that is suitable for target shooting, personal protection, and hunting. (108031-20) {MODERN}(300/500)
1698. R UGER SR40 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #342-26401, .40 S&W, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces on
the slide rate excellent and polymer frame with integral accessory rail rates excellent. The pistol features windage adjustable rear three dot
sights, ambidextrous safety and magazine release. Included with this pistol are two magazines, loading tool, manual, fired casings, padlock
with key, and correctly labeled hard case numbered to the gun. (108270-5) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1699. R UGER POLICE SERVICE-SIX DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #156-47182, .357 Magnum, 4 “ barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The stainless surfaces rate near excellent having scattered light scratches and turn ring along the cylinder. The revolver has a pinned
ramp front sight with square notch rear sight and the diamond checkered walnut grips with silver phoenix medallions rate excellent. Included
with this revolver is a correct factory box that is labeled and hand-numbered to the gun. (108290-225) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1700. B ROWNING BUCK MARK SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #655NM12063, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with bright and excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% matte blue and anodized finishes with numerous scattered light scratches. The trigger retains 99% gold-plated
finish and the pistol has adjustable target sights. The composite grips with skip-line checkering and Browning medallions rate excellent. A
single ten round magazine is included with the gun. (108303-8D32115) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1701. AUTO-ORDNANCE 1911 A1 STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AOC37031, 5” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% evenly fading blue with loss due to operational wear and several light scratches with silvering along the
high edges. The pistol has three dot sights and checkered rubber Pachmayr Gripper grips that rate excellent. A single bright bodied seven
round Mec-Gar marked magazine is included. (108303-26D32467) {MODERN}
(200/400)
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1702. D EUTSCHE WERKE VEST POCKET AUTOMATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #73059, 2 3/4” barrel with about very good bore
with light frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 95% flaking re-applied nickel finish with spots of light pitting. This Ortgies patent
pistol has fixed sights and the smooth walnut grips with brass logo medallions rate very good overall. The left medallion has been pushed
in and there are scattered light handling marks. Included is a single 6 round bright bodied magazine. (108290-261) {C&R}
(75/150)
1703. B ERSA MODEL 383-A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #194357, .380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The matte nickel
surfaces on this K-Max Int., Inc., imported pistol rate excellent having a few light scratches. The pistol has three dot adjustable sights and
the textured hardwood grips with banner logos rate about excellent with numerous light handling marks. This pistol does not come with a
magazine but they are still readily available through companies like Brownells. (108303-23D32594) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1704. BAUER POCKET AUTOMATIC SEMI-PISTOL serial #079198, .25 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent with a few tiny handling marks along the left side of the slide and a couple of spots of light fine oxidation staining. The
pistol has fixed sights and the checkered walnut grips rate near excellent with partially worn points on the checkering. Included is a single
bright body 6 round magazine. (108290-260) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1705. B ERETTA MODEL 950BS JETFIRE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BER73055T, 22 Short, 2 3/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with a few tiny scratches in the surface. The pistol has fixed sights and the plastic checkered
logo grips rate excellent. Included is a single 8 round magazine. (108290-288) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1706. B ERETTA MODEL 950BS JETFIRE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BR21187V, .25 ACP, 2 3/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% original blue finish with areas of silvering along the high edges and near the muzzle. The pistol has fixed sights
and the plastic checkered logo grips rate excellent with a few light handling marks. A single 6 round blued body magazine is included.
(108290-287) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1707. R AVEN ARMS MODEL MP-25 SEMI-PISTOL serial #921295, .25 ACP, 2 7/16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% nickel-plated finish with several light scratches in the surface. The pistol has fixed sights and the smooth walnut grips rate
excellent. Included is a single 6 round magazine. (108290-258) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1708. RAVEN ARMS MODEL MP-25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #982722, .25 ACP. 2 7/16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% nickel-plated finish with a few light scratches. The pistol has fixed sights and the smooth walnut grips rate excellent.
Include is a single 6 round magazine. (108290-257) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1709. M OSSBERG MODEL 190 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 16 ga., 26” plain poly choked barrel with a very good bore having some light
oxidation present. The metal surfaces have been completely painted in a green and brown camouflage pattern and shows scattered scratches
and oxidation throughout. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock has the same pattern as the metal and has just a few light handling marks. This
gun appears to be in good working condition. (2X177340-34) {MODERN}
(25/75)

1710
1710. PARKER UNDERLIFTER DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #7985, 10
ga, 30” damascus matted rib barrels having very good bores with scattered pitting their full
lengths. The barrels display a faint damascus twist pattern with most of the metal toning to a mottled
gray brown patina. The locks and frame have toned to a gray brown patina having scattered oxidation freckles,
there are traces of original case-colors in the protected areas. The checkered walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock
rates very good displaying a few light dings along with a few light chips and drying cracks around the buttplate and locks. The
checkered walnut forend rates very good displaying a few very light cracks and dings. The buttstock is fitted with an unengraved
monogram plate and a steel buttplate which provides a length of pull of 13 1/2”. The gun functions well mechanically but the extractors
are not present. (177586-43) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1711. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 1500 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #PN85629, 223 Rem, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with very little noticeable wear. Rifle is equipped with a custom Bell & Carlson fiberglass
stock finished in the gray woodlands camo pattern. There are no provisions for sights but mounted to the receiver is a set of Weaver
bases. A black nylon sling is included. A terrific small game or predator hunting rifle that will likely perform superbly with the right optics.
(48116-97) {MODERN}
(400/600)
1712. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 1/2 FOURTH MODEL REVOLVER serial #115291, 32 S&W, 3 1/2” fluted round barrel with a good bore
showing scattered pitting and oxidation. The metal surfaces retain about 75% flaking original nickel with majority of loss along the frame,
cylinder and cartridge ejector spud. The rosewood birdshead grips rate good to very good with handling marks spots of flaking finish.
Two of the cylinder stops have tiny holes in the center and the action is in need of mechanical attention as the hammer does not function.
(57832-14) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1713. ANTI GARROTTER PERCUSSION TYPE DEFENSIVE “PISTOL” This modern
reproduction of the famed English device designed to counteract rampant gar1713
rottings, in “Old London” is sure to enhance even the most complete collection.
Referenced from 2006 Standard Catalog of Firearms, page 78 and 79. Could
also serve as an “alarm gun” as mounting plate has four counter sunk holes in it.
(58275-8) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1714. WARDS WESTERN FIELD SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #81819XF,
410 bore, 26” vent rib barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel shows an about even
mix of original blue and plum patina. The frame has about 20% case colors remaining
with scattered surface oxidation visible. The walnut buttstock and forend rate good as
refinished with a repaired crack at the wrist. (58275-4)
(75/150)
1715. MARLIN MODEL 24 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #137251, 12 ga, 28” matted rib barrel choked full with a bright bore
with lightly scattered pits. The metal surfaces have toned to a bright pewter patina with moderate oxidation stains and pitting. The walnut
pistolgrip buttstock rates good with a thinning varnish showing moderate dings and a crack through the wrist that has been repaired with
a cross bolt. The grooved walnut forend rates very good with light handling marks. The buttstock is fitted with a rubber recoil pad which
provides a 13” length of pull. (1X177951-16) {C&R} [Tweed Herendeen Collection]
(25/75)
1716. R EMINGTON MODEL 11-87 DGRS SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #PC664186, 12 ga, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with light handling marks and specks of surface oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip
buttstock and forend rate excellent with light handling marks. Shotgun is sighted with added fiber optic sights and a rifled choke tube.
(1X178116-47) {MODERN}
(250/350)
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1717. SYRACUSE ARMS BOXLOCK SHOTGUN serial #36576, 16 ga, 28” damascus barrels choked full and modified with bright excellent
bores. The barrels display a gray damascus pattern having scattered spots of oxidation staining and oxidation. The boxlock frame has toned
to a silvery gray patina which is mixing with some surface oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good
displaying some scattered dings and scratches, perhaps being lightly refinished many years ago displaying flattened checkering. The gun is
fitted with a hard rubber buttplate which provides a length of pull of 14”. The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors.
(1X177951-97) {C&R}
(75/150)
1718. R EMINGTON MODEL 4 SINGLE SHOT ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #335314, 32 RF, 22 1/2” barrel with a very good lightly
frosted bore. The barrel on this later screw-type takedown rifle retains 97% refinished blue with some light oxidation, minor pitting and
polishing marks. The refinished frame is a dark copper color with spots of blue and some light oxidation. The walnut stock and forearm have
been lightly cleaned with an added finish and rate very good with multiple minor dings and scratches. (1X128116-94) {C&R} (200/400)
1719. SAVAGE MODEL 23A SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #136474, 22 LR, 23” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 90% original blue that has flaked to brown and mixing with areas of gray and light surface oxidation throughout. The smooth
walnut stock rates excellent and few dings and other light handling marks present. The stock features a schnabel tip, a pistolgrip, sling
swivels and the serrated steel buttplate. The original front sight is intact, the rear sight has been replaced with a slot blank. At one point an
aperture sight had been installed at the rear of the receiver but has since been removed and a vintage J.C. Higgins 6X riflescope has been
installed to a Weaver base atop the receiver. The scope features a crosshair reticle and has very good optics. A single detachable magazine
is included. A lovely vintage 22 LR in near excellent overall condition. (1X48100-204) {C&R} {Walter “Walt” Rauch Collection] (100/200)
1720. STEVENS OFFHAND NO. 35 CUSTOM PISTOL serial #15658, .22 LR, 5 1/4” barrel adapted from a Stevens-Pope rifle with a fair bore.
The barrel retains a mottled plum brown and gray patina and has been custom milled to fit this size frame. The frame retains only traces of
original blue, the balance a smooth gunmetal gray. The smooth walnut grips rate about very good with a good deal of flaking and loss of the
varnish. The pistol has been fitted with a Remington style front sight and custom u-notch rear sight. There is light play barrel-to-frame however
the mechanism seems to function well. (37147-108) {MODERN} [Terry Buffum Collection]
(100/200)
1721. BRITISH SINGLE SHOT FLOBERT-STYLE PISTOL
1721
FROM E.M. REILLY & CO .22 RF, 8” octagon barrel with an
excellent relined bore. The barrel is a deep gray-plum patina with
pewter undertones showing minor dings and handling marks with
some sparsely scattered oxidation. There is a very simple front blade sight and v-notch rear and the
barrel shows some loose scroll to the rear of the rear sight; the Reilly name and New Oxford St. address
atop the barrel. The frame is now a dull gunmetal gray patina with overall light oxidation and scattered pinprick
pitting. There are light sprays of engraved scroll on the left and right frame flat and on the hinge portion of the
frame with a simple spurred triggerguard. The one piece bag-shaped grip has a nearly flat-bottomed horn pistolgrip
cap. The grip itself rates about very good with coarse checkering showing some minor dings and handling marks
from the years. The gun seems to function appropriately mechanically, however the barrel-to-frame fit is somewhat loose.
(37147-129) {ANTIQUE} [Terry Buffum Collection]
(200/400)
1722. B ELGIAN DOUBLE HAMMERGUN BY NEUMANN BROS serial #7492/2049, 12 ga., 30” laminated steel barrels, roughly choked
about improved cylinder, with good to perhaps very good bores showing scattered pitting their full length. The barrels are an overall plum
brown patina with minor dings, oxidation and perhaps the sparsely scattered light pit here or there. The frame and lockplates are primarily a
deep mottled gray case-hardened patina with an overall smattering of light oxidation staining. The locks are rebounding and seem to work
well mechanically but the barrels are slightly off-face. The checkered round knob pistolgrip European walnut buttstock and splinter forend
rate good to very good with overall dings, handling marks and scattered light cracks here and there. (37755-3) {C&R}
(75/175)
1723. U NMARKED PERCUSSION HALFSTOCK SPORTING RIFLE About 44 cal., now smooth bored, with an oxidized bore. The barrel
is an overall deep plum brown patina with minor scattered oxidation and light pitting, more prominent near the muzzle. The lockplate is “W
Spies/Warranted” marked and shows some light engraving, it and the hammer and percussion-convert nipple barrel show quite a bit of
oxidation and pitting, with the nose of the hammer showing moderate damage. There is a faceted brass triggerguard with simple crescent
butt and toeplates and a hinged geometric brass patchbox (the latch is no longer functional). The maple halfstock rates fair showing numerous long chips missing along the barrel channel and has been broken in half beneath the lock a number of years ago, it was glued but
now is broken again. The lock is retained only by the hammer resting downward on the nipple. (37627-2) {ANTIQUE}
(25/50)
1724. B RITISH FLINTLOCK FOWLER BY RIMES About 10 bore/77 cal., 41 1/2” barrel with a lightly swamped muzzle, oxidized bore and a
simple brass front sight with lightly chiseled rib at rear. The barrel and early Queen Anne-era lock are an overall oxidized brown patina with
light and moderate pitting. “London” and British proofs are on the top and left side of the barrel. There is a single ramrod thimble remaining
and slightly fancy tailpipe with simple long tang triggerguard and wide flaring buttplate which was lightly engraved, now marginally damaged.
There is a lightly engraved sideplate and a very Brown Bess-like monogram plate atop the wrist. The stock rates about good to fair showing
numerous cracks through the wrist, numerous portions of the forearm missing along its top edge and about 4” missing near the nosecap
and muzzle. The lock is mechanically functional and there is an old iron ramrod present. (37540-6) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1725. NAVY ARMS ANTONIO ZOLI “ZOUAVE CADET” PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #11758, .58 cal, 26” round
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains about 95% original blue with some light oxidation. The Navy Arms and Eagle marked
lockplate and hammer retain some very nice case colors. All of the brass hardware has tarnished to a dull ochre patina. The European hardwood stock rates about very good, is devoid of finish and has a small crack at the rear of the lockplate. The lock is crisp and mechanically
functional and an original ramrod is included. This hunting rifle is styled very loosely after the Remington Zouave reproductions and likely
would serve well in putting down Mr. Wiley Whitetail. (37567-7) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1726. R UGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #11-41606, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% factory blue with the grip frame worn to brown-purple mix, scattered oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The
checkered Delrin black grips with single black Ruger Phoenix rate good to very good with scattered light handling marks and mixed wear
to the diamond points. This fixed sighted pistol includes a single magazine. (88303-28D32370) {MODERN}
(125/225)
1727. V. BERNARDELLI MODEL 80 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #016414, 380 ACP, 3 9/16” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% factory blue with a few stray oxidation blemishes. The checkered thumb rest factory synthetic grips rate excellent
with a few minor scratches. This pistol features a dot front sight and single dot fully adjustable factory rear sight. Also included is a single
factory magazine with finger rest floorplate. (88303-19D32545) {MODERN}
(125/225)
1728. M.A.B. MODEL A VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #22304, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% non-factory reapplied blue with light wear at the muzzle. The checkered black synthetic grips rate very
good with the “M-A-B” monogram on each panel and exhibit light handling wear. The pistol includes a single MAB marked magazine.
(88303-4D31987) {C&R}
(100/200)
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1729. LLAMA MODEL IIIA SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #570484, 380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces are
brown with traces of blue in the protected areas along with a few handling marks. The checkered brown synthetic factory grips with Llama
monograms rate very good with light scratches and dings. The pistol features a solid rib with windage adjustable rear sight and includes a
single factory magazine. This pistol “ain’t pretty” but should make a good shooter. (88303-25D32378) {C&R}
(75/125)
1730. ROSSI MODEL 68 REVOLVER serial #126049, 38 Special, 3” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% factory
nickel plate with a few oxidation blemishes, limited bubbling and the plating starting to cloud. The hammer exhibits some case-hardened
colors but the trigger is mostly gray with freckling. The checkered walnut factory grips with Rossi medallions rate very good with light handling wear but the fit has left the wood proud of the frame in areas. (88303-24D32596) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1731. STEYR MODEL 1909 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #37731A, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a light frosted bore. This pistol retains
about 85% factory blue with moderate edge wear, grip frame starting to thin to purple-brown, a few minor oxidation stains and handling
marks. The checkered hard rubber grips with Steyr monogram rate excellent. The N. Pieper designed pistol includes a single magazine.
(88303-3D31979) {C&R}
(100/200)
1732. C OLT FOURTH MODEL DERRINGER serial #16808N, 22 Short, 2 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This “Bookcase” pistol retains
about 99% factory nickel plate. The faux ivory grips rate excellent. This variation of the Colt Deringers were cased inside a unique hardcover
“Colt Deringers” titled book with sleeve. The “book case” for this gun rates poor with the cover and body in need of repair with the basic
parts separating and torn in areas. Also included is a bore brush. (88139-87D32349) {C&R}
(250/350)
1733. SHARPS MODEL 1C PEPPERBOX DERINGER serial #10979, 22 RF, 2 1/2” four-barrel cluster with frosted bores. The metal surfaces
are nearly devoid of all finish with a few traces of blue on the barrels and remnants of silver plate in the protected areas. The hammer has
toned to dark gray but the rotating nose striker does not function. The unnumbered smooth rosewood grips rate about very good with light
handling wear, flaking and worn finish and a small chip missing from the heel of the left panel. The barrel is not correctly numbered to the
gun. (87949-20) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1734. M ERRIMACK ARMS COMPANY SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #4383, 41 RF, 2 1/2” barrel with scattered oxidation stains.
The barrel retains about 40% factory blue with the sides toned to pewter, scattered freckling and strong blue finish on the top three flats.
The frame is an even ochre, the trigger is gray and the hammer retains strong case-hardened colors toning to gray. The smooth rosewood
grips are correctly numbered to the gun and rate about very good with light handling wear. The barrel and extractor have matching assembly
numbers and the pistol remains functional. There is a small section of the standing breech chipped off on the right side and the frame has
a hairline crack forming behind the hammer. (87949-60) {ANTIQUE}
(100/300)
1735. SMITH & WESSON 2ND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #7935, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with scattered
oxidation stains. The metal surfaces retain about 50% factory blue with the barrel, grip frame and cylinder wearing to brown and there are
scattered oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The smooth unmarked mother-of-pearl grips rate about very good with scattered scratches
and light soiling. All the appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun which remains functional. (87949-33) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)
1736. S PANISH PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #4230, .41 cal., 4” smoothbore part octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The barrel
has three flats on the top with a round bottom in addition to light scroll engraving. The metal surfaces retain about 95% blue finish with
scattered light oxidation stains and freckling. The one-piece hardwood stock rates about very good as refinished with light checkering on
the pistolgrip along with scattered light dents, dings and other handling marks. The lock is fully functional and it should make a nice salute
gun for the fourth of July. (88060-98) {ANTIQUE}
(25/75)
1737. SMITH & WESSON 2ND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #29999, 38 S&W, 5 1/4” barrel with a heavily
oxidized bore. This revolver is non-functioning. The later non-factory applied nickel plating reveals the heavy pitting present before the refinish. The grips are a silver gray and constructed of a cast non-ferrous metal to a similar likeness to the original hard rubber grips. The grips
rate about very good with scattered light handling marks. The revolver has the assembly number “400” on a number of parts. The original
parts no longer have visible serial numbers, the cylinder is a later replacement, the firing pin is missing, the single action is non-functioning
but the double action works intermittently, an ad-hoc lanyard loop is present and the topstrap is bent upwards, to name a few of the gun’s
maladies. (88002-151) {ANTIQUE} [Charles Hadley Collection]
(5/15)
1738. ITALIAN MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY BERRETTA serial #F55556, 380 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with a lightly oxidized bore.
This pistol has been non-factory nickel plated and retains about 95% of this new finish. There is flaking finish on the slide, scattered oxidation
and pitting along with light handling and operational marks. The trigger and hammer have gold colored plating with light handling wear.
The textured synthetic factory grips with Berretta monograms rate very good to excellent with light scratches. The pistol includes a single
nickel plated factory magazine. (88002-140) {MODERN} [Charles Hadley Collection]
(100/200)
1739. C OLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #131178, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a slightly
frosted bore. The metal surfaces of this 1915 made pistol have non-factory reapplied blue finish with about 98% remaining. There are a few
minor oxidation blemishes and a scratch on the right side of the slide. Previous marks and pitting are visible under the newly reapplied finish.
The unmarked faux mother-of-pearl grips rate excellent. The pistol includes a single refinished factory magazine. (88002-81) {MODERN}
[Charles Hadley Collection]
(200/300)
1740. C OLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #235629, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a heavily
frosted bore. The metal surfaces of this 1920 made pistol have non-factory reapplied blue finish with about 99% remaining and old pitting
is visible under the new finish. The faux checkered ivory grips rate near excellent with light soiling. The pistol includes a single two-tone
factory magazine. (88002-77) {MODERN} [Charles Hadley Collection]
(200/300)
1741. C OLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #484410, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a frosted bore.
This 1928 made pistol retains about 99% non-factory reapplied blue finish with old pitting visible under the new finish. The checkered walnut
factory grips with silver Colt medallions rate about good to very good as refinished with light to moderate diamond point wear. The pistol
includes a single refinished factory magazine. (88002-56) {C&R} [Charles Hadley Collection]
(300/500)
1742. C OLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #508629, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent
bore exhibiting a bulge about 1/2” forward of the chamber. The metal surfaces of this 1931 made pistol are primarily brown with traces
of blue in the protected areas along with oxidation stains, pitting, dings and scratches. The factory walnut grips with silver Colt medallions rate fair with moderate to heavy diamond point compression, dents, dings, a large chip missing on the right panel above the
medallion and check extending down from the same medallion. The pistol includes a single factory two-tone magazine. (88002-52)
{C&R} [Charles Hadley Collection]
(100/300)
1743. CUSTOM U.S. MODEL 1903 REVOLVER BY COLT serial #203387, 38 Long Colt, 2 3/4” cut barrel with an excellent bore exhibiting a
slight bulge were the replacement barrel was screwed onto the frame. The metal surfaces retain about 65% factory blue with the grip frame
oxidized and worn to pewter-brown, scattered oxidation blemishes, pitting, scratches and dings. The hammer and trigger still have strong
fire blue with moderate operational wear and oxidation blemishes. The homemade walnut finger groove grips rate excellent. The revolver
has several military inspection marks (R.A.C., L.E.B. and J.T.T.), factory rework marks and the left side frame is stamped “1903”. The cylinder,
crane, frame and cylinder latch have correct matching assembly numbers, the cut down barrel has a different assembly number, factory
rework marks appear on the cylinder latch and frame, and the cylinder has a factory rework number. The action works with occasional
binding and is in need of professional attention and the lanyard loop is present. (88238-18) {MODERN}
(100/200)
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1744. LLAMA MODEL XV SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #557044, 22 LR, 3 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
97% factory blue with light high edge wear, scratches and other handling marks. The ad-hoc replacement hardwood grips rate very good
and feature a relief carved Globe and Anchor U.S.M.C. emblem on the left panel and carved gothic script initials on the right. The pistol
includes a single magazine. (88238-16) {MODERN}
(125/225)
1745. C OLT CHALLENGER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #21966-C, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
3rd Series 1951 made pistol retain about 85% factory blue with the grip frame worn to brown in addition to moderate edge wear, scattered
minor oxidation stains and handling marks. The grips are ad-hoc hand-made smooth hardwood with palm rest flare at the butt that rate
about very good as constructed with the finish starting to craze in areas, minor scuffing and handling marks. The pistol includes a single
factory magazine and this gun should make a good little trail gun. (88238-13) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1746. M.A.B. MODEL A VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #78434, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 97% non-factory reapplied nickel plate with light pitting, scratches and oxidation blemishes. The smooth hardwood
homemade grips rate about very good plus as constructed with scattered light dents and dings. The pistol includes a single MAB marked
magazine. (88238-17) {C&R}
(100/200)
1747. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON YOUNG AMERICAN REVOLVER serial #433200, 32 S&W (Short), 2” octagon barrel with light
oxidation stains. The metal surfaces retain about 95% factory nickel plate with scattered light oxidation stains, scratches and a turn ring
on the cylinder. The triggerguard retains about 90% factory blue with thinning finish. The hammer is pewter and gray. The checkered hard
rubber grips are correctly numbered to the gun and rate excellent. The gun still times and locks up correctly. (88238-15) {C&R}(100/200)
1748. C OLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #247361, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a
lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces of this 1920 made pistol have professional non-factory reapplied blue finish with about 99%
remaining. The grip safety was blued but the trigger and manual safety retain strong case-hardened colors. The checkered hard
rubber factory grips rate about excellent. The pistol includes a single two-tone factory magazine in excellent condition. (88002-37)
{C&R} [Charles Hadley Collection]
(250/350)
1749. C OLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #164740, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a lightly
frosted bore. The metal surfaces of this 1917 made pistol have non-factory reapplied nickel finish with about 95% remaining. The finish is
starting to flake on the trigger, frame and slide along with a few handling marks. The smooth unmarked mother-of-pearl grips rate fair to
good with chipping around the right panels escutcheon and several poor repairs on the left front panel. The pistol includes a single factory
magazine with the body toned to gray and mostly nickel plate on the base. (88002-76) {MODERN} [Charles Hadley Collection](200/300)
1750. CESKA ZBROJOVKA VZ 38 DOUBLE ACTION SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #280668, 380 ACP, 4 11/16” barrel with an excellent
bore. An interesting pistol featuring a hinged barrel that tilted up with the slide to allow its removal and used a double action only mechanism.
This 1939 dated pistol retains about 95% factory blue with light to moderate high edge wear, scattered scratches and minimal oxidation
blemishes. The trigger and hammer retain fading straw colors with the face of the trigger and top of the round spur toned to pewter. The
checkered reddish brown one-piece synthetic grips with CZ monograms rate about very good with light scratches, scuffs and dings. The
lanyard loop is present and a single unmarked magazine is included. (87942-150) {C&R}
(300/500)
1751. R EMINGTON MODEL 1858 NEW ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY EUROARMS serial #033418, .44 cal., 8” octagon barrel
with a few oxidation stains. The metal surfaces retain about 99% factory blue with a few light handling marks, minor edge wear, a turn ring
on the cylinder and the frame toning to plum. The brass triggerguard rates excellent as toned to ochre. The hammer and trigger have bold
case-hardened colors. The smooth walnut factory grips rate excellent. This “cap-n-ball” includes the factory Styrofoam box insert, percussion
caps, “L” shaped nipple wrench-screwdriver combination tool and a powder flask with spout. (88123-12) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1752. C OLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #230953, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a frosted
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1919 made pistol retain about 85% factory blue with grip safety worn to brown, light to moderate high edge
wear, oxidation stains and handling marks. The trigger and manual safety have strong but fading case-hardened colors. The checkered
hard rubber factory grips rate very good with light diamond compression on the top of the left panel. The pistol includes a factory two-tone
magazine and a Bianchi inside the waistband holster. (88142-24) {C&R}
(300/500)
1753. U.S. MODEL 1901 NEW ARMY REVOLVER BY COLT serial 141248, 38 Long Colt, 6” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1900 made revolver retain about 25-30% factory blue with most areas worn to a mix of pewter and brown along with
oxidation stains, pitting and handling marks. The strongest blue is found on the barrel, flutes and larger protected areas of the frame. The
smooth walnut factory grips are correctly numbered to the gun and rate about good with various dents, dings, chips and scratches present.
There is a factory rework mark on the cylinder latch and rework numbers on the cylinder and frame. Mr. Carr’s inspection marks correctly
appear on the frame, cylinder and barre plus the lanyard loop is missing. This “old warhorse” has seen some use over the years but still
functions. (88107-1) {C&R}
(200/300)
1754. MANUFRANCE LE FRANCAIS MODEL E VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #202182, 25 ACP, 2 3/8” tip-up barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces have worn to gray with minor freckling and oxidation stains. The triggerguard is missing from the
pistol. The smooth homemade white synthetic grips rate about excellent as constructed with light handling marks. The pistol has several
interesting features: double action only striker fired mechanism, tip-up barrel for loading and unloading the chamber, no slide serrations,
barrel automatically unlocks when the magazine is removed or can be manually unlocked via a lever on the right side of the frame when the
magazine is in place and no extractor. (87958-11) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1755. SMITH & WESSON 1ST MODEL MILITARY & POLICE HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #12054, 38 Special, 3 1/2” cut down
barrel with a lightly frosted bore. This Model of 1899 retains about 70% non-factory applied blue finish with the non-factory shortened barrel
toned to brown, thinning finish on the grip frame, high edge wear and handling marks. The hammer and trigger were blue finished during
the refinishing. The diamond checkered hard rubber grips with S&W monogram rate very good to excellent with light handling marks and
a scuff on the right panel. All appropriate parts, to include the grips and barrel, are correctly serial or assembly numbered to the gun. The
extractor rod head is missing and the cylinder stop is in need of professional attention. (88257-11) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1756. S MITH & WESSON MILITARY & POLICE HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #S878329, 38 Special, 5” barrel with an excellent
bore. This pre-model 10 revolver retains about 75-80% factory blue with the grip frame worn to pewter, light to moderate high edge wear,
turn ring on the cylinder and handling marks. The finish is thinning on much of the surfaces with more gray than blue remaining. The standard
hammer and trigger retains fading case-hardened colors with light freckling. The replacement factory checkered walnut Magna grips with
silver S&W medallions are not numbered to the gun and rate near excellent with light wear. All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to
the gun which still times and locks up correctly. (88278-33) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1757. STOEGER .22 CALIBER LUGER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #4858, 22 LR, 4 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% factory blue and anodized finishes with light muzzle wear and scattered scratches. The checkered walnut factory grips
rate about excellent with minor handling marks. No magazine is included. (88202-5) {MODERN}
(200/300)
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1758. R
 EPLICA COLT 1851 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #1976, .36 cal., 7 1/2” octagon barrel with an excellent bore. This
revolver retains about 99% blue and case-hardened colors with few minor dings by the wedge. The brass grip frame rates excellent. The
smooth one-piece walnut factory grips are numbered to the gun and rate excellent but the fit leaves the frame proud of the wood in several
areas. (88202-6) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1759. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 2ND ISSUE TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #87902, 22 Short, 3 3/16” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore.
The barrel and cylinder on this three-patent date revolver have been lightly cleaned to pewter and there is staining evident from oxidation
and pitting. The brass frame is ochre with a few wisps of silver plate in the protected area and it has scattered light scratches, dings and
scuffs. The smooth rosewood factory grips are correctly numbered to the gun and rate fair to good with scratches, scuffs, dents, dings and
checks. The right panel has a repaired check on the lower half and the left has a small chip on the butt in line with the grip retention pin
on the frame. The assembly numbers are no longer visible on the cylinder and barrel and the barrel-to-frame fit has slight play. (87656-26)
{ANTIQUE} [E.P.W. Collection]
(150/250)
1760. S PANISH A.V. & G.S. DOUBLE BARREL PERCUSSION PISTOL .36 cal., 2 5/8” double octagon barrels with oxidized and pitted
bores. The metal surfaces are brown with scattered oxidation and pitting. The smooth walnut pistolgrip rates about good with scattered
scratches, dings, a check on the left side where is meets the frame and the initials “WH” above the check cut into the wood. Both hammers
remain functional and the bottom of the triggerguard is marked “A.V. & G.S.” with no other markings found. Both barrels have been coned
with the left barrel cut to almost a square. The plate below the hammers on the upper breech is slightly sprung but does not seem to interfere
with the operation of hammers. (88209-1) {ANTIQUE}
(50/150)
1761. W INCHESTER MODEL 9422 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #F610136, 22 S,L,LR, 20 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% plus original blue with a few tiny nicks on the receiver. The straight grip checkered walnut stock and
forearm rate very good plus with light handling marks and flattened points in the left side of the wrist. The front sight hood is present.
(58251-21) {MODERN}
(275/375)
1762. R UGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #127-73454, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% plus original blue with some very light silvering along the edges. The plain pistolgrip hardwood stock rates excellent
with a couple light handling marks. Mounted to the receiver is a Bushnell 4X32 scope with duplex reticle and clear optics. The two-piece
rings and screw heads show light wear. A single factory magazine is included. (58251-24) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1763. FRANK WESSON FIRST TYPE TWO TRIGGER RIFLE serial #7137, 38 RF, 26” octagon barrel with a pitted oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces are an overall pewter with patches of brown and scattered fine oxidation and pinprick pitting. The plain walnut stock rates fair with
dried fading finish, handling marks, a large missing chip at the toe and the brass crescent buttplate has a mellowed ochre patina with light
tarnish and verdigris at the heel. The barrel is equipped with a square bead dovetail front sight and v-notch sporting rear sight, the elevator
is no longer present. The right side slot link and the front sling swivel are missing, the ejector is cracked and does not function and the
barrel hinge pin is a modern brass hardware replacement. (57877-13) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1764. F RANK WESSON FIRST TYPE TWO TRIGGER RIFLE serial #2883, 41 RF, 23” octagon barrel with a dark bore. The metal surfaces
are an overall dark brown patina with scattered oxidation and pitting, the rear half of the frame is a brighter pale gray with patches of brown.
The walnut stock rates about good showing an old cleaning leaving the wood a bit shy of the metal with a dried fading oil finish, handling
marks and a common hardware bolt and brass disk repair to the center of the wrist. The bore “mics” at about 41 caliber even though most
of these rifles were made in 32, 38 and 44 caliber. The barrel is frozen and will not open and there are two holes on the top of the rear tang
as sight provision. Rifle is equipped with a brass blade front sight and single leaf folding rear sight. (57877-12) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1765. U NMARKED BALLARD FALLINGBLOCK RIFLE serial #34597, 25 CF, 21 3/4” part round part octagon barrel with a pitted oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces are an overall dark brown patina with patches of gray on the frame, scattered fine oxidation, pinprick pitting, minor
edge wear and impact marks. The plain straight grip walnut stock rates good with dried fading finish and handling marks. The forend is not
present and the rear tang screw is missing as well. (57877-17) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1766. U NMARKED BELGIAN PINFIRE REVOLVER serial #50, 11 mm pinfire, 6” octagon barrel with a pitted oxidized bore. The metal surfaces
have toned to a smoky gray patina with brown highlights and scattered fine oxidation staining. The smooth walnut grips rate very good with
light handling marks. The action times and advances properly and the lanyard ring remains present. (57956-14) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1767. W INCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #2701033, 32 Win. Spl., 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel and magazine retain 98% original blue with some sparse oxidation. The receiver has flaked to an overall pale brown with gray wear
along the edges and traces of original flaking blue; the bolt, lever and interior parts retain equal original blue matching that of the barrel.
The straight grip walnut stock and forend rate very good with light handling marks and lightly flaking original finish at the checkered steel
buttplate. The front sight hood protector is present. (58280-3) {C&R}
(300/500)

1768
1768. WINCHESTER MODEL
1894 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #514010, 25-35 WCF, 20” round barrel with half magazine and a fair bore showing
modest oxidation and pinprick pitting. The metal surfaces have toned to pale gun metal
with brown highlights, scattered fine oxidation and traces of original blue in protected
areas. The plain straight grip walnut stock and forend rate good to very good with handling
marks, a shallow dent behind the barrel band on the left side of the forend and initials in the right
wrist between the receiver and lever. Although rifles stocks are not usually found on carbines the wood is a bight proud of
the metal and the overall fist as if it’s been together all along. Carbine is equipped with an ivory bead front sight and a three leaf
express. A great looking unique 1910 manufactured carbine. (58165-1) {C&R}
(450/650)
1769. R EMINGTON NYLON 66 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 19 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-98%
original blue. The checkered brown Zytel stock rate excellent with a few light storage marks. An excellent 1960 manufactured Nylon 66
rifle. (58251-27) {C&R}
(200/400)
1770. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #371163481, 12 ga., 30” ventilated rib barrel with a bright
excellent bore choked full. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue, loss due to contact and edge wear along with scattered fine
oxidation. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate about very good with light handling marks and spots of flaking original
varnish. The stock is equipped with a factory ventilated rubber recoil pad. (58303-40D32631) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1771. W INCHESTER MODEL 37 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN 16 ga., 28” single bead plain barrel with a bright excellent bore choked
improved modified. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue, loss primarily due to edge wear along the frame with some
scattered scuffs and specks of oxidation. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate near excellent with light handling marks.
(58303-60D32546) {C&R}
(175/275)
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1772. B ENELLI NOVA SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #BA038261, 20 ga., 26” ventilated rib multi-choke barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original matte blue and the grooved black synthetic pistolgrip and forearm rate excellent. Shotgun is
equipped with a large Hi-Vis front bead and a small brass mid-bead, the included choke tubes are: modified, improved cylinder and full. An
excellent condition Nova shotgun. (58251-15) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1773. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #C019935M, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib
Rem-Choke barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% original matte finish with scattered fine oxidation becoming
moderate on the right side of the receiver. The checkered pistolgrip birch stock rates about very good with light handling marks and edge
wear. Included is a plastic case and modified choke tube. (58300-34S20574) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1774. TRADITIONS FRONTIER FLINTLOCK MUZZLELOADING RIFLE KIT serial #14-13-010724-08, 50 cal., 28” octagon barrel with
a bright excellent bore. This is a kit rifle and is totally unassembled except for the brass furniture on the stock. The barrel and ramrod rib
are in-the-white with very fine oxidation staining starting to form, the lock has a vivid case-hardened finish. The stock is unfinished and the
furniture remains bright. The kit comes in a black plastic case with ramrod, manual and bag of small parts, all of which may or may not be
present. (58013-7) {ANTIQUE}
(25/75)
1775. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #13396427, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 90% original blue, loss due to edge wear and a covering of light surface oxidation. The plain pistolgrip walnut stained hardwood stock
rates very good plus with light staining on the left side of the buttstock. The rear sight elevator is missing. (58270-31) {MODERN}(25/75)
1776. MOSSBERG MODEL 835 ULTI-MAG SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #UM544638, 12 ga., 24” ventilated rib Accu-Mag choke
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original factory camouflage finish with sparse scratches and light edge
and contact wear. The synthetic stock with interchangeable cheekpiece and forearm retain about 95% matte finish with light chips and
scratches particularly in the stock. The barrel is equipped with dual beads and an extended turkey choke tube. A matching Cantilever slug
barrel can be found elsewhere in this auction. (58251-18) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1777. CVA FLINTLOCK HALFSTOCK SPORTING RIFLE serial #015932, .45 Cal., 32” octagon barrel with a very good bore showing scattered oxidation. The iron surfaces retain 99% original brown finish with the pan a pale pewter. The hardwood stock with raised cheekpiece
rates excellent and is equipped with a brass patchbox, buttplate, dual wedge pin escutcheons and a pewter colored aluminum nosecap.
This rifle is equipped with a adjustable sporting sights and proper wooden ramrod. Contained in the patchbox compartment is a cleaning
jag and extra flint and leather. (58303-78) {ANTIQUE}
(175/275)
1778. MOSSBERG MODEL 835 ULTI-MAG SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #UM193103, 12 ga., 24” ventilated rib Accu-Mag choke
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% factory Realtree camouflage, loss due to light scratches, contact
and edge wear. The pistolgrip synthetic stock and grooved forearm rate excellent with matching camo finish. The barrel is equipped with
dual brass beads and a full choke tube. (58270-29) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1779. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #S648702V, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel with a
bright excellent bore are marked modified but measures improved cylinder. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with scattered
fine oxidation on the receiver and along the interior of the ribs, the majority of loss primarily even thinning on the barrel. The checkered
pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate very good plus with patches of fading finish on the buttstock. (58252-8) {MODERN} (175/275)
1780. M OSSBERG MODEL 835 ULTIMAG SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #UM885455, 12 ga., 20” ventilated rib Accu-Mag choke
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-98% factory Realtree Hardwoods camouflage finish, loss due to light
edge and contact wear along the magazine tube. The synthetic Advanced Technologies M4 style telescoping stock and forearm rate
excellent with matching camo finish, the stock is equipped with a matching five shell side saddle and the forearm a black nylon hand
strap. The shotgun is further equipped with an orange two-dot rib rear sight, the front bead is missing and a ported Ulti-Full choke tube.
(58270-48) {MODERN}
(175/275)
1781. C.B.C. MODEL 151 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #718890, 12 ga., 28” single bead plain barrel with a bright excellent bore
choked full. The metal surfaces retain 90-92% evenly thinning original blue with scattered light pitting and oxidation becoming moderate in
areas. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock and forend rate very good with light handling marks. (58300-35S20363) {MODERN} (50/100)
1782. I NVESTARM CABELA’S PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #A564253, 50 cal., 29” octagon barrel with a bright
very good plus bore. The iron surfaces retain 90-95% original blue, loss primarily on the breech along with light edge wear and a few light
impact marks. The lock retains good vivid case colors with surface oxidation on the hammer shroud and nipple The walnut stock with raised
cheekpiece rates very good with light handling marks. The brass furniture is an overall bright goldenrod with spots of light tarnish. Rifle is
equipped with standard adjustable sporting sights, proper wooden ramrod and a brass cleaning jag is present in the patchbox compartment.
(58303-76) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)

1783
1783. BROWNING DOUBLE-AUTO
TWELVETTE SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN
serial #1A40527, 12 ga., 26 1/2” ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent bore and installed
Lyman Cutts compensator. The barrel retains about 95% thinning original blue with a few light nicks and
edge wear, along with thinning at the muzzle and light denting to the front of the rib most likely occurring when the
compensator was installed. The alloy receiver retains 95-98% original black anodized finish with light wear along the edges.
The checkered round knob pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate very good with light handling marks. The stock has been fitted
with a Pachmayr ventilated rubber recoil pad providing a length of pull measuring 13 5/8”. (58303-69D32643){MODERN} (300/500)
1784. R EMINGTON MODEL 31 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #52465, 12 ga, 26” solid rib barrel with dual bead sights and an excellent bore that is choked improved cylinder. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue with light wear along the edges and bearing
surfaces and light handling and tool marks throughout. The left side of the receiver has been marked with the U.S. ordnance bomb proof
under the initials “R.L.B.”. The ordnance marking has been scratched nearly off, however, the remainder of the markings are crisp including
small anchor proofs on the left side of the triggerguard and on the left side of the barrel near its base. The walnut stocks have assorted
dings and scratches and bear no martial markings. The 30-groove forearm rates excellent while the pistolgrip buttstock sits a little loose to
the receiver and has a later solid rubber Pachmayr recoil pad. The rear sling swivel stud has been removed. A very good condition example
overall that appears to function correctly. (47498-5) {MODERN}
(400/600)
1785. SAVAGE MODEL 11F BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #G042157, 308 Win, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original blue with a few light handling marks. Rifle features the checkered black synthetic stock which rates excellent and has
a few light scratches. There are no provisions for sights and mounted to the receiver is a Simmons 8-Point 3-9X40 riflescope. The scope
features a matte finish and has a duplex reticle and excellent optics. An excellent sporting rifle package in a great all-purpose caliber.
(48303-50D32381) {MODERN}
(300/500)
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1786
1786. INDIAN TRADE FLINTLOCK MUSKET CARBINE about .64 Caliber, 22
1/2” part octagon, part round barrel with a wedding band transition and a dark oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces are a rich mottled brown blending with areas of gray and have
light pitting and surface oxidation throughout. The barrel appears to have three small British proofs over the chamber
on the left side. The proofs are not legible but the top one appears to be a “(crown) / BP”. There are no identifying marks
visible. The full-length hardwood stock has been adorned with brass tacks which cover most of its surface. The wrist area is vacant
and the butt has some symmetrical, traditional designs. Some of the tacks have a dull patina, some have compression damage and others
are missing. The wood itself appears to be in good condition with some minor chipping along the edges and some small cracks. The ramrod
is no longer present, the forend band is not secured and the buttplate appears to a later more crude replacement. The triggerguard has
an odd “sack” shape to it, the trigger does not set and the lock is not functioning. An interesting example for conversation or as part of a
primitive display. (48284-5) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)

1787
1787. PARKER GRADE 2 DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN
serial #48513, 12 ga, 30” damascus steel barrels with very good bores that have a few areas
of light pitting. The metal surfaces are overall a mottled gray with areas of brown blending
throughout and mixing with some light surface oxidation. The barrels retain lots of original damascus patterning, there is a small amount of case color still visible on the frame and other metal surfaces but only in the
protected areas. The remainder of the metal parts have the factory pattern scroll engraving with aviary game scenes visible
in the centers of the lockplates and belly of the frame. The checkered walnut stocks rate about very good with assorted dings and
handling marks. The wood is heavily oil stained, and the checkering is heavily faded. The splinter style forend has a small chip at its tip,
the pistolgrip buttstock has a larger chip at the toe that does not affect the original hard rubber dog’s head buttplate. The wrist is cracked
circumferentially and has been repaired using four fitted brass plates and a vertical screw, some of the screws have minor slot damage.
The locks and action function correctly. An about very good condition vintage double that would be a good display piece or candidate for
restoration. (48218-22) {ANTIQUE} [Ken Water’s Collection]
(500/700)
1788. STEVENS MODEL 24 V-A COMBINATION RIFLE serial #22565, 222 Rem/20 ga, 24” barrels with the 222 barrel being near excellent, bight with a few tiny pits and the 20 gauge barrel being excellent and choked full. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue
with a few light handling marks along the barrels and bearing surfaces. The checkered walnut stocks have some light dings and scratches,
the tapered forearm rates excellent, the Monte Carlo style buttstock rates very good and has a single crack emanating from the base of the
lower tang on the right side through the wrist. The original sights are intact and mounted to a Weaver base is a Weaver K2.5 6—C series
riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics. Lens covers are included. A near excellent pre-1980’s example
overall that should make a terrific shooter. (48241-1) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1789. WEATHERBY VANGUARD SYNTHETIC BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #VS121590, 7mm Rem Mag, 24” barrel with a right, excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue with some areas of light wear and specks of light surface oxidation throughout.
The checkered, black synthetic stock rates excellent and has some minor handling marks and light scratches. There are no provisions for
sights but a set of Weaver scope bases are mounted to the receiver. A near excellent condition all-terrain large game hunting rifle only in
need of the right optics. (48303-48D39166) {MODERN}
(350/450)
1790. N EW ENGLAND FIREARMS MODEL SS1 SPORTSTER BREAK ACTION RIFLE serial #NP282146, 22 LR, 20” tapered barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with a few light handling marks along the bearing surfaces. The
black composite stocks rate excellent and have a few light handling marks as well. The forearm has seen fitted with a military style folding
bipod with 9” legs. There are no provisions for sights, but a factory Weaver style scope base has been mounted to the rear of the barrel
and includes a set of 1” Millett rings. An excellent condition example that would be a great plinker or varmint shooter with the right optics.
(48290-100) {MODERN}
(100/150)
1791. MARLIN MODEL 917VS BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #94635090, 17 HMR, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel
metal surfaces rate very good and have some light tool marks and light oxidation staining throughout. Rifle features a gray/green hardwood
laminate stock that rates very good as well and has minor to moderate “chew” marks along the comb. There are no provisions for sights
but a BSA Sweet 17 6-18X40 adjustable objective riflescope has been mounted to the receiver. The scope features a duplex reticle and
has excellent optics. An unmarked folding bipod with legs that extend from 7”-11” has been installed at the forend and included is a single
detachable stainless magazine. A very good condition example of these terrific smallbore sporting rifles. (48270-46) {MODERN}(200/400)

1792
1792. REMINGTON MODEL 1900 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #313706, 12ga, 30” barrels choked improved modified with excellent bores. The barrel retains about 90% original blue with light wear and areas
of speckled light surface oxidation throughout. The remaining metal surfaces retain about 80% vibrant case
color that is fading to gray along the edges, the triggerguard showing the most loss and is mostly pewter gray. The
checkered walnut stocks rate excellent and have some light dings and small scratches. The pistolgrip buttstock has the original
hard rubber buttplate, the portion below the lower screw is cracked and with the section missing. The top lever does not return to
center on its own and appears to need mechanical attention from a qualified gunsmith. An overall near excellent example of these fine
collectible sporting arms that may require only a small amount of TLC to return it to its original state. (48303-75D31981) {C&R} (400/600)
1793. C USTOM MAUSER 98 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #2646, 6mm Rem, 24” barrel marked “Federal Firearms Co.” with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95-97% of a commercially applied blue finish that has some light wear and areas of sparse surface
oxidation scattered about. The SILE hardwood checkered Monte Carlo stock rates near excellent with added finish over a few light dings,
a few small divots and other assorted handling marks. The stock features a capped pistolgrip and has the original hard rubber buttplate.
There are no provisions for sights and mounted to the receiver is a Weaver V7 2.5-7X riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and
has very good optics. The bottom metal is missing the floorplate, spring and follower but the parts should be simple to replace. The bolt and
receiver are numbered alike and the safety has been modified for use with a scope and a trigger shoe has been installed on the trigger. A
near excellent condition sporting Mauser rifle package in a great medium game cartridge. (48303-62D32455) {MODERN} (300/500)
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1794. ANTONIO BELLERI BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #8479, 12 ga, 27 1/2” barrels choked full with near excellent bores, the
right tube has a few small dents about midway down. The barrels feature a solid rib with dual bead sights and along with the triggerguard,
top lever, safety and forend iron retain about 95% original blue that is blending with areas of scattered light surface oxidation. The right
tube is marked with the Italian maker’s name and address in Ponte Zanano, while the left tube is marked “Made For George 30-06 Derbes,
Pottsville, PA.”. This was likely the American retailer the shotgun was ordered by in the 1960’s. The underside of the barrels are date coded
“XX” for 1964. The scalloped frame features a coined silver finish and has nearly full coverage of foliate and border pattern engraving with a
small woodcock depicted on the belly. The checkered hardwood stocks have light dings and handling marks. The beavertail forearm rates
excellent, the pistolgrip buttstock rates very good and has some light chipping along the lower tang. The stock features a capped pistolgrip
and has been fitted with a Red Head vented rubber recoil pad which is proud of the wood and leaves the stock with a 14 3/4” length of
pull to the forward trigger. The sling swivels have been removed. Overall this is a very good condition double shotgun ideal for the field.
(48270-53) {C&R}
(300/500)
1795. R EMINGTON MODEL 11-87 SPECIAL PURPOSE SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #PC070654, 12 ga, 21” cylinder choke barrel
with front rifle sight and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original parkerized finish with areas of light handling wear
throughout. Shotgun has been fitted with a set of Choate black composite stocks including a tactical style pistolgrip buttstock. The stocks
rate near excellent with light handling marks, the buttstock has had six holes drilled in the left side for a shell holder which is included.
This tactically styled shotgun also comes equipped with a two-shot magazine extension and has had a custom peep sight installed atop
the receiver. The original barrel mounted rear sight has been removed. Both the barrel and magazine tube have a custom shroud fitted to
them. The original magazine cap with swivel base is also included. An excellent home defense or hunting shotgun, great for large game.
(48278-1) {MODERN}
(400/600)
1796. THOMSON CENTER ARMS HAWKEN PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #314559, .50 Caliber, 28” octagon barrel with a very good bore
that has areas of speckled light oxidation. The barrel retains about 97-98% original blue with light wear along the sides and a few specks
of light surface oxidation toward the breech area. The lock and hammer retain all of their original vibrant case colors, the brass thimbles
and stock furniture have a light ochre patina and areas of light tarnish. The original sights remain intact, the front has some added paint to
improve visibility. Included are a fiberglass ramrod and the original black and white box with manual. An excellent example of these popular
traditional muzzle loading rifles. (48245-5) {ANTIQUE}
(250/450)
1797. R EMINGTON MODEL 17 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #71749, 20 ga, 28” plain barrel with a single bead sight and choked full
with a an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is toning to brown and blending with gray and a few specks
of light surface oxidation. The checkered walnut stocks rate very good and have several light dings, a few tiny cracks and some moderate
crazing to the original lacquer. The pistolgrip buttstock retains the original hard rubber buttplate. The shotgun appears to function correctly
and is in very good to near excellent condition overall. (48207-1) {C&R}
(200/300)
1798. B ROWNING BPS SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #13745PZ152, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrel choked modified and with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 70% original blue that is fading to gray and blending with areas of light surface oxidation
throughout. The checkered walnut forearm rates very good with minor dings and scratches, the buttstock has been broken off and only the
pistolgrip portion remains. The magazine tube is equipped with the magazine disconnect. The action has been disassembled and it is not
known if all the parts are present. (48270-40) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1799. C OLT NEW POLICE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #43699, 32 Colt, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90% original blue with the front and backstraps fading to a gray patina, some scattered silvering, freckling and fading to brown. The
Colt checkered plastic grips rate very good with a few dings, light scratches and handling marks. The grips are penciled numbered matching
and the cylinder is matching but has a factory rework marking. The left side of the barrel is marked “COLT NEW POLICE 32”, while the right
side is marked “POLICE/POSTIVE” and the left rear of frame is marked with a “COLT’S NEW POLICE” roundel. The last patent date on top
of the barrel is July 4th, 1905, the gun falls into the New Police serial number range, but some of the early Police Positive revolvers were
marked with New Police markings. This gun may have a factory reworked barrel but there are no rework markings on the barrel or it may
be an early transitional model. An interesting revolver that will fit well in your Colt collection. (208247-2) {C&R}
(300/500)
1800. UNMARKED ROLLING BLOCK SADDLE RING CARBINE about .43 CF, 20 1/2” barrel with a good bore that shows oxidation throughout
but visible rifling. The barrel and band surfaces are an overall dull gray patina with some light pitting on band, oxidation staining and freckling
throughout. The receiver is a light gray patina with some overall oxidation staining and light pitting. The hardwood stock rates good as-cleaned
with an added oil finish, the rear sling slot being filled in, a few cracks, chipping areas, dings, scratches and handling marks. The tang appears
unmarked, there is no rear sight present, the left rear of barrel is marked “B”, the rear tang markings are indiscernible due to oxidation and the
gun may be a Spanish model. There is a saddle ring assembly present on the left side of receiver and as with any arm of unknown caliber it is
imperative to have it checked out prior to firing. A neat Rolling Block carbine overall. (207877-16) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1801. S MITH & WESSON SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #159516, 32 S&W, 3 1/2” barrel with a very
good bore that shows scattered light pitting and frosting. The metal surfaces retain about 20% original blue with the balance having flaked
off giving way to a brown patina, scattered freckling and some dings on the rear of the cylinder and frontstrap. The S&W marked grips
rate very good showing a few dings and handling marks. The right grip panel is stamped matching, while the left panel is unnumbered, the
cylinder and barrel are also matching to the frame. A good example of a second model Safety Hammerless revolver. (208218-47) {C&R}
[Ken Waters Collection]
(200/300)
1802. R AST & GASSER MODEL 1898 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #158078, 8mm Gasser, 4 1/2” barrel with a very good bore
that shows perhaps some frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces are an overall dull gray patina with a few light dings on the rear of
frame, some silvering and light oxidation staining on the exposed edges. The checkered grips rate very good with a few dings, scratches
and handling marks. The left side of frame is marked “5343”, the right side of the frame is marked with the gun’s serial number, the barrel,
cylinder and ejector rod cap are all matching to the gun’s serial number. The top of the frame is marked with an Austro-Hungarian “Wn(Eagle)” and this is a very good example of a forgotten World War One revolver. (208290-41) {C&R}
(300/500)
1803. B RITISH NO. 2 MK1* DOUBLE ACTION “TANKER” REVOLVER BY RSAF ENFIELD serial #0470, 38 S&W, 5” barrel with a very
good bore that shows light frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1941 vintage revolver retain 85% of a black enamel suncorite
finish with scattered areas of flaking and some yellow paint stain specks at right rear from highlighting of the maker markings. The grooved
grips rate very good with some light dings and handling marks. The cylinder is mismatched but the barrel is matching to the frame and the
barrel bears British commercial proof marks. A very good plus Tanker revolver. (208290-40) {C&R}
(200/300)
1804. YUGOSLAVIAN M48A BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #G55211, 8mm Mauser, 23” barrel with a good bore that shows scattered oxidation
but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 97% arsenal blue with a spot of freckling on front band, silvering on floorplate, triggerguard and
bands. The hardwood stock rates very good plus as arsenal refinished with a small armorer repair on toeline, a few light dings and handling
marks. All serialized parts are matching and there is a Cherry’s import marking on the underside of barrel. A very good example of these
Cold War Mauser rifles. (208290-66) {C&R]
(150/300)
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1805. YUGOSLAVIAN M59/66A1 SKS SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #I-353885, 7.62x39mm, 21” barrel with an excellent bore that shows
several spots of cosomoline. The metal surfaces retain 97% arsenal blue with a few scattered spots of silvering and several areas of cosmoline. The elm stock rates very good plus with a few dings and handling marks. The right side of stock has a penciled number that matches a
number on the top of triggerguard which is correct for this model and all other parts are matching to the receiver and there is an Inter-Ordnance import marking on the right side of barrel. A nice Yugo M59/66A1 SKS overall. (208290-64) {C&R}
(200/400)
1806. C HINESE SKS SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #731335, 7.62x39mm, 20 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this 0141-coded rifle retain 90% original blue with scattered light freckling, some small spots of silvering on barrel and oxidation
stain specks on bolt carrier. The aftermarket black synthetic stock rates excellent with some minor handling marks. The bolt carrier,
triggerguard and magazine are matching to the receiver but we are unable to determine if the top cover matches due to a scope
having been mounted. The scope is a Simmons model 762 4x power scope that retains 98% original blue. The optics are clear and
the scope has a duplex crosshair reticle and there is no cleaning rod or bayonet present. A fine commercial SKS that may be a fun
shooter. (208303-54D32481) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1807. C HINESE SKS SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #2433806, 7.62x39mm, 20 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
“(Triangle)26” factory rifle retain 95% original blue with some silvering and light fading to the high edges. The ATI Dragunov style stock rates
excellent with a few scuff marks and handling marks. The top cover is unnumbered, the bolt and triggerguard are matching to the receiver.
The rifle has an AK-74 style muzzle device, a Chinese made 20-round “Star” magazine, a reproduction SKS canvas sling and a Eurolux
4x25 scope. The tube of the scope retains 99% original blue, the scope has a duplex crosshair reticle and clear optics. The rear scope cap
is present but there is no front scope cap, cleaning rod or bayonet assembly. There is an Interstate Arms import marking on the left side of
the receiver. An interesting modernized SKS for the budget minded shooter. (208303-56) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1808. R EMINGTON 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #W207981K, 20 Ga, 25 1/2” vent rib barrel choked cylinder
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with a couple tiny spots of light pitting at muzzle, light oxidation
under triggerguard, some operational wear on magazine tube and a few specks of freckling. The walnut stock rates very good plus with
some light to moderate flaking of the factory varnish, handling marks and light dings. The stock is fitted with a Remington recoil pad giving
the gun a 12 1/2” length of pull. A fine 870 for the youth or small statured hunter. (208238-44) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1809. P ERSIAN M30 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #26595, 8mm Mauser, 18” barrel with a good bore that shows frosting and pitting
but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 60% arsenal blue with some light dings on the triggerguard, an area of brown fading with some
light pitting around muzzle, the front band being a gray patina with moderate pitting, scattered fading, freckling, light oxidation and the
floorplate thinning to gray. The walnut stock rates very good as-refinished with an added oil finish, a 1” crack at rear of handguard, a 1”
crack at upper tang, scattered light scratches, flaking and few dings and handling marks. The stock number is mostly indiscernible but the
last number is matching to the last of the serial number and the bolt is matching. A black leather sling is included that shows scattered
crazing and crackling. An about very good example of these early Persian Mausers. (208238-67) {C&R}
(300/500)
1810. HAMILTON NO. 27 BOYS RIFLE 22 L&S, 15” barrel with a very good bore that shows some frosting but strong rifling. The metal
surfaces are an overall dull gray oxidized patina with freckling throughout. The hardwood stock rates good as-cleaned with a few cracks,
abrasions, dings, scratches and handling marks. The hammer and barrel release appear to function well and this is an interesting gun overall.
This model is listed as exempt from the NFA as a C&R. (208238-21) {C&R}
(75/150)
1811. N ORINCO SKS SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #70911719, 7.62x39mm, 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this M210296 coded rifle retain 97-98% original blue with scattered light silvering and some faint freckling on the gas tube. The aftermarket Dragunov
style stock rates very good with some scattered flaking, dings and handling marks. The bolt and triggerguard are matching to the receiver,
the rifle has a tri-rail with a Knight’s Armament foregrip, an aftermarket muzzle brake and an unmarked Chinese 1x32 red dot scope mounted on the top cover that does not appear to work at this time. There is no cleaning rod, magazine or bayonet assembly present. There is
a Norinco import marking on the left side of the receiver and the “M21” marking is one of the harder factory codes to find. An interesting
Chinese SKS overall. (208270-38) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1812. NORINCO SKS SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #20002781, 7.62x39mm, 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this “(Triangle)26” factory rifle retain 95% original blue with a few light silvering spots on barrel, some light freckling on triggerguard and fading on top
cover. The ATI folding stock rates very good plus with some light chipping around magazine well and the Asian hardwood handguard rates
very good with an added black enamel that shows scattered light flaking and scratches. The triggerguard, topcover and bolt are matching
to the receiver, the rifle has an aftermarket 30-round magazine and a spike bayonet. There is a Norinco import marking on the left side of
the receiver and this is an interesting “Tactical” SKS overall. (208303-51D32160) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1813. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOKYO ARSENAL serial #1754172, 6.5 Arisaka, 31” barrel with a fair
bore that shows oxidation and pitting but visible rifling. The metal surfaces of this early no-series rifle are an overall dull gray patina with
a few spots of oxidation, while the cleaning rod and front bandkeeper show an added black enamel finish with some light flaking. The
buttplate, bands, upper tang, floorplate and triggerguard are a silver pewter having been cleaned with some light pitting and oxidation still
evident. The hardwood stock rates very good as-sanded with a 2” crack at either side of lower tang, scattered dings, handling marks and
scratches. The bolt, extractor and front band are all matching with the same assembly number, while the other parts appear to be numbered
differently or unnumbered. The Chrysanthemum is ground, there is no rear sling hardware or rear tang screw present. A good project gun
overall. (208303-70D32405) {C&R}
(75/150)
1814. B RITISH NO. 4 MK 1 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY MALTBY serial #A719157, 303 British, 25” barrel with a very good bore that shows
frosting in the grooves but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 80% arsenal black enamel with the bands being a dull gray patina with
scattered silvering, while the receiver and band show scattered flaking spots, the triggerguard shows silvering and bolt handle, light oxidation staining. The beech stock rates very good as-refinished with an added coat of varnish, an armorer repair at heel, an “FR” marking on
right side of butt, an abrasion on left side of butt, scattered dings, scratches and handling marks. The left side of wrist appears to be dated
“1943”, the bolt and forestock are matching, while the magazine is unnumbered. The rifle has a MK3 adjustable rear sight, a modern sling
and a Savage made No. 4 MKII spike bayonet with scabbard that shows scattered flaking and light oxidation. A very good World War Two
Enfield that may be a good shooter. (208278-36) {C&R}
(200/400)
1815. F RENCH UNIQUE MODEL 17 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #3652, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90% original blue with silvering on the front and backstraps and further scattered light silvering. The “7.65mm/9SCHUSS” marked
grips rate very good with scattered light dings and handling marks. There do not appear to be any Nazi markings on this pistol, the slide
has a two-line address and with the low serial number it is possibly a pre-war gun. A black leather holster is included that has three added
SS style skull and crossbone decorations, a few added holes at top of flap, what appears to be a later added “(Eagle)/Swastika” marking
and the holster shows scattered light flaking. A very fine example of these French military sidearms. (208265-2) {C&R}
(200/400)
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1816. AUSTRALIAN MKIII BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LITHGOW serial #86757, 303 British, 25” barrel with a good bore that shows oxidation
and pitting throughout the grooves but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1917 vintage rifle retain 93% arsenal parkerized finish with
light freckling on underside of nosecap, operational wear on bolt body, a spot of oxidation staining on rear sight ladder and some silvering
around rear sight and nosecap. The hardwood stock rates very good as-refinished with an added coat of varnish, strong “III* 1943/HV”
markings, a 2” repaired crack on right side in front of bolt handle, scattered dings, handling marks and scratches. The bolt is matching, while
the nosecap is mismatched, both the rear sight and magazine are of Australian manufacture but are unnumbered. The top of the receiver
is marked “2MD” for the second Australian military district, the underside of the bayonet lug has the number “305” written in yellow, while
the forestock has the numbers “226” also written in yellow. The receiver retains the cutout for the magazine cutoff, a canvas Enfield sling is
included and there is a small IA Co. import marking at the rear of the receiver. A very good Australian Enfield that was refurbished for the
Second World War. (208278-35) {C&R}
(200/400)
1817. R EMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK SADDLE RING CARBINE serial #10927, about 45 CF, 21” barrel with a very good bore that
shows light pitting and frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces are an overall dull gray patina with a few light dings, scratches and
scattered oxidation staining. The walnut stock rates about very good with an added oil finish, a few cracks on butt, a filed in rear sling
slot on underside of butt, a partially faded rack number that reads “2/23” on right side of butt, a few abrasions, scattered dings, handling
marks and scratches. The forend displays a loose fit to the frame, there is some writing at the top rear of the barrel that appears to read
“ANN”, the rear sight is a two-positon type, and the left side of the receiver has two vacant holes, likely original for a saddle bar. As with
any arm of unknown caliber it is imperative to have this rifle checked out prior to firing by a competent gunsmith. An interesting saddle
ring carbine overall. (208195-4) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1818. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON 865 PLAINSMAN BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S/L/LR, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a few scattered specks of freckling and some light silvering spots. The walnut stock rates near
excellent with a few handling marks and light scratches. The safety operates a bit stiffly but this is a nice condition vintage 22 rifle overall.
(208013-5) {C&R}
(100/150)
1819. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 922 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #M39471, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 7th variation revolver retain 80% original blue with scattered flaking to brown, silvering and oxidation. The
H&R marked brown grips rate very good with some light dings and handling marks. An aftermarket leather belt holster is included with this
revolver. A very good “Working man’s” revolver. (208250-5) {C&R}
(75/150)
1820. S MITH & WESSON SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #230240, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a near
very good bore that shows scattered oxidation and frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this fifth model revolver retain 95%
factory nickel with some scattered oxidation, light scratches and some minor staining. The trigger shows generous traces of the factory
case colors. The S&W hard rubber grips rate very good plus with some light dings and handling marks. There is a factory rework star
marking on the bottom of grip frame; the barrel, cylinder and left grip panel are matching to the frame. A brown leather holster is included that shows scattered flaking, crackling and a few small tears. A fine example of these late model S&W Safety Hammerless revolvers.
(208250-6) {C&R}
(200/300)
1821. C OLT 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #63193, 32 ACP, 4” barrel with a very good bore that shows
scattered frosting and light pitting. The metal surfaces of this Type I pistol retain perhaps 25% original blue with the balance being a dull
gray patina with scattered freckling, light pitting and oxidation staining. The Colt grips rate good with the points appearing flat, a 1/3” crack
protruding from the right screw panel, a few handling marks and dings. A single unmarked magazine is included with this pistol. A solid
early Colt 1903 that may prove to be a good carry gun. (208226-1) {C&R}
(200/400)
1822. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOKYO ARSENAL serial #969042, 6.5 Arisaka, 31” barrel with a fair
bore that shows oxidation and pitting throughout. The metal surfaces of this early rifle are an overall dull gray patina with scattered oxidation
and freckling. The hardwood stock rates good with an added oil finish, a couple small cracks on handguard, a 3” crack at left side of wrist,
dings, handling marks, abrasions and scratches. There is an Asian marking on the underside of butt, there are two zeros in front of serial
number; the Chrysanthemum is intact with a Tokyo arsenal overstamp indicating that this gun was later used as a training rifle for schools.
The bolt is mismatched, while the front band and bolt stop match by assembly number and a cleaning rod is present that is missing its tip.
A good wall-hanger or parts donor rifle. (208280-1) {C&R}
(75/150)
1823. MOSSBERG 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #K029340, 12 Ga, 20” ventilated rib barrel choked cylinder with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with operational wear on magazine tube and a few scattered spots of light silvering. The
hardwood stock rates excellent with a couple minor dings and handling marks. The gun is fitted with a rear sling swivel and an unmarked
recoil pad giving it a 14” length of pull. An excellent 500 that will likely be a good home defense shotgun. (208280-4) {MODERN}(150/250)
1824. S PRINGFIELD MODEL 1884 TRAPDOOR serial #426192, 45-70, 32 5/8” barrel with a dark bore that shows oxidation and pitting
with some areas of visible rifling. The metal surfaces are an overall dull oxidized patina with freckling throughout, heavy oxidation on buttplate
and some light pitting at rear of barrel. The stock rates fair with an added oil finish, a repaired crack at wrist, a few other scattered cracks,
a 2” chip missing at right of action, a spliced-in repair between bands, scattered dings, handling marks and scratches. The lockplate is an
earlier one dated 1873, the breechblock is the Model 1884 and there is no rear sight present. A good restoration candidate or parts donor.
(208279-7) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1825. U NMARKED EUROPEAN SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #355, 12 Ga, 42” plain barrel choked full with a good plus bore that
shows some scattered oxidation and pitting. The metal surfaces are an overall dull gray oxidized patina with oxidation staining and freckling
throughout. The checkered walnut stock rates very good with flattening points, flaking oil finish, a tight 1” crack on the underside of forend,
scattered dings, handling marks and scratches. The grooved hard rubber buttplate has a 1” crack at top, dirt staining throughout and some
flaking. The gun features a simple open rear sight, a bead front sight, a sling swivel on butt and on barrel. The shotgun is marked “K.F.C.
12” on the left side of the receiver and this is an interesting shotgun overall. (208238-74) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1826. TANFOGLIO TA-90 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #G0226, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with a very good bore that shows one small spot of
oxidation. The metal surfaces of this CZ-75 style pistol retain 90% original phosphate with some light silvering spots, overall scattered light
freckling. The smooth walnut grips rate very good retaining much of their factory varnish with a few dings, handling marks and scratches. The
slide is numbered matching to the frame, the pistol has a white outline rear sight and white ramp front sight. A single unmarked magazine
is included with this pistol. A very good example of these Italian made CZ-75 clones. (208290-304) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1827. TAURUS PT-92 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #B70521, 9mm, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Beretta 92 clone
retain 98% original blue and black enamel with a few scattered spots of silvering. The Taurus marked grips rate very good plus with some light
scratches and handling marks. This model features a traditional non-decocker safety and a magazine release that is mounted at the bottom
left of the grip. A single Taurus 15-round magazine is included. An excellent condition Taurus PT-92. (208290-302) {MODERN} (200/400)
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1828. MARTINI HENRY SHOTGUN CONVERSION about .50 Cal, 33” smoothbore barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some minor
oxidation. The metal surfaces retain about 70% of a period reapplied blue finish with oxidation staining throughout the buttplate, overall
scattered freckling, thinning and fading. The walnut stock rates very good with a period varnish finish, a plug reinforcement at right rear of
foreshock, a small repair on left side of forestock, a faint British cartouche on right side of butt, a 1/2” crack at heel, a few chips, scattered
dings, scratches, abrasions and handling marks. This shotgun was converted from a British Martini Henry military rifle, it has a fixed rear
sight and both the left side of barrel and lever are numbered “740”. There is an original cleaning rod present that has a broken piece at the
jagged end. An interesting piece of history that was possibly used as a guard gun in the British empire. (208152-1) {ANTIQUE}(300/500)
1829. U.S. MODEL 1917 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY EDDYSTONE (SPORTERIZED) serial #1016171, 30-06, 24” shortened barrel
with a very good bore that shows light pitting and frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces are an overall dull gray patina with
some scattered oxidation staining and freckling. The Fajen Monte Carlo stock rates very good with some staining, a 1/2” crack behind
the safety, a few dings and handling marks. The rifle has a globe front sight, an unmarked aftermarket peep sight and a hole on top
of the rear of receiver. The rear sling swivel is missing but the front sling swivel is present. An interesting sporterized military rifle.
(208303-63D32516) {MODERN}
(125/250)
1830. STEVENS MODEL 59A BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN .410 Bore, 24” plain barrel choked full with a good bore that shows scattered
oxidation. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with scattered light freckling and silvering. The hardwood stock rates very good with
some flaking of the factory varnish, light dings and handling marks. A solid bolt action shotgun overall. (208301-14) {C&R}
(75/150)
1831. YUGOSLAVIAN M59/66A1 SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #R-642414, 7.62x39mm, 20” barrel with a dark bore that shows oxidization and
pitting. The metal surfaces retain 85% arsenal blue with a couple light dings on top cover, some freckling on magazine, scattered silvering
and thinning. The hardwood stock rates very good with some trench art on the right side of butt that appears to be a name, a 1/4” chip
in front of charging handle, scattered dings, scratches and handing marks. The parts are mismatched, the gas tube is loose and there is a
Century import marking on the right side of barrel. A good example of these Yugoslavian SKS rifles. (208290-63) {C&R}
(150/300)
1832. DUTCH BEAUMONT-VITALI 77/88 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #31, 11mm Beaumont, 32” barrel with a dark oxidized pitted bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1877 dated rifle are an overall dull brown oxidized patina with some scattered pitting, the buttplate showing heavier
oxidation, the magazine and bands are a dull mustard yellow patina with oxidation throughout. The walnut stock rates fair with an added
dark oil finish, large chip behind upper tang with a repaired crack running to the wrist, another repaired crack running from the right side
of magazine to the bottom of barrel, a 2 1/2” crack on a faint Dutch cartouche, a few further scattered cracks, chips, dings handling marks,
scratches and abrasions. The bolt is matching to the receiver, the front lower triggerguard screw and cleaning rod are missing. The bolt is not
closing properly and it will require mechanical attention to fix. A good wall hanger or parts donor rifle. (208252-12) {ANTIQUE} (25/50)
1833. U.S. M1 CARBINE BY WINCHESTER (SPORTERIZED) serial #1313284, 30 Carbine, 18” Winchester barrel with a very good
plus bore that shows some light frosting near muzzle. The metal surfaces show a reapplied blue finish that is drifting to a brown patina,
operational wear on bolt and some freckling on triggerguard. The Fajen Monte Carlo stock rates very good plus with a tastefully added
oil finish, a 1/4” hairline split at upper tang, a few light dings and handling marks. The carbine has a USGI milled adjustable rear sight and
an aftermarket gold dot front sight. A USGI 15 round magazine marked “G-Q” for Quality Hardware and a rubber cover are included with
the rubber cover showing dirt staining. A very good sporterized carbine that may be a good varmint gun. (208002-180) {MODERN}
[Charles Hadley Collection]
(300/500)
1834. B ROWNING AUTO-5 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN BY FN serial #159826, 12 Ga, 29 1/2” plain barrel choked full with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1930 vintage shotgun retain 98% of a reapplied blue finish with a couple spots of light oxidation and a couple
spots of silvering. The walnut stock rates very good with an added oil finish, a small 1/4” crack at each side of lower tang, a 4” repair to the
left side of upper tang, a couple abrasions on right side of butt, scattered dings, scratches and handling marks. The FN Browning marked
buttplate has a 1” area of chipping missing at toe, a few further chips and scattered dirt staining. The bolt and receiver screws are numbered
matching to the receiver this is a solid 1930’s Auto-5 overall. (208303-44D32526) {C&R}
(150/350)
1835. MAB GZ SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #22269, 32 ACP, 3” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Spanish made pistol
retain 50-60% original blue and black enamel with the slide turning a dull gray patina with a few oxidation spots and scattered freckling,
while the frame shows some light flaking and silvering to the exposed edges. The “MAB” marked checkered grips rate very good with some
light dings, handling marks and small areas of flattening points. An interesting MAB made pistol overall. (208145-12) {MODERN}(75/150)
1836. YUGOSLAVIAN M48 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #A35537, 8mm Mauser, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% arsenal blue with some light silvering on barrel and minor freckling on triggerguard. The hardwood stock rates very good with a
small circular repair on the comb, some light black staining on butt, a few light dings and handling marks. All serialized parts are matching
and there is a Cherry’s import marking on the barrel. The action and inside of bolt assembly still have cosmoline inside them. A very fine
Yugoslavian Mauser rifle overall. (208290-56) {C&R}
(200/400)
1837. S MITH & WESSON M&P 15-22 SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #DWT9757, 22 LR, 16 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original phosphate with some slivering on the barrel, while the polymer upper and lower receivers show a few light
scuff marks. The M4 style stock and pistol griprate excellent with a few light handling marks. The rifle features a quadrail with a front sling
mount, the rifle lacks iron sights but a Bushnell 3-9x power scope is present that has a duplex crosshair reticle with clear optics. The
barrel lacks a muzzle device, the stock is fixed in the rearmost position and no magazine is present. An excellent M&P 15-22 rimfire rifle.
(208270-35) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1838. W EBLEY MKVI DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #359643, 45 ACP, 6” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some spots
of light oxidation. The metal surfaces of this 1918 vintage revolver retain 98% of a reapplied nickel finish with some nickeled over pinprick
pitting and oxidation staining on the cylinder. The replacement smooth walnut grips display a loose fit but rate very good with an added
varnish, a 1/2” crack at the bottom of the right panel, a couple small chips, dings and handling marks. The barrel and cylinder are both
matching to the frame, there are three lined-out unit markings on the backstrap and British commercial proofs on the right rear of barrel.
An interesting World War One Webley. (208290-295) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1839. ITALIAN M41 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TERNI serial #N8043, 6.5 Carcano, 27” barrel with a fair bore that shows
oxidation and pitting throughout. The barreled action metal surfaces of this FAT42 coded rifle are an overall dull gray patina with a few light
pitting spots, freckling and oxidation staining throughout their length. The magazine assembly and bands retain 95% of a later applied
black enamel with some painted over pitting on magazine assembly, freckling and thinning. The beech stock rates about very good as
lightly-cleaned with a 3” repair at right rear of action, a faded Italian cartouche on the left side of butt, a 3/4” crack on left side of butt, a
1/2” crack behind upper tang, a 1/2” crack to the right of cleaning rod channel, a few dings and handling marks. The stock is numbered
matching to the receiver, cocking knob. The mainspring, firing pin and safety are missing and this gun will require mechanical attention to
fix. A good project gun or parts donor. (208270-28) {C&R}
(50/100)
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1840. N EPALESE GAHENDRA SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 577/450, 33 1/4” barrel with a very good bore that has some oxidation and pitting
but strong rifling. The metal surfaces are an overall dull gray patina with the barrel and lever being covered in a preservative, scattered
oxidation and some silvering. The hardwood stock rates good plus with overall dings, handling marks and a few chips. The upper tang and
the underside of the lever have Nepalese script markings. The lever appears to be weak and will need mechanical attention to fix, the rear
sight elevator is frozen and the cleaning rod is bent. A black leather sling is included that shows a few minor tears, flaking, crackling and
crazing. A good project gun overall. (208270-54) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1841. C Z-27 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #229115, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered frosting and some light
pitting. The metal surfaces of this “BOHMISCHE” marked pistol retain 85% of a later applied blue with the slide fading to a brown patina,
scattered areas of blued-over pitting, freckling and oxidation. The CZ marked grips rate good with a 1 1/4” chip at the leading edge of the
right panel, scattered dings and handling marks. The right side of the frame is marked with an “(Eagle)/WaA76” Waffenamt and the frame
appears unnumbered, but not the slide. A single magazine is included that is marked “P. Mod 27” on the baseplate and it shows a few spots
of oxidation and some scattered silvering. A good example of these Czech made and Nazi used pistols. (207942-120) {C&R} (100/200)
1842. R EMINGTON NYLON 66 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #2532199, 22 LR, 19 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue with some scattered light oxidation and a couple of light handling marks. The Mohawk brown plastic
checkered pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with several light handling marks. The gun is equipped with its original sights and mounted
to the grooved receiver is a Bushnell Banner 22 4x rifle scope with a duplex reticle and clear optics. Comes with a set of lens covers.
(128290-109) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1843. R
 OSSI MODEL 92 SRC LARGE LOOP LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #AM031429, 45 Colt, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with a few minor handling marks. The hardwood stock and forearm rate very
good to near excellent with multiple light dings and scratches. This carbine was imported by Interarms and the factory sights are intact.
(128290-178) {MODERN}
(100/300)
1844. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER CARBINE serial #S40276, 30-30, 17” heavy Custom Shop barrel with factory muzzle brake
and a bright excellent bore. The matte stainless steel finish rates near excellent with several light superficial handling marks. The frame
is engraved with light scroll surrounding a wildcat head. The Rynite pistolgrip stock and forearm rate excellent showing a couple of faint
handling marks. This rifle features fiber optic front and adjustable rear sights, a center fire/ rimfire/safety selectable hammer, and is fitted
with swivel studs. (128290-24) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1845. MARLIN MODEL 881 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #06431394, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95-97% original blue with some loss by the muzzle, a few light handling marks, and some scattered light oxidation. The checkered
walnut Monte Carlo stock rates very good to near excellent with some fading of the finish and a few minor dings and scratches. The
front sight is not present and a Simmons Prohunter 4x rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics is mounted to the grooved receiver.
(128300-21S20472) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1846. SAVAGE MARK II BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #409492, 22 LR, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98%
original blue with a few light scratches and a little minor handling marks. The checkered synthetic pistolgrip stock rates very good to near
excellent with multiple light dings and scratches. The factory sights are intact and the receiver is grooved to accommodate mounting a scope.
Included are two magazines, a Tasco 3-9x rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, an unmarked multi-tool and a green canvas long gun
case. (128300-14S20583){MODERN}
(100/200)
1847. W INCHESTER MODEL 67 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95%
original blue with several light scratches and some scattered light oxidation. The pistolgrip stock rates about very good with multiple minor
to moderate dings and scratches. The factory sights are intact. A nice shootable single shot rifle. (128303-71D31968) {C&R} (100/300)
1848. C HARTER ARMS AR-7 EXPLORER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A288471, 22 LR, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original black finish with a couple of small handling marks. The black synthetic stock rates very good to
near excellent showing a few light scratches. The stock on this take-down rifle doubles as storage for the barrel, frame and magazine.
(128303-65D32617) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1849. MARLIN MODEL 336 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #24051855, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The frame and
action retain 80-85% high quality refinished blue with thinning towards gray on the top of the receiver and some light speckled oxidation.
The sight mount filler screws have been polished flush leaving one of the screws devoid of its slot. The barrel and magazine tube have an
added black enamel finish. The pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good with several minor dings and scratches and an added finish.
This carbine is an excellent candidate for the foul weather hunter. (128270-50) {MODERN}
(100/300)
1850. H ENRY LARGE LOOP LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #183640H, 22 LR, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with several minor handling marks and a little light operational wear. The walnut stock and forearm
rate near excellent with a few minor dings and scratches. The factory sights are intact though the front sight hood is not present.
(128303-74D24369) {MODERN}
(100/300)
1851. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1898959, 30-30, 20” barrel with a near excellent bright bore showing
a little light frosting. The metal surfaces retain 80-85% reapplied blue with oxidation throughout. The walnut stock and forearm rate good with
many dings and scratches, and it has been cleaned with an added finish. The factory sights are intact. (128300-7S20532) {C&R}(100/300)
1852. M OSSBERG MODEL 640KD CHUCKSTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #824656, 22 Magnum, 24 1/2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few minor handling marks and the bolt handle toning toward gray. The
checkered pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock with left side cheekpiece rates excellent showing a few light handling marks. The gun is fitted with
a folding leaf rear and bead front sights and appears to have seen little use. (128303-72D30972) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1853. MARLIN MODEL 925M BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #96613819, 22 Magnum, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with a little light oxidation scattered about. The checkered hardwood Monte Carlo stock rates very good
with several light scratches and dings. The front sight is not present and there is a Tasco 3-9x scope with a duplex reticle and clear optics
mounted to the grooved receiver. (128270-44) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1854. MARLIN MODEL 336 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #21012361, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 97% original blue with some scattered light oxidation and a couple of scratches. The walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very
good with multiple dings and scratches. The factory sights are intact and the gun is fitted with swivel studs, a hammer spur, and an unmarked
wide view rifle scope with clear optics and a duplex reticle. (128270-39) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1855. STEVENS MODEL 66-B BUCKHORN BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
85% original blue with the receiver and magazine tube primarily toned to brown, some scattered freckling and light oxidation, and a few
light handling marks. The walnut pistolgrip stock with a black forend tip rates very good showing multiple dings and scratches. The gun is
fitted with a front globe sight, a rear aperture sight with an adjustable aperture and the sporting rear sight has been replaced with a dovetail
slot blank. (128245-1) {C&R}
(50/150)
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1856. FABRIQUE NATIONALE MODEL 1912 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION BOY’S RIFLE serial #343669, 22 LR, 18” barrel with
a good lightly frosted bore showing some pitting towards the breach. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with some scattered
freckling and spotty oxidation. The hardwood stock rates very good to near excellent with several dings and scratches. This simple stock
does not incorporate a buttplate, has a 13 3/4” length of pull, is numbered to the gun on the butt face, and has an FN logo on its left side.
(128301-24) {C&R}
(50/100)
1857. W INCHESTER MODEL 94 SADDLE RING CARBINE serial #994095, 30 WCF, 20” barrel with a frosted bore. The refinished metal
surfaces retain 98% refinished blue with a few specks of oxidation and a couple minor handling marks as well as a few older blemishes
showing under the new finish. The walnut stock and forearm rate near excellent as refinished leaving some of the metal proud of the wood
and showing a few minor handling marks. This 1926 carbine’s factory sights are intact. (128154-13) {C&R}
(400/600)
1858. STEVENS MODEL 1915 FAVORITE FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #0572, 32 Long, 22” part octagon part round barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The refinished metal surfaces retain 98% refinished blue with the frame toned to plum, a scuff on the barrel, a few scattered
handling marks and a few older blemishes under the new finish. The refinished walnut stock and forearm rate very good to near excellent
with several light handling marks. Some of the edges of the wood were rounded during refinishing, leaving a couple of spots where the
metal is proud of the wood. (128195-3) {C&R}
(100/200)
1859. W INCHESTER MODEL 60A BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces are a gray-brown patina with remnants of original blue in protected areas and some light handling marks. The pistolgrip walnut
stock rates very good to near excellent with several light handling marks and two vacant swivel stud holes. The factory sights are intact.
(128241-5) {C&R}
(100/300)
1860. MARLIN MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #2316, 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright very good bore with a small bulge about
9” from the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with the barrel and frame beginning to tone towards brown, some operational wear, an area on the magazine tube that has faded to gray, several scattered spots of oxidation, and a few small spots of light pitting.
The walnut stock and grooved forearm rate very good to near excellent with an added finish, a small crack by the hammer, an impact mark
between the toe and buttplate, and a few light handling marks. (127711-16) {C&R}
(300/500)
1861. AMT 25/22 LIGHTNING SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #J03243, 22 LR, 17 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel metal
surface rates excellent with a couple of light handling marks. The synthetic pistolgrip stock rates about excellent, also showing a few minor
handling marks. The gun is fitted with a folding stainless steel tube buttstock with a ventilated recoil pad and comes with a Kassnar 4x
rifle scope with clear optics and a duplex reticle mounted to the grooved receiver and a single Ruger 10/22 10 round rotary magazine.
(128270-34) {MODERN}
(100/300)
1862. R EMINGTON MODEL 742 WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #7012929, 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with some thinning to gray on the bottom of the receiver, a little scattered light oxidation and a
few minor handling marks. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good to near excellent with several lights scratches
and minor handling marks. The gun is fitted with swivel studs and an Upland Game ventilated rubber recoil pad that is larger than the stock.
There is a Tasco 3-9x rifle scope with a duplex reticle and clear optics mounted to high-rise see-through rings. The factory sights are intact;
no magazine is included; and it comes with a quick detachable sling. (128270-25) {MODERN}
(150/350)
1863. R EMINGTON MODEL 760 GAMEMASTER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #359018, 270 Win, 22” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a little thinning to gray on the high handled areas of the receiver, a few specks of
oxidation, and several light handling marks. The walnut pistolgrip stock and grooved forearm rate very good with multiple dings and scratches
and some small spots of worn/flaking finish. The checkered alloy buttplate hangs slightly proud of wood. The factory sights are intact and a
Tasco 3-9x scope with clear optics and a duplex reticle is mounted to the receiver on high-rise see-through rings. No magazine included.
(128270-47) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1864. R EMINGTON MODEL 141 GAMEMASTER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #50788, 35 Rem, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with light and a few areas of moderate oxidation scattered throughout. The pistolgrip walnut
stock and grooved forearm rate very good with multiple dings and scratches and a few spots of worn/flaking finish. The buttstock has been
dished out on the left side for a cheek rest. The gun is sighted with a front bead, the rear sight has been replace with a dovetail blank and
a Redfield aperture sight is mounted on the side of the receiver. No aperture disc included. (128250-2) {C&R}
(200/400)
1865. W INCHESTER MODEL 1902 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 Short, Long, 18” barrel with a lightly pitted bore. The metal
surfaces are primarily oxidized with 30-40% original blue still present. The walnut stock shows multiple minor and several moderate dings
and scratches with areas of discoloration. The metallic buttplate has one retention screw missing. (128270-42) {C&R}
(30/60)
1866. SMITH & WESSON BODYGUARD 380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #ECF0330, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue and the synthetic frame with integral grip rates excellent. The gun has an integrated Insight laser
and fixed sights. Comes with one magazine. (128270-12) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1867. WALTHER MODEL PPK/S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY SMITH & WESSON serial #3142BAH, 380 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel slide rates near excellent with several light handling marks and the frame retains 90% original blue with some
fading towards gray on the gripstrap. The checkered black plastic grips with Walther banners rate about excellent with a light handling mark
or two. The rear sight is broken with one ear partially missing. (128270-11) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1868. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #154369, 22 LR, 10” octagon barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with some minor operational wear, some light scattered freckling and specks of oxidation
and a few light handling marks. The black checkered Pachmayr Presentation grip and walnut forearm rate near excellent with some handling
marks on both. The barrel is fitted with an adjustable rear and front bead sights. (128264-4) {MODERN}
(150/350)
1869. H IGH STANDARD MODEL B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #34443, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The nicely refinished
metal surfaces retain 98% reapplied blue with some scattered freckling and specks of oxidation, and some light pitting and minor handling
marks under the new finish. The “HS” marked checkered hard rubber grips rate near excellent with some light soiling and minor handling wear.
This pistol has the I-B type takedown, the slide is numbered to the frame, and it comes with a single magazine. (128142-12) {C&R}(200/400)
1870. H IGH STANDARD SPORT KING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #355824, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 80% original blue with thinning on the gripstraps toning towards gray, silvering on some high edges, a few specks of oxidation
with some light pitting, and a few light handling marks. The checkered brown plastic grips with left side thumbrest rate very good with a couple
of tiny chips on the edge of the butt and a few light scratches. The frame and slide are numbered alike. (128142-19) {C&R}
(200/400)
1871. W INCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #909013, 12 gauge, 26” barrel with added Cutts Compensator and a
bright excellent bore. The barrel is marked choke “Full”. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with the magazine tube toning towards
dark gray and several light handling marks. The walnut pistolgrip stock and grooved forearm rate near excellent with some light handling
marks. The grip has nice floral engraving and checkering added. (128238-46) {MODERN}
(200/400)
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1872. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 WINCHESTER CLASSIC LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #3003970, 30-30, 20” octagon barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with light to moderate oxidation scattered about and a few light scratches.
The walnut stock and forearm rate very good with multiple light dings and scratches and some areas of fading finish. The left side of the
buttstock is adorned with a cougar head image and the receiver shows light scroll engraving on the flats. (128245-2) {MODERN}(150/350)
1873. ITHACA MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #M370019298, 12 ga, 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright
about excellent bore and brass bead sight. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original parkerized finish with only minor handling marks.
The plain hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent with only minor handling marks and a chip in the finish at the
rear above the toeline. This shotgun is fitted with sling swivel studs and a factory rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 14”.
(218290-141) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1874. ITHACA MODEL 37 D.S. POLICE SPECIAL SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #371706506, 12 ga, 20” plain barrel choked improved
modified with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original finish. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock
and grooved forend rate about excellent with only minor handling marks. This shotgun is sighted with a red Raybar front sight and v-notch
rear and the traditional game scene was rolled on both sides of the receiver. (218290-153){MODERN}
(300/500)
1875. M OSSBERG MODEL 500 ATP SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #H939304, 12 ga, 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder with a
bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original finish. The plain hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend
rate about excellent with only minor handling marks. This shotgun is equipped with a brass bead front sight, a parkerized heat shield, sling
swivels and a rubber recoil pad that provides a length of pull of 14”. (218290-152) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1876. ITHACA MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #M370016504, 12 ga, 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright
about excellent bore with minor scratches at the throat. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original Parkerized finish with only minor handling marks. The plain hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent with only minor handling marks. This
shotgun is fitted with a brass bead front sight, sling swivel studs and a factory rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 14”.
(218290-154) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1877. ITHACA MODEL 69 RXL SERIES E SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #E248505, 12 ga, 18 1/4” plain barrel choked improved
cylinder with an about very good bore showing minor scratches along its length. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with
only minor handling marks. The plain hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent with very minor handling marks.
This shotgun is fitted with a bead front sight, sling swivel studs and a hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 14”.
(218290-158) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1878. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 916A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #40B778, 12 ga, 20” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright
about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 92% original blue with operational wear on the magazine tube and light pitting and
handling marks on the receiver. The plain walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate about excellent with minor handling marks. This shotgun
is fitted with rifle sights, a rear sling swivel stud and a GG&G sling swivel on the magazine tube. (218290-155) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1879. ITHACA MODEL 69 RXL SERIES E SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #E217621, 12 ga, 18 1/4” plain barrel choked improved
cylinder with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 96% original blue with only minor operational wear and
handling marks. The plain hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate about very good with minor dings, dents and handling
marks. This shotgun is fitted with a bead front sight, sling swivel studs and a hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 14”.
(218290-133) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1880. N ORINCO MODEL 97 SLIDE ACTION HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #0308477, 12 ga, 18 1/4” plain barrel choked cylinder with
a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Interstate Arms imported shotgun retain about 95% original blue with operational
wear on the magazine tube. The smooth hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent and this shotgun is fitted with a
brass bead front sight. (218290-81) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1881. N ORINCO MODEL 97 SLIDE ACTION HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #0202999, 12 ga, 20” plain barrel choked cylinder with a
bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Interstate Arms imported shotgun retain about 97% original blue with light handling
marks. The smooth hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent and this shotgun is fitted with a brass bead front sight.
(218290-132) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1882. H IGH STANDARD SLIDE ACTION RIOT SHOTGUN serial #3220340, 12 ga, 18” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright about
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue with minor operational wear on the magazine tube and fading on the
triggerguard. The smooth hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate about excellent with minor handling marks at the toeline.
This shotgun is fitted with a brass bead front sight, a rear sling swivel stud and front rail mounted fixed loop sling mount by Blue Force Gear.
(218290-136) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1883. N ORINCO MODEL 1893/97 SLIDE ACTION HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #CC-06 00046, 12 ga, 18 1/16” plain barrel choked
cylinder with an about very good bore with minor frosting near the muzzle. The metal surfaces of this Interstate Arms imported shotgun retain
about 95% original blue with operational wear on the magazine tube and minor handling marks. The plain hardwood pistolgrip buttstock
and grooved forend rate excellent with only minor handling marks. The stock is fitted with a hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length
of pull of 13”. (218290-160) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1884. M OSSBERG MODEL 500 ATP SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J105858, 12 ga, 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder with an
about very good bore showing minor frosting along its length. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original finish with minor operational
wear and light handling marks on the receiver. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent with only minor
handling marks. This shotgun is fitted with a brass bead front sight, sling swivel studs, heat shield and hard rubber recoil pad which provides
a length of pull of 14”. (218290-145) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1885. H IGH STANDARD SLIDE ACTION RIOT SHOTGUN serial #3158266, 12 ga, 18” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright about
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue with minor operational wear and light handling marks on the receiver. The
smooth hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate about excellent with minor handling marks. This shotgun is fitted with rifle
sights, a rear sling swivel stud and a GG&G sling swivel on the magazine tube. (218290-163) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1886. M OSSBERG MODEL 500 ATP SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J100504, 12 ga, 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder with a
bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original finish with minor operational wear and light handling marks on the
receiver. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate very good with only minor handling marks. This shotgun is fitted
with a brass bead front sight, sling swivels, heat shield, a reproduction military sling and hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length of
pull of 14”. (218290-134) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1887. MOSSBERG MODEL 500E SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #P800240, .410 bore, 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright
about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original finish with minor operational wear and handling marks. The checkered
hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and black painted grooved forend rate about very good with minor handling marks. This shotgun is fitted with
a brass bead front sight and a hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 14”. (218290-151) {MODERN}
(150/250)
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1888. WINCHESTER MODEL 1300 DEFENDER WITH SPEED PUMP SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L3551619, 12 ga, 18” plain
barrel choked cylinder with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original finish with minor handling marks.
The Hogue textured black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent with only minor handling marks. This shotgun is
fitted with a brass bead front sight, a rear sling swivel stud and a GG&G sling swivel on the magazine tube. The stock is also fitted with a
Hogue hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 13 3/4”. (218290-92) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1889. M OSSBERG MODEL 590 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #U215042, 12 ga, 20 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright
about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original finish with minor operational wear and handling marks. The Hogue textured black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and Magpul MOE M-Lock forend rate excellent with only minor handling marks. This shotgun is
fitted with a red ramp front and ghost ring rear sight, sling swivel studs and a Hogue hard rubber recoil pad that provides a length of pull
of 11 3/4”. (218290-139) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1890. U.S. MARKED SAVAGE MODEL 720 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #76785, 12 Ga, 29” overall length plain barrel with a Champion
Shooting Master adjustable choke and a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with minor fading
and light handling marks. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and finger groove forend rate about very good showing minor handling
marks, scratches and dings throughout. The receiver is marked with a “P/(Flaming Bomb) U.S” on the left side and these shotguns were
used to train aerial gunners during World War Two. A very good condition and interesting shotgun overall. (218290-118) {C&R}(300/500)
1891. W INCHESTER MODEL 1300 DEFENDER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L2821489, 12 ga, 18” plain barrel choked cylinder
with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original finish with minor handling marks and scratches on the
receiver. The Hogue textured black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent with only minor handling marks. This
shotgun is fitted with a brass bead front sight, sling swivel studs and an added GG&G sling swivel on the magazine tube. The stock is also
fitted with a Hogue hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 11 3/4”. (218290-135) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1892. NORINCO MODEL 87 LEVER ACTION SHOTGUN serial #0000610, 12 ga, 18” professionally shortened plain barrel choked cylinder
with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Interstate Arms imported shotgun retain about 98% original blue with minor
scratches and handling marks. The smooth walnut round knob buttstock and forend rate about excellent with only minor handling marks.
(218290-161) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1893. M OSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L009251, 12 ga, 20 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright
about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original finish with minor operational wear and light handling marks. The Magpul
SGA black synthetic buttstock rates excellent and provides a length of pull of 13 1/2”. The Magpul MOE M-Lock black synthetic forend
rates excellent with an attached Picatinny rail section. This shotgun is fitted with a brass bead front sight, a front sling swivel stud and a
Magpul Forward Sling Mount. (218290-86) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1894. M OSSBERG MODEL 590A1 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #U107249, 12 ga, 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder with a
bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original parkerized finish with minor operational wear and light handling
marks. The Magpul SGA black synthetic buttstock rates excellent and provides a length of pull of 12 1/2”. The Magpul MOE M-Lock black
synthetic forend rates excellent with an attached Picatinny rail section. This shotgun is fitted with a bead front sight, a front sling swivel stud,
a Magpul SGA Receiver sling mount and a GG&G looped front sling attachment. Included with this shotgun is a Magpul MS1/MS4 QD
sling adaptor and a Magpul MS1 sling. (218290-150) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1895. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 POLICE MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #A574489M, 12 ga, 18 1/2” plain Mossberg
replacement barrel choked cylinder with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% of the replacement blued barrel
and original gray phosphate parkerized finish with the triggerguard a darker matte black. The Hogue textured black synthetic pistolgrip
buttstock rates excellent. The Magpul MOE M-Lock black synthetic forend rates excellent with an attached Picatinny rail section. This
shotgun is fitted with an extended magazine tube, a brass bead front sight, front and rear sling swivel studs and a Hogue hard rubber recoil
pad which provides a length of pull of 12”. (218290-84 {MODERN}
(200/400)
1896. GERMAN SAUER BÄR FOUR SHOT POCKET PISTOL serial #3089,
7mm, two 2 7/16” barrels, the top with a bright about excellent bore showing minor
frosting along its length and the bottom barrel with a near very good bore with pitting
1896
along its length and a ding at the muzzle that has impinged on the rifling. The metal
surfaces of this pistol retain about 92% original blue, the loss due to fading on the left
side of the “Bär Pistol” marked barrels and the bottom of the frame with minor pinprick
pitting and oxidation staining throughout. The four shot vertical chamber block is stamped “England
11998/Russland/Nord Amerika” on one side and “Deutschland 98382/PATENT/Belgien 134215 on
the other. The chamber block and frame are marked with a “(crown)/(crown)/U” Suhl proofmark. The
checkered black Bakelite grips rate excellent with just a few chipped points. A very interesting pistol both
mechanically and historically in very good condition. (218247-1) {C&R}
(400/600)
1897. REMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #T174733V, 12 ga, 18” plain barrel
choked cylinder with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 92% original blue, the loss due to operational
wear, fading to plum and light handling marks. The Magpul SGA black synthetic buttstock rates excellent and provides a length
of pull of 12 1/2”. The Magpul MOE M-Lock black synthetic forend rates excellent with an attached Picatinny rail section. This
shotgun is fitted with a bead front sight, a magazine tube extension and front and rear Magpul sling attachments. Included with
this shotgun is a Streamlight TLR-1 rail mounted tactical light attached to the forend. (218290-85) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1898. REMINGTON MODEL 14 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #2356, 30 Rem., 22” barrel with a good plus bore showing
evident rifling and moderate pitting along its length. The metal surfaces have toned to a mottled gray. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock
has several cracks coming back from the lower tang and is being held on by tape, the letter “J” is inscribed on the bottom of the pistolgrip
and there are screws, but no buttplate present and the initials “W.J.” are inscribed on the butt. The grooved forend has a 4” crack at the
receiver end and is missing a screw. (218279-6) {C&R}
(75/125)
1899. WINCHESTER MODEL 1911 SL SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #18154, 12 ga, 22” barrel choked improved cylinder with an about
very good bore showing minor pitting near the muzzle. The metal surfaces of this “Widowmaker” have toned to a dull gray and pewter patina. The walnut stock has several cracks at the tang with one running the full length, the buttplate has two pieces missing from the screws
outward and has a later added coat of varnish. The finger grooved forend has a few cracks at the receiver end and a later added coat of
varnish. (218279-5) {C&R}
(100/200)
1900. STEVENS MODEL 620 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #U86583, 16 ga, 28” plain barrel poly choked with a bright about excellent
bore. The barrel and magazine tube are showing operational wear and minor pitting and oxidation staining and the receiver has toned nicely
to plum. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock has the usual dings, dents, handing marks and flakes in the finish for its age and it wears
an Ithaca hard rubber recoil pad that provides a length of pull of 13 1/2”. The checkered walnut forend rates very good overall with minor
handling marks and flaking, thinning varnish. (218241-6) (C&R)
(100/200)
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1901. B ROWNING BPS FIELD MODEL SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #14112PT152, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrel choked modified
with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% of a reblued finish. The heavily varnished checkered pistolgrip
buttstock and forend rate about very good with moderate scratches and handling marks. This shotgun is fitted with a bead front sight and
a factory hard rubber recoil pad that provides a length of pull of 14 1/4”. (218252-5) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1902. H & R PARDNER SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #CAC 418097, 12 ga, 27 1/2” plain barrel choked modified with an about very
good bore showing oxidation staining near the throat and minor scratches along its length. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original
finish with minor oxidation staining. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent overall. This shotgun is fitted with a
brass bead front sight and has a length of pull of 14 1/4”. (218290-87) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1903. R EMINGTON MODEL 760 GAMEMASTER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #109374, .270 Win., 22” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with loss due to silvering along the working parts, contact points and some of the high
edges. The rifle has a silver bead front sight with sporting rear sight and the receiver is drilled and tapped for scope mounts. The checkered
pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good with a repaired chip at the toe, some scattered light handling marks, and spots of flaking
varnish. A White Line ventilated recoil pad is fitted to the stock and sits proud of the wood. The rifle remains in overall very good condition.
(108303-42D32642) {C&R}
(200/400)
1904. H&R MODEL 999 SPORTSMAN DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #32864, 22 LR, 6” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with spots of silvering at the muzzle, turn ring along the nine shot cylinder, and scattered spots of
light fine oxidation staining. The revolver has fixed sights and the checkered walnut grip rates excellent with a few light handling marks.
(108290-38) {C&R}
(200/400)
1905. R UGER MARK II TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #211-69238, 22 LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless
surfaces rate excellent and have a few light scratches and scattered specks of fine oxidation staining. The pistol has a fixed front sight with
adjustable blade rear sight. The checkered rubber wraparound Pachmayr Signature Model grip rates excellent. A single ten round factory
magazine is included. (108290-276) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1906. R UGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #16-12501, 22 LR, 6” tapered barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% original blue finish with areas of silver at the muzzle, breech, along the high edges and grip frame with several
light scratches. The pistol has standard fixed sights and the checkered hard rubber grips rate excellent. Included with this ‘80s era pistol is
a single 10 round magazine. (108290-277) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1907. R EMINGTON 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #B812969U, 20 ga., 25” ventilated rib, Rem Choke
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original Parkerized finish with a few light scattered scratches. The shotgun
has a single silver bead front sight and the checkered hardwood stock rates very good plus with overall light handling marks and spots
of flaking varnish. The shotgun comes with four chokes to include: (1) Rem Choke Modified, (1) Carlson’s Choke Rifled, (1) Blackout
Turkey, and (1) Red Head/Carlson’s Full and they come in a MCM Case-Gard choke tube case with three assorted T-handle wrenches.
(108245-3) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1908. STOEGER/LLAMA MODEL IX-A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #752840, .45 ACP 5 1/8” ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with a few scattered light handling marks and spots of silvering along some of the
high edges. The front section of the barrel rib has been bent slightly and there are some light tooling marks there as well. The pistol has a
fixed front sight with adjustable rear sight and the smooth walnut logo grips rate excellent. Included with the pistol is a single seven round
factory magazine. (108270-17) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1909. CZ 452 ZKM SCOUT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #B141074, 22 LR, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98% original blue with a couple of light scratches. The rifle has a hooded front blade sight with adjustable sporting rear sight and the smooth
walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent having a few light handling marks. A single 5 round magazine, original factory box and manual are
included. (108270-56) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1910. R UGER NEW MODEL SINGLE-SIX REVOLVER serial #64-03134, .22 Cal, 5 1/2” barrel with bright near very good bore that has light
pitting halfway down its length. The metal surfaces retain 50% poorly applied blue finish with moderate flaking on the anodized surfaces.
The front sight has been altered and the rear adjustable blade sight remains correct. The smooth walnut stocks with Ruger medallions rate
very good under an added layer of clear finish and the revolver seems to time correctly and lockup remains tight. A great tackle box gun or
restoration project. (108264-2) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1911. WINCHESTER MODEL 62 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #20475, 22 S, L, LR, 23” tapered round barrel with a fair bore that has thin
evident rifling showing light pitting and a minor ring halfway down its length. The metal surfaces are a mix of gray and brown patinas with overall
light handling marks and spots of oxidation staining. The rifle has standard sights and the rear sight is missing the elevator. The smooth walnut
stock and grooved forend rate near excellent with minor light handling marks and flaking varnish. (108303-66D32666) {C&R}
(150/250)
1912. M OSSBERG MODEL 500AG SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J271541, 12 ga., 18 1/2” barrel choked improved cylinder with
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% fading blue finish with overall light scratches, spots of silvering along the high edges
and from operational wear with light fine oxidation staining. The shotgun has a single brass bead front sight and is stocked with a Pachmayr
Presentation pistolgrip and Magpul tactical synthetic forend in overall excellent condition. (108290-79) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1913. MAVERICK MODEL 88 FIELD SLIDE ACTION SECURITY SHOTGUN BY MOSSBERG serial #MV36006D, 12 ga., 18 1/2”
barrel choked cylinder with heat shield and bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with scattered spots of oxidation staining, scratches, and silvering. The shotgun has a single brass bead front sight and the synthetic checkered pistolgrip stock and
grooved forend rate excellent. (108290-78) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1914. N EW ENGLAND FIREARMS PARDNER MODEL SB1 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #ND262156, 12 ga., 18 1/2” shortened barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% applied blue and matte blue finishes likely done at time of barrel
shortening. The break action shotgun has a single brass bead front sight and will accept 3” shotshells. The synthetic black stock rates
excellent. (108290-90) {MODERN}
(50/75)
1915. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON TOPPER MODEL 88 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #AT312220, 12 ga., 18 1/4” shortened barrel with screw-in choke (improved cylinder) and has a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 85% faded blue with overall light
fine oxidation staining and has a single brass bead sight. The frame shows vibrant case-hardened colors and the smooth semi-pistolgrip
buttstock and semi-beavertail style forend rate excellent with a few light handling marks. (108290-157) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1916. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON HANDI-RIFLE serial #CBA411566, 45-70 Govt., 22” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with spots of oxidation staining on the hammer and trigger. The rifle has a fixed blade front sight
with adjustable sporting style rear sight and is factory drilled for a scope mount. The smooth semi-pistolgrip walnut stock and forend rates
excellent and this would make a great little rifle that will provide a lot of bang for your buck. (108290-3) {MODERN}
(100/200)
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1917. THOMPSON CENTER ARMS NEW ENGLANDER HALF STOCK PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #126516, 54 Cal., 26” round
barrel with about very good lightly oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue finish with scattered light scratches and spots
of oxidation staining with bold case-hardened colors showing on the lock and hammer. The left handed rifle is missing the rear sight and
a tang mounted aperture sight has been installed. The walnut stock rates very good with several light handling marks scattered along its
length. A wooden ramrod is included. (108278-8) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1918. CABELA’S MODEL 1858 NEW ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY PIETTA serial #127604, .44 Cal, 8” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent with a few light scratches and turn ring along the cylinder. The brass triggerguard has
toned to a dark ochre color. The smooth walnut grips rate about very good with a few light handling marks and there is a chip at the top of
the right panel. (108251-14) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1919. E UROARMS MODEL 1858 NEW ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #05033, 44 Cal., 8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel, frame, and cylinder retain 95% original blue with several tiny scratches, spots of fine oxidation staining and evident turn ring
along the cylinder. The hammer and trigger show vibrant case-hardened colors and the brass triggerguard has a dark ochre patina. The
walnuts grips rate very good plus with several scattered light dings. (108290-30) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1920. ARMI SAN MARCO 1860 ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #D12963, 44 Cal., 7 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel and cylinder retain 98% original blue with a few specks of light fine oxidation staining and there is faint turn ring along the cylinder. The hammertrigger and loading lever show mottled case-hardened color and rate excellent. The brass frame and triggerguard have
a goldenrod patina with spots of light verdigris and fine oxidation staining. The hardwood grips rate excellent and this replica will need
mechanical attention as the timing is slightly off. (108290-172) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1921. I VER JOHNSON ARMS & CYCLE WORK 22 SUPERSHOT SEALED EIGHT DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #L4900,
22 LR, 6” barrel with a bright very good bore with light frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with loss due
to flaking, silvering at the muzzle and along the barrel with scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining and moderate turn ring along
the cylinder. The hammer and trigger show strong case-hardened colors. The one-piece checkered walnut grip rates excellent with a
couple of light handling marks and a spot of flaking varnish near the base. This second model revolver times well and lockup remains tight.
(108207-5) {C&R}
(100/200)
1922. TRADITIONS TRAPPER PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #14-13-053628-01, 50 Cal., 9 3/4” barrel with a bright about excellent bore.
The barrel retains 98% blue and the brass hardware has a lovely goldenrod patina. The percussion pistol has double set triggers an adjustable
rear sight and includes a ramrod. The walnut stock is in overall excellent condition. (108290-90) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1923. LYMAN PLAINS PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #A483849, 54 Cal., 8” barrel with bright about excellent bore. The barrel retains 98%
original blue and the lock and hammer show vibrant case-hardened colors. The brass hardware has a pleasing ochre patina and the smooth
walnut stock rates excellent. (108290-89) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1924. THOMPSON CENTER ARMS BLACK DIAMOND INLINE MUZZLE LOADING RIFLE serial #2655, 50 Cal., 22 1/2” barrel
with a very good dark bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% blue with overall light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining. The inline
rifle has a Weaver K4 scope with post and crosshair reticle that has slightly cloudy optics and the front fiber optic sight has been removed.
The checkered black Rynite stock rates excellent. A black nylon sling is included. (108178-46) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1925. IVER JOHNSON ARMS & CYCLE WORKS THIRD MODEL SAFETY AUTOMATIC HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER
serial #G20626, .32 S&W, 3” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel, frame and gripstrap retain 95% original nickel-plate with some
small spots of flaking and oxidation staining with a light turn ring along the cylinder. The hammer and trigger show mottled case-hardened
color and the triggerguard is mostly blue flaking to brown. The hard rubber owl’s head grips rate excellent and the revolver locks up tight
and times correctly. (108301-21) {C&R}
(100/200)
1926. THOMPSON CENTER ARMS OMEGA MUZZLE LOADING RIFLE serial #Z44141, 50 Cal., 28” round barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with a few light scattered scratches and some contaminate staining at the rear
of the barrel around the factory drilled and tapped holes for a scope base. The rifle has Tru-Glo fiber optic sights and is set up for #209
primer ignition. The black composite checkered Z5 weather shield stock rates excellent and a black 1 1/8” web adjustable sling is included.
(108303-83) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1927. B ERETTA MODEL 21A BOBCAT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BES95009U, 22 LR, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% of their original matte blue finish with loss to silvering from scratches, high edge and operational wear. The black
checkered logo grips rate very good plus with overall light handling marks and mostly crisp points. A couple of the grip screws show minor
slot wear and a single 7 round magazine is included. (108142-4) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1928. N EW ENGLAND FIREARMS PARDNER TRACKER SB1 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #NC228865, 12 ga., 24” barrel
choked cylinder with a bright near excellent bore with some light pitting at the breech end. The metal surfaces retain 90% evenly thinning
blue finish with a few light scratches and specks of light fine oxidation staining. The break action shotgun has sporting style sights and the
composite pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent. (108290-77) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1929. SMITH & WESSON SECOND MODEL 32 SAFETY HAMMERLESS REVOLVER serial #100287, .32 S&W, 2” shortened barrel with
bright very good bore that has spots of light pitting in some of the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 95% original nickel-plated finish with spots
of light flaking, numerous light scratches, turn ring along the cylinder and spots of oxidation staining. There are no sights on this revolver and
the checkered hard rubber logo grips rate very good with a repair to the top of right side panel. (108241-8) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1930. TRADITIONS MODEL 1858 NEW ARMY REVOLVER BY PIETTA serial #R309999, .44 Cal., 8” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish. The hammer and trigger show mellow case-hardened colors and the brass plated
triggerguard rate excellent. The smooth walnut grips are in excellent condition and included with this black powder revolver is the original
factory box correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun with manual and related paperwork. (108290-33) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1931. C.V.A. BRASS FRAME MODEL 1851 NAVY REVOLVER serial #D53694, .44 Cal., 7 1/2” barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel,
trigger, and cylinder retain 98% original blue with no visible turn ring along the cylinder. The loading arm and hammer show vibrant case-hardened colors and the brass frame has a bright golden rod patina. It appears as if this black powder replica has spent its life in the box and seen
little if any use. Included is a correct factory box not numbered to the gun with warranty booklet. (108290-32) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1932. TRADITIONS MODEL 1860 COLT ARMY REVOLVER BY PIETTA serial #P72401, .44 Cal., 8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel, backstrap, and cylinder retain 99% original blue and the frame, loading lever, trigger, and hammer show vibrant case-hardened
colors. The smooth walnut grips rate excellent and included with this black powder revolver is the original factory box numbered to the gun
with manual and related papers. (108290-31) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1933. W INCHESTER MODEL 1200 STAINLESS POLICE SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L2056662, 12 ga., 18” barrel with bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original matte stainless finish with several light scratches and spots of flaking along the left side
of the receiver. The shotgun has a silver bead front sight with fold down rear blade sight and the smooth pistolgrip buttstock and grooved
forend rate excellent. (108303-57D32321) {MODERN}
(100/200)
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1934. W INCHESTER MODEL 1300 TURKEY SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L2836218, 12 ga., 22” ventilated ribbed barrel with
screw in Imp/Mod choke with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original black matte finish with some light silvering along
the high edges. The receiver has been factory drilled and tapped for a scope however one filler screw is missing. The black checkered
composite stock and forend rate excellent. (108300-19S20474) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1935. W INCHESTER MODEL 67 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S, L, LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90%
blue flaking to brown finish with several light scattered scratches and a few specks of light fine oxidation staining. The bolt body retains
85% bright chrome finish with spots of light fine oxidation and minor flaking on the ball. The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock rates excellent
with scattered light handling marks and the checkered hard rubber Winchester buttplate rates very good having a small crack emanating
from the lower screw. A nice example that likely still is a tack driver. (108303-63D32558) {C&R}
(150/250)
1936. ITHACA MODEL 300 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN BY SKB serial #S46972, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel choked modified with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue and black finishes with a few light handling marks. The shotgun has a single
silver bead sight and the checkered pistolgrip and finger groove forend rate excellent with a few minor scattered handling marks. (10830358D32549) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1937. W INCHESTER MODEL 1500 XTR SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #NX010939, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel choked modified
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with a few light scratches. There is a single silver bead sight
and the checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good with a few light scattered handling marks and an area where the varnish
is heavily flaked on the right side of the buttstock likely from exposure to a contaminant. (108303-43D32480) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1938. C.V.A. BUCKHORN MAGNUM MUZZLE LOADING RIFLE serial #61-13-076587-07, 50 Cal., 24” round barrel with about good
partially oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue finish with scattered oxidation. The front fiber-optic sight is missing and a Red
Head 3-9X muzzle loading scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The Monte-Carlo black textured composite stock rates excellent overall. The rifle comes with a padded nylon sling, ramrod, and the bolt handle is not seated but present. The gun has added leopard
pattern duct tape wrapped around most of the barrel, scope and along the stock and is sure to help speed up your shouldering time.
(108300-17S20475A) {ANTIQUE}
(50/75)
1939. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 2 1/2 SINGLE ACTION SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #178, .32 RF, 3” octagon
barrel with a fair lightly pitted and oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain 75% original flaking nickel-plated finish with spots of oxidation
staining heaviest on the right side of the frame. The hard rubber shield emblem checkered grips rate very good plus with lightly worn points.
The revolver times correctly and lockup remains tight. (108218-53) {ANTIQUE} [Ken Waters Collection]
(100/200)
1940. HOOD FIREARMS COMPANY ROBIN HOOD NO.3 1/2 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #7969, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with
a good lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% nickel plated finish and are engraved with loose scroll and geometric patterns. There
is light, fine oxidation staining scattered about and a light turn ring along the cylinder. The hammer and trigger show mottled case-hardened
colors and the smooth walnut birdshead grips rate excellent. The action is strong and lockup remains tight. (108247-3) {ANTIQUE}(100/200)
1941. LEE ARMS COMPANY RED JACKET NO.3 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #8403, .32 RF, 2 3/4” octagon barrel with a dark
pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain 50% original flaking nickel-plated finish with areas that have turned predominantly brown. The hammer
and trigger have dulled to dark pewter and the smooth walnut birdshead grips rate very good overall with light handling marks. (108218-52)
{ANTIQUE} [Ken Waters Collection]
(50/75)
1942. THOMPSON CENTER ARMS OMEGA MUZZLE LOADING RIFLE serial #Z63281, .50 Cal., 28” barrel with a good oxidized bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with scattered light scratches and overall light, fine oxidation staining. The rear fiber-optic has
been removed and an unmarked holographic sight has been installed. The checkered black composite Z5 weather shield stock rates near
excellent with a few light scuffs and handling marks. (108303-80) {ANTIQUE}
(75/100)
1943. THOMPSON CENTER ARMS BLACK DIAMOND MUZZLE LOADING RIFLE serial #70210, .50 Cal., 22 1/2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% blue, flaking to brown, finish with overall light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining. The
rear sight has been removed and a Traditions 3-9X scope with circled duplex reticle and clear crisp optics has been installed. The checkered
black Rynite stock rates excellent and included is a light duty black plastic travel case and sling. (108140-23S20175) {ANTIQUE}(150/250)
1944. THOMPSON CENTER ARMS OMEGA MUZZLE LOADING RIFLE serial #15819, .50 Cal., 28” barrel with a dark oxidized bore.
The metal surfaces retain 85% blue, flaking to brown, finish with overall light scratches and fine oxidation staining. The rifle has a one
piece Weaver base with adjustable rear sporting style sight and an orange fiber-optic front sight. The checkered black composite Z5
weather shield stock rates excellent with a few light handling marks. Included is a padded Avery sling with a Mossy-Oak style pattern.
(108270-26) {ANTIQUE}
(50/75)
1945. M ERIDEN FIREARMS COMPANY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #195828, .38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with fair, lightly pitted bore.
The metal surfaces retain 85% nickel-plated finish with loss due to flaking, oxidation staining and pin-prick pitting. The loss is concentrated
mostly on the cylinder front, barrel and barrel latch. The hammer and trigger show remnants of case-hardened colors and the checkered
hard rubber grips rate good with mostly rounded points a few ling dings and a small section of the heel missing from the right side panel.
(108270-18) {C&R}
(75/100)
1946. H. KOON SNAKE CHARMER SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #13821, .410 bore, 18 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces rate very good with light staining and brown undertones throughout. The black molded pistolgrip buttstock and
forend rate near excellent with several scattered light scratches and handling marks. (108290-159) {MODERN}
(75/100)
1947. IVER JOHNSON ARMS & CYCLE WORKS SAFETY HAMMERLESS REVOLVER serial #L30266, 32 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with
a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain 70% nickel-plated finish with overall flaking, spots of light pitting with oxidation staining.
The cylinder is mostly rusted and the revolver does seem to cycle correctly. The owl’s head hard rubber grips rate good overall with mostly
rounded points and has a chip missing from the right side panel. This would make a great parts gun. (108270-19) {C&R}
(50/75)
1948. IVER JOHNSON & CO. FIRST MODEL SAFETY AUTOMATIC HAMMER REVOLVER serial #17408, .32 S&W, 3 1/2” barrel
with a fair dark pitted bore. The metal surfaces are mostly a dull gray patina with traces of blue in protected areas and have overall fine oxidation staining. The checkered owl’s head grips have faded to brown with mostly rounded points and remain in about very good condition.
The timing is slightly off and it does not lock up tightly. This early production revolver would make a great parts gun or restoration project.
(108107-10) {ANTIQUE}
(25/50)
1949. IVER JOHNSON AMERICAN BULL DOG DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #3045, 32 RF, 2 7/16” octagon barrel with a dark
oxidized and pitted bore. The nickel-plated surfaces retain 80% original flaking finish with areas of loss that have toned to brown. There is
active oxidation and spots of light pitting on the frame, in front of the cylinder and at the muzzle. The cylinder pin is seized in place, however
the cylinder still rotates. The hard rubber eagle motif grips rate excellent and this revolver will need mechanical attention as it does not
function properly. (108203-7) {C&R}
(50/75)
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1950. HOOD FIREARMS COMPANY MARQUIS OF LORNE SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #2793, .32 RF, 2 1/2” round barrel with
a fair, dark pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% flaking nickel-plated finish with spots of active oxidation and pitting. The cylinder pin is
seized however the cylinder still rotates. The smooth walnut birdshead grips rate very good with a few light handling marks and a small sliver
missing from the right panel. This revolver will need mechanical attention as it does not function correctly. (108145-13) {ANTIQUE} (25/50)
1951. H OPKINS & ALLEN FOLDING HAMMER REVOLVER serial #2481, .32 S&W, 2 3/4” octagon barrel with a fair bore that is bright
with scattered pitting its entire length. The metal surfaces retain 90% original flaking nickel plated finish with loss due to flaking and oxidation
staining. The revolver will need mechanical attention as it does not function properly. The black checkered hard rubber grips rate excellent,
having slightly rounded points. (108145-14) (C&R)
(25/50)
1952. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON YOUNG AMERICA DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #9886, 22 Short, 2” octagon barrel
with a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain about 20% flaking nickel plated finish blending with a mostly dark brown patina. The
cylinder pin has been soldered in place, the front sight is missing, and the revolver will need mechanical as it does not function properly.
The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good overall with light handling marks and slightly worn points. (108145-15) {C&R} (25/50)
1953. H OPKINS & ALLEN FOREHAND MODEL 1801 TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #B8904, 32 S&W, 3 1/4” round barrel with
dark pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% flaking nickel-plated finish with heaviest flaking at the hinge pin and along the barrel.
The cylinder is no longer present and the hard rubber shield grips rate very good with a tiny sliver missing from the right side panel.
(108270-20) {C&R}
(25/50)

Edged Weapons
1954. G RAS BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a French Model 1874 Gras bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 25 1/2” with a 20
1/2” blade marked for the St. Etienne arsenal and dated “1877” along the spine. The blade remains mostly bright while the hooked quillion
guard and grip are a rich brown with areas of light surface oxidation. The wood grip panels rate excellent and have a few light dings, the
brass pommel has a mild ochre patina. The blued steel scabbard retains most of its original blue with some scattered light handling marks
and specks of light oxidation as well. Both the guard and the scabbard are numbered alike. A near excellent example overall. (46016-21)
1955. F RATERNAL SWORD LOT This lot consists of a German made fraternal sword for the Knights of the Golden Eagle with scabbard, belt
and hanger. The sword measures 34” long with a 24” blade simply stamped “GERMANY” on its ricasso. The blade retains much of its
original chrome plating, the flaked areas revealing areas of brown oxidation. The handle features an eagle pommel with coat of arms “K.G.E.”
logo on the winged guard and has a bone grip. The scabbard features ornate hanger points with the upper depicting the biblical Samson
destroying the Philistine temple, the lower has the initials “PK”. A silver linked chain hanger attaches the sword to the accompanying black
leather belt. A very good condition example overall. (46016-22A)
1956. SWORD LOT This lot consists of a non-regulation eagle head U.S. Officers sword with scabbard. The sword measures about 36 1/2” long
with a 31 1/2” etched blade. The blade features foliate and military etched scenes and has a mottled gray patina and areas of light surface
oxidation throughout. There are several small nicks along the edge. The grip is brass featuring an eagle head pommel, the knuckle guard
portion has been removed. There are remnants of the original mother-of-pearl grip panels which sadly have been removed. The brass has a
mild ochre patina. The included scabbard is shorter than the blade, but otherwise oversized and a poorly fitting overall, a later replacement.
The included brown leather belt is attached via silver linked chain. An about good example overall. (46016-22B)
1957. P RUSSIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Prussian Model 1865/71 “Faschinenmesser” sawback bayonet with scabbard. This
brass handled bayonet measures 23 3/4” long with a 18 1/2” sharpened blade that is marked “A & E Holler / Solingen” on the ricasso. The
ricasso is also marked with “g” and there is a “(crown) / FW / 59 / (crown)” at the base of the spine. The guard is marked “8.P.E.2.167.”.
The steel has areas of light pitting and a mild gray patina throughout. The brass has several light handling marks and a light ochre patina,
screws have minor slot damage. The included leather bodied scabbard has a brass throat and chape, the throat is marked the same as the
guard. The leather has some light crazing and cracking, the seam along the back is becoming separated. A very good example overall of
these early blade style bayonets. (47884-17A) [Craig Brown Collection]
1958. G ERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German Model 1871 sword bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 23” long
with a 18” wide, double edged fullered blade. The blade measures about 1 1/2” wide and is marked “GEBR. WEYERSBERG / Solingen”
on the ricasso. No other markings are present on the blade, but the guard is marked “13.P.E.2.414.” and is stamped over the crown proof.
This marking suggests the bayonet was issued to Wurttembergisches Pionier-Bataillon Nr.13 located in Ulm. The tip of the blade is slightly
malformed. The steel surfaces have areas of light to minor pitting and light gray patina, the brass grip has a few light handling marks and a
mild ochre patina. The leather bodied scabbard has a brass throat and chape, the markings on the throat match the guard and the brass is
in similar condition as the grip. The leather has some light crazing and flaking but remains intact. A very good to near excellent example of
these very rare bayonets. (47884-17B) [Craig Brown Collection]
1959. G ERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German Model 1871 sword bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 23” long with
a 18” wide, double edged fullered blade. The blade measures about 1 1/2” wide and is marked only with what appears to be a “G” on the
ricasso. No other markings are present on the blade, the guard is marked “T.A.XIII.59.”. The steel metal surfaces remain mostly bright and
have areas of light pitting and gray patina, the brass grip has a few light handling marks and a mild ochre patina. The leather bodied scabbard has a brass throat and chape, the markings on the throat match the guard and the brass is in similar condition to the grip. The leather
has some light crazing but remains intact. A near excellent example of these very rare examples. (47884-17C) [Craig Brown Collection]
1960. G ERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German Model 1871 sawback bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 23 1/2”
long with an 18 1/2” sawback blade marked “W.R.KIRSCHBAUM / Solingen” on the ricasso, and “(crown) / W / 74 / (crown) / D” along
the spine. The guard is marked “ 108.R.7.129”, though part of the stamping is light. The steel has a gray patina and there are a few areas
of light pitting. The brass grip has a moderate reddish-ochre patina and is heavily faded, the ribbed portion is almost worn smooth. The
included leather bodied scabbard has a brass throat and chape, the throat is numbered to the guard. The leather has moderate crazing and
flaking but is overall intact. An about very good condition example overall. (47884-17D) [Craig Brown Collection]
1961. PRUSSIAN THEATER KNIFE LOT This lot consists of an early 19th century Prussian “Hirschfanger” saber bayonet that has been modified
to a fighting or hunting knife configuration. The knife measures 15 1/2” long with a 10” blade. The blade has been heavily sharpened and
reshaped, and has areas of minor oxidation and pitting, there are no visible markings remaining. The brass bird’s head style grip features a
simple cross guard, one side has been broken off. The side has a brazed pin style retention system, the hardware has been removed. The
brass has a moderate ochre patina and several light handling marks, the grip is numbered “479”. An interesting early piece similar to Prussian
bayonets from the 1810-1840’s era. (47884-17E) [Craig Brown Collection]
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1962. F RENCH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a French 1892 style Mannlicher Berthier bayonet with scabbard and frog. The bayonet
measures 20 1/4” long with a 15 3/4” blade that is simply marked with a “(diamond)B” logo on the ricasso. The metal surfaces have some
areas of light pitting and mottled gray patina, the tip is slightly malformed. The quillion has been removed and the button is missing for the
lug release. The wood grip panels rate very good and have a few light dings and other handling marks. The included steel bodied scabbard
is a rich mottled brown and has some areas of light oxidation as well. The black leather frog has some light crazing but remains mostly
supple. A very good example overall. (47884-17F) [Craig Brown Collection]
1963. AUSTRIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of an Austrian Model 1891 Mosin-Nagant bayonet with scabbard and frog. The bayonet
measures 19 3/4” long with a 17” cruciform blade that is marked with an Austrian eagle at the base. The metal surfaces are a mottled brown
with areas of blue and light surface oxidation mingling about. The round steel bodied scabbard has remnants of a military green finish that
is moderately flaking. The brown leather frog remains supple. A very good example overall. (47884-17G) [Craig Brown Collection]
1964. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of two Mosin-Nagant socket style bayonets. First is an Austrian style 1891 model with scabbard that
measures 20” long with a 17” cruciform blade. The bayonet retains nearly all of its original blue with sparse areas of light surface oxidation.
The round metal scabbard it a mottled gray with areas of brown blending throughout. The second is a Russian 91/30 bayonet that measures 19 1/2” with a 16 3/4” cruciform blade, and is in similar condition to the first but without a scabbard. Both are in very good condition.
(47884-17H) [Craig Brown Collection]
1965. G ERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German Model 1917 Ersatz bayonet with scabbard and frog. This all steel bayonet
measures 22 1/2” with a 17 1/2” triangular blade that is marked only with what appears to be a “(crown) / G” stamped on the ricasso. The
blade is mostly a mottled gray, the grip has a flaking green painted finish. The included round, steel bodied scabbard is mostly gray as well,
the black leather frog has some light crazing but is still mostly supple. A very good example overall. (47884-17I) [Craig Brown Collection]
1966. G ERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German 1917 style Ersatz bayonet that measures 21 1/2” long with a 16 3/4” triangular
blade. The blade is mostly a mottled brown with areas of light pitting and surface oxidation throughout. The steel grip is fashioned more
like the traditional K98 design with grooves and the outline similar to that style grip. No scabbard is included. An about very good example
overall. (47884-17J) [Craig Brown Collection]
1967. G ERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German Model 1915 Ersatz bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 17 1/4” long
with a 12” unmarked blade. The steel has light to more moderate pitting throughout. The tip is slightly malformed. The grip is made of brass
which is lightly tarnished and has light handling marks throughout. The steel bodied scabbard has some of its green painted finish, the
majority being a brown metal. These brass handled examples are believed to have been used primarily by German Police forces and are
considered rare. A very good example overall. (47884-17K) [Craig Brown Collection]
1968. G ERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German Model 1916 Ersatz bayonet with scabbard and frog. The bayonet measures 17”
long with a 12” bright steel blade that is unmarked with the exception of a tiny proof stamp along the spine. The cast steel grip retains a
small amount of the original green pain and has mostly flaked to brown. The included steel bodied scabbard has much of its green painted
finish the balance being a mottled brown. The reverse side has a single dent. The brown leather frog has some minor crazing but remains
mostly supple. A near excellent example overall. (47884-17L) [Craig Brown Collection]
1969. G ERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German Model 1916 Ersatz bayonet with scabbard and frog. The bayonet measures 17”
long with a 12” blade that is unmarked and has soft edges and mottled gray throughout. The cast steel grip has faded to as mottled brown
and has several light handling and tool marks. The included steel bodied scabbard is a mottled brown as well. The brown leather frog has
some moderate crazing along with light cracking and small tears. An about very good example overall. (47884-17M) [Craig Brown Collection]
1970. B ELGIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German made Ersatz Model 1915 bayonet with scabbard for the Belgian Model 1889 rifle.
The bayonet measures 17” long with an about 12 1/4” sawback blade that is unmarked. The metal surfaces have mottled gray and brown
blending with areas of light pitting. The grip is more brown and features a hooked quillion guard and closed muzzle ring. The included steel
scabbard is in similar condition and has some light dents and surface oxidation along with remnants of green paint. A very good example
made for Belgian NCO’s. (47884-17N) [Craig Brown Collection]
1971. FRENCH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a French Model 1886/35 Lebel bayonet with scabbard. It measures 18” long and has a 13 1/4”
bright steel cruciform blade that has some light gray patina and fine pitting along with a few small dings and nicks along the edges. The silver
alloy grip has some light handling marks and the hooked quillion guard is blue that is flaking heavily to brown. The round steel scabbard is in
similar condition as the guard but the two are not numbered alike. Overall a near excellent example. (47884-17O) [Craig Brown Collection]
1972. FRENCH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a French Model 1886/91/16/35 Lebel bayonet with scabbard and frog. It measures 16” long
and has a 11 3/4” cruciform blade. The steel surfaces have a mottled gray patina with areas of fine pitting. The silver alloy grip has some
light handling marks. The round body steel scabbard is in similar condition, the brown leather frog has some minor cracking and small tears
Overall a very good example. (47884-17P) [Craig Brown Collection]
1973. F RENCH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a French Model 1874 Gras bayonet with scabbard and frog. The bayonet measures 25 1/2”
long with a 20 1/2” blade that has a slight downward bend. The spine is dated “1879”. The metal surfaces have a light gray patina, the brass
pommel has a light tarnish. The wood grip panels have a few light handling marks. The included steel scabbard rates excellent and includes
most of its original black finish. The scabbard and hooked quillion guard are numbered alike. The brown leather frog remains supple but has
some light crazing and small cracks. A very good condition example overall. (47884-17Q) [Craig Brown Collection]
1974. F RENCH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a French Model 1874 Gras bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 25 1/2” long
with a 20 1/2” bright steel blade, the spine is dated “1876”. The remaining metal surfaces have a light gray patina, the brass pommel has a
light tarnish. The wood grip panels have a few light dings and handling marks. The included steel scabbard has a few small dents and areas
of light surface oxidation, both it and the hooked quillion guard are numbered alike. A very good condition example overall. (47884-17R)
[Craig Brown Collection]
1975. D UTCH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Dutch Model 1895 Artillery bayonet with scabbard and frog. The bayonet measures just
under 16” long with an 11” t-backed blade marked “HEMBRUG” on the ricasso. The metal surfaces retain most of the original blue with
some areas of light speckled surface oxidation and light wear along the edges. The wood grips rate excellent and have a few light handling
marks. The included leather scabbard has an integral frog and has light scuffs and some light flaking and crazing throughout. An excellent
example overall. (47884-17S) [Craig Brown Collection]
1976. D UTCH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Dutch Model 1895 Artillery bayonet that measures 15 3/4” long with an 11” blade that
has a re-shaped tip. The blade is t-backed and marked “HEMBRUG” on the ricasso. The metal surfaces retain much of the original
blue with areas of light surface oxidation scattered about. The wood grip panels rate excellent. A very good condition example overall.
(47884-17T) [Craig Brown Collection]
1977. P OLISH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Polish Model 1922 Mauser bayonet with scabbard and frog. The bayonet measures 15”
long with an about 10” blade that is marked “F.B. / RADOM” on the ricasso and dated “1939” with the Polish eagle on the reverse. The metal
surfaces are gray with speckled patina, there are some light nicks and handling marks along the edge of the blade. The wood grip panels
rate very good and have small dings and handling marks as well. The included steel bodied scabbard is in similar condition and the black
leather frog has some light crazing but is still quite supple. An excellent example overall. (47884-17U) [Craig Brown Collection]
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1978. CZECH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of two Czech VZ-24 bayonets with scabbards and frogs. Each measures about 17” long with a 11
3/4” blued steel blade and have wood grip panels. The steel bodied scabbards are flaking to gray and have light surface oxidation blending
through. One appears to be marked “ART” under a small Waffenamt type eagle proof, its black leather frog has some minor crazing and
light cracking. The other is marked “dot” and has a small amount of oxidation with pitting on the guard, its frog’s retention strap is broken
with a portion missing. Two very good to near excellent examples overall. (47884-17V) [Craig Brown Collection]
1979. R USSIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Russian SVT 40 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 1/4” long with a 9
1/2” blade, the edge has been sharpened. The guard has been modified with the muzzle ring removed, the latch hardware is missing from
the pommel. The metal is a mottled gray, the wood grip panels have a few small dings and handling marks. The steel bodied scabbard has
some light dings and dents and includes the original canvas frog. An bout very good example overall that may have been modified for use
by the German military. (47884-17W) [Craig Brown Collection]
1980. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of two bayonets one Austrian, the other Czech. The first is an Austrian Mannlicher Model 1895 bayonet
with scabbard marked “ERNST BUSCH / SOLINGEN” on the ricasso and is numbered “612” on the guard. The bayonet measures 14”
long with a 9 1/2” blade. The metal is a light gray overall and the wood grip panels rate very good with light dings and handling wear. The
blued steel scabbard and brown leather frog rates excellent. The second is a Czech VZ-24 bayonet the measures 17” long with an about
11 1/2” blade which has remnants of blue and is a mottled gray throughout with some areas of light pitting. The ricasso is marked “1942
/ 3/KEB55 / 132” with the “csz” logo on the reverse. The wood grips rate very good with a few light handling marks, there is no scabbard
included. (47884-17X) [Craig Brown Collection]
1981. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M7 bayonet by Imperial with scabbard. The bayonet measures 11 3/4” with a 6 3/4” blade.
The included M8A1 scabbard has a green composite body and canvas frog assembly. An excellent example overall. (48244-11A)

1982

1982. PATRIARCHS MILITANT FRATERNAL SWORD BY LILLEY This is an Independent Order of Odd Fellows (IOOF), 28” blade, 34
1/4” overall length. The blade remains bright overall with some scattered light scuffs and specks of oxidation along the foible and tip still
retaining much original gold wash. The blade is etched “J.J. Cronin” in riband between a lamb and lion and flowing tendrils on the obverse
side while the reverse side is etched with crossed shepherds crook and sword with chained links, shields and matching tendrils and the
ricassos are etched with Lilley Co. maker mark and intertwined “PM”. The cast brass hilt retains nearly all it bright gold wash and features
an alternating double quillon guard, pierced crossguard with crossed sword and crook emblem and a crown-topped globe pommel. The
leather covered handle with brass wire wrapping rates near excellent with light scuffs. The nickel plated tubular steel scabbard remains
bright with an area of flaking and oxidation toward the tip chape. The decorative brass mounts remain bright and are numbered “7” on the
rear of the chape. A great looking IOOF fraternal sword. (58165-4)
(350/550)
1983. U.S. SOCKET BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1835 socket bayonet. The bayonet is marked “U.S.” on the face flute and
it is an overall dull brown patina with oxidation throughout much of its length. The locking ring is present, the socket measures 2 5/8”, the
blade 18” and the face flute 16 11/16”. No scabbard is included with this bayonet. (208009-3A)
1984. JAPANESE BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a late-war Japanese Type 30 bayonet made by Toyoda Automatic Loom works. The
metal surfaces are an overall dull brown patina with a few spots of freckling. The Asian hardwood handles rate very good overall showing
the expected dings and handling marks. This bayonet has the rectangular pommel, wraparound grips, straight crossguard and unfullered
blade. There is no scabbard included with this bayonet. (208238-61A)
1985. JAPANESE BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Japanese Type 30 bayonet made by Toyko Arsenal and a scabbard. The blade is finished brightly and it shows dried cosmoline and some scattered oxidation staining spots. The hooked crossguard and pommel are a dull
brown patina with oxidation staining and freckling throughout. The Asian hardwood handles rate very good with some staining, scattered
dings and scratches. The scabbard shows a moderate dent on the left side and scattered freckling and oxidation staining. (208238-60A)
1986. B ELGIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of Belgian double edged bayonet and scabbard for the FN-49 semi auto rifle. The blade
appears unmarked and it retains about 90% of an arsenal parkerized finish with scattered silvering and light freckling. The crossguard
and pommel retain 95% of an arsenal enamel finish with scattered flaking and the wooden grip panels rate very good plus with a few
dings and handling marks. The scabbard retains 90% of an arsenal enamel finish with a large grind mark area on top and some scattered
light flaking. (208127-9A)
1987. G ERMAN BAYONET LOT This Lot consists of a German K98k bayonet, scabbard and leather frog. The bayonet is coded “43 fze” and
the blade retains 90% arsenal blue with scattered silvering and thinning. The pommel and guard show a thinning blue finish with scattered
silvering and freckling throughout and the tang shows a few dings. The brown bakelite grips rate very good with a ding on the right panel,
some light handling marks and further light dings. The leather frog shows some light flaking particularly around the strap. The steel scabbard
is numbered differently than the bayonet and it shows scattered freckling and light oxidation. (208244-3A)
1988. G ERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German K98k bayonet, scabbard and leather frog. The bayonet is maker marked
“E.u.F.Horster” and the blade retains 85-90% arsenal blue with scattered silvering, oxidation specks and several dings on the spine. The
crossguard and pommel show a fading blue finish with silvering and oxidation staining. The brown bakelite grips rate very good with scattered handling marks and light scratches. The brown leather frog is coming apart with loose stitching, scattered flaking and dirt staining.
The steel scabbard appears unnumbered and it has turned to a dull brown patina with traces of a black enamel finish, a couple minor dents,
silvering and oxidation freckling throughout. (208281-25A)
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1989. G ERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German K98k bayonet, scabbard and leather frog. The bayonet appears to be coded “3asw”
and the blade retains about 85% original blue with scattered silvering and a few tiny dings on the spine. The crossguard and pommel are turning
to a dull gray patina with generous traces of original blue, scattered silvering, light oxidation staining and freckling. The wooden grips rate very
good with some light dings, minor staining, light scratches and handling marks. The steel scabbard is numbered matching to the blade and it
shows a thinning original blue with, silvering, light oxidation and oxidation staining. The leather frog shows scattered dirt staining, flaking and
the beginnings of separations in the stiches. An honest matching K98k bayonet that will go well in your K98k collection. (208268-2A)
1990. U NMARKED FANTASY MACHETE This one-piece stainless steel machete measures 24 3/8” overall with a 16” blade equipped with a
3 3/8” unsharpened bowie style false edge with a single notch possibly for wire cutting, and a serrated sawtooth center along the top edge.
The metal remains overall bright and is marked “CHINA” on the rear obverse blade flat. The handle is wrapped in woven black nylon and is
equipped with a large washer-shaped pommel. Included is a black nylon reinforced vinyl shoulder sheath with adjustable carry strap. (56417-12)
1991. P HILIPINO BARONG This barong measures 24” overall with a 17 1/4” blade that measures 2 1/2” at its widest point. The blade has
scattered spots of dried grease, fine oxidation and pitting. There is a 1 5/8” chip along the main edge on the reverse side and two modest
cracks in the obverse side where the layered steel has started to lift. The curved hardwood handle is accented with a silver alloy collar
separated by a thin horn ring and a curved double quillon water buffalo horn pommel. The collar shows numerous dents and dings and
there is a small chip missing in the horn ring, the hardwood handle has a couple long thin cracks at the shoulder and the pommel shows a
small chip at the toe and moderate chipping at the heel which has worn square. There is no scabbard present. (56019-24Z)
1992. LOT OF KUKRIS Two total: (1) heavy-duty kukri measuring 16” overall with a 11 3/4” full tang heavily curved, single fuller dual notch
blade. The blade remains overall bright with some scattered fine staining and is marked “TEMPERED STEEL / MADE IN INDIA” along the
top edge of the obverse side. The rosewood grips have a raised medial center, are fastened by two large brass pins, rate very good with
a few light dents and chips in the ring and are equipped with an oval brass pommel. Included is a black leather scabbard with a matching
laced leather frog equipped with dual adjustable belt loops. The leather shows numerous light scuffs and stains, the seams tight and intact,
the Karda and Chakamak knives are not present; (1) tourist trade kukri measuring 15” overall with a 11 1/4” heavily curved, single fuller dual
notch blade. The blade is fading to dull pewter with scattered oxidation and pitting. The main edge shows moderate grinding and sharpening
and the reverse side is decorated with loose punch-dot décor and is marked “INDIA”. The turned black synthetic handle rates very good
with light handling marks, is decorated with large and small bright pins and is centered between a cast aluminum collar and lions head
pommel. The collar and pommel are slightly loose and oversized, the lions head is partially obscured by an iron nail securing the pommel
to the handle. Included is a leather covered wood scabbard with Chakmak and Karda. The leather shows modest scuffs and tears, the pins
securing the belt loops are no longer present and the utility knives show moderate worn wood handles and oxidized blades. (56019-24Y)
1993. B ILL MORAN KENSHAR HANWEI FORGED KNIFE
This is a lovely copy of the famous Bill Moran Kenshar knife
by Paul Chen of Henwei Swords. The knife measures 12 1/4”
overall with a 7 7/8” Swedish Steel powder core blade. The
Hanwei blade has an attractive layered herringbone damascus pattern surrounded by a dark charcoal gray border. The
obverse ricasso is marked “BILL MORAN DESIGN” and the
reverse ricasso bears the Henwei maker mark. The rose1993
wood handle is slightly curved terminating with a knob style
butt. The handle is decorated with silver wire inlay which is
missing in a couple spots and is separated from the blade
with a bright oval stainless steel collar. Accompanying the
knife is a matching rosewood scabbard with a polished nickel collar and spiral tip finial. The front of the scabbard is decorated with a bright pin border and silver wire inlay which
shows a couple small dents and missing sections. The rear
of scabbard has a bright pin border closely matching the
front and is equipped with a polished nickel spiral frog stud
on a tear drop plate. Included is a solid oak presentation
1994
case with a dark blue baize interior. An excellent seldom encountered rendition of a great Bill Moran knife. (56020-K97)
1994. J ERNBOLAGET ESKILSTUNA CARVING KNIFE
AND STEEL WITH NUGURUK SCRIMSHAWED
IVORY HANDLES The knife measures 13” overall with a
8 5/8” stainless steel blade. The blade remains overall bright
with modest scratches and grind marks along the edge from
being improperly sharpened. The obverse side of the blade
has crown and anchor Jernbolaget made in Sweden maker
mark. The ivory handle has toned to a cream color with a few
tiny chips, age checks and is scrimshawed with eskimo dog
sled scene and is signed Nuguruk. The steel sharpener measures 12 5/8” with a 8 1/8” tightly grooved surface. The steel
1996
shows light wear having a dark pewter patina and is crown
and anchor maker marked on the smooth rear ricasso section
of the steel. The ivory handle has a matching cream colored
finish with scrimshawed polar bear reaching for seal on ice
drift and is also Nuguruk marked. (56020-K212)
1995. R IZZUTO AUTOMATIC SWITCHBLADE KNIFE This
is a mid 60’s to early 70’s Japanese made copy of the original Italian design measuring 4 5/8” when closed with a 3 5/8” spear point stainless
steel blade equipped with a 1 1/4” false edge. The blade remains overall bright with light contact scuffing along the mid-line. The obverse side
of the blade is marked “RIZZUTO ESTILETO / MILANO” along the center blade flat and vertical “STAINLESS / STEEL” on the ricasso. The
stainless steel sliding double guard remains bright as does the double bolsters. The black synthetic scales are fastened by seven tiny brass pins
and are lifting slightly at the front bolster. The brass opening button, locking knob and hardware have a nice bright ochre patina and the rear
lanyard ring remains intact. Please note: switchblades and automatic knives can be sold to New Hampshire residents or F.F.L.’s only. (57842-3)
1996. ANTIQUE IVORY HANDLE DAGGER This neat little dagger measures 8 3/4” overall with a 5 1/4” double edge carbon steel blade.
The blade has toned to pewter with scattered fine oxidation staining, pinprick pitting and vertical scratches from sheath removal. The hilt
is composed of a double quillon guard and ribbed ivory handle with decorative rosette pommel a German silver collar. The surfaces of
the guard are nearly identical to the blade and the leather buffer washer is missing leaving the guard loose fitting and a thin ring of light
oxidation around the periphery of the blade. The ivory has acquired a dark cream color with age and long drying cracks along the edges,
the collar has a pale patina with fine oxidation along the edges. Included is a moderately crazed leather scabbard with separated seam,
missing tip and remnants of a thin metal collar. An overall very good little dagger having a nice antique appearance. (57991-2)(400/600)
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1997. U NMARKED EUROPEAN LIGHT ARTILLERY SABER 31 5/8” curved blade with single narrow unstopped fullers, 37 3/4” overall
length. This saber somewhat resembles a French model 1829 saber except for the narrowness of the blade and fuller. The blade remains
overall bright with an occasional tiny nick along the main edge and scattered patches of fine oxidation more prevalent at the guard. The
hilt has a brass D-shaped guard that ends with a floral engraved downward quillon and a Phrygian pommel with a floral engraved cap and
floral vine on a punch-dot background along the spine, the knucklebow is decorated with triangles and a floral center on either side. The
brass has toned to a nice ochre patina and the shagreen covered handle is wrapped in braided brass wire. The shagreen shows some light
scuffing with age but remains intact as does the wire and the leather buffer washer is present. There is a slight gap between the handle
and guard allowing the guard to flex slightly. The frosted finish on the steel scabbard is toning to brown with a thin film of protectant and
patches of oxidation, the hangers still retain generous amounts of original gold wash in protected areas. A good unmarked European saber
quite possibly for U.S. import. (58180-19) [R.J. & John Waltz Collection]
(175/275)

1998

1998. JAPANESE KATANA This specimen measures 38” overall, 27” to the grooved brass sleeve. The blade remains bright overall with a distinct
wavy temper line. The surfaces show scattered light scratches, patches of oxidation staining and nicks in the main edge, the first third of the
blade, attributed to a “fought” sword. The tang is signed and the angular grooved sleeve remains bright. The brass Tsuba has a nicely tarnished
ocher patina, is decorated by Japanese flowers in the corners on
a punch-dot background and is separated by spacers on either
side. The white ray skin wrapped wood handle remains intact,
is wrapped with olive linen which has darkened with age and is
centered between a floral decorated brass collar and endcap with
lanyard ring. The brass ornaments and wood peg remain present and intact. The wood scabbard rates fair with a large crack
towards the tip, moderately chipping and flaking black enamel
and a loose iron hanger. The aluminum endcap is missing parts
of its bands and the tip is no longer present. An overall very good
carried katana used by its former owner. (58180-16)(400/600)
1999. JAPANESE TYPE 30 ARISAKA BAYONET This lot consists of a Type 30 bayonet with scabbard made by National Denki under Kokura
supervision. The bayonet measures 20” overall with a 15 3/4” fuller equipped blade arsenal marked on the ricasso. The bayonet features a
straight guard, angled birds head pommel and retains about 90% blue with the majority of the loss along the edges and scabbard contact
wear. The wraparound hardwood grips show light dents, wear and staining along the edges of the pommel and guard. The steel scabbard
shows shattered spots of flaking enamels and fine oxidation staining. (58180-20)
2000. JAPANESE TYPE 30 ARISAKA BAYONET This lot consists of a Type 30 bayonet with scabbard made by Toyada Automatic Loom
Works under Nagoya supervision. The bayonet measures 20” overall with a 15 3/4” solid non-fullered blade, arsenal marked on the ricasso.
The bayonet features a straight guard, flat rectangular pommel and retains about 85% original blue evenly thinning to brown. There is some
fine oxidation at the tip and the blade has been sharpened about mid-length, additionally there is some Japanese writing along the spine of
the hilt between the grip panels. The wraparound grips rate very good with a couple dents and handling marks. The steel scabbard retains
about 95% original blue with scattered fine oxidation and pinprick pitting particularly along the edges. (58180-20A)
2001. U NMARKED SOCKET BAYONET FOR A REMINGTON KEENE NAVY MODEL RIFLE This is an unmarked socket bayonet
with scabbard for a Remington Keene rifle which also fits the U.S. Model 1870 & 1871 Rolling Block rifles. The bayonet measures 20 3/4”
overall with an 18 1/2” blade that is 3/4” wide and has a 2 5/8” socket and a 1 1/4” shank. The bayonet retains about 90% original blue with
scattered patches of oxidation, the majority of loss along the socket and edges. There are no U.S. markings on the face flat, the clasp rotates
freely. Included is a steel body scabbard without frog or hanger. The scabbard has toned to an overall brown patina with thin patches of
gray and some fine oxidation staining. The metal shows a couple light dings and dents and the tip is equipped with a drain hole. An overall
very good plus unmarked Remington Keene socket bayonet. (57597-19)
2002. U.S. MODEL 1873 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1873 socket bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 21” overall with an 18”
blade that is 3/4” wide and has a 3” socket and a 1 3/16” shank. The bayonet retains 95-98% original blue with some very light handling
marks from the years and minor light silvering and spots of light oxidation along the edges. The face is U.S. marked and the clasp rotates
properly. Included is a type III scabbard equipped with a drain hole in the tip and a leather frog with brass U.S. escutcheon belt hook. The
body retains about 75% original blue evenly thinning to brown with scattered light oxidation staining. The leather shows light scuffing and
crazing but the stitching is tight and the brass has a nice ochre patina with a few spots of light tarnish. Close in appearance to the Model
1882 Lee bayonet, the blade on the 1873 is somewhat shorter and even though the Remington Lee can utilize the trapdoor bayonet, the
1873 will not fit a Lee rifle. (57597-27)
2003. R EPRODUCTION GERMAN SA 1933 PATTERN DAGGER BY PUMA The straight double edge blade measures 8 3/4” with an
overall length from the tip to the capstan nut of 13 3/4”. The blade remains bright with light horizontal runner marks and scratches from
scabbard removal and a few specks of light freckling more-so at the guard. The obverse side of the blade is etched with bold centered
“Alles fur Deutschland” while the reverse side is etched with fine RZM logo above “M 7/27”, Puma code along with triangle Puma over
Solingen marks. The nickel crossguard and pommel show spots of flaking being more modest at the edges of the grip and are loose-fitting
with gaps at the sides of the grip. The fruitwood grip rates very good overall with a few light handling marks, the party eagle shows light
tarnish and verdigris and the “SA” rune shows light runs along the bottom edge, both of which appear to be deeply inlaid with thin gaps
along some of the edges. The steel scabbard is non-original with a crazed lightly flaking brown painted finish and flaking nickel plated iron
fittings showing modest oxidation. The scabbard is equipped with “2/5/39” dated leather strap with iron hardware, the finish matching that
of the fittings. An about very good post-war “mixed parts” SA dagger. (57758-25)
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2004. R EPRODUCTION GERMAN SA 1933 PATTERN DAGGER BY WINGEN The straight double edge blade measures 8 3/4”
with an overall length from the tip to the capstan nut of 13 3/4”. The blade remains overall bright with light horizontal runner marks and
scratches from scabbard removal and a few specks of very light staining at the guard. The obverse side of the blade is etched with light
but centered “Alles fur Deutschland” while the reverse side is etched with fine RZM logo above “M 7/51” Anton Wingen JR. code, above
1939, over standing knight Wingen proof mark. The nickel crossguard and pommel show scattered light flaking, staining and are loose
with light gaps at the sides of the grip and rear edge of the blade. The fruitwood grip rates very good plus with light handling marks, the
SA rune appears correct, the party eagle appears to be set too deep and the head partially obscured. The steel scabbard has a flaking
reddish-brown painted body and the iron core fittings retain 98% bright nickel with light scratches and handling marks. A very good plus
post-war “mixed-parts” SA dagger. (58050-855)
2005. R EPRODUCTION GERMAN SA 1933 PATTERN DAGGER BY VOOS The straight double edge blade measures 8 3/4” with an
overall length from the tip to the capstan nut of 13 5/8”. The blade remains bright with thin horizontal scratches from scabbard removal
and has a sharp central ridge. The obverse side of the blade is etched with a slightly off-center “Alles fur Deutschland” while the reverse
side of the blade is etched with a shadowed RZM logo above “M 7/2” Emil Voos code. The nickel crossguard and pommel have a frosted
finish with scattered pinprick flaking with a couple more modest spots of flaking on the obverse side of the pommel. The hardwood grip
rates very good plus with a few light handling marks in a nice light reddish brown finish. The SA rune does not appear to be enamel and
there are light gaps along the party eagle. The steel scabbard has a thick light brown enamel finish with a few light stains and the iron core
fittings retain 98% bright nickel plate with a few tiny scratches and impact marks. The dagger is equipped with a flat tang and the interior
of the pommel is marked “P1” with a similar partial marking on the interior of the crossguard. A very good plus to near excellent Spanish
copy SA 1933 pattern dagger. (58050-856)
2006. R EPRODUCTION GERMAN SA 1933 PATTERN DAGGER BY EICKHORN The straight double edges blade measure 8 3/4”
overall with an overall length from the tip to the capstan nut of 13 3/4”. The blade is starting to mellow with scattered light staining, scabbard
scratches, patches of fine oxidation and has a sharp center ridge. The obverse side of the blade is etched “Alles fur Deutschland” with
wavy undefined thin lines in the “A” and “D” while the reverse side of the blade is etched with a fine small RZM logo above “M 7/66” Carl
Eickhorn code and 1941 date. The aluminum crossguard and pommel retain about 98% bright nickel plate with some light scratches and
pinprick flaking on the pommel. The hardwood grip rates very good plus with a few light handling marks and is fitted with a flat SA rune
and aluminum party eagle which does not fit properly. The steel scabbard has a dark brown painted finish which is flaking along the edges
and the iron core fittings retain 90-95% bright nickel with patches of oxidation on the collar. There is no lead tip former present and one of
the collar screws is missing. A very good Spanish copy of a SA 1933 pattern dagger by a renowned German blade maker. (58050-854)
2007. R EPRODUCTION GERMAN 1933 PATTERN DAGGER SCABBARD This steel scabbard measures 9 3/4” from the edge of the
throat to the tip of the finial. The body retains about 90% black painted enamel with light scratches and flaking and a modest dent in one
side causing a vertical 1/4” band of flaking, the opposite side is numbered “967” at the throat. The iron core fittings retain nearly all their
bright nickel plate, the tip is slightly bent and dented and both screws are missing from the collar. (57671-3A)
2008. R EPRODUCTION HITLER YOUTH BY PUMA This knife measures 9 1/2” overall with a 5 1/2” blade. The blade is mellowing to a
cloudy gray with horizontal light scratches and patches of light oxidation. The obverse side of the blade is etched with an off-center diamond shaped Puma/Solingen proof on the rear third of the blade and a crooked “RZM logo M 7/27 Puma code / 1939” on the ricasso. The
aluminum hilt retains about 95% bright nickel with light impact marks and scattered light staining and flaking. The checkered black plastic
grips rate near excellent with a deeply recessed diamond swastika emblem in the obverse panel. Included is a steel scabbard with flaking
black enamel and a lightly stained brown leather hanger. (57758-24)
2009. R EPRODUCTION GERMAN RED CROSS DRK SUBORDINATES HEWER This hewer measures 15 5/8” overall with a 10 3/8”
single edge blade equipped with stopped fullers, sawtooth top edge and flat chisel point tip. The blade is starting to mellow with scattered
fine oxidation staining and is “GES. / GESCHUTZT” maker marked on the obverse ricasso behind the crossguard but is “P.D.L.” (P D Luneschloss) maker marked on the reverse side of the flat tang. The pot metal hilt appears to be original retaining about 95% of a bubbling
dull nickel finish. The pommel is bowl-shaped and the oval counterguards are plain on the reverse side, and decorated with a party eagle
clutching a cross with a swastika on its breast. The black plastic grips rate very good and are checkered on the obverse side and smooth on
the reverse side. The sheet steel scabbard appears to be original with a black painted body and nickel plated fittings. The paint and plating
show scattered spots of flaking and oxidation. An overall very good plus “mixed parts” DRK Subordinate hewer. (58050-857)
2010. MACHETE LOT This lot consists of a Corneta No. 127 machete with scabbard that was manufactured in El Salvador. The machete measures 25 1/2” long and has a 20” lightly sharpened blade. The metal surfaces have overall scattered light surface oxidation but most of the
original label remains on the right side of the blade. The faux bone celluloid grip scales rate very good overall with stains and a couple thin
handling cracks in the obverse scale. The included tooled leather scabbard rates excellent and has fringe adornments at each end. A very
good to near excellent example overall. (2X46286-8)
2011. AUTO KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Boker Automat Kalashnikov 74 (01KALS74B) auto knife. The knife measures 4 1/4” closed and
has a 3 1/4” partially serrated spear point blade. The grip is a gray aluminum alloy and features a side clip and push button release. Knife
comes in its original two-piece AK magazine style box and is in like-new condition overall. Please note: switchblades and automatic knives
can be sold to New Hampshire residents or F.F.L.’s only.
(47428-111B)
2012. U NMARKED 1873 RIFLE BAYONET This is a socket bayonet for the 45-70 trapdoor rifle. The bayonet measures 21” overall with an 18”
full flute blade, 1 3/16” shank and 3” socket. The surfaces were cleaned bright now blending to brown with a thin covering of fine oxidation
and “U.S.” no longer visible, the clasp does rotate freely. There is no scabbard. (1X57665-10B)
2013. LOT OF FENCING FOILS This lot consists of a set of two fencing foils that were made in France by Alex Taylor. One measures about
36” with a 29” blade, the other 34” with a 26” blade that appears to have been shortened and reshaped at the tip. The blades are both
marked with a (5) on the ricasso, have flaking nickel plated pommels and cord wrapped grips. A good set of foils overall. (1X45677-16D)
2014. LOT OF FENCING FOILS This lot contains a pair of fencing foils measuring 41” overall with 34 1/4” rectangular cross-section blades. The
metal surfaces have a faded gun metal finish with scattered light staining, the blades show scattered light oxidation, tiny nicks and bends
from use, the flat button tips remain intact. The fortes and dome shaped steel guards are lightly scroll engraved and the thin wood handles
are wrapped in braided steel wire and rate very good with light cracks at the pommel. One of the foils has a loose handle which no longer
lines up properly with the pommel. (1X57536-71)
2015. FANTASY KNIFE LOT This lot consists of three Pakistani made fantasy short swords and knives with scabbards. First is a 25” long double
edged sword with a 17” blade and bone grip. The grip features a brass hilt and pommel that has mild tarnish, the bone portion has several
small cracks. Second is a Japanese wakizashi style short sword that measures 17 1/2” long and has an 11 1/2” blade. Sword features a
brass maltese cross-shaped tsuba and has a black and blue wrapped grip and wood scabbard. Lastly is a Chipaway Cutlery bowie style
knife that measures 17 1/2” long with an 11” blade. This knife has laminate wood grip panels, the snap on the black leather sheath has
become separated. All are in very good overall condition. (1X47587-20S19875A)
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2016. CARVING SET LOT This lot consists of a bone handled carving set that includes the carving knife and fork. The knife measures 12 3/4”
long with a 7 3/4” blade that is etched “Remington / KleanBlade” on the ricasso. The knife shows evidence of light sharpening. The fork is
not marked and measures 9 3/4” long with a 5” fork section. Both are in very good useable condition. (1X45677-13B)
2017. M ULTI TOOL LOT This lot consists of a SOG multi-tool with a brown leather sheath. This versatile tool features a set of needle nose pliers
with six additional folding tools including a knife blade, file, Phillips screwdriver, flathead screw driver, small flathead screwdriver, and can
opener. It is in excellent to as-new condition overall. (1X47428-111D)
2018. F ILIPINO MORO KNIFE This large knife with scabbard appears to be a cross between a Filipino Minasbad and a Barong. The knife
measures 19” overall with a 14 1/2” steel blade that is 1 3/4” at its widest point. The blade is crafted from 1/4” flat stock and has a slight
drop point and a curved main edge that raise sharply at the ricasso. The metal shows scattered scratches, pitting and staining. The exotic
hardwood saw handle grip rates excellent and a decorative scroll carved pommel. Included is a decorative carved two piece scabbard
held together by three braided rattan bands. The scabbard shows some light handling marks and dirt staining but is in otherwise excellent
condition. (58260-6)
2019. K A-BAR U.S.M.C. FIRST MARINE DIVISION
COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE This attractive KABAR measures 11 7/8” overall with a 7” clip point
blade. The blade retains 95-98% original high luster
2019
blue with an area of light oxidation and pinprick pitting
towards the tip on the reverse side. The obverse side
of the blade is decorated with a gilt etched Marine emblem centered between “FIRST MARINE DIVISION”
and “WORLD WAR II KOREA VIETNAM” ribands and
smaller campaign ribands on either side, the ricasso is
marked “USMC”. The reverse ricasso has a KA-BAR
maker mark, is numbered “1363” and the center of
the blade has been engraved “SERGEANT GERALD F.
DALY. 6311 / “C” COMPANY, 1st BN, 5th MARINES.
The stacked leather washer handle rates excellent, is
decorated with inlaid 1st Division lapel in the center
of the obverse side and is centered between a high polished gold gilted crossguard and grooved pommel. Knife is housed is a Plexiglas
covered red baize lined stained wood presentation case suitable for hanging. (58278-38)
2020. B RITISH 1796 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICERS SWORD 32” single wide, stopped fuller blade, 38 1/8” overall length. The blade
has toned to an overall smoky pewter with scattered fine oxidation and pitting with a couple patches of more moderate oxidation. There
are remnants of original blue and etching still present along the forte, most of which was lost to years of polishing. The brass hilt consists
of a knucklebow with investigial quillon, twin static shell guards and an urn shaped pommel. The brass retains about 75% gilt mellowing
to goldenrod with ocher and gray highlights. Additionally there are some remnants of solder along the edge of the blade to possibly brace
the guard which has loosened once again. The silver wrapped wire grip rates very good remaining tight and darkening slightly with age.
Included is a fair condition leather scabbard with a brass throat. The leather shows moderate crazing, scuffs and tears, the last 12” of the
tip has been repaired with black vinyl tape. the brass throat has an ocher patina and is loose but present. (58235-1)
2021. PRUSSIAN M1852 CAVALRY OFFICERS SWORD 33 1/4” single stopped fuller blade, 38 1/2” overall length. The blade is mellowing
to a bright silver patina with scattered fine oxidation and scratches. The forte is decorated with etched flowing tendrils and eagle under
crown, the obverse ricasso has a fading undecipherable maker mark. The hilt has a vented semi-basket guard with downward quillon, dove
head pommel with wraparound ears and a brown leather grip wrapped with brass bordered silver wire and leather finger loop. The iron
surfaces are toning to gun metal and pale brown with scattered fine oxidation and generous traces of original nickel plate mainly along the
interior of the guard. The leather grip shows some light scuffs and staining, the braided wire remains intact as does the leather finger loop.
The steel scabbard is equipped with dual suspension rings, drag and has toned to an overall pewter with scattered oxidation, scratches
and impact marks. (58252-14)
2022. U.S. MODEL 1840 LIGHT ARTILLERY SABER 32” curved single stopped fuller blade. The blade has toned to a dark smoky gray
patina with overall modest oxidation and pitting, the tip is slightly bent. The obverse ricasso is marked “CONN. / 1862”, there is no visible
maker mark on the reverse ricasso. The leather buffer washer is no longer present. The hilt has a brass guard that ends with a round quillon,
a domed pommel and leather covered grip. The brass has a pleasing ocher patina with a few light impact marks, a “41” is deeply struck
in the obverse center of the guard and the reverse side of the quillon is marked with what appears to be “86” in script or similar looking
initials. The leather shows moderate crazing and flaking, there is no wire wrapping or scabbard present. (58121-5)
2023. U NMARKED U.S. MODEL 1840 HEAVY CAVALRY SABER 36” slightly curved blade with wide and narrow fullers. The blade
is mellowing to bright silver showing marks from an old cleaning with scattered patches of light and moderate oxidation and pitting. The
sword has no markings and may quite possibly be an import. The hilt has a three branch guard with Phrygian pommel and leather wrapped
wood grip. The brass has tarnished to a dark antique patina with light dirt staining and verdigris starting to form where the buffer washer
was once present. The leather grip wrapping shows moderate scuffing with a large section missing towards the guard and only traces of
retaining wire under the pommel. The steel scabbard has faded to gray with moderate oxidation staining and shallow dents, one of the
collar screws is missing. (58201-1)
2024. R EPRODUCTION GERMAN LUFTWAFFE OFFICERS SWORD BY F&A HELLBIG 30 5/8” dual edge blade lightly etched “F&A
HELBIG / Gaefler / STEINBACH” in script on the obverse side of the blade. The blade has lightly mellowed to a bright silver patina with
scattered fine oxidation staining and tiny surface marks; the maker mark is very light, almost becoming illegible. The aluminum guard and
pommel with Sonnenrad swastikas remain overall bright with light tarnish and tiny scratches. The braided wire grip wrap remains intact and
the brown leather covering shows light scuffing. There is no scabbard present. (58051-30)
2025. G ERMAN SECOND WORLD WAR LIONS HEAD OFFICERS SWORD 33” slightly curved blade with unstopped fullers. The blade
remains bright retaining most of its mirror polish with scattered light scabbard scuffs mainly along the foible. There is a mark behind the
reverse ricasso but the langet prohibits proper identification. The hilt has an aluminum lion’s head guard with ruby glass eyes, a reverse
“P” single guard ending with a downward quillon and dual langets, the black Bakelite grip is wrapped in boarded braided brass wire. The
guard is decorated with oak leaves, the obverse langet has National Party eagle clutching wreath with swastika while the reverse langet
has a shield shaped monogram plate. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% mellowing gold plate with exposed aluminum surfaces along the
edges, the grip and wrappings tight and intact. The steel scabbard retains 955 original black enamel with spots of flaking and oxidation
staining (58050-853)
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2026. B RITISH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a British P1907 bayonet and scabbard. The blade appears to have been repainted with a light
gray paint showing scattered oxidation staining and the markings being indiscernible. The crossguard has the same light gray appearance with
oxidation staining and the pommel shows a flaking brown paint. The wooden handles rate very good as-cleaned with the letters “A” carved
into one panel, “R” into the other, a few chips, dings and scratches. The metal parts of the scabbard show areas of added light gray paint
with flaking and scattered oxidation, while the leather has the letter “A” carved on the backside and shows flaking throughout. (208278-35A)
2027. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1895 Lee Navy socket bayonet and scabbard. The blade is marked with a “T” in a triangle,
the blade is beginning to turn a dull gray patina with scattered dried cosmoline and scattered oxidation staining. The crossguard and pommel
are a dull brown patina with oxidation throughout. The walnut handles rate very good with a dark oil finish, overall dings and handling marks
from the years. The leather frog of the scabbard shows dirt staining, crackling and some flaking, while the leather scabbard shows crackling
and light flaking. The metal parts of the scabbard show light freckling, fading and a couple spots of oxidation. (208238-70A)
2028. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1892 Krag bayonet and scabbard. The blade is dated 1897 and it shows scattered oxidation
staining, light pitting and dried cosmoline. The pommel and crossguard show dried grease with oxidation staining, while the walnut grips rate
very good with a dark oil finish, a few light dings and handling marks. The steel scabbard shows scattered freckling and oxidation. (208238-32A)
2029. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1917 Bayonet. The blade is maker marked by Remington, it is turning a dull gray patina with
some silvering at tip and scattered oxidation staining. The crossguard and pommel are also a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation staining,
while the grooved handles rate very good with an abrasion, scattered dings and handling marks. There is no scabbard present. (208238-48A)
2030. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1905 bayonet, scabbard and tan scabbard cover. The blade is maker marked Springfield
Armory, it is dated 1908 and it is also marked “324866”. The blade is finished brightly and it shows some sparsely scattered light oxidation
staining. The crossguard and pommel are a dull brown patina with oxidation staining throughout. The scabbard shows some oxidation
staining at the top, a dent near top but due to the canvas cover we are unable to determine the condition of the rest of the scabbard. The
tan canvas scabbard shows scattered staining and some flaking at the leather end. (208238-55A)
2031. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a cutdown U.S. M1905 bayonet. The blade is marked “U.F.H.” for Union Fork & Hoe and “OL/U.
(Flaming Bomb)S./1942”, the blade shows a Parkerized finish that is fading with scattered light oxidation and some silvering to the exposed
edges. The crossguard and pommel show a faded parkerized finish, scattered oxidation staining, silvering and some dings on the pommel.
The grooved grips rate about very good with scattered dings, flaking and dirt staining. There is no scabbard present. (208238-57A)
2032. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1942 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is marked “U.C/U.(Flaming Bomb)/S.”, the blade
is an overall dull brown patina with areas of dried grease and some oxidation staining. The crossguard and pommel area, the same dull
brown patina with silvering and oxidation staining. The grooved handles rate very good with some flaking and dings. The metal parts of the
M3 scabbard show freckling and oxidation staining, while the scabbard itself shows scattered scratches, flaking and dings. (208238-43A)
2033. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S M1917 bayonet, frog and scabbard. The blade is maker marked by Remington and the blade
has a two-tone appearance with the balance having a light gray patina with oxidation scattered staining, while the pommel and crossguard
have a dark brown patina with scattered freckling. The grooved handles rate very good with scattered dings and handling marks. The leather
frog shows crackling and crazing, while the metal parts of the scabbard are a dull brown patina with freckling throughout and the leather
scabbard shows crackling, crazing and flaking throughout. (208238-49A)
2034. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of an M1873 style socket bayonet that fits the M1885 Remington Lee rifle and a scabbard. The
right side of socket is marked simply with an “H”, while the bayonet blade is unmarked, it measures 18 1/2” and it is a dull green patina
with oxidation staining. The steel scabbard is unmarked, it is the same dull brown patina as the blade with scattered oxidation staining
and flaking. (208238-53A)
2035. P OLISH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Polish M1930 bayonet, scabbard and leather frog. The bayonet is marked “(Polish Eagle)/
WP” and “FB/RADOM”, the blade remains mostly bright showing scattered spots of oxidation staining. The crossguard is numbered “214”,
it and the pommel remains mostly bright with scattered oxidation staining and freckling. The smooth wood handles rates very good with
some scattered dings and light scratches. The leather frog shows crackling, flaking and crazing throughout. The steel scabbard retains much
of its arsenal blue finish with some scattered light freckling and silvering. (208043-1A)

Ammunition
2036. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of 53 rounds of boxed and loose 410 shotshell ammunition. Included are 25 rounds of Winchester
2 1/2” #9 (AA419), 25 rounds of loose Remington 3” #7 1/2 and three rounds of Remington 2 1/2” slugs (SP410RS). All are in excellent
overall condition. (46016-27A)
2037. M ILITARY AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two full boxes of 50, .45 Caliber 1911 ball ammunition by Federal Cartridge Co.. The
headstamps are dated 1965 and all are in excellent condition. (46016-27B)
2038. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of an assortment of loose pistol and revolver ammunition. A partial box of Remington 38 S&W 146
grain LRN (2338) in the forest green box with 20 live rounds and 25 fired brass in excellent condition, 30 rounds of UMC 38 Special 158
grain LRN (L38S5), 40 rounds of UMC 9mm 115 grain FMJ (L9MM3) and 30 rounds of Remington-UMC 38 Colt New Police LRN. The
38 Colt rounds have minor tarnish, the remaining rounds are bright and rate excellent. (46016-27C)
2039. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of an assortment of loose shotshells. Included are approximately 60 rounds of paper and plastic
hull 12 gauge shotshells with examples from Winchester, Remington, Alcan, Federal and Western. All are in very good to excellent condition
and include various shot, buck and slug projectiles. (46016-27D)
2040. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of an assortment of handgun ammunition. First is a full box of 50 Remington 32 S&W Long 98 grain
LRN (R32SWL) in excellent condition. Included are 49 rounds of Remington 32 ACP 71 grain FMJ (K32AP), Next is a partial box of 30
Remington 380 ACP 95 grain MC (R380AP) in excellent condition. Lastly is a full box of 50 3D Ammunition commercial reloads 45 ACP
230 grain LRN using Federal brass and in excellent condition. (46016-27E)
2041. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of seven boxes of Western Super Match 38 Special Mid-Range Clean Cutting 148 grain lead
wadcutter ammunition (38SMRP). Each box contains 50 rounds of ammunition, all which rate excellent. The yellow and blue boxes feature
a bullseye logo with red and blue lettering. The boxes all have light foxing and areas of minor flaking to some of the edges. (46016-27F)
2042. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of six boxes of Western Super Match 45 ACP Clean Cutting 210 grain lead semi-wadcutter ammunition (45AMRP). Each box contains 50 rounds all of which are in excellent condition. The boxes are yellow and blue with bullseye logos
and red and blue lettering. The boxes all have minor to moderate foxing and crazing, one is missing the end flaps on one side. (46016-27G)
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2043. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of 232 rounds of surplus 30 M2 (30-06) FMJ ammunition all packed in en-bloc M1 Garand clips.
The ammunition is head stamped to Lake City and dated “72” and appears to all be in excellent condition. Also included are four additional
clips. All are housed in a green 30 cal ammo can. (46016-27H)
2044. C OLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two collectible ammunition boxes. First is a two piece Winchester box for .38
caliber centerfire cartridges. Top is separated from the bottom and the label is becoming loose from around the edges. The top label is light
green with a S&W Top-Break revolver pictured in center. The box has minor foxing and light flaking and contains 25 rounds of .32 caliber
rimfire ammunition and five rounds of the original 38 S&W rounds. The ammunition all has minor to moderate tarnish. The second is also a
two-piece box and is labeled for H.H. Schleber & Co Thread Wound Long-Range Shot Cartridge cases. The box features a green top label
that has light foxing and some light flaking. Included are four of the original cartridges, three still sealed in their yellowed paper wraps, the
fourth is unwrapped. All are in very good condition. (46016-23)
2045. S URPLUS COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of four items. Included are one .50 FMJ dummy round with a “LC
42” headstamp, one dummy 20mm cartridge and two pieces of 20mm brass. All are in about very good condition. Also, five M1 Garand
En-bloc stripper clips, each loaded with eight rounds of various surplus FMJ ammunition. All are housed is a OD green canvas bandolier
marked “MONCO” and dated “1948”. There is an additional pouch attached to the bandolier which is stamped “Dubuque Awning & Tent
Co.” and dated “1945”. All are in excellent condition. (46016-14, 15)
2046. C OLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a full 20 round box of Winchester 375 H&H 300 grain silver tip ammunition.
The box shows a bear on the front along with a round of ammunition and some of the rounds show a few small specks of tarnish. The box
remains in very good condition with the labels remaining mostly intact, one of the tabs having broken off, and showing a few small tears,
scattered crazing, light flaking and some light staining. (207003-1A)
2047. C OLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a partially empty 500 round brick of Remington Kleanbore 22 LR standard
velocity roundnose ammunition. The large box shows a few tears at the edges of the box, scattered crazing, some minor stain spots and
the top right edge being raised. All ten 50 round boxes are present with two being partially empty and reminder being full. The ammunition
shows light to moderate tarnish and the boxes show light to moderate wear overall. (207003-1B)
2048. LOT OF PISTOL AMMUNITION Total of two boxes. The first box is a full 50 round box of PMC 41 Magnum 210 Grain Semi Wadcutter
ammunition with the box showing some wear and dents to the edges and a few of the rounds showing some light oxidation stain specks. The
second box is a full 50 round box of Winchester 10mm Auto 180 Grain Subsonic hollowpoints. The box is marked “FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
USE ONLY NOT FOR RETAIL SALE”, the box shows some light soiling and wear and some of the rounds show light tarnish. (207003-1C)
2049. LOT OF PISTOL AMMUNITION Total of two boxes. The first box is a full 50 round box of Winchester Western Super X 44 Special 246
grain lead round nose ammunition and the second is a partial box of Winchester Western Super X 44 Special 246 grain lead round nose
ammunition that contains 14 rounds of loaded ammunition and 25 rounds of brass. Some of the rounds exhibit minor oxidation specks and
the boxes show light to moderate wear. (207003-1D)
2050. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION Total of two boxes. The first box is a partial 20 round box of Federal 243 Win. 100 grain softpoints that
contains 10 rounds of ammunition and 10 rounds of brass with one of the brass casings showing some light tarnish spots. The second box
is a partial 20 round box of Remington Kleanbore 308 Win. 180 grain softpoints that contains 17 rounds of ammunition. The ammunition
exhibits moderate tarnish and the box itself has one inside flap missing and it shows some crazing, flaking and light tears, while the inside
box shows a large area of tearing on one of the ends. (207003-1E)
2051. C OLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION Lot Total of two boxes. The first box is a full 20 round box of Western Super X 25-35 Win 117 grain
boat tail softpoints. The rounds exhibit varying degrees of tarnish with a few showing tarnish on the primer. The box shows some scattered
light flaking and crazing and one of the inside flaps is missing. A small piece of paper is present that states that due to wartime needs the
Lubaloy bullet had been substituted with similar metal and the paper shows a few tears. The second box is a full 20 round box of Western
Super X 303 Savage 190 grain softpoints with some of the rounds showing light to moderate tarnish. The box is missing two inside and
one of the large outside flaps and it shows a small tear on the one of the edges. The box shows further scattered light flaking, crazing and
some light soiling. (207003-2A)
2052. C OLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION Lot Total of three boxes. The first box is a full 50 round box of Western X 32 ACP 71 grain hollowpoint
ammunition with the rounds exhibit varying levels of tarnish and the box shows some denting on a couple of the edges, some scattered
light flaking and crazing. The second box is a full 50 round box of Remington Kleanbore 32 ACP 71 grain FMJ with the rounds appearing
mostly bright with some showing sparsely scattered light tarnish specks. The box shows some light edge wear and some light soiling. The
third box is a full 50 round box of Western 9mm Luger 125 grain FMJ ammunition with a few of the rounds showing some light tarnish and
the box itself shows some scattered light soiling and minor edge wear and the inside box is beginning to separate on one end. (207003-2B)
2053. C OLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION Lot Total of three boxes. The first box is a mostly empty box of UMC 32 S&W 88 grain lead round nose
and the box shows scattered soiling, some flaking of the labels, some dents and light chips on the inside rim and the number “60” written
in pen on the back and there are 3 rounds of UMC 32 S&W Long roundnose present that show scattered tarnish. The second box is a
partially full 50 round box of Remington UMC 32 S&W 88 grain lead round nose ammunition that contains approximately 48 rounds with
some of the rounds being of Winchester manufacture. The ammunition exhibits varying degrees of tarnish and the box shows scattered
soiling, light flaking and crazing. The third box is a full 50 round box of Winchester 32 S&W lead round nose ammunition with a few of the
rounds being of UMC manufacture. The rounds show varying degrees of tarnish and the box shows tears at a couple of the edges with an
area of missing label, “1397” and “50” penciled on the back and some scattered soiling and light flaking. (207003-2C)
2054. C OLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a single sealed 250 round box of Winchester 22 WRF ammunition. The box
is marked “1986 LIMITIED EDITION CARTRIDGES”, a few of the tabs show light wear and there is some very minor flaking and a minor
tear on top. (207003-2D)
2055. C OLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a single sealed 250 round box of Winchester 22 WRF ammunition. The box is
marked “1986 LIMITED EDITION CARTRIDGES”, a few of the tabs show some light wear, there is a minor tear on top and a couple minor
ink stains. (207003-2E)
2056. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION Total of two boxes. The first is a partial box of Winchester 30 Remington 170 grain softpoints that contains
7 rounds of ammunition. The ammunition appears bright overall and the box shows on the top cover, some scattered flaking and an area
of missing label. The second box is a full 20 round box of Frankford Arsenal 30-06 blanks with the box being marked “Model of 1909” and
“For Model of 1903 Rifle”. The ammunition is on brass stripper clips and both the rounds and clips exhibit tarnish. The box shows scattered
soiling, flaking, a couple spots of missing label, some staining and the top tabs appear missing. (207003-2F)
2057. C OLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION Lot Total of three boxes. The first is a full 50 round box of Remington Kleanbore 32 S&W 88 grain lead
round nose ammunition. The rounds show varying degrees of tarnish and the box shows scattered flaking and crazing and some light edge
wear. The second box is a partial box of Remington Kleanbore 32 S&W lead roundnose that contains approximately 24 rounds with the
rounds exhibiting light tarnish. The box shows some tearing on the tabs, scattered flaking, soiling and crazing. The third box is a full box of
Winchester 32 S&W 85 grain lead roundnose ammunition. The rounds show light to moderate tarnish and the box shows scattered light
flaking and crazing. (207003-2G)
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2058. C OLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION Lot Total of five boxes. The first box is a full newer 5 round box of Remington 20 gauge 3/4” rifled slugs
with the rounds exhibiting light to moderate tarnish. The second is a partial 5 round box of Western Super X 410 2 1/2” rifled slugs with
three rounds being present and showing light to moderate tarnish and the box shows some light soiling and scuffing. The third box is a full
5 round box of Remington Express 20 gauge 2 1/2” rifled slugs with the rounds exhibiting light tarnish and the box showing some light tears
around the tabs, some scuffing and light flaking. The fourth is a full 25 round box of Western Super X 20 gauge 2 3/4” 7 1/2 shot magnum
with the rounds showing some light soiling and light tarnish. The box shows scattered soiling, some scuffing and wear at tabs. The fifth box
is a full 25 round box of Winchester 25 round 12 Gauge 2 shot with the rounds showing varying degrees of tarnish and soiling. The box
shows some denting on the sides, some scuffing, soiling, and light tears at the corners. (207003-2H)
2059. C OLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION Lot Total of 14 boxes. 13 of the boxes are Singapore made 12 round 38/200 boxes that are marked
“REVOLVER/0.380 2Z/12 ROUNDS/CIS” with one box containing only 9 rounds and the remaining appearing full. The rounds appear
mostly bright and the boxes showing light wear dents, and scuffing. The last box is full 50 round box of surplus 38/200 ammunition that
are headstamped “K/380 2Z” and they may be Kynoch made or Kirkee arsenal made. The rounds exhibit tarnish, the box lacks a top cover
and it is taped together on the ends and it shows scattered soiling and some tearing at the edges. (207003-2I)
2060. C OLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION Lot Total of 14 boxes. Seven of the boxes are partially full and the other seven are full. The first box is a
partial 20 round round box of CCI 22 LR Shotshells with 14 rounds being present. The next four boxes are full 50 round boxes of Western
Xpert 22 LR 40 grain lead round nose ammunition with some of the rounds exhibiting light tarnish and the boxes showing light scuffing
and soiling and one of the boxes is marked “3191” in marker. The next box is partial 50 round box of Western Xpert 22 LR 40 grain lead
roundnose bullets that contains approximately 29 rounds. The rounds appear mostly bright and the inner box is beginning to separate
at its ends and outside box shows scattered soiling and scuffs. The next two boxes are full 50 round boxes of Western Super X 22 Long
Lubaloy ammunition. Some of the rounds show scattered tarnish and the boxes both show scuffing and edge wear and one of the boxes
has the remnants of tape and some flaking areas and the inside box is coming apart. The next two boxes are full 50 round boxes of Western
Super Match Mark II 22 LR 40 grain lead round nose. A few of the rounds show oxidation at their tips and scattered light tarnish and the
boxes show some light soiling and scuffing. The next box is a partial 50 round box of Western Mark III Super Match 22 LR that contains
approximately 47 rounds. Some of the rounds exhibit light tarnish and the box shows scattered scuffing, some wear to the corners and
“2A” in pencil on top. The next is a partial 50 round box of Western 22 LR No. 12 shot with approximately 37 rounds. The rounds appear
mostly bright and the box shows some scuffing and wear to the edges. The next box is a partial 50 round box of Western Super X 22 Long
29 grain Lubaloy ammunition. Some of the rounds exhibit light tarnish and the box shows scattered scuffing, light flaking and edge wear.
The last box is a partial 50 round box of Winchester 29 grain Kopperklad 22 Long ammunition that contains approximately 30 rounds. The
rounds show light to moderate tarnish and the box shows scattered light soiling and scuffing. (207003-2J)
2061. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION Lot Total of 18 boxes. Six of the boxes are full 50 round boxes of Peters 22 Short high velocity ammunition.
The ammunition remains mostly bright and the boxes show light edge wear. The next three boxes are partial 50 round boxes of Peters 22
Short High velocity ammunition with one containing approximately 48 rounds, the second approximately 30 rounds and the last approximately
45 rounds. The ammunition appears mostly bright and two of the boxes show light scuffing, edge wear and light soiling with the third box
showing heavier soiling, a few small tears and heavier scuffing. The next two boxes are full 50 round boxes of Remington Kleanbore HiSpeed 22 Short. The rounds appear mostly bright and the boxes show some scuffing, light soiling and edge wear. The next box is a full 50
round box of Remington Kleanbore Standard Velocity 22 Short lead round nose ammunition. The ammunition appears mostly bright and
the box shows some tears, dents at the edges, scattered flaking and scuffing. The next box is a full 50 round box of Remington Hi-Speed
22 Short Goldenbullet ammunition. The rounds exhibit light tarnish and the box shows some denting at one end, scattered soiling and
scuffing. The next box is a full 50 round box of Winchester Super speed 22 short. The rounds remain mostly bright and the box is missing
one of its ends, the box also shows scattered soiling and some scuffing. The next box is a full 50 round box of Western Super X 22 Short.
The rounds show some light tarnish and the box shows some scuffing, edge wear and part of a price sticker on back. The next box is a
full 50 round box of Winchester Super Speed 22 Short. The rounds appear mostly bright and the box shows light soiling and scuffing. The
next box is a full 50 round box of Winchester Leader 22 Short round nose. The ammunition shows light tarnish and one of the ends shows
some denting, the other end has a price sticker, there is some light soiling, scuffing and edge wear. The last box is a partial 50 round box
of Hy-Score 22 Subsonic BB Caps with approximately 35 rounds present. The rounds remain mostly bright and the box shows a few tears,
soiling, scuffing, a price sticker and a few areas of denting. (207003-2K)
2062. ASSORTED AMMUNITION Lot Total of five boxes and two speedloaders. The first box is a full 10 round box of CCI 44 Magnum Shotshells. The second box is a partial 20 round box of Remington Kleanbore 44 Mag 240 grain softpoints. The rounds exhibit light to moderate
tarnish and the box has a price sticker on top and some edge wear, light scuffing and flaking. The next two boxes are two full 50 round
boxes of 38 Special brass. The brass appears to be of mixed headstamps with some being nickel plated and one of the boxes being Western
Super match and the other Remington Kleanbore, with the latter showing a missing edge and both showing scattered edge wear, scuffing
and flaking. The next box is a partial 50 round box of assorted 38 Special brass with 41 pieces present. The brass appears to be mixed with
the balance being nickel plated and the box is a Western 38 Special Mid Rang box that is missing its ends, the box also shows tape on the
ends of the inner box, scattered flaking, crazing and soiling. There are 11 rounds of Remington 44 Magnum hollowpoints included. These
rounds are of an unknown weight and they are on HKS 29 6-shot speedloaders. (207003-1F)
2063
2063. V INTAGE AMMUNITION BOX This lot consists of an empty twopiece Winchester 50 round box of 22 Automatic. The right side of the
box is marked “TRADE/WINCHESTERSMOKELESS/MARK” with a red
backdrop and the right side is marked “WINCHESTER/TRADEMARK/.22
AUTOMATIC/WINCHESTER/MAKE”. The box shows an area of tearing on
the back but the label is still present, some faint pencil marks on bottom
and there is scattered light soiling and some light scuffing. A nice lot for
the ammunition collector. (207003-2L)
2064. P ISTOL AMMUNITION Total of four boxes. The first two boxes are
cigar boxes both containing approximately 195 rounds of surplus 45 ACP.
The headstamps appear to mostly be World War Two-era Frankford arsenal
and the ammunition shows varying degrees of tarnish. The next box is a
full 50 round box of Western 45 ACP 230 grain FMJ. The rounds show
light to moderate areas of tarnish, and the box shows a couple minor
tears at the edges, the remnants of tape on the edges, along with some
scuffing, flaking and light soiling. The fourth box is a cigar box that contains approximately 150 rounds of mixed 45 ACP with most being
surplus of varying dates and makers and approximately six being cupro-nickel and the ammunition exhibits varying degrees of tarnish,
some being moderate. (207003-1G)
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2065. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION Lot This lot consists of a full 25 round box of brass Winchester 12 Ga. 00 Buck shotshells. The shotshells
exhibit light tarnish and the plain cardboard box is marked “25 SHELLS, SHOTGUN/12 GAGE, BRASS/No. 00 BUCKSHOT/LOT W.R.A
22024”. The box shows some tearing at the edges, some light scuffing and soiling. A neat lot for the cartridge collector. (207003-2M)
2066. C OLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION Lot Total of 13 boxes. The first four boxes are full 50 round boxes of Remington Kleanbore 22 LR
roundnose ammunition. The rounds appear mostly bright and the boxes show light scuffing and wear. The next four boxes are full 50 round
Remington 22 LR Goldenbullet hollowpoints. The rounds remain mostly bright and the boxes show overall light wear and scuffing with one
box showing an area of denting. The next two boxes are full 50 round Remington Kleanbore 22 LR round nose ammunition. Some of the
rounds exhibit light tarnish and one of the boxes is missing its left cover and shows some dents, while both boxes show light scuffing and
soiling. The next box is a partial 50 round box of Remington 22 LR Hi speed hollowpoints with approximately 29 rounds with one being
Remington lead round nose. The ammunition exhibits light tarnish specks and the box shows some scuffing and soiling. The next box is a
full 50 round box of Remington Kleanbore 22 LR Shot. The rounds appear mostly bright and the box shows some scuffing, light soiling and
an area of flaking. The last box is a mixed partial 50 round box of Winchester and Remington 22 LR containing approximately 30 rounds
of both lead and copper nose ammunition. The ammunition shows scattered light-to-moderate tarnish and it is housed in Remington HiSpeed Goldenbullet box that shows scattered scuffing and soiling. 10 of the boxes are housed in a Remington Kleanbore brick box that has
a broken end and shows some tearing at a couple of the edges, scattered scuffing and soiling. (207003-2N)
2067. ASSORTED LOT OF AMMUNITION Total of three boxes. The first box is two-piece cardboard box that contains 33 rounds of Super-X
218 Bee hollowpoint with some rounds exhibiting light tarnish. The next box is a full 50 round Winchester Super Speed 218 Bee 46 grain
hollowpoints with some of the rounds being Western made with “Super-X” headstamps. The rounds exhibit light tarnish and the inside box
shows a couple areas of tearing, both of the flaps are broken on the outside box and the box shows a few light tears, scattered soiling and
scuffing. The last box is a full 50 round box of Remington Kleanbore 22 Hornet 54 grain softpoints. The rounds exhibit light tarnish and the
box shows some scuffing, light dents and minor tears. (207003-2N)
2068. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 82 rds. of .50 BMG: (64) of excellent condition 750 gr. A-MAX with silver tips and Winchester head stamps dated 2008; (6) of tracer (red tip) with Lake City head stamps; (2) of armor piercing incendiary (silver tip) with Des
Moines head stamps. The last two listings rate very good with light tarnish on some. The items are housed in an M&M Case Gard plastic
carry case. (76724-348A)
2069. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 82 rds. of .50 BMG: (14) of US M2 armor piercing (black tip) with Lake City 2004 head
stamps; (44) of armor piercing incendiary (silver tip) with Des Moines head stamps dated 2004; (20) of ball with 2007 Yugoslavian head
stamps; (4) of Lake City tracer (red tip) dated 2004. The overall condition is very good to excellent and the ammunition is housed in an
M&M Case Gard plastic carry case. (76724-348B)
2070. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 82 rds. of .50 BMG ball with mixed Winchester and Lake City head stamps . The overall
condition is about very good and the ammunition comes in a plastic carry case by M&M Case Gard. (76724-348C)
2071. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 92 rds. of .50 BMG armor piercing incendiary (silver tip) with Des Moines head stamps dated
2004. The ammunition rates very good plus. (76724-348D)
2072. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of 92 rds. of .50 BMG armor piercing incendiary (silver tip) with Des Moines head stamps dated
2004 and in very good plus condition. (76724-348E)
2073. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 98 rds. of .50 BMG: (80) of armor piercing incendiary with 2004 dated Des Moines factory
headstamps; (13) of tracer (red tip) with mainly Lake City head stamps; (5) of 2001 dated Lake City M2 armor piercing (black tip). The
overall condition is very good plus. (76727-348F)
2074. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 115 rds. of .50 BMG: (60) of excellent condition 750 gr. A-MAX with silver tips and Winchester head stamps; (55) of ball with mainly Lake City head stamps and rating very good. (76727-348G)
2075. LOT OF 9MM STEYR AMMUNITION This lot consist of one full and one partial box of 9x23mm Steyr ammunition. Both Kraft-type
boxes have been opened and are stamped “Made in Austria”. They contain 18 and 17 rounds ammunition respectively with most bearing the
head stamp of “F N *” and four with “RWS / 9mm St. / 1935”. Two rounds have indented primers and were duds. Overall, the ammunition
rates excellent with a few exhibiting light oxidation around the head. (106520-4089A)
2076. LOT OF BRASS This lot includes ten 50 round boxes of 44 Magnum fired brass. There are seven full boxes of Fiocchi brass one partial
box of Fiocchi brass containing 30 casings, and two partial boxes of Ultramax Match brass one containing 45 casings, the other 48, all in
good overall condition. (107497-2)
2077. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION This lot includes two full 50 round boxes of Champion 45 Auto, 230 gr., FMJ RN aluminum cased
cartridges in excellent condition. (107497-1)
2078. LOT OF WESTERN AMMUNITION This lot includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X 303 Savage, 190 gr., Silvertip cartridges. The
white boxes with red and blue lettering rate excellent and the cartridges remain mostly bright with varying levels of light tarnish on the brass
also in excellent condition. (108218-12)
2079. LOT OF WESTERN AMMUNITION This lot includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X 303 Savage, 190 gr., Silvertip cartridges. The
white boxes with red and blue lettering rate excellent and the cartridges remain mostly bright with varying levels of light tarnish on the brass
also in excellent condition. (108218-12A)
2080. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot includes two full 20 round boxes of Express 303 Savage, 180 gr. Core-Lokt SP cartridges
in the red and green boxes. The boxes rate excellent and the cartridges remain mostly bright with some having very light tarnish on the
brass in overall excellent condition. (108218-12B)
2081. LOT OF WESTERN AMMUNITION This lot includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X 303 Savage, 190 gr., Silvertip cartridges. The
white boxes with red and blue lettering rate excellent and the cartridges remain mostly bright with varying levels of light tarnish on the brass
also in excellent condition. (108218-12C)
2082. LOT OF HORNADY CUSTOM AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ / RN cartridges with
bright casings in excellent condition. (108101-14)
2083. LOT OF HORNADY CUSTOM AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ / RN cartridges with
bright casings in excellent condition. (108101-14A)
2084. LOT OF HORNADY CUSTOM AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ / RN cartridges with
bright casings in excellent condition. (108101-15)
2085. LOT OF HORNADY CUSTOM AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ / RN cartridges with
bright casings in excellent condition. (108101-15A)
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2086. LOT OF HORNADY CUSTOM AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ / RN cartridges with
bright casings in excellent condition. (108101-16)
2087. LOT OF HORNADY CUSTOM AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ / RN cartridges with
bright casings in excellent condition. (108101-16A)
2088. LOT OF WINCHESTER SUPER-X AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 185 gr., Silvertip HP cartridges
with bright casings in excellent condition. (108101-39)
2089. LOT OF WINCHESTER SUPER-X AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 185 gr., Silvertip HP cartridges
with bright casings in excellent condition. (108101-39A)
2090. LOT OF HORNADY CUSTOM AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 25 round boxes of 357 Magnum, 158 gr., JHP / XTP cartridges
with nickel-brass casings in excellent condition. (108101-7)
2091. LOT OF HORNADY CUSTOM AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 25 round boxes of 357 Magnum, 158 gr., JHP / XTP cartridges
with nickel-brass casings in excellent condition. (108101-7A)
2092. LOT OF HORNADY CUSTOM AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 25 round boxes 357 Magnum, 125 gr., JHP / XTP cartridges
with nickel-brass casings in excellent condition. (108101-7B)
2093. LOT OF HORNADY CUSTOM AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 25 round boxes of 357 Magnum, 125 gr., JHP / XTP cartridges
with nickel-brass casings in excellent condition. (108101-7C)
2094. LOT OF BLACK HILLS REMANUFACTURED AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 38 Special, 125 gr., JHP
cartridges. The Federal headstamp nickel-brass +P cartridges are in overall excellent condition. (108101-19)
2095. LOT OF BLACK HILLS REMANUFACTURED AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 38 Special, 125 gr., JHP
cartridges. The Federal headstamp nickel-brass +P cartridges are in overall excellent condition. (108101-19A)
2096. LOT OF WOLF AMMUNITION This lot includes nine full 20 round boxes of steel cased 7.62x39mm FMJ cartridges in overall excellent
condition. (106627-8)
2097. LOT OF BLACK HILLS REMANUFACTURED AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 124 gr., FMJ cartridges. Each box contains either a mixture of nickel-brass and or brass cartridges in overall excellent condition. (108101-22C)
2098. LOT OF BLACK HILLS REMANUFACTURED AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 124 gr., FMJ
cartridges. Each box contains an assortment of nickel-brass and or brass cartridges and remains in excellent condition. (108101-22B)
2099. LOT OF BLACK HILLS REMANUFACTURED AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 124 gr., FMJ cartridges. Each box contains an assortment of nickel-brass and or brass cartridges in overall excellent condition. (108101-22)
2100. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges. The cartridges
are in white boxes marked made in U.S.A. and remain in excellent condition. (108101-31)
2101. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges. They come in
white boxes with made in the U.S.A. logo and remain in excellent condition. (108101-31A)
2102. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 124 gr., BEB (brass enclosed base) cartridges.
These “Win Clean” cartridges come in the white box marked made in the U.S.A. and have varying amounts of light tarnish on the brass and
remain in near excellent condition. (108101-30)
2103. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of “Win Clean” 9mm, 124 gr., BEB cartridges. They are in
the white made in the U.S.A. marked boxes, with varying levels of very light tarnish on the brass, in overall excellent condition. (108101-30A)
2104. LOT OF BLACK HILLS REMANUFACTURED AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of .357 Magnum, 158 gr., brass
cased cartridges. There are three full boxes of semi-wadcutter and one box of jacketed hollow points all in overall excellent condition. (108101-38B)
2105. LOT OF BLACK HILLS REMANUFACTURED AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of .357 Magnum, 158 gr.,
brass cased cartridges. There are two full boxes of jacketed hollow point and one full semi-wadcutter, and one full CNL (Conical-Nose-Lead)
all showing varying amounts of light tarnish in overall excellent condition. (108101-38C)
2106. LOT OF BLACK HILLS REMANUFACTURED AMMUNITION This lot includes six full 50 round boxes of 38 Special. There are two
boxes of 125 gr., JHP nickel-brass cartridges, two boxes of 148 gr., Match Wadcutter nickel-brass cartridges, one box of assorted nickel
and or brass 158 gr., Semi-Wadcutter, and one box of brass cased 125 gr., JHP+P cartridges all in overall excellent condition. (108101-38A)
2107. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 30 carbine, 110 gr., metal cased cartridges in overall
excellent condition. (108101-38)
2108. LOT OF BLACK HILLS REMANUFACTURED AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of mixed brass and nickel-brass 38 Special, 158 gr., Semi-Wadcutter cartridges in overall excellent condition. (108101-9)
2109. LOT OF BLACK HILLS REMANUFACTURED AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of mixed brass and nickel-brass 38 Special, 158 gr., Semi-Wadcutter cartridges in overall excellent condition. (108101-9A)
2110. L
 OT OF BLACK HILLS REMANUFACTURED AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 124 gr., FMJ cartridges. They are mixtures of brass and nickel-brass casings in overall excellent condition. (108101-11)
2111. LOT OF BLACK HILLS REMANUFACTURED AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of mixed brass and nickel-brass 9mm, 124 gr., FMJ cartridges in overall excellent condition. (108101-11A)
2112. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 200 gr., JHP/XTP cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-6)
2113. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 200 gr., JHP/XTP cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-6A)
2114. LOT OF WINCHESTER SUPREME AMMUNITION This lot includes three full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 230 gr., SXT cartridges in
excellent condition. (108101-4)
2115. LOT OF WINCHESTER SUPREME AMMUNITION This lot includes three full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 230 gr., SXT cartridges in
excellent condition. (108101-4A)
2116. LOT OF WINCHESTER SUPREME AMMUNITION This lot includes three full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 230 gr., SXT cartridges in
excellent condition. (108101-4B)
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2117. LOT OF WINCHESTER “WIN CLEAN” AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., BEB (brass enclosed
base) cartridges in overall excellent condition. (108101-23)
2118. LOT OF WINCHESTER “WIN CLEAN” AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., BEB (brass enclosed
base) cartridges in overall excellent condition. (108101-23A)
2119. LOT OF WINCHESTER “WIN CLEAN” AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., BEB (brass enclosed
base) cartridges in overall excellent condition. (108101-24)
2120. LOT OF WINCHESTER “WIN CLEAN” AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., BEB (brass enclosed
base) cartridges in overall excellent condition. (108101-24A)
2121. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges. The cartridges
are in white boxes marked made in U.S.A. and remain in excellent condition. (108101-31B)
2122. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges. The cartridges
are in white boxes marked made in U.S.A. and remain in excellent condition. (108101-31C)
2123. LOT OF WINCHESTER “WIN CLEAN” AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., BEB (brass enclosed
base) cartridges in overall excellent condition. (108101-25)
2124. LOT OF WINCHESTER “WIN CLEAN” AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., BEB (brass enclosed
base) cartridges in overall excellent condition. (108101-25A)
2125. LOT OF COR BON AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 38 Special, 147 gr., Performance Match cartridges in
overall excellent condition. (108101-27)
2126. LOT OF COR BON AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 38 Special, 147 gr., Performance Match cartridges in
overall excellent condition. (108101-27A)
2127. LOT OF COR BON AMMUNITION This lot includes six full 20 round boxes of 38 Special, 147 gr., Performance Match cartridges in
overall excellent condition. (108101-27B)
2128. LOT OF COR BON DPX AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 160 gr., DPX cartridges in overall excellent
condition. (108101-32)
2129. LOT OF COR BON DPX AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 160 gr., DPX cartridges in overall excellent
condition. (108101-32A)
2130. LOT OF COR BON DPX AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 160 gr., DPX cartridges in overall excellent
condition. (108101-32B)
2131. LOT OF COR BON DPX AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 160 gr., DPX cartridges in overall excellent
condition. (108101-32C)
2132. LOT OF SPEER GOLD DOT AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of 9mm+P, 124 gr., GDHP cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-9AA)
2133. LOT OF SPEER GOLD DOT AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of 9mm+P, 124 gr., GDHP cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-9AB)
2134. LOT OF SPEER GOLD DOT AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of 9mm+P, 124 gr., GDHP cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-9AC)
2135. LOT OF SPEER GOLD DOT AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of 9mm+P, 124 gr., GDHP cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-9AD)
2136. LOT OF SPEER GOLD DOT AMMUNITION This Lot includes four full 50 round boxes of 9mm+P 124 gr., GDHP cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-9AE)
2137. LOT OF SPEER GOLD DOT AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of 9mm+P, 124 gr., GDHP cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-9AF)
2138. LOT OF SPEER GOLD DOT AMMUNITION This Lot includes four full 50 round boxes of 9mm+P, 124 gr., GDHP cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-9AG)
2139. LOT OF SPEER GOLD DOT AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of 9mm+P, 124 gr., GDHP cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-9AH)
2140. LOT OF SPEER GOLD DOT AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of 9mm+P, 124 gr., GDHP cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-9AI)
2141. LOT OF SPEER GOLD DOT AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of 9mm+P, 124 gr., GDHP cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-9AJ)
2142. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 124 gr., JHP cartridges. These are new
commercial manufactured rounds with BHA headstamps in overall excellent condition. (108101-26)
2143. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 124 gr., JHP cartridges. These are new
commercial manufactured rounds with BHA headstamps in overall excellent condition. (108101-26A)
2144. LOT OF HORNADY CUSTOM AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 25 round boxes of 9mm, 124 gr., JHP/XTP cartridges in
excellent condition. (108101-4AA)
2145. LOT OF HORNADY CUSTOM AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 25 round boxes of 9mm, 124 gr., JHP/XTP cartridges in
excellent condition. (108101-4AB)
2146. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 25 round boxes of 223 Rem., 75 gr., BTHP Match cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-35)
2147. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 25 round boxes of 223 Rem., 75 gr., BTHP Match cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-35A)
2148. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot includes two sealed full 100 round value packs of 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ
cartridges. (108101-3)
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2149. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot includes three sealed full 100 round value packs of 45 ACP, 230 FMJ cartridges. One
of the boxes has a split corner and it appears to not have affected the cartridges. (108101-3A)
2150. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot includes three full sealed 100 round value packs of 40 S&W, 165 gr., FMJ cartridges
in excellent condition. (108101-34)
2151. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot includes two full sealed 100 round value packs of 40 S&W, 165 gr., FMJ cartridges in
excellent condition. (108101-34A)
2152. LOT OF WINCHESTER “WIN CLEAN” AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., BEB cartridges in
excellent condition. (108101-25)
2153. LOT OF WINCHESTER “WIN CLEAN” AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., BEB cartridges in
excellent condition. (108101-25A)
2154. LOT OF PMC AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 45 ACP. First are three boxes of 230 gr., FMJ cartridges. Second is a box of 200 gr., FMJSWC cartridges and third is a box of 185 gr., JHP cartridges all remain in near excellent condition. (108101-10)
2155. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes four full boxes of .45 ACP. First are two 20 round boxes of Hornady .45 ACP, 200 gr., JHP /
XTP cartridges. Second is a full 50 round box of Cor Bon .45 ACP +P, 230 gr., JHP cartridges. Third is a 50 round box of Cor Bon .45 ACP,
200 gr., FMJ Match cartridges all in excellent condition. (108101-36)
2156. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes five boxes of .45 ACP in a large green ammunition can. First are two full 50 round boxes of
Black Hills Ammunition .45 ACP, 185 gr., JHP cartridges. Second is a full 50 round box of Black Hills .45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges. Third
is a full 50 round box of Winchesters “Win Clean” .45 ACP, 230 gr., BEB cartridges. Fourth is a full 50 round box of Winchester Target 45
ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges all with bright brass in excellent condition. Included is an OD green military ammunition can. (108101-36A)
2157. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION This lot includes an assortment of ball and commercial cartridges to include 22 LR, 8mm,
30-06, 308 and 45 ACP. There are 6 1/2lbs of assorted loose cartridges, 80 rounds of ball 30-06 in Enbloc clips and a 10 round belt pack
of Federal 308 all varying in condition from good to excellent. (108101-36B)
2158. LOT OF COR BON AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 38 Special, 147 gr., Performance Match cartridges with
some of the brass casings having light tarnish in overall excellent condition. (108101-28)
2159. LOT OF COR BON AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 38 Special, 147 gr., Performance Match cartridges in
overall excellent condition. (108101-28A)
2160. LOT OF COR BON AMMUNITION This lot includes six full 20 round boxes of 38 Special, 147 gr., Performance Match cartridges in
overall excellent condition. (108101-28B)
2161. LOT OF COR BON DPX AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 9mm+P, 115 gr., DPX cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-33)
2162. LOT OF COR BON DPX AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 9mm+P, 115 gr., DPX cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-33A)
2163. LOT OF COR BON DPX AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 9mm+P, 115 gr., DPX cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-33B)
2164. LOT OF COR BON DPX AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 9mm+P, 115 gr., DPX cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-33C)
2165. LOT OF COR BON DPX AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 9mm+P, 115 gr., DPX cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-33D)
2166. LOT OF COR BON DPX AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 9mm+P, 115 gr., DPX cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-33E)
2167. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of “TAP” 223 Rem., 75 gr., TAP / FPD cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-17)
2168. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of “TAP” 223 Rem., 75 gr., TAP /FPD cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-17A)
2169. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 25 round boxes of 38 Special, 158 gr., JHP / XTP cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-18)
2170. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 25 round boxes of 38 Special, 158 gr., JHP / XTP cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-18A)
2171. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 200 gr., JHP / XTP cartridges with some light
tarnish on some of the lead in near excellent condition. (108101-5)
2172. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 200 gr., JHP / XTP cartridges with some having
light tarnish on the lead in near excellent condition. (108101-5A)
2173. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot includes two full 50 round boxes of 223 Rem., 69 gr., Match King HP cartridges in
overall excellent condition. (108101-8E)
2174. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot includes two full 50 round boxes of 223 Rem., 69 gr., Match King HP cartridges in
overall excellent condition. (108101-8EA)
2175. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., JHP+P cartridges in overall excellent
condition. (108101-8C)
2176. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., JHP+P cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-8CA)
2177. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., JHP+P cartridges in excellent
condition. (108101-8CB)
2178. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of assorted 9mm ammunition. First are two full boxes
of remanufactured 115 gr., FMJ cartridges. Second are three full 50 round boxes to include the following configurations: 124 gr., JHP, 147
gr., Subsonic JHP, and 115 gr., FMJ cartridges all in excellent condition. (108101-8AB)
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2179. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of assorted 9mm ammunition. First are two full boxes
of remanufactured 9mm 115 gr., FMJ. Second are two full 147 gr., Subsonic JHP and last is a single box of 124 gr., JHP cartridges all in
overall excellent condition. (108101-8ACD)
2180. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of assorted 9mm ammunition. First are two full boxes
of remanufactured 9mm 115 gr., FMJ. Second are two full 147 gr., Subsonic JHP and last is a single box of 124 gr., JHP cartridges all in
overall excellent condition. (108101-8ACD1)
2181. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of assorted 9mm ammunition. First are two full boxes
of remanufactured 9mm 115 gr., FMJ. Second are two full 147 gr., Subsonic JHP and last is a single box of 124 gr., JHP cartridges all in
overall excellent condition. (108101-8ACD2)
2182. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 45 Colt, 225 gr., Silvertip cartridges with some
showing light tarnish along the brass in overall excellent condition. (108101-2)
2183. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 45 Colt, 225 gr., Silvertip cartridges with some
showing light tarnish along the brass in overall excellent condition. (108101-2A)
2184. LOT OF MIXED SHOTSHELLS This lot includes a bag containing 80 assorted loose 12 ga., shotshells and eight 5 round boxes of assorted 12 ga., shotshells. The bag is a mixture of plastic and paper hulls containing a variety of shot from multiple manufacturers in varying
conditions. Also included are (3) full five round boxes of Remington Express 12 ga., 2 3/4” rifled slugs, (1) Remington Slugger 12 ga., 2
3/4”, HPRS, (1) Winchester Super-X 12 ga., 2 3/4”, HPRS, (1) Federal Magnum 12 ga., 2 3/4”, 00 Buck, (1) Federal Hi-Shok Slug 12 ga., 2
3/4”, HPRS, and (1) Federal Magnum 12 ga., 2 3/4”, No. 4 Buckshot all in very good to excellent condition. (107917-10)
2185. LOT OF BB CAPS This lot includes four full boxes. First is a full 100 count one-piece box of United States Cartridge Company No.1
bullet breech caps. The box remains in near excellent condition aside from some light dirt staining, minor scuffing along the edges, and a
piece of tape added to keep one flap closed. Second are three full 100 count two-piece boxes of Unites States Cartridge Company bullet
breech caps marked “Special” and are in natural colored boxes with black stenciled lettering in overall excellent condition. (107917-10A)
2186. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER CENTERFIRE AMMUNITION This lot includes a variety of loose and boxed cartridges. First are 27
loose Western head stamped 44-40 cartridges. They are in overall good condition with dull color brass and flat nose bullets. Second are 19
Assorted Winchester 7mm Mauser cartridges to include 17 Super-Speed and 2 Super-X headstamps all in very good condition. Third is a
partial 20 round box of federal Hi-Power 35 Rem., 200 gr., SP cartridges with varying levels of light tarnish on the brass. Fourth is a full 20
round box of Remington High Velocity 35 Rem., 200 gr., SP Core-Lokt cartridges with overall dull colored brass with some having varying
levels of oxidation. Last are 10 assorted head stamp 35 Rem., cartridges that vary in condition from good to very good, all having varied
amounts of tarnish on the brass. (107917-10B)
2187. W INCHESTER BOX OF 10 GAUGE “RIVAL” BRASS SHOTGUN SHELLS This
2187
lot contains an opened but full two piece cardboard box with deep red wraparound label
and black printing contains all twenty five 2 7/8” 10 gauge Rival brass shells with plain
cardboard top wads. The June 1917 dated box indicates 300-325 grains of black powder
with no mention of projectile size or weight. The overall condition rates very good with
the bottom label remaining about 75% intact with folded corners on the side and bottom
labels and faint dirt and age staining. (1X58275-9)
2188. LOT SURPLUS CARTRIDGES This lot includes an assortment of ball cartridges and
moon clips. There are two 9mm cartridges with ‘43 and ‘44 dated headstamps one with
black lacquered finish the other clear. Second are five ‘49 dated Israeli surplus 8mm
Mauser cartridges. Third are 4 moon clips retaining near all of their blue finish, in excellent
condition. Fourth are two, 8 round En-bloc clips filled with surplus 30 caliber ball cartridges. These items are in overall very good to excellent condition. (1X106229-A23FG)
2189. S HOTSHELL AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three assorted boxes of
20 gauge ammunition. Included is a partial box of Remington 2 3/4” containing 14
rounds of Express #7 1/2, one partial box of Remington 2 3/4” #6 Express Long
Range with 20 rounds, and a full box of five Remington 2 3/4” slugs. All are in very
good to excellent condition, some have light oxidation around the brass bases of
the hulls. (1X47857-21S19875B1)
2190. D UMMY ORDNANCE LOT This lot consists of 295 linked rds. of dummy 7.62mm
(308) ammunition. The rounds each have varying amounts of tarnish and surface oxidation with the links having areas of light surface
oxidation as well. Two spare links are also included. (3X44132-1C)
2191. P ISTOL AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a single box of pistol ammunition and three full boxes of brass. First is a full 50 rd. box
of reloaded 10mm pistol ammunition by Continental Arms Co. in Cranston, RI. The rounds rate very good to near excellent. The three boxes
of brass are all 38 Special casings, some with fired primers, some without, in varying conditions of fair to very good. (3X156924-19,20)
2192. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains a partial 20 round box of Superior Ammunition (currently manufacturing ammunition in Summerville, S.C.) containing 15 assorted remanufactured cartridges. The cartridges are color coded along the head with green, black, red and
blue stripes and the box is labeled “375 H&H, 260 gr., Nos Accubond sample pack”. The cartridges have bright clean brass and remain in
excellent condition. (3X107422-19B)
2193. COLLECTOR AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes six loose .32 cal teat-fire cartridges that show varying levels of tarnish and the cartridges are for use in the Moore’s Patent Revolver. The Moore Caliber .32 teat-fire, which used a unique cartridge to get around the Rollin White
patent owned by Horace Smith and Daniel Wesson, proved very popular during the Civil War, with both soldiers and civilians. (1X218037-3)
2194. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of 22 lr: (1) of Peters Target standard velocity rating bright excellent
and with box virtually free of blemishes as it was wrapped until the time of this inspection; (1) of Remington Yellow Jacket hyper velocity;
(1) of Western Super X extra power. Also included are eight mixed loose rds. of 22 LR. The overall condition is excellent. (3X77844-7)
2195. L
 OT OF 22 LR AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full or partially full boxes of mixed manufacturer 22 LR. First is one full and one
partial (18 rounds) blue and yellow box of Winchester Leader Staynless LRN cartridges showing some light tarnish with missing end-flaps
and some wear and tear to the box corners and edges. Second is a full blue, yellow and red box of Winchester LRN cartridges with copper
colored cases and both the box and cartridges are in excellent condition. Third is a full yellow box of Western Xpert 40 gr. LRN cartridges
with both the box and cartridges in excellent condition. Next is a full yellow box of Winchester Super-Speed 40 gr. copper jacketed RN
cartridges that are in excellent condition and the box shows some light wear. And last is a partially full (47 rounds) red box of Monark LRN
cartridges showing some mild tarnish and the box in near excellent condition showing some light wear. (1X127644-101C)
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2196. LOT OF RIMFIRE CARTRIDGES This lot includes a full 500 round brick of Remington 22 LR High Velocity rimfire cartridges. There
are ten full 50 round boxes in the green and yellow sleeve that has a few light scuffs and rounded corners. The cartridges vary in condition
from very good to excellent with some having light amounts of tarnish. (1X106627-2R)
2197. LOT OF 9MM AMMUNITION Four boxes total. First is an unopened buff colored box containing 35 cartridges. The box is marked “9mm
/ Ball / Mk 2z” and stamped “RG 19-11-57A”. Next is an unopened blue box marked “9mm kptr m/39” that appears to hold 36 cartridges.
Third is a full 50 round buff colored box of Western 9mm (9x19) ball ammunition with lot “WCC02D035-020P marked on the box. Fourth is a
full 16 round buff colored box of 9mm (9x19) ball ammunition with steel cases with “44 dnh” head stamps. The box has a blue label marked
“1944 dnh 57”. The visible ammunition is in about excellent condition as are the boxes with some minor handling blemishes. (1X127644-101H)
2198. LOT OF 9MM AMMUNITION Four boxes total. First are two 25 round boxes (one is unopened) of 9x19 copper plated ball ammunition
with a “11 / 52” head stamp. The buff colored boxes are marked in Russian. Next are two opened boxes of 9x19 copper plated ball ammunition with a “POF / 87” head stamp. The boxes are dated 1987. All the cartridges are in excellent condition and the box condition ranges
from very good to about excellent. (127644-101)
2199. LOT OF 45 MILITARY AMMUNITION Four 20 round boxes, three full and one partially full. First is one full “1925 National Match”
marked box of Frankford Arsenal 45 ACP ball cartridges with a partially opened box and the visible cartridges showing a light tarnish. Next
is sealed box of Western Cartridge Co. 45 ACP Ball ammunition Lot 6130 with light wear to the box. Third is a partial box (18 rounds) of
Peters Cartridge Co. 45 ACP ball cartridges in near excellent condition and the box is in very good condition with an open top. And last is
a full “Cartridge Shot Caliber 45 M12” marked box from Evansville Ordnance Plant. The bullets are paper filled with shot for hunting small
game. The box is missing both end-flaps and is in otherwise near excellent condition with light wear. (1X127644-101M)
2200. LOT OF 45 MILITARY AMMUNITION Four 20 round boxes, two full, one partially full (18 rounds) and one empty. First is a full unopened box of 45 ACP ball cartridges from Frankford Arsenal. The box is in near excellent condition with some light wear. Next is a partially
full box with 18 rounds of 45 ACP ball ammunition from Frankford Arsenal. The box is missing one end and is encased in clear tape. Third
is a full “Cartridge Shot Caliber 45 M12” marked box from Evansville Ordnance Plant. The bullets are paper filled with shot for hunting small
game. The box is missing one end-flap and is in otherwise near excellent condition with light wear. Last is an empty Evansville Ordnance
“Cartridge Shot Caliber 45 M12” marked box that is missing one end-flap and is otherwise in near excellent condition. (127644-101A)
2201. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes a range bag with surplus 223 ammunition. The black nylon bag measures 12”x6”X8” with
carry strap, handles, (6) external pockets and heavy plastic zipper. The bag is in overall very good condition and included with this lot is
444 rounds of assorted surplus .223 Rem. There are 382 brass cased cartridges and 62 steel case all in excellent condition. (107773-4)
2202. LOT OF BLANKS This lot consists of 7.62mm NATO blanks, all appear to be Lake City headstamped 60s-70s. Overall mostly bright with
some light oxidation and tarnishing here and there. Total of 264 rounds loose, not linked. (37474-13)
2203. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of a partial box of the Remington UMC 32 Long Colt smokeless. The two-piece box rates about
very good with a partial side label, the portion on the lower part of the box mostly missing. The face of the box shows some ingrained soiling
and darkening from the years; there are roughly 20 rounds within. The balance of the lot consists of roughly 50 +/- loose rounds of 32 S&W
Short and Long as well as “32 Cal. Long H&R” cartridges. There is included a burgundy hued and black-printed label from a two-piece box
of 50 count, Union Metallic Cartridge Co. box. A good lot for filling out or repairing those 32 caliber boxes in your collection. (37183-9)
2204. LOT OF MIXED SHOTSHELLS This includes nine full and/or partial boxes of 12 ga. shotshells. First are three full 5 round boxes of
Rottweil-Brenneke 12 ga., 2 3/4”, 1 1/8 Oz, rifled slugs in excellent condition. Second are two full 5 round boxes of Federal Hi-Shok 12 ga.,
2 3/4”, 1 Oz, HP slug in excellent condition. Third is a full 5 round box of Federal Magnum Buckshot 12 ga., 2 3/4”, 00 Buck in excellent
condition. Fourth is a partial, mixed box (21 shotshells) of Activ 12 ga., 2 3/4” Game loads in varying shot sizes in overall very good condition.
Fifth is a full 25 round box Western Super-X 12 ga., 2 3/4”, 1 Oz, Rifled Slugs in overall very good condition. Last is a full 25 round box of
Alcan 12 ga., 2 3/4”, 1 Oz, No.6 shot in excellent condition. (107917-10D)
2205. LOT OF MIXED SHOTSHELLS This lot includes seven boxes. First are two full 5 round boxes of Brenneke 12 ga., 2 3/4” 1 1/8 Oz, Super
Sabot Slugs in excellent condition. Second is a full 5 round box of Brenneke 12 ga., 2 3/4” 1 Oz, K.O. Sabot slugs in excellent condition.
Third are two full 25 round boxes of Federal Game Loads 12 ga., 2 3/4”, 1 Oz, No. 6 shot in overall excellent condition. Fourth are two boxes
of Federal Duck & Pheasant 12 ga., 2 3/4”, 1 1/4 Oz, No. 6 shot in very good condition. One box is full the other is a partial containing 23
shotshells. (107917-10E)

Magazines
2206. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of five Smith & Wesson model 52 magazines marked “38 Special Wadcutter”. The five capacity
steel magazines retain about 99% factory blue and exhibit little indication of use and remain in excellent condition. (76725-7)
2207. L
 OT OF MOON CLIPS This lot consists of 24 excellent condition .45 ACP full moon clips. (76725-4)
2208. MAGAZINE LOT This is a Finnish Suomi 71 rd., 9mm, steel drum magazine by Tikka that retains about 98% original blue finish and remains
in excellent condition. (76724-345B1)
2209. MAGAZINE LOT This is a Finnish Suomi 71 rd., 9mm, steel drum magazine by Tikka that retains about 98% original blue finish with a
couple of minor contact marks and remains in excellent condition. (76724-345B2)
2210. MAGAZINE LOT This is a Finnish Suomi 71 rd., 9mm, steel drum magazine by Tikka that retains about 97% original blue finish with
scattered wear marks, a small spot of oxidation and remains in near excellent condition. (76724-345B3)
2211. MAGAZINE LOT This is an original Thompson 50 rd. magazine retaining 99% original blue finish and is virtually free of contact marks
and rates excellent. Included is an excellent third-hand device also known as a bolt hold-open device for the magazine. (76724-204B)
2212. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of six Thompson 45 ACP, 30 rd. stick magazines with steel bodies beginning with three by Seymour Products Co. including two with mild scattered oxidation and handling marks and pitting, one with a 1” dent near the base; the third
one shows a rough reparkerized finish with minor scratches. The remaining three are by Crosby and rate about very good overall with the
original blued bodies showing incidents of minor surface oxidation and wear marks. (76724-204C)
2213. LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of three excellent condition, unmarked 20 rd. M1A/M14 magazines consisting of two parkerized and
one blued. (76724-345A)
2214. LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of five unmarked Cetme 20 rd. magazines with blued steel bodies showing silvering along the high
edges and rating near excellent overall. (76724-345C)
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2215. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of four double stack, single feed, blued steel magazines suitable for the MasterPiece Arms 9mm
and rating very good to excellent with scattered contact wear and one with a small area of oxidation staining and pitting. (76724-282A)
2216. LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of five blued steel, 36 rd. Finnish Suomi 9mm magazines rating very good plus with mild wear and
some oil residue on some. (76724- 345E)
2217. MAGPUL LOT This lot consists of three Magpul MOE black polymer magazines for the AR-15/M4 series rifles. Included are one Gen 2
30 round PMAG 30 magazine, and two ten round Gen M3 PMAG 10 magazines. All three are in excellent condition. (48245-4A)
2218. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two magazines for the early Ruger Standard Model and Ruger Mk I series pistols. One has a single
follower slot with the smaller .250” diameter button on the right side; the other has the later, larger button with slots on either side. Each
magazine is equipped with the chromed base and rates excellent. (47428-110C)
2219. S PRINGFIELD ARMORY LOT This lot consists of two 20 round factory M1A/M14 magazines. Both are in excellent condition. Also
included is a Springfield factory side scope mount for the same rifle. (48278-6A)
2220. N ORINCO DRUM MAGAZINE This lot includes a 75 round “(triangle) 36” marked steel drum magazine for an AK-47 semi-automatic
rifle. The magazine is sealed in its original plastic wrap and remains in excellent condition. (108059-1K)
2221. 9MM MAGAZINES This lot includes two unmarked steel body blued double stack magazines likely for a Hi-Power pistol. The magazines
are in excellent condition and one has a plastic floor plate, the other is all steel. (107956-19)
2222. R UGER MAGAZINES This lot includes three blued body 9mm P85 factory magazines. The magazines have overall light usage marks
and they remain in excellent condition. (107956-19A)
2223. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes three magazines likely for the Ruger P85 pistol. First is “P85” marked blued body magazine in
overall excellent condition. Second are two unmarked steel body magazines, one is a high capacity, the other standard capacity, both in
overall excellent condition. (107956-19B)
2224. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes six aftermarket high capacity steel bodied magazines likely for a Beretta 92FS or similar style
pistol. The magazines have a blued finish, all with plastic floor plates in overall excellent condition. (107956-19C)
2225. MAGAZINE LOT This lot includes a single high capacity, likely 20 round magazine for the Taurus PT92 pistol. The magazine has a blued
steel body and is in overall excellent condition. (107956-19D)
2226. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes four unmarked steel body magazines possibly for a S&W 5906 or similar style pistol. The magazines
are in excellent condition and appear to have seen little if any use. (107956-19E)
2227. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes five unmarked steel body magazines in 9mm likely for a CZ or Smith & Wesson style pistol with
the double cutout in the front. The magazines are in excellent condition. (107956-19F)
2228. LOT OF HK 91 MAGAZINES This lot includes four 20 round and one 30 round magazines. There are three “G3” marked magazines
and one “76” dated with an unmarked 30 round aftermarket magazine. The magazines remain in excellent condition. (1X106247-49BB)
2229. LOT OF HK 91 MAGAZINES This lot includes seven magazines. There is one polymer 10 round, one unmarked aluminum 30 round,
and five 20 round aluminum magazines, of which four are in original paper wrap and all remain in excellent condition. (1X106247-49BD)
2230. LOT OF HK 91 MAGAZINES This lot includes five unmarked 20 round steel magazines with blued and/or phosphate finishes, in overall
excellent condition. (1X106247-49BH)
2231. LOT OF HK 91 MAGAZINES This lot includes five steel body 20 round magazines. There are three G3 marked magazines and two have
no maker’s marks. They have both blued and parkerized finishes and remain in excellent condition. (1X106247-49BE)
2232. LOT OF HK 91 MAGAZINES This lot includes five items. First is an unmarked loading tool for use on the G3 style magazines. The metal
surfaces have a green parkerized finish showing several light scratches and it remains in excellent condition. Second are two “G3/5/62”
date marked steel magazines with black phosphate finish that shows light scratches and silvering along the bases and contact points. Third
is an aluminum “G3/8/65” date marked magazine with black finish that shows silvering along the base and around the high edges. Fourth
is a gray parkerized finish G3 style magazine marked only “7.62X51/1B” with numerous light scratches. All magazines are in very good to
excellent condition. (2X107885-21)
2233. D PMS MAGAZINES This lot includes two 10 round polymer magazines for an AR-15 rifle with DPMS operations manual in its original
sealed packaging. The items are in like-new condition. (2X106247-49AG)
2234. LOT OF MODIFIED UZI MAGAZINES This lot contains two 36 round steel body magazines that have had alterations to the catch.
There is a plate with a Suomi style catch that has been spot welded to the back of each magazine and both appear to remain in very good
condition. (1X106247-49BK)
2235. M
 AGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two sporting rifle magazines. First is a sealed 20 round magazine for a DPMS 308 (MA-3082)
rifle. Second is an aftermarket magazine for a Remington 7600 or 760 rifle which appears to be a ten round capacity. Both are in excellent
condition. (1X47428-110F)
2236. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two magazines for AR-15 style sporting rifles. First is a 20 round aluminum magazine made by ASC LLC.
Second is a 30 round black composite Thermold or PMAG style magazine in its original packaging. Both are in excellent condition. (1X47428-110H)
2237. 1911 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three unmarked 1911 magazines and two tan canvas double magazine pouches. The first
two magazines are two-tone with one having some light brown patina in the “white” areas. Both have lanyard bases. The third magazine is
Parkerized with light wear along the bearing surfaces. The first canvas magazine pouch is made by Mills and marked with their logo and a
date of “APR 1917”. The second is by P.B & Co. and dated “Jan 1918”. All are in very good to excellent condition. (48184-12)
2238. 1911 MAGAZINE LOT Total of Two. The first is a blued World War Two era 7-round magazine that is marked “R” on the lip for Risdon
Manufacturing, this magazine shows scattered freckling and silvering. The second is an unmarked blued 7-round magazine that is likely of
World War Two era Colt manufacture and it shows scattered silvering. (208149-1A)
2239. M1 CARBINE MAGAZINE AND POUCH LOT This lot consists of two USGI 15 round magazines and an original dual magazine pouch. The
first magazine is marked “KI” for Inland, the second is marked “IA” also for Inland and both magazines show silvering and several spots of oxidation.
The magazine pouch is marked “S.FROEHLICH/1943”, the pouch shows scattered staining and wear of the brass button. (208238-42A)
2240. M INI 14 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two 30-round magazines for the Ruger Mini 14. The magazines are unmarked and one
shows the remnants of a sticker, both show scattered silvering and some sparsely scattered light oxidation. (208171-36A)
2241. LOT OF 1911 MAGAZINES Four magazines for a Colt 1911 45 ACP pistol. Three with “Colt 45 Auto” marked base plate and one with
military manufacture code marked base. (128251-30)
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2242. LOT OF BROWNING BDM MAGAZINES Two 10 round Browning BDM 9mm magazines in near excellent condition showing some
light usage and handling wear. (128251-30A)
2243. LOT OF RUGER AND WALTHER MAGAZINES Three total. First are two Ruger 10/22 10 round 22 LR rotary magazines that appear
used in very good condition showing some minor exterior wear and soiling. Second is a Mec-Gar 8 round 380 ACP magazine with a finger
rest floor plate for a Walther PP or PPK/S pistol and appears like new. (128251-30B)
2244. LOT OF WALTHER P1/P38 MAGAZINES Five total. First one is “Walther P1 9mm” marked. The remaining four are unmarked, two with removable floorplates and two with fixed floorplates. All are in near excellent to excellent condition and appear to have seen little use. (128251-30C)
2245. LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of (3) nine rd., 10 mm magazines in excellent condition: (2) stainless steel marked “U.S.A.”; (1) blued
steel marked “MecGar”. (76724-85A)
2246. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of four excellent condition blued steel, factory 9mm magazines for the Walther P5 pistol. (76724-96A)
2247. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of six excellent condition blued steel, factory magazines for S&W models 2213/2214: (3) ten rd.;
(3) eight rd. Also included is an excellent and correct HKS mag. loader (Mod. 228). (76724-330A)

Optics
2248. Z EISS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Zeiss Diavari-Z 1.5-6X42 riflescope. Scope features a duplex reticle with bright excellent optics.
Scope has a 30mm tube with light ring marks from having been mounted but is in excellent condition otherwise. A set of Butler Creek
flip-up lens covers are included. (48076-3)
2249. WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver CV9 3-9X38 riflescope. The matte black scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics. The tube has some light ring marks from having been mounted but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. (48100-216A)
2250. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of two .22 rimfire riflescopes. First is a Tasco A-71 4X15 that features a crosshair reticle and very good optics,
the second is a K-Mart brand All-Pro 4X15 in the same configuration. Both feature integral grooved receiver bases and have light handling
wear and some light abrasions. The Tasco includes a set of factory lens covers. Both are in very good condition. (46016-16B)
2251. S POTTING SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Tasco Model 22T 15-14X40mm spotting scope with adjustable objective focus. The scope
has very good optics and includes the original collapsible tripod. Also included is a second tripod that is sturdier but is missing one of the
beveled feet. A very good condition example overall. (46016-16A)
2252. WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver V8 2.5-8X40 riflescope. The scope features a multi-range crosshair and has excellent
optics. The scope is equipped with a set of rings and the factory lens covers and is in excellent overall condition. (46016-16C)
2253. MARLIN SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a vintage Marlin 4X Telescope Sight. This vintage scope is housed in its original box and includes the rings to mount to target blocks and a rubber eye piece. The body of the scope has some minor scratches and loss to the black
finish exposing the brass underneath. The scope features a crosshair reticle and has very good optics that are becoming cloudy. The box
has some minor foxing and staining to the original gold labels, and light fraying along the edges and corners. A very good example of these
vintage optics. (47493-58)
2254. B LAZER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Blazer 8-32X44 adjustable objective riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has
excellent optics. This matte finish scope also features extended knobs and includes factory lens covers and a set of Millett Weaver style
rings. An excellent example overall. (48244-10A)
2255. S IMMONS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Simmons 3-9X32 Hunting riflescope. This matte finished scope features a duplex reticle
and has excellent optics. An excellent example overall that includes a set of See-Thru Weaver rings and the factory lens covers. (48244-7A)
2256. LEAPERS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leapers 3-9X28 AR riflescope. Scope features a duplex reticle with excellent optics and has
a bullet drop compensator. Scope is equipped with an integral carry handle mount and includes factory lens covers. An excellent example
overall. (48244-11B)
2257. WHITETAIL SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Whitetail 8-32X44 adjustable objective riflescope. This matte finish long range scope features
extended target knobs, a duplex reticle and has excellent optics. Included are a set of Weaver rings and Butler Creek lens covers. (48244-6A)
2258. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XIII 2.5-8 gloss blue riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has
excellent optics. The tube has some light ring marks from having been mounted, but overall it’s in excellent condition. (48243-6A)
2259. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XII 3-9X40 gloss finish riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has
bright, excellent optics. The tube has some light ring marks from having been mounted but remains in excellent condition overall. (48243-8A)
2260. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X 2-7x Compact gloss finish riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle with
excellent optics. The tube has some light ring marks from having been mounted, but overall the scope is in excellent condition. Included is
a bikini style Uncle Mike’s lens cover. (48229-2)
2261. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XII 3-9X40 gloss finish riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has bright,
excellent optics. There are light ring marks from having been mounted but the scope remains in excellent condition otherwise. (46520-1073A)
2262. TRIJICON ACOG TACTICAL SIGHT COPY This lot consists of a Airsoft copy of the Trijicon ACOG part #TA31RCO-A4 tactical sight
system with the RMR (Ruggedized Miniature Reflex) combination. This 4X32 telescopic sight is a near exact copy of the original right down
to the markings, and is in excellent condition. It features the LED lighted reticle and has no fiber optics. The RMR is mounted to the top of
the eye piece and includes its cover. Designed to be mounted to any picatinny sight rail this is an excellent copy of the highly sought after
sight system that has been battle tested and has a proven service record. The battery is not operational and will need to be changed but
the unit is in excellent condition otherwise. (48140-15S20282A)
2263. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XII 3-9X40 riflescope. The matte finish scope features a duplex reticle and has
excellent optics. There are some minor ring marks form the scope having been mounted but it remains in excellent condition otherwise. A
set of Ram-Line see-thru Polar Caps are included. (48279-4A)
2264. W EAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver Marksman 4X riflescope. The scope has a crosshair reticle and very good optics.
Included are a set of Weaver rings. An excellent example of these vintage scopes. (48276-5A)
2265. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XIII 1.5-5 matte finish riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has
bright, excellent optics. The tube has some light ring marks from having been mounted and is in excellent condition overall. (48301-1A)
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2266. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XIII 1.5-5 gloss finish riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has
bright, excellent optics. The tub has some minor ring marks from having been mounted and is in excellent condition overall. (48301-7A)
2267. BAUSCH & LOMB SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Bausch & Lomb Balvar 5 2.5-5x Power scope. The scope tube retains 98% original
blue with some light spots of wear, the scope features a fine crosshair reticle and the optics are clear. (208060-44A)
2268. W EATHERBY SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a German made Weatherby Variable 2-7x Power Scope and a set of Weatherby Imperial
rubber scope covers. The scope tube retains 98% original blue, the scope features a fine crosshair reticle and the optics are clear. The
rubber scope cover shows some light wear and minor flaking. (208047-31D30947A)
2269. B USHNELL SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Bushnell 2.5x power Banner scope and a set of Japanese made rings. The scope
tube retains 99% original blue and the scope has a fine crosshair reticle with clear optics. The rings are missing their fasteners and the
fastener screws. (207927-19A)
2270. FRENCH SCOPE LOT This Lot consists of an original French APX L.806 scope, mount and eye piece. The mount fits the MAS-49 family of
rifles, the mount retains 97% of an armory dark phosphate with scattered silvering and the rubber eyepiece remains intact with some light dirt
staining. The scope tube retains 99% of an armory phosphate finish, the optics are clear and the scope features a post reticle. (206520-1669A)
2271. LEUPOLD HANDGUN SCOPE LOT This lot contains (1) Leupold handgun scope. The scope is a model M8-2X long eye relief black
finished scope with duplex reticle and clear optics. There are a few small dings and dents around the ocular lens ring. A great scope for
the handgun hunter. (86520-2176A)
2272. LITSCHERT SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Litschert Spot-Shot 12 power rifle scope with a crosshair reticle and clear optics that is
26” overall length with a 3/4” tube showing operational wear, multiple light handling marks and a few spots of pitting. Includes adjustable
mounts, recoil dampening spring and threaded lens covers. (128090-3)
2273. STEVENS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Stevens No. 53 rifle scope with a set of No. 1 mounts that has crosshair reticle and lightly
cloudy optics. It measures 10 3/4” overall with a 3/4” tube that shows mount wear and a few other minor handling marks.
2274. Z EISS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Zeiss Diavari C, 3-9x36 rifle scope, 11 1/4” overall length with bright excellent optics and a
duplex reticle. The matte black finish remains near excellent with a couple of light ring marks. (128261-4)
2275. W EAVER SCOPE LOT Weaver V22 rifle scope with crosshair reticle and clear optics, 7/8” tube, 12 1/2” overall length showing a few
minor handling marks and comes with a set of rings. (128211-8A)
2276. W EAVER SCOPE LOT Weaver classic 600 rifle scope with crosshair reticle and clear optics, 13 1/2” overall length showing some ring
marks and a few other minor exterior blemishes. (128218-16A)
2277. S COPE LOT Alaskan Guide 4.5-14x50 rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, adjustable objective, 14 1/2” overall length, matte
black with a couple of minor exterior blemishes. (126520-889A)
2278. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT Leupold Vari-X IIc 3-9x50 rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, 12” overall length, gloss black showing
several tiny handling marks. Comes with lens covers. (126520-2863A)
2279. R EDFIELD SCOPE LOT Redfield Bear Cub 2 3/4x rifle scope with a post and crosshair reticle and clear optics, 10” overall length, gloss
black showing light ring marks and a couple of minor handling marks. (128218-27A)
2280. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT Leupold M8 Compact 4x rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, 10 1/2” overall length, gloss black with
light ring marks and a few minor scratches. (128218-59A)
2281. B USHNELL SCOPE LOT Bushnell Banner Lite-Site 3-9x40 with duplex reticle and clear optics, 13” overall length, gloss black with light
ring marks and minor handing marks. The scope has an illuminated red dot that is faint as the batteries are fading. (126520-587A)
2282. R EDFIELD SCOPE LOT Redfield 6-18x40 rifle scope with fine crosshair center dot reticle and clear optics, adjustable objective, 14”
overall length, gloss black with multiple tiny dings and scratches. (126520-93A)
2283. LYMAN ALASKAN SCOPE LOT 2 1/2x rifle scope with fine crosshair reticle and good optics, 7/8” tube, 10 3/4” overall length showing
90% blue with areas thinning to brown, multiple minor scratches and some light oxidation. Comes with a set of Weaver rings. (128218-28A)
2284. B USHNELL SCOPE LOT Bushnell Sportsman 4-12x40 rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, adjustable objective, 14” overall
length, gloss black with ring marks and scratches from mounting and a few other minor handling marks. (126520-1089A)
2285. BAUSCH & LOMB SCOPE LOT Bausch & Lomb 4x40 rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, 13” overall length, gloss black
with several very light handling marks. (128218-25A)
2286. SWIFT SCOPE This lot includes a wide angle 3-9X40mm rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 12 1/4”
overall with gloss black finish. There are faint ring marks on the 1” diameter tube and the scope remains in excellent condition. (108096-8A)
2287. LYMAN SCOPE This lot includes a Wolverine fixed 10X rifle scope with crosshair reticle and slightly cloudy optics. The scope measures
14” overall with gloss black finish. There are several light nicks in the finish along the 1” diameter tube with visible ring marks. The scope
remains in overall good condition. (108180-5A)
2288. M.H.R. COMPANY SCOPE This lot includes a telescopic M45 rifle scope with Miller Kodiak mount. The scope has a crosshair reticle
with slightly cloudy optics that would likely benefit from a professional cleaning and remains in very good overall condition. (107936-16)
2289. CARL ZEISS SCOPE This lot includes an older Zeiss fixed power scope with Continental Arms mount with 3/4” dovetail bases. The fixed
power scope measures 9 3/4” overall with a brown and pewter blended patina. There are spots of light fine oxidation staining and some
very tiny spots of pitting along the bell and 3/4” diameter tube. This scope has a crosshair reticle with crisp clear optics and remains in about
very good condition overall. (018003-11)
2290. BAUSCH & LOMB SCOPE This lot includes a Balvar 8A 2.5-8X rifle scope with crosshair reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope
measures 12 3/4” overall with a deep matte black finish and comes with a set of rings and bases marked Remington 721 on the bottom of
the base. Items are in excellent condition. (108301-8A)
2291. P ENTAX BINOCULARS This lot includes a set of 10X42 DCF binoculars crisp clear optics. The binoculars measure 6 3/4” long and 5”
at their widest point and come with a carry strap, leather case, lens caps, manual and box. They remain in excellent condition and would
be great for bird watching or any sporting event. (108013-13)
2292. S IMMONS SCOPE This lot includes a Pro Hunter 6-18X rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The matte black scope
measures 14” overall with scattered light scratches in the finish and faint ring marks along the 1” diameter tube. (108013-12A)
2293. B. NICKEL SCOPE This lot includes a Supra 2.5-6X rifle scope with No. 4 German reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 11 1/2” with a glossy black finish that shows multiple scratches and ring marks along the 1” diameter tube but remains in near
excellent condition. (108013-12B)
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2294. B USHNELL SCOPE This lot includes a Sportsman 3-9X rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope measures 12 3/4”
overall with a glossy black finish that shows light ring marks along the 1” diameter tube. Scope remains in excellent condition. (108013-12F)
2295. R EDFIELD SCOPE This lot includes a 6-18X AO rifle scope with target dot reticle and lightly clouded optics. The scope measures 14”
overall with a glossy black finish that shows scattered light oxidation staining and ring marks on the 1” diameter tube. The scope remains
in very good condition and would benefit from a professional cleaning. (108013-12G)
2296. LOT OF SCOPES This lot includes two, first is a Bushnell Sportview 4x rifle scope with duplex reticle and clouded optics. The scope
measures 11 3/4” overall with a gloss black finish in good condition. Second is a Weaver K3 rifle scope with post and crosshair reticle and
clear crisp optics. The scope measures 10 1/2” overall with scattered light oxidation staining and light ring marks along the 1” diameter tube
and remains in very good condition. (108013-12D, 12C)
2297. THOMPSON CENTER SCOPE This lot includes 3-9X illuminated reticle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope
measures 11” overall with a glossy black finish and has multiple ring marks and a couple of compressions along the 1” diameter tube. The
scope remains in good overall condition. (108013-12E)
2298. LOT OF SCOPES This lot includes three rifle scopes. First is a Bushnell Banner 2.5X with duplex reticle and clear optics. The scope
measures 11” overall with a glossy black finish that has an impact mark on the eye piece and light ring marks along the 1” diameter tube.
Second is a Tasco 4X15 air rifle scope with crosshair reticle and cloudy optics. The scope includes a set of 1/2” rings for a dove tail base
and is missing the adjustment caps. Third is a partial Weaver C4 rifle scope with “Tip-Off” base. The scope is missing the objective lens and
bell and still has a few usable parts left to it. (107917-20)
2299. B URRIS SCOPE LOT 4X-12X MINNI measures 11 1/4” overall and retains 98% plus original blue. The optics remain crisp and is equipped
with a fine duplex reticle. (58277-1A)
2300. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of Leupold Vari-XII 3-9X40 gloss riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has bright
excellent optics. The tube has a few light rings, marks from having been mounted but remains in excellent condition. (48290-100A)
2301. E OTECH HOLOSIGHT LOT This lot consists of an Eotech Transverse EXPS3 Holosight with 65 MOA Ring and 1-Dot Reticle. The sight
has a few light handling marks and integral base which fits a picatinny style mount. These rugged holosights have been redesigned to be
smaller and more efficient, now using a single battery. An excellent condition example, perfect for any tactical or sporting arm. (48290-193A)
2302. B USHNELL SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Bushnell Elite 3200 Firefly series 3-9X40 matte finish riflescope. The scope features the
firefly duplex reticle and has bright excellent optics. A set of Weaver rings are included. An excellent example overall. (48303-48D31966A)
2303. SKS OPTIC LOT This lot consists of a BEC Gold Label 2-9X32 compact riflescope mounted to an SKS optic top cover. The scope features a
duplex reticle and has excellent optics. A set of lens covers are included. An excellent condition accessory for your prized SKS rifle. (48244-12A)
2304. HAWKE AIR RIFLE SCOPE Hawke Airmax 30SF 6-24x50 air rifle scope, new in the box, with bright excellent optics and an “AMX IR”
illuminated glass etched mil-dot reticle, 30mm tube, 16” overall length, side focus with 4” adjustment wheel, 4” sunshade and comes with
flip-up lens covers, manual, cleaning cloth. A serious air rifle scope for the serious air rifle shooter. (128257-16B)
2305. HAWKE AIR RIFLE SCOPE Hawke Airmax 30SF 6-24x50 air rifle scope, new in the box, with bright excellent optics and an “AMX IR”
illuminated glass etched mil-dot reticle, 30mm tube, 16” overall length, side focus with 4” adjustment wheel, 4” sunshade and comes with
flip-up lens covers, manual, cleaning cloth. A serious air rifle scope for the serious air rifle shooter. (128257-16A)
2306. R IFLE SCOPE LOT Simmons 8-Point 3-9x40 rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, 12” overall length, matte black with a few
light handling marks. Comes with a set of rings. (128303-86G)
2307. R IFLE SCOPE LOT Cabela’s Pine Ridge 3-9x40 rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, 12 1/2” overall length, matte black with a
couple of light handling marks. Comes with a set of rings and lens covers. (128303-86K)
2308. PISTOL SCOPE LOT BSA 2x20 pistol scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, 8” overall length, matte black finish in excellent condition.
Comes with a shroud style mount and a set of rings. (128303-86C)
2309. B USHNELL SCOPE LOT Bushnell Banner 1.5-4x rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, 10 1/2” overall length, gloss black with
a few light handling marks. The elevation turret knob is missing. Comes with a set of lens covers. (128303-86B)
2310. TASCO SCOPE LOT Tasco Bantam 1.5-4.5x20 rifle scope with a circle duplex reticle with clear optics, 10” overall length, matte black with
a little light oxidation. Comes with a set of rings. (128303-86H)
2311. TASCO SCOPE LOT Tasco 2-7x32 rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, 11 1/2” overall length, gloss black with light ring marks
and a few minor handling marks. (128303-86E)
2312. I LLUMINATED RIFLE SCOPE BEC Inc. 3-9x42 IR BDC rifle scope with illuminated duplex reticle and clear optics, 9 1/2” overall length,
matte black with a couple of faint handling marks. Comes with a set of rings. The illumination has been checked and works though the
included battery is dead. (128303-86A)
2313. B USHNELL SCOPE LOT Bushnell 4x32 rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, 11 1/2” overall length, gloss black with faint ring
marks and a couple of light handling marks. (128303-86F)
2314. B USHNELL SCOPE LOT Bushnell Sportview 3-9x40 rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, 12” overall length, matte black with
a couple of light blemishes. (128303-86I)
2315. R IFLE SCOPE LOT Simmons 4x32 rifle scope with a duplex reticle and clear optics, 11 1/2” overall length, matte black with a couple of
minor handling marks. Comes with a set of rings. (128303-86D)
2316. B USHNELL SCOPE LOT Bushnell Sportview 3-9x38 rifle scope with a duplex reticle and clear optics, 12 1/2” overall length, gloss black
with faint ring marks and a couple of minor handling marks. (128303-86L)
2317. N IKON SCOPE This lot includes an Omega 3-9x rifle scope with BDC Long Range Hunting Reticle with clear crisp optics. The scope
measures 11 1/4” overall with a Real Tree camo pattern finish and comes with a set of Weaver quick detachable rings. (108270-26A)
2318. B USHNELL SCOPE This lot includes a Banner 3-9x scope with range finding reticle with crisp clear optics. The scope measures 12 1/4”
overall with a glossy black finish and 1” diameter tube. There are light ring marks with a small impression and gouge along the tube and
one of the adjuster covers is missing. The scope remains in overall very good condition. (108303-86J)
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2320

2319. TASCO SIGHT LOT This lot consists of a Tasco Optima 2000 red dot sight.
This compact sight is designed to mount to a Weaver or picatinny style base and
includes the cover, microdial and adjustment tool. The sight takes a cr2032 battery that is not present so it is unknown if the sight is operational. (1X46731-4)

Miscellaneous

2320. FORT KNOX DEFENDER 6031 GUN SAFE serial #76351. This lot consists
of a 2001 series Fort Knox Defender 6031 series gun safe. The safe measures 60”
tall x 31” wide and is about 26” deep including the front handle. The safe’s features
include the Sargent & Greenleaf electronic lock (which is reprogrammable via the
current master code), a 14 long gun silver carpeted interior, black carpeted door
lining and the reinforced fire door which brings the fire rating to 1680 degrees for
90 minutes. Other features include a 10 gauge uni-body steel construction and
a 5/16” door with additional steel liner. The safe’s finish is Fort Knox’s dark textured granite with silver trim, lock and handle. The finish has some mild scratches
and handling marks from shipping and previous installation. Included is a factory
optional electronic “goldenrod” dehumidifier. The safe weighs about 800 lbs as it
sits and due to this, shipping is cost prohibitive. This is a terrific safe, built by the
premier American safe company that offers a lifetime warranty and has exceptional
customer service. (48244-1)
(1000/1500)
2321. FORT KNOX DEFENDER 6031 GUN SAFE serial #66164. This lot consists of a 2000 series Fort Knox
Defender 6031 series gun
safe. The safe measures 60”
2321
tall x 31” wide and is about
26” deep including the front
handle. The safe’s features include the Sargent & Greenleaf
electronic lock (which is reprogrammable via the current
master code), a 14 long gun
silver carpeted interior with
carpeted door rack and the reinforced fire door which brings
the fire rating to 1680 degrees
for 90 minutes. Other features
include a 10 gauge uni-body
steel construction and a 5/16”
door with additional steel liner. The safe’s finish is Fort Knox’s textured light granite with
black trim and silver lock and handle. The finish has some mild scratches and handling
marks from shipping and previous installation. Included is a factory optional electronic
“goldenrod” dehumidifier. The safe weighs about 800 lbs as it sits and due to this, shipping
is cost prohibitive. This is a terrific safe, built by the premier
American safe company that offers a lifetime warranty and has
exceptional customer service. (48244-2)
(1000/1500)
2322. MAXIM LOADER LOT This lot consists of a German
Maxim MG08 and MG08/15 belt loader and winder by Brann
& Wolff. This very rare WWI accessory appears to operational
but is sold for collector purposes only. The numbered parts appear to be all matching,
the wood handles are painted red and have a few small
cracks. Overall an excellent
condition example of these
very rare and collectible accessories. (46016-30)
2323. LOT OF RELOADING ACCESSORIES This
lot consists of one antique
shotshell reloading tool and several small parts and accessories. Included is an
antique B.G.I. Co 12 gauge shotshell reloader
2322
that has a heavily flaking red painted
finish, a handle section of a GI cleaning rod, a triggerguard, a S&W trigger,
and a few other small tools and reloading parts. All are in very good overall
condition. (46016-18A)
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2324. G I HELMET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. GI M1 helmet liner. The composite liner has been painted green on the exterior and has a single
star on the front along with a partial decal which possibly reads “FULLER”. The edges have a few small cracks and the internal suspension
is intact but fading, the leather parts have minor crazing. A very good example overall. (46016-18B)
2325. C LEANING LOT This lot consists of an assortment of ten various sectional cleaning rods. Included are three 32” aluminum shotgun rods,
two 31” aluminum rifle rods, one 32” steel rifle rod two 29” and one 31” military steel rods and a 32” brass military rod. Many have tips
installed, the brass rod is housed in its original tan canvas case marked “OMO 1917” and includes patch pusher, a .30 cal bore brush and
a .22 cal bore brush. All are in very good condition. (46016-18C)
2326. S HOOTER’S LOT This lot consists of four items. Included are a single, aftermarket extended P38 magazine, a set of Pachmayr Gripper
grips for a S&W J-frame round butt, a set of FM 10-Point black composite grips for a K-frame style revolver and a set of checkered wood
S&W grips for a K-frame revolver. The magazine has some areas of light surface oxidation, the wood grips have been lightly sanded along
the edges but the silver medallions remain. All are in very good condition overall. (46016-17A)
2327. H UNTERS LOT This lot consists of three vintage duck calls. First is an unmarked wood call similar to the Pete Rickards Protektor model
call. Second is a black composite call that is adjustable and is marked “THE OK / PS OLT / PEKIN ILL” and has a small triangle logo near
the base. Lastly is a Lohman No. 103 duck call in its original box. All are in very good condition. (46016-17B)
2328. P OWDER HORN LOT This lot consists of a small antique powder horn, likely used for pistol loading or pan priming. The plain horn
measures about 7” long had has a simple carved wood base. A small carved bung is included but needs to be fitted for proper installation.
A very good primitive powder horn. (46016-20)
2329. POWDER FLASK LOT This lot consists of single bass powder flask. The flask measures about 8” long and has a simple shell type design
at its base. It features an adjustable spout marked “Dixon & Son”, the body has a few small dings and there is mild tarnish overall. A very
good example. (46016-25B)
2330. D ECORATIVE CANNON LOT This lot consists of a small decorative brass cannon that measures about 7 1/2” long. The cannon is
mounted on a period wood garrison carriage which is secured to a wood base. The carriage features brass wheels and accoutrements, all
the brass parts have light tarnish and some light ochre patina. An excellent condition example, perfect for the desk or study. (46016-25A)
2331. M ILITARY BUGLE LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Military brass bugle Marked “U.S. Regulation / Made In U.S.A.”. The bugle measures
about 17” to the end of the nickel silver mouthpiece and has a moderate patina throughout. There are some light dings and areas of light
oxidation present, the trumpet portion is slightly malformed. The solder along the lower portion is becoming loose and there is a leather
rawhide wrap in place. A very good vintage example overall. (46016-29)
2332. WORLD WAR II RADIO LOT This lot consists of two items. First is a Japanese power supply for the Type 94-6 transmitter radio. This is a
hand crank generator that enabled the radio to send messages and supplied power to the transmitter with both 3v and 135v simultaneously.
The radio’s batteries were not powerful enough to send messages, thus this generator was critical to the operation of the type 94-6 radio.
The base of the generator has two metal hooks which slide out of the base allowing the user to mount it to a belt. Additionally there is a
leather carry strap in place. The metal surfaces have a brown painted finish with minor to moderate flaking, the leather has minor crazing
and light cracking but remains intact. The second item is a U.S. Military T-26 Radio microphone with plug. The chest harness is included.
Both are in very good overall condition. (46016-30B)
2333. LOT OF LONG GUN CASES This lot consists of two double gun hard cases, both measuring about 51” long by about 13” wide. The first
is by Gun Guard, the second is a Contico case and both are in excellent condition. (46016-32A)
2334. LOT OF PISTOL CASES This lot consists of four hard pistol cases. Included are one gray plastic single pistol case, one aluminum multiple pistol case by Work Gear, one aluminum edged multiple gun case by Viking Products and a black polymer multiple pistol case that is
unmarked but has a hasp for a padlock. All are in very good to excellent condition. (46016-32B)
2335. LOT OF LONG GUN CASES This lot consists of six soft zippered and sock or sleeve type long gun cases. Each measures about 48”
long and all are in very good condition, one has a broken carry strap. (46016-32C)
2336. G UN RACK LOT This lot consists of a hanging hardwood gun rack. The rack features four long gun holders and is designed to by hung
on a wall by two hangers. There is space at the bottom for a locking drawer, but it is no longer present. A very good condition item that only
needs a light cleaning to be ready for use. (46016-24)
2337. C ROSMAN MODEL 1600 POWERMATIC AIR PISTOL serial #C84256669, 177 BB, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original enamel type finish with a few light handling marks scattered about. The brown plastic grips
rate excellent. Pistol features an adjustable rear sight and is powered via CO2 powerlet cartridges (not included). An excellent example
overall. (46016-11) {NON-GUN}
2338. DAISY NO. 177 BB TARGET PISTOL .177 BB. This is a vintage Daisy Target Pistol in good overall condition. The metal surfaces retain
much of the original enameled finish with light scratches and other handling marks throughout. The top of the slide bears the Plymouth, MI
address. The honey colored composite grips are heavily warped at the bottom but are still intact. The barrel/loading tube is missing and in
its place is a gray plastic insert. The edges of the muzzle have some minor abrasions and dings. (46016-12) {NON-GUN}
2339. H EALTHWAYS PLAINSMAN AIR PISTOL serial #0038280, .177 BB, about 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 95% original enamel finish with some light flaking and other abrasions toward the muzzle. The black checkered composite grips rate
excellent. Pistol appears to function correctly and is powered via CO2, no cartridges are included. A very good to near excellent example
overall. (46016-13) {NON-GUN}
2340. C ROSMAN ARMS MODEL 600 AIR PISTOL serial #663791, .177 BB, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 85-90% of the original baked enamel finish with areas of light scratches and abrasions throughout. The woodgrain composite grips
rate very good, the left panel features a thumbrest, the right has a minor chip missing from the base. Pistol appears to function correctly and
is powered via CO2, however the cartridges are not included. A very good example overall. (46016-10) {NON-GUN}
2341. B ENJAMIN FRANKLIN MODEL 117 PNEUMATIC AIR PISTOL .177 Caliber, 7 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain a small amount of the original black nickel finish and have mostly faded to pewter. The ribbed hardwood cocking knob and
smooth grip panels rate excellent. The bottom of the left panel is stamped “B213”. Many of the screws have minor slot damage. The action
functions but does not build compression and the trigger is heavily cracked and may come apart if manipulated. A good candidate for parts
or restoration. (46020-236) {NON-GUN}
2342. AMMO CAN LOT This lot consists of two large gray ammunition storage cans. Each measures 14” high by 15” long and about 12” deep
and are stamped “Ammunition Component Box Mk 2 Mod 0”. One is in excellent condition with most of its military gray paint intact, the
other has some minor to moderate oxidation in its interior. (45016-28A)
2343. AMMO CAN LOT This lot consists of four metal ammo cans, three .30 caliber and one .50 cal. M2 can. Of the .30 caliber cans, one is
painted gray and stamped “CAL. .30 M1 / Ammunition Box”, the remaining two are green and labeled for the M2 ammunition in bandoliers.
The .50 cal. can is green also, the base is stamped “AMM. BOX CAL. .50 M2”. All are in excellent condition. (46016-28B)
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2344. M EC RELOADING LOT This lot consists of three MEC 600 Jr shotshell reloaders. Two are set up to reload 12 gauge shells, the third is
16 gauge and all three are equipped with #118 charge bars and have shot and powder bottles. Also included are a small tray with assorted
parts and screws, some MEC factory paperwork and an MTM Case Gard 100 ammo storage box. All appear to be in excellent condition
and in good working order. (46016-26)
2345. S LING LOT This lot consists of a Turner Saddlery police tactical black leather sling. The sling is in new condition and in its original factory
packaging. The packaging lists the finish as “black oiled” with a 52” length and brass parts. An excellent military style accessory. (48127-13A)
2346. LEATHER LOT This lot consists of a varied assortment of leather slings and accessories. Included are 14 tan and brown leather military,
commercial, sporting and padded slings that are in very good to excellent condition. (46016-19A)
2347. M ILITARY HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of three U.S. Model 1916 leather flap holsters. All three are tan or brown leather. Included
are a Boyt 42 and two unmarked holsters with lanyards. One is missing its flap securing pin and has several initials carved into the back, the
other two are in very good to excellent condition. (46016-19B)
2348. HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of six assorted commercial brown leather flap holsters. Included are examples from Red Head, Iver Johnson,
and Hester. Most are for revolvers, there is a small unmarked holster to fit small 22/25 caliber autos. The Red Head holster will fit a small to
medium frame 32 Auto pistol. All are in very good condition and may show light flaking and minor cracking. (46016-19C)
2349. HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of 19 various assorted sporting holsters. Included are a brown Bucheimer Peacemaker, a brown Bucheimer
#36 Perfect Fit, a black left hand Safariland 10A to fit S&W K&L frame revolvers, two suede Bianchi inside the waist holsters for small frame
revolvers, two Hunter open top belt holsters (one has been modified), one brown Strong left hand belt holster for a S&W 59 series pistol,
one black Strong right hand belt holster for a PPK style pistol, one black Old West left hand belt holster for a small snub-nose revolver, one
brown Lawrence open top belt holster for a medium frame revolver, a black leather Folsom’s Audley revolver holster that has minor crazing
and moderate flaking, one Ed DeMayo & Sons sure-lock police holster, a left hand Bucheimer shoulder holster for a small frame snub-nose
revolver, a left hand Heiser shoulder holster, for a small frame snub-nose revolver, a spare shoulder rig strap and three small unmarked belt
holsters. All are in very good to near excellent condition unless otherwise noted. (46016-19C)
2350. ASSORTED ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of 20 assorted leather and canvas military and commercial firearms accessories. Included
are four leather rifle cartridges holders, one rimfire leather cartridge holder, one leather Sharp folding knife case, one unmarked leather fixed
blade knife sheath, one Swiss leather cartridge box, one leather Bucheimer cartridge box, one leather dual single stack magazine pouch
marked “US J.Q.M.D. / 1949 / E.N.S.”, one leather cartridge box marked “US J.Q.M.D. / 1948 / E.N.S.”, one leather Red Head cartridge
belt, one leather pocket heater pouch, one right hand leather gauntlet mitten, one leather right hand shooting mitten, and four small canvas
magazine and utility pouches. All are in very good to near excellent condition. (46016-19D)
2351. M ILITARY LOT This lot consists of an assortment of military items containing nine pieces in total. Included are: one unmarked black
leather flap holster for German military pistols, one unmarked brown leather two pocket cartridge box, one unmarked tan leather three
pocket cartridge box, two German style steel bayonet scabbards with Israeli markings, on blued steel Czech bayonet scabbard, one
black leather sling, one black leather Portuguese Luger magazine pouch, and two metal tin military cleaning kits. All are in very good
to excellent condition. (47023-1)
2352. M ILITARY LOT This lot consists of nine assorted military items. Included are a stamped AK magazine loading tool, a Russian cleaning
kit, six rounds of blue and green tip 30-06 ball ammo in links, and a World War I German dog tag. The dog tag reads “960 / BAHNSCH.
WA.KP / 25/VI” and has some areas of light oxidation and tarnish. The ammo has some light tarnish as well but the remaining items are all
in excellent condition. (43765-23,12,9)
2353. M ISCELLANEOUS SHOOTERS LOT This lot consists of an unmarked Pope style hand held capper/decapper. This squeeze style
tool features vibrant case colors and is equipped with a #8 shell holder. An excellent example overall. Also included is a sealed tin of
500 RWS Diabolo .177 airgun pellets. The tin is in excellent condition with a green label on the top and still has a retail label from L.L.
Bean on its base. (45829-6)
2354. G ERMAN MILITARY LOT This lot consists of 13 assorted German Military uniform buttons. Eight are dull silver with a pebbled back ground
and are numbered: (1)”3”, (1)”11”, (2)”13”, (2)”40”, (1)”58” & (1)”60”. The remaining five are brass, one is plain brass, while another bears the
swastika logo. The remaining three are brass naval (Kriegsmarine) buttons with anchor logos. All are in excellent condition. (43634-B2AMB1B)
2355. U.S. MILITARY LOT This lot consists of about 130 assorted brass, silver and composite U.S. Military uniform buttons. Included are example
from various branches of service; as well as state militias, Spanish American War memorial, Confederate States, World War I, World War
II and others. Also included are two Canadian and one British examples. All are in very good to excellent condition. (43634-B2AMB1A)
2356. JAPANESE MILITARY LOT This lot consists of eight Japanese Military uniform buttons. Included are five white mother-of-pearl summer
uniform buttons, and three brass Naval buttons of different size. All are in excellent condition. (43634-B2AMB1C)
2357. SHOOTER’S LOT This lot consists of five sporting rifle accessories. Included are two Versa-Pod folding bipods, one black nylon sling and two
slip-on rubber recoil pads – one black, one brown. The bipods extend from 13” to 23” in length. All are in excellent condition. (48244-20C)
2358. B ENCHTOP SHOOTERS LOT This lot consists of a very nice aluminum bench rest, from Hoppe’s. The rest is elevation adjustable with
a locking nut as are all 3 of its feet. It features a sturdy saddle in-which you would place your bench rest bag, the saddle measuring 5” by 3
1/2”, the nominal height about 8”. It rates very good plus to near excellent with just some minor flaking of the paint and a small chip missing
from one of the knobs. The next item is a very nice Bushnell spotting scope shooters stand (stock #78-3010). It is a gray wrinkle painted
tripod for benchtop use for your spotting scope or other optical device. It rates very good plus with a couple minor flakes and comes in its
original box. Really a very nice lot for the benchtop rifle shooter. (37917-15,14)
2359. M ISCELLANEOUS GUN-CRANKS LOT This lot consists of three pairs of Weaver 1” scope rings, all three sets are “low” and rate very
good plus to excellent. One set of Millet 1” scope rings in medium, rating excellent. One set each of Weaver and Kwik-Site see-through
rings, the Weaver are flat-top and are likely for a marlin 336 or similar rifle, the Kwik-site are numbers 25 & 26 and are for a Remington 7400
or similar rifle, all rate excellent. Next is a Remington recoil pad. This is a new-in-package SIMS limb saver recoil pad for Remington factory
molded synthetic stocks. The next item is a set of uncle Mike’s QD 115 UMC sling swivels which will fit most pump an automatic shotguns,
it is new-in-package. The next items are three, 3-piece aluminum cleaning rods and one pistol rod. They rate very good plus. A handy lot
overall for the firearms aficionado or home gunsmith. (37917-16,18)
2360. R ELOADERS LOT This lot consists of seven boxes of Remington 6 mm centerfire rifle cases. These are the red white and green
boxes marked “Remington Components” “Empty Centerfire Cases”. Six are full and primed, the last has been fired and has a 17 cases,
all rate excellent. (37917-12)
2361. R ELOADERS LOT This lot consists of seven boxes of once fired 30-06 Springfield brass. All are de-primed, necks de-burred, polished and full-length sized. Features two boxes of Federal (one partial with nickel cases) three boxes of Remington high-vel, and two
Remington Kleanbore. (37917-12A)
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2362. R ELOADERS LOT This lot consists of jacketed .243 diameter projectiles. All have been opened but appear to be full or very nearly so. They
are “Rem .243 HPCL 80 grain”, boxes appear to be 50 count, they are re-package in Nosler boxes and projectiles are all bright. (37917-11)
2363. R ELOADERS LOT This lot consists of jacketed .270 diameter projectiles. There are four boxes of 100 each “Rem .270 bronze .130 grain”
and another partial box with 40 projectiles. All are bright and are repackaged in convenient Nosler two-piece boxes. An excellent lot of
Remington bronze point expanding (BPE) 130 grainers. (37917-11A)
2364. R ELOADERS LOT This is a large lot of large diameter projectiles. There are 240 pieces of cast lead .458 diameter 500 grain round nose
bullets with three grease rings, 70 pieces of .458 diameter .405 grain flat nose lead, size and lubed. An unmarked bag with roughly 70 projectiles, .458 diameter, both flat and hollowpoint, sized and lubed with three grease rings. Also included are 8 pounds of assorted jacketed
bullets in small quantities, in .458 diameter: 300 grain flat nose, 300 grain hollowpoint, 350 grain hollowpoint, 350 grain round nose, 405 grain
round nose, 350 grain hollowpoint etc. Most are bright, some show a tiny bit of tarnish. An excellent lot for the big bore reloader. (37917-11B)
2365. R ELOADERS LOT This lot consists of mixed projectiles. There is a 62 count of Remington 405 grain flat point .458 diameter jacketed; two
50 count Speer 400 grain .458 diameter flat nose soft point jacketed; 46 count 500 grain solid and soft nose .458 diameter, showing some
minor tarnish. There are 45 .375 diameter assorted jacketed bullets in numerous grain weights. There is a 100 round box of .243 diameter
Sierra 85 grain boat tail hollowpoints. 50 mixed .243 diameter bullets both Sierra and Nosler. Lastly about 120 .243 diameter mixed 85 grain
projectiles. An excellent lot for the reloading enthusiast. (37917-11C)
2366. R ELOADERS LOT This lot consists of roughly 120 projectiles. They are .45 Caliber, 535 Grain Postell cast bullets, lubed, cast using Lyman
mould number 457132. The grease has dried a bit and has started to come free from the grooves. (37917-11D)
2367. R ELOADERS LOT This lot consists of 240 +/- pieces of 270 Winchester brass, once fired. 20 pieces full-length sized, trimmed and deburred.
There are roughly 18 rounds of primed brass, two unprimed. The balance a mix of once fired and de-primed which has been tumbled and
is loose. A must-have lot for the 270 reloader. (37917-12B)
2368. V INTAGE RELOADERS LOT This lot consists of about 86 formed .219 Donaldson Wasp cases, nearly all are primed, most show
tarnish around their necks but otherwise are likely excellent; a few appear to be raw formed and have never been fire-formed in a
chamber. A very good lot of brass which is very hard to come by these days for an often-encountered chambering when one collects
older target or varmint rifles. (37917-12C)
2369. R ELOADERS LOT This lot consists of a batch of once-fired 30-06, roughly 300 pieces. Some is full-length sized, deburred and polished;
a batch of military has also had the primer pockets swaged; there is a batch of primed and a small batch marked “neck size only”; there is
another batch which is raw once fired still primed. An excellent lot of 30-06 brass for the enthusiastic reloader. (37917-12D)
2370. R ELOADERS LOT This lot consists of projectiles and fired brass. First is 145 pieces of .308 cal. 180 grain cast lead with gas checks, the
checks are included but not attached. Next are 25 once fired .308 Win cases. Following are 65 pieces of 243 once fired brass. Next are
60 pieces of 300 Savage once fired brass. Lastly are 140 pieces of 45-70 once fired brass. All the brass is mostly excellent with only light
tarnishing, primarily around the necks, most are Winchester but some are mixed headstamps. (37917-12E)
2371. B LACKPOWDER SHOOTERS LOT This consists of 200 +/- count of .490” cast round balls, some are swaged and some have a
sprue. Additionally included are roughly 450 pre-cut unlubed round patches for use with 45-50 caliber firearms. A very good lot for the
blackpowder shooter. (37917-11E)
2372. M ISCELLANEOUS FISHERMAN’S LOT This lot consists of reels, lures and bait caddies. First off are a selection of Luhr Jensen Doc
Shelton hammered nickel and copper trolling lures for salmon or lake trout, generally used with downriggers but for trolling overall. There
are six packages total : stock numbers 3300-000-004 (two packages), 3300-000-006 (two packages), 3300-000-005 (one package)
the last is a Dave Davis #8, no stock number, (one package). Included is a cannon boat-mounted clamp for a downrigger. This clamps to
the gunwale of your boat and has a grooved lower edge with a top aluminum clamp tightened by a single thumb nut, for mounting your
downrigger. Next are four aluminum and mesh belt-worn live bait containers. Two are aluminum kidney shaped, one is rolling cylindrical
style and the last is a wire mesh, all about very good. Last in the lot are two automatic fly reels and one bait casting reel. The bait casting
reel is a JC Higgins Model 47B rating very good. Next is a Martin “27 0”, rating very good. The last is unmarked and is a “Model HN” and
is also marked “No. 1837” it too rates about very good. An excellent lot for the current fishing season. (37917-17)
2373. M ISCELLANEOUS FISHERMAN’S LOT This lot consists of two spare Orvis spools for a fly reel, they are unmarked and rate very
good to excellent with only light wear. The next item is a Garcia Mitchell model No. 710 Automatic Fly Reel which rates very good plus to
excellent. a nice accessory lot for the dedicated fly fisherman. (37917-17A)
2374. M ISCELLANEOUS OUTDOORSMAN’S LOT This lot has something for everyone from camp stoves to optical sights. First is a Sig-Sauer
P229 molded plastic quick-release holster, part No. 8500058. It rates very good plus to near excellent with only minor scuffs, and some
scratches. Next is a Browning pocket stove in original packaging with the remnants of an Optimus LP gas fuel (702) cylinder. These items are
packaged in a goldenrod-color nylon zippered pouch. The “Browning Pocket Stove” appears to be in very good plus to excellent condition
and was used very little and nicely cleaned. The stove was “Especially Designed to Meet the Needs of the Serious Outdoor Sportsman”
(please do not bid on this lot unless you are a serious outdoor sportsman). The outer packaging is somewhat tender showing compressions
and a few rips and folds but it comes with the pocket stove instructions and warranty card within and if one was not going to use this stove,
is an excellent collectible for the Browning aficionado; you do not see these offered very much anymore. The next item is an Adco Hotshot
optical sight, it is of lightweight plastic construction and rates about very good, it takes a CR2032 battery, however none is present so the
function cannot be ascertained. Lastly for the serious outdoor sportsman….is a Colonial Bowie-style knife with 4 3/4” clip point blade with
fish scaling back measuring about 8 3/4” overall. The blade is either stainless or polished chrome and there are faux jigged bone black plastic
handles riveted to the tang. It also features and “cap lifter” and “can opener” on the guard for popping the top on your Miller High Life or
opening your Welches grape juice can; the blade rating about very good with some light staining overall. A neat 70s-era “all-purpose” camp
knife, there is no scabbard. Overall a very good and very useful lot for the “Serious Outdoor Sportsman”. (If you’re having this lot shipped
you won’t be getting the gas cylinder) (37917-21,20,16)
2375. C OLLECTIBLE VINTAGE MILITARY LOT This lot consists of two War Department publications: TM9-270, War Department Technical
Manual, U.S. Rifle, Cal .30, M1903A4 (Sniper’s), dated 28 September 1943. The manual rates excellent overall and has an old price “$4.50”
on the inside cover and is stamped on the back “Federal Firearms Parts/Spivak Colorado”. The next manual is identical although in a smaller
format, and coded “TM 9-270” it however features a surcharge stamped on the front which reads (loosely): “Regraded Restricted Order/
Secretary Army/1950”, and is clearly a later reprint of the wartime manual just listed. Next is a “Victory Manufacturing Company” 1944-dated
canvas muzzle cover with dual snaps which shows some light oxidation staining but rates about very good overall. Lastly is Duraluminum pistol
rod in its original spiral cardboard shipping tube with metal ends “Stock No. 600-3 .32 cal”, from Outer’s Laboratories Onalaska Wisconsin.
Inside are precision machined pistol cleaning rod, loop end and jag which are as-new un-used (is likely post-war but is of quality construction). All of these items are housed in a green olive drab painted box with a rope handles and locking hasp which reads “1640 rounds/5.56
MM ball/M1 93 carton packed” the box is in excellent condition and would make for a top-notch storage box or toolbox. (37917-13,18)
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2376. G ERMAN M35 STAHLHELM This is a German M35 Stahlhelm helmet with a dark gray feldgrau paint. The paint shows overall bubbling,
freckling, light oxidation, light flaking, perhaps some added paint and a hole at rear of right that may be a bullet hole but looks very much
like a large Phillips-head screwdriver punch-hole. The inside shows the same dark gray feldgrau with an overall oxidized appearance with
freckling throughout and some light flaking. The rear of the interior shows an older painted name added that reads in part “Ar”, the rear is
stamped marked “825” and the right skirt is marked “060”. The M31 liner appears original and rates good plus with scattered flaking, some
minor tears. There are the ends of a chinstrap present but most of the chinstrap is not present having broken off and there are no decals
present on this helmet. (207536-34)
2377. G ERMAN M40 STAHLHELM This is a German M40 Stahelhelm helmet with an apfelgrun paint. The paint is turning a green patina and
it shows scattered staining, freckling, flaking and some silvering. The inside has the same apfelgrun paint with an overall oxidized patina,
some pitting and there do not appear to be any visible size or maker’s markings. The liner is a later replacement and it rates good showing
a large area missing at front visor, scattered flaking, crazing and tears. The chinstrap is likely a reproduction and it shows scattered light
flaking. A good entry-level helmet for the budding military collector. (207536-35)
2378. P.08 HOLSTER LOT This lot includes a black hardshell holster marked “G.J. Ensink & Co. OHRDRUF” dated 1939 and has a “Waffenamt
WaA163” on the back. This holster rates about very good overall with minor scuffs, scrapes and handling marks. The seam stitching remains
intact with the exception of a 4 1/2” section near the bottom where the two halves have separated. The pull strap and closure strap are both
intact but the closure strap stitching is only holding on one side. The tool holder is present inside the flap as is the spare magazine pouch
which has a 1” slice in the leather. (218203-4A)
2379. M ODERN POWDERHORN LOT This lot consists of an approximately 14” body horn with a wooden plug that sits slightly recessed and
has a full length crack across its diameter. The horn is about 1/3 color black, fading to white and then to a cream color. The body of the
horn is engraved with several markings including a figure with a snake over its head, a serpent’s head, a half-moon with a face on it, a floral
pattern and a spiked club. Both ends of the horn also have patterns engraved around their circumference. There is a gold colored rope that is
looped over one end of the horn and attached to the other end by a piece of metal through two holes above the plug. There is also a 2 1/4”
diameter pewter medallion attached to the gold rope. There is no stopper present with this horn. (218180-15) [R.J. & John Waltz Collection]
2380. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR This is a lot of several vintage items of canvas construction beginning with a Spanish American War era U.S.
backpack measuring 16”x13”x2” with the back stamped in very large font “E/9” along the center and with “54” stamped at the lower left. The
interior is stamped in red “Inspector General’s Dept.” above what appears to be an 1888 date. The khaki colored canvas exhibits moderate
wear and dirt staining throughout. All of the leather straps are present and are quite brittle with crazing, cracking and scuffing evident. All
rivets and buckles also appear to be present with moderate oxidation occurring. An uncommon and about good plus condition backpack
overall. The next item is a U.S. Model 1878 haversack with the 12”x12” front flap marked “5/E/U.S./75” over what appears to be a re-stamped
“G4” above what appears to be “16”. The light colored, mildly worn canvas shows dirt and grease stains and the 40” leather strap shows
extensive wear and remains soft with brass hardware intact. Next is a U.S. issued cavalry horse feed bag with the light colored canvas body
showing only very minor wear and a bold black stamp. The dark leather strap is rigid with mildew staining occurring and the leather base
retains a pleasing shade of a lighter brown and shows the onset of crazing. Also included are two antique picket pins for securing horses
in place. Each is about 14” in length, of iron construction with rings still attached and moderate surface oxidation throughout. Rounding
out the lot are a matching pair of what appears to be wood braces for a vintage backpack. They measure 26” in length and remain in very
good condition. (78079-1, 2, 3, 4)
2381. H ELMET LOT This is a U.S M-1 helmet with shell retaining about 97% OD green finish with a few scattered contact marks and some
isolated white spots; the seams are tight and silvering is observed along the rim edges. The size 16 liner rates excellent with crisp ID stamps,
the sweat band is very clean with a small tear and scuff evident, its adjustment strap is boldly marked “Steinberg Bros.”. The chin strap shows
light wear and dirt and the leather strap is not present. (73615-3B)
2382. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of nine cases for single hand guns beginning with three that are of hard black plastic outer construction with foam lined interiors and rate excellent. There are two by Doskocil, one with sliding hinges and measuring 11”x8”x3”, the other,
a Doskosport, is slightly larger with snap latches. The third one is a Plano Protector Series model 1403 with snap latches and name written
in marker on the molded carry handle. The six remaining are zippered soft cases beginning with two excellent condition rectangular shaped,
two with rounded slopes, one excellent and rating good plus. Next is a shooter’s bag measuring 18”x10” by Morton’s Ent. and with an outer
accessory pocket. The last item is the only one that is not padded, an 18”x14” shooter’s bag with two exterior zippered pockets and dual carry
handles. The nylon outer shells shows scattered light dirt and the interior reveals a yellowish residue through most of its surface. (76725-5)
2383. LOT OF CASES This lot consists of two cases beginning with an extremely heavy duty example by Yukon Advanced Optics with a black
plastic outer shell that measures 20”x16”x8” with vertically closing plastic latches and fold-down carry handle. The interior features thick, high
density foam inserts including an egg crate style bottom and two additional foam inserts are included. This is an excellent condition case with
just very slight contact marks here and there. The other case in this lot is suitable for a short or takedown long arm as it measures 34”x11”x4”
and features a thin foam lined black nylon outer shell with zippered closure, nylon carry handles with reinforced grip and a velcro secured
outer pocket. The interior reveals a padded faux fur upper and the bottom is missing its foam lining, exposing a clean cardboard surface. A
useful and handsome case showing little indication of use. Included is a padded nylon long gun sleeve measuring 60” in length. (76725-6)
2384. LOT OF SLINGS AND GUN SOCKS This lot consists of 13 slings: (4) padded nylon of various widths; (1) two point for a tactical
rifle; (3) 1 1/4” black nylon; (1) camo 1 1/4” nylon (3) leather military style rating near very good; (2) nylon military style. Unless otherwise
specified the condition rating is excellent. There are four excellent, green Remington long socks with a length of 52” each and five chamber
flags for long guns are also included in this lot. (76725-3)
2385. LOT OF 50 CAL BRASS This lot consists of approximately 325 rds. of .50 BMG fired casings including some with Lake City head stamps
dated 2008 and in very good condition, only light tarnish. (76725-1A)
2386. LOT OF 50 CAL BRASS This lot consists of approximately 325 rds. of .50 BMG fired casings with mixed head stamps and rating very
good only light tarnish. (76725-1B)
2387. LOT OF 50 CAL BRASS This lot consists of approximately 325 rds. of .50 BMG fired casings including some with 1992 dated head stamps
by Fabrique Nationale in Herstal, Belgium. The condition rating is very good, only light tarnish. (76725-1C)
2388. LOT OF 50 CAL BRASS This is a lot of about 325 rds. of .50 BMG fired casings including some with 1992 dated head stamps by Fabrique
Nationale in Herstal, Belgium. The lot is in very good condition, only light tarnish. (76725-1D)
2389. LOT OF 50 CAL BRASS This lot consists of approximately 210 rds. of .50 BMG fired casings with mixed head stamps and in very good
overall condition, only light tarnish. (76725-1E)
2390. LOT OF 50 CAL BRASS This is a lot of approximately 200 rds. of .50 BMG fired casings with mixed head stamps and in very good
condition overall, only light tarnish. (76725-1F)
2391. LOT OF 50 CAL BRASS This lot consists of about 255 rds. .50 BMG fired casings with mixed head stamps and in very good overall
condition, only light tarnish. (76725-1G)
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2392. LOT OF 50 CAL BULLETS This lot consists of approximately 310 rds. of .50 BMG M8 armor piercing incendiary, silver tip, 649 gr., pulled
bullets in very good condition. (76725-2)
2393. LOT OF OILERS This is a lot of nine all-purpose nickel plated oilers including eight that are identified as “Perfect Pocket Oiler” and measure just over 4” in length and feature a shotgun shell style body with a fluted cap. Six have no manufacturer markings, one has a cap that
reads “Monarch” and the cap on the other is marked “L. C. S. & Bros. Typewriter Oil/Will Not Gum”. The last oiler is 3” long, shaped like a
rifle cartridge and has a base marked “Shakespeare/USA/Kalamazoo”. The conditions range from very good to excellent with a few having
slightly bent applicators and a little oil residue. (77625-9)
2394. LOT OF COLLECTIBLES This is a lot of several Savage Arms related items beginning with a pewter belt buckle featuring a front with the
Indian chief profile logo and company name above it. The back of this handsome 2 1/2” diameter buckle exhibits a smaller version of the
Indian head to the right of the fully intact swivel hook, and below that the identification reads: “Savage Arms Division,/Emmart Corporation”.
The next item is a 3”x3” pewter medal with another version of the Indian chief profile, this one of the left side. Rounding out the lot are six
gold plated buttons featuring the right profile with the following diameters: (2) 3/4”; (4) 1/2”. The items in this lot rate excellent. (76725-8)
2395. R EPLICA GUN LOT This lot consist of a single BKA98 replica single action revolver that rates fair overall. The metal surfaces retain about
96% black finish with high edge wear, scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The finish is fading unevenly giving it a blotchy look. The
smooth wood grips rate very good with light handling marks. The hammer spur tip is broken off, the lock work is functional but the cylinder
does not rotate. (88300-2S20531A) {NON-GUN}
2396. MAHOGANY PRESENTATION CASE FOR REVOLVER This lot consist of a single mahogany presentation case for revolvers. The
case measures 13 7/8” x 7 3/4” x 2 15/16” with a pinkish-red crushed velvet interior. It has cuts for cleaning rod, screwdriver and bore
brush. The revolver cut out should accommodate a 6” S&W standard or heavy barrel K or N frame revolver or similar. Overall, the box is in
very good to excellent condition with light handling wear. (88262-1A)
2397. P ERIOD PERCUSSION REVOLVER PRESENTATION CASE
This lot consist of a period hardwood case for a percussion revolver
2397
and includes a powder flask. The case is unmarked and appears to
be constructed of walnut with outside dimensions of 10 5/16” x 7” x 2
1/4”. The cover of the case has an unmarked brass name plate. Overall,
the case rates good to very good with scattered light dents and dings
with tight joints. The interior is divided into six compartments with one
equipped with a cover. All are lined with red velvet that rates very good.
The case is equipped with a lock but no key is provided. Also included
is a small unmarked brass flask with a federal eagle and missing spout.
The case appears to be fitted for a Colt 1848 Baby Dragoon or similar
with a 4” barrel. (6520-2488A)
2398. G ERMAN PIN FIRE CUFFLINKS LOT This lot contains two German blank pin fire pistol cufflinks. The heavy nickel plate or monel metal surfaces remain bright showing some light tarnishing on the hammers. The grips show a nice scroll engraving and are marked “MAUS
GERMANY”. The pistol, have been attached to the cufflinks with epoxy. Included are 15
pin fire blanks. (178054-7) {NON-GUN}
2398
2399. HOLSTER AND TOOL LOT Two items total: (1) refurbished P.38 leather
holster marked “P.38” on the back. The leather has been stained black and polished, with light handling marks, the belt loops have been replaced and most of the
seams have been re-stitched. The pull strap has been reattached in the front with a
metal stud and the strap retention plates have been reattached with modern pins,
one of which is missing; (1) unmarked Luger takedown tool retaining a grayish
blue patina with patches of fine pitting and oxidation. (8088-5)
2400. ANTIQUE BRASS SCARIFICATOR BLOODLETTING KIT
Unmarked brass spring loaded automatic fleam equipped with a
2400
12-slotted depth-adjustable base, blued steel hammer and screws.
The unit measures 1 1/2” x 1 5/8” at the top with a slightly larger
base that covers the 12 steel blades until they are loaded. The top
of the unit is also equipped with a knurled brass knob for adjusting
the height of the base and a smaller spring loaded trigger button for
releasing tension on the blades. The brass has acquired a pale red
tarnished patina with areas of mellowed goldenrod on the top and
bottom of the base. The hammer and screws retain nearly all their
original bright fire temper blue with very light silvering along the
edges, one of the top screws has been replaced with a grounded
bright pin. The mechanism seems to function mechanically. Included
is an original two piece sliding octagonal black leatherette cardboard
box with red interior and three free blown glass cups with rubber
suction balls. The cups rate excellent, the glasses remaining clear and
the rubber soft and flexible. The box shows minor light scuffing along
the edges. The interior appears to read in old ink script “Brought of
/ Frank S Big / Hammond Ind / Sat August 4 th / 1909” on one face
and “Dr D.W. / Shearling / Chadron / Nebr” on the other face. Bloodletting was probably one of the most popular procedures for at least
2000 years and only stopped in the 20th Century. It was considered
a cure to all sorts of ailments. Bloodletting was often carried out by
barbers and the traditional red and white striped sign outside their
premises is a legacy of that time. Care should be used during handling keeping bodily surfaces clear of the slotted base. (56020-R301)
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2401. V ERY RARE LINDSAY’S YOUNG AMERICA POWDER FLASK AND AC2401
CESSORIES Three items total: (1) 3” brass bodied flask equipped with a common
top and fixed spout with dual sided Federal eagle motif. The body rates near excellent
retaining much original lacquer and a shallow impression in one of the faces; the
view shows an eagle centered between stars and crossed guns above “E PLURIBUS UNUM” in riband. The brass top and spout remain bright and body is marked
“LINDSAY’S / YOUNG / AMERICA” on one side. The screws are intact and the
exposed spring remains strong; (1) steel bullet plunger measuring 3 3/4” overall. The
surfaces have a pleasing pewter patina with a few small patches of fine pitting; (1)
unmarked brass single grooved oval bullet mould. The brass remains overall bright
with scattered tiny nicks, scratches and stains. The edges of the single cavity mould
crisp and clean. A nice trio of accessories for a Lyndsay pistol casing. (56229-491)
[Elliott Riggs Collection]
(500/700)
2402. MILITARY STYLE SADDLE This lot
includes what is likely a Civil War era McClel2402
lan saddle. The 11 1/2” seat marked saddle is
in fair condition and is partially missing the
main buckle and breast strap. The leather
covering is moderately stained with a few
tears and the stitching is popping in a lot of
areas. The stirrups are attached and remain
in good overall condition and this would be
a great restoration project or addition to any
western theme décor. (106312-11H) [Please
note: extra shipping will apply]
2403. LOT OF MILITARY
C LOTH I N G This lot includes three jackets and a
set of pants. First is a leather bomber jacket that has
several tears, dried and crazed
leather with multiple scuff marks that is
a size 42 R with dirt stained sheep skin
lining. Second is a green canvas fleece
lined jacket with wool pants. Likely a size
small, both in good overall condition. Third is
a faded green canvas light weight jacket with
sergeant stripes on the sleeves and is likely a
size 42 R as well. (106312-10)
2404
2404. MODEL 1928 MCCLELLAN SADDLE
This lot includes a near complete saddle with
stand. The 11 1/2” size saddle is missing the breast
strap and some of the tethers. The leather covering
is a lovely red russet color with some light usage
marks and the stitching remains tight. The brass
hardware has toned to a dark mustard color patina.
It has steel stirrups and remains in excellent condition. Included is a custom pine stand that has a blue enamel going with
finish on the legs and body with a walnut color stained top. (107880-2)
[Please note: extra shipping will apply]
2405. S HOOTERS LOT This lot includes a variety of items. First is a SD
Myers suede cartridge belt likely for a 40-44” waist that appears unused in excellent condition. Second is an assortment of 5 gun locks to
include one trigger lock with key and 4 cable locks with keys, (2) HKS
No. 29 speed loaders, and a set of 1” tip-off rings in a mis-matched
blister pack. All items remain in excellent condition. (107497-6, 4)
2406. S HOOTERS LOT This lot includes a range bag, magazine, and surplus 5.45x39mm ammunition. First are 380 +/- steel
case ball cartridges in excellent condition. Second is a Tapco 30 round polymer magazine likely for an AK-74 style rifle.
There are a few light scratches near the throat and the magazine remains in very good condition. Third is a faded green
canvas bag measuring 12”X8”X8” with reinforced carry handles and ten external open top pockets that has a heavy duty zipper on the
main compartment in overall very good condition. (107773-3)
2407. P ISTOL RUGS This lot includes 30 assorted size, zippered pistol rugs. They are a mixture of vinyl and leather and remain in overall very
good condition. (108101-40)
2408. PISTOL RUGS This lot includes 20 assorted size, zippered pistol rugs and three plastic pistol cases. The pistol cases measure 12”x 8”x 2 1/2”
with plastic clasp and or slide closures. The rugs are a mix of vinyl, fabric and leather and all are in overall very good condition. (108101-40A)
2409. G UN SLEEVES This lot includes 8 various size padded, zippered, canvas long gun sleeves in various states of condition from about very
good to excellent. (108218-71)
2410. S HOOTERS LOT This lot includes a large green plastic ammo can with an assortment of 11 aftermarket 9mm magazines for various style
pistols in a variety of capacities from 10 rounds to 50 rounds. These magazines are unmarked and in various states of condition from good
to excellent and three magazine springs are included. (107956-19G)
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2411

2411. WINCHESTER FACTORY SHIPPING CRATE FROM KEN WATERS
This lot includes an original wooden shipping crate measuring 51 1/4”x8
1/2”x5” for a Model 70 bolt action rifle. The crate is complete with paper end
label still intact and has a complete lid. The label reads “Winchester / Model 70
Target / Bolt Action Rifle / .30 Govt. Model ‘06 / Lyman 77 Front Sight & 4 SW.
H. Rec. Sight / Winchester Repeating Arms Co., New Haven Conn., U.S.A.” It
has overall ingrained dirt staining but remains legible. The lid is marked in red ink
and was shipped from Ken Waters to G.H. LaFleur with remnants of a Railway
Express shipping label and postmaster sticker. The flip side is pencil-marked
“To Mr. Kenneth L. Waters” with his address and has antique postage stamps
affixed. At the time it cost a whopping $2.58 to send it from Nebraska to
Connecticut. This neat piece of Winchester memorabilia remains in excellent
condition and would make a fine addition to any collection. (108218-69A)

2412

2412. WINCHESTER SHIPPING CRATE FROM KEN WATERS This lot
includes an original wooden shipping crate measuring 51 1/4”x8 1/2”x5” for
a Model 52C bolt action rifle. The crate has one section of the lid with a complete end label that reads “Winchester / Model 52C / Bolt Action Target Rifle
/ Cal. 22 Long Rifle, with Speed Lock / Without Sights / Winchester Repeating
Arms Company”. The bottom of the crate is marked with grease pencil to “K.L.
Waters” and was shipped from “Cook, Newton and Smith Inc”. The end label
and crate have overall light ingrained dirt staining and some of the boards
are split but remains in very good overall condition. (No lid) (108218-69B)

2413. C OLLECTIBLE WINCHESTER BOXES This lot includes two nice
rifle boxes. First is a natural colored rare Model 88 two piece box that is
complete having some light scuffing along the edges and spots of water
staining in overall excellent condition. The end label lists the caliber as
2413
“284 Winchester” and has a surcharge that reads “special” and is for a
pre-64 gun. Second is a two piece red and black checkered box for a
Winchester Model 70 rifle in caliber .270 with cheekpiece and Monte
Carlo, it is from 1964. There are overall light scuffs along the bottom
edges and the box remains in excellent condition. (108218-69)
2414. MOUNTAIN LION This lot includes a full standing mount of a mature
lion pausing mid-stride to check the surroundings. The cat is mounted
to a base that resembles a rocky terrain and measures 70”x31”X45”. The
overall condition is good as the cat has spots where the hide has dried
and cracked and it is uncertain if they could be repaired. These spots
are located at the top of the tail, the right rear quarter and there is a small section under the tail as well. The front side of the mount is well
kept and if placed strategically still makes an attractive looking mount. (108305-1) [This item must be picked up shipping is not available]
2415. W INCHESTER BULLET
MOULD This lot includes a single
cavity mould
in 38 W.C.F.
Th e m e t a l
surfaces retain
75% blue flaking
to brown finish
with overall light
oxidation staining
and light handling
marks. The sprue cutter screw shows minor
wear and the two groove
flat nose conical shaped
cavity remains clean and
2414
is in overall excellent condition. (107956-17)
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2416. U NMARKED BULLET MOULD This lot includes a Winchester style single cavity mould marked “44 W” along the left leg. The metal
surfaces are mostly a dull gray patina with overall light oxidation staining with traces of blue and brown tones in the protected areas. The
right side of the body is marked with the initials “D.S.L.” and the two groove conical shaped flat nose cavity remains clean and the mould is
in overall excellent condition. (107956-17A)
2417. LOT OF IDEAL BULLET MOULDS This lot includes two wooden handled moulds. First is a single cavity round nose mould measuring
.298” in diameter. The cavity has a couple spots of light oxidation staining but remains in excellent condition and the body is numbered
308291 on the right side. The second mould is a number 579 conical shaped two groove .29” in diameter with a clean cavity. The body
is mostly dull grey with scattered light oxidation staining and there is active oxidation on the top of the legs and pivot area and the mould
remains in very good plus condition (107956-17B)
2418. M ODERN-BOND BULLET MOULD This lot includes a three cavity mould with two .358” two groove round nose and one .317” two
groove round nose cavities. This is a double sided mould with the larger cavities on one side and the smaller on the opposite side. The
cavities remain clean and the single side sprue cutter is no longer present. The handles have been whittled down and the mould remains
in overall very good to excellent condition. (107956-17C)
2419. LOT OF BULLET MOULDS This lot includes three brass bodied moulds. First is an unmarked mould with .742” diameter wad cutter style
cavity. The body shows overall light tarnish and handling marks and the cavity is in need of a cleaning but remains in overall very good condition. Second is a single cavity .40” diameter conical shaped cavity mould without sprue cutter in overall excellent condition. Third is a .459”
diameter conical shaped mould with offset handle that has overall light tarnish and the
cavity remains clean in overall excellent condition. (107956-17D)
2420. LEATHER TAKE DOWN CASE This lot includes a wooden take down case with
leather covering measuring 33”X9”X3 1/2”. The leather covering is dried and crazed
near overall with both sides of the cover missing. The belt closures are no longer
present and the inside of the case is lined in green felt with a near complete paper
label from Williams & Powell. This case will accommodate a side by side with barrels
up to 30” in length and would make a great restoration project. (107956-18)
2421. 1903 SPRINGFIELD DUMMY TRAINING RIFLE This lot consists of an
unmarked 1903 Springfield style bolt action dummy training rifle. The metal
shows oxidation throughout and the beech stock shows handling marks, chips
and dings throughout. There are several scattered cracks in the stock including
a few at butt, two on handguard and one at upper tang and there are a couple
small holes in the underside of stock. The rear band, sights and buttplate
are absent but the bolt opens and closes cocking the trigger. An interesting
piece overall. (2X207789-8) {NON-GUN}
2422. B ENJAMIN FRANKLIN MODEL 122 .22 CALIBER AIR PISTOL The
brass barrel and air chamber retain a pleasing lightly tarnished goldenrod patina
with generous traces of original black finish in protected areas and the aluminum frame
has an overall smoky gray patina. The plain walnut grips rate about very good with light
handling marks and flaking original varnish. (58275-7)
2423. D OC HOLIDAY BRONZE SCULPTURE BY SHOOP This “Lost Wax”
2424
casting of the original 1986 bronze creation by Wally Shoop depicts the
legendary gunfighter in ready-to-draw posture, coat open and his hands
at-the-ready standing on a gravel like base with facsimile Shopp signature.
The bronze has a lovely antiqued patina and measures 20” x 8 3/8” x 9 3/8”
including the wood plinth and weighs just under 25 lbs. A great-looking
reproduction bronze of one of Americas most notorious gunfighters. [Due
to size and fragility extra shipping will apply] (1X57536-114) (100/200)
2423
2424. W.A.C.A. THE 1860 MARTIAL HENRY BRONZE SCULPTURE BY
HOUSTON This casting for WACA of the original Cody Houston bronze
creation was created by Art Cast of Montana in 2003 and was limited to
55 signed and numbered pieces with the mold destroyed after completion,
this sculpture is numbered 2/55. The depicts the bust of an Union Sargent clutching his Henry rifle and has dated Cody Houston signature
on the left body flat and is numbered “2/55” above “WACA” on the back. The bronze has a nice chocolate patina and measures 12 7/8” x 4
1/8” x 5 3/8” including the wood pedestal plinth weighing approximately four lbs. Included with the bronze is a Certificate
of Authenticity dated 2003 signed by Mr. Cody listing the consignor as the principle owner. A nice desktop bronze for
the martial arms or Winchester collector. (1X58087-229) [Kenneth Fry Collection]
(200/400)
2425. U.S. CALVARY SCOUT BRONZE SCULPTURE BY HOUSTON This “Lost Wax” casting of the original
Cody Houston bronze creation was created by Art Cast of Montana in 2006 was limited to 55 signed and numbered
pieces with the mold destroyed upon completion, this sculpture is numbered 43/55. The sculpture depicts a buckskin clad cavalry scout kneeling, glancing the horizon with one hand on his knee and the other clutching his trusty
Winchester lever rifle on a prairie style base having dated Cody Houston signature and number. The bronze has a
nice chocolate patina and measures 11” x 6 1/2” x 11 1/4” including the kidney shaped wood plinth and weighs
approximately eight lbs. Included with the bronze is a Certificate of Authenticity dated 2007 and signed by Mr. Cody
listing W.A.C.A. as the original owner. A great looking limited edition sculpture for the budding Winchester collector.
(1X58087-228) [Kenneth Fry Collection]
(200/400)
2426. C ROSSBOW LOT Two total: (1) Barnett Demon compound crossbow. This camo finish crossbow has
a 150 lb. draw and can deliver a bolt at about 268 feet per second. The trackless design, straight limbs
and glass filled nylon wheels add to this performance and a safety is included as well which all add to its
superb accuracy. Crossbow also features a lightweight magnesium stock and has an adjustable front pin
sight and rear peep sight. Other features include a bolt retainer, a braided Fast-Flite serving on the string
and a weight of about 6.5 pounds; (1) WHAM-O Powermaster hunting crossbow. This vintage
crossbow features a hardwood stock and aluminum alloy bow with about an 80 lb. draw. The
string is present but frayed and should be replaced and the wood has some mild handling
marks. Four original wood bolts are included, three have fishing tips, the fourth has a
broadhead. A fifth incomplete pistol bolt is also included. The natural fletchings have mostly
deteriorated from age. The original box is also included but is in poor condition overall with
many tears and sections of the lid missing. (1X45694-11,12)
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2427. P
 ISTOL BOX LOT This lot consists of a custom wood pistol box with cleaning vise affixed to the top. The box measures 18” long by 7”
wide and is about 4” high (9” high overall). A very good condition example that would make a great accessory for the blackpowder or
modern pistol shooter. (1X47559-2)
2428. G ENERAL OFFICERS RIG This lot includes a leather belt, holster and magazine pouch. First is a Bianchi leather belt likely a size 34/36 with
silver plated 1902 style buckle. Second is a Bianchi #G100 ambidextrous holster that has moderately scuffed and flaked leather around the
edges. Third is a Bianchi #G115 magazine pouch in similar condition to the holster. The lot is in overall very good condition. (1X107644-103D)
2429. H ELMET LOT This lot consists of an unmarked dark gray Brodie style helmet. The helmet shows scattered flaking paint, staining and
oxidation. The inside of the helmet appears to be painted white and shows scattered oxidation staining and flaking. The liner is intact and
shows scattered soiling and some crazing. (1X206856-11A)
2430. S HOOTERS LOT this lot consists of three items. Included are: A
Bianchi black nylon pistol rug that measures 15” long and has two outer side pockets, a green plastic Competitive Edge Dynamics shotshell
2435
dispenser and a six pouch red nylon magazine holder by iShot that has
been embroidered on the front for “Rochester Brooks / USPSA / 2006
Arca 7 / Practical Shooters”. All are in excellent condition. (1X46731-6)
2431. LOT OF ASSORTED SHOOTING RELATED ITEMS Includes an
assortment of patch cutters, pieces from two bullet starters and two
powder scoops. Both scoops appear to be home-made; one is marked
“70” and looks like it was fabricated out of ink pen parts the other is
marked simply “8” and is a 32 ACP casing tacked to a 10 penny nail.
Items are in good to very good overall condition. (2X102789-245)
2432. L
 OT OF COLLECTIBLE SHOTSHELL WADS This lot consists of
(9) boxes and (1) bag of various Remington UMC 12 gauge wads. The
boxes rate from fair to good with some of the contents missing from
the amounts cited on the boxes with broken seals. Included are (2)
green checkerboard colored boxes of approximately 250 count each
12 gauge “Black Edge” 1/4” thick wads, (1) tan box of approximately
250 count 12 gauge “Regular” “Black Edge” wads, (3) tan boxes of
approximately 250 count each 12 gauge “A” thickness, 72/1000” cardboard wads, (2) tan boxes of approximately 250 count each 12 gauge
“B” thickness, 40/1000” cardboard wads, (1) mixed bag of wads that
include various sizes of card wads and (2) tan boxes of approximately
250 count each 12 gauge 120/1000” cardboard wads. The last box
has sizes on the label crossed out and the 120/1000 hand written but
the boxes appear factory sealed. (1X87240-81)
2433. LOT OF NEW AND COLLECTIBLE PRIMERS This lot consists of
(5) bricks and (8) sleeves of various make and sizes of primers. Included
are: (1) brick of recently made (approximately 1000 count) CCI #250,
large rifle magnum primers, (4) bricks (approximately 1000 primers
each) Remington #9 1/2 Large Rifle Primers, (6) sleeves (approximately
100 count each) Remington #9 1/2 Large Rifle Primers and (2) sleeves
(approximately 100 count each) Winchester #116 Small Rifle Primers.
The packaging rates excellent on the CCI primers but the others vary
from fair to very good. (1X87240-79)
2434. LOT OF RIFLE BULLETS This lot consists of (4) boxes of various
2436
diameter, style and weight rifle bullets. Included are (1) box of approximately 75 Speer .3085” 150 gr soft point bullets in an original yellow
Speer box that is labeled for 180 gr. soft points, (1) box of 13 unknown
make .309” 180 gr. pointed soft points, (1) unopened box of approximately 100 Herter’s .338” 200 gr. round nose soft point bullets and (1)
box of approximately 40 .358” 250 gr. round nose soft points in excellent
condition. (1X87240-80A)
2435. FRAMED WATERFOWL PRINT This lot consists of a waterfowl print
entitled “MALLARDS”. The print was done by Douglas Van Howd and
it shows four Mallards flying over a body of water. The print takes up
the whole of the frame and the frame measures 21” in length and 17”
in width and the frame body shows scattered dust staining and some
light flaking paint. (1X207240-65E)
2436. F RAMED WATERFOWL PRINT This lot consists of a framed waterfowl print entitled “CANADA GEESE”. The print was done by Douglas
Van Howd and it shows two flying Canada geese and two on the ground.
The print takes up the whole viewing area of the frame and the frame
measures 21” in length and 17” in width and the frame shows scattered
light dust staining and minor flaking. (1X207240-65G)
2437. LOT OF CIVIL WAR PRINTS This lot contains three matted prints
with brief overview of specific engagements during the Civil War with
the outer edge of the mat measuring 16”x20”. The first print is titled
“Battle of Dranesville, VA., December 20, 1861” with illustration by
Henry Lovie. There is light staining on the matting around the black and
white sketch but it remains in very good condition. The second print is
titled “Battle of Antietam Creek, MD., September 17, 1862” with illustration by Edwin Forbes. The third print is titled “Siege of Vicksburg”
with illustration by F.B. Schell. These last two prints have a plastic film
over them and remain in near excellent condition with minor damage
to the outer edges of the mat. (1X126312-8)
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2438. S
 PORTING ART LOT This lot contains one 22” x 18”
2438
framed Whitetail print. The print has a view of 13” x 11 1/2” of
a buck and a doe and an oval view of another large whitetail
buck. The print has been expertly double-matted with suede
using acid free materials. (1X178113-7D)
2439. PACK POMMEL BAG LOT This lot consists of a set of tan
leather 1917 style pommel bags for use with a military pack
saddle. The bags are unmarked but are in excellent condition
with minor scuffs but no rips or tears. One side has a single
large pocket while the other has two smaller pockets and loops
for securing pencils. Similar to known Quartermaster’s bag examples made by K.C. Saddlery. (1X43559-42A)
2440. LEATHER RIFLE CASE LOT This lot consists of a tooled,
brown leather rifle case that measures 48” long. Designed for
scoped rifles, the case has a shearling lining and has moderate
to heavy flaking and crazing to the exterior. Case features a
flap closure with buckle latch and a single carry handle. Loops
for additional straps are present, the straps are not. An about
very good example overall. (1X46286-5A)
2441. U .S. MODEL 1873 BAYONET SCABBARD This is a
type II scabbard with sheet metal body and leather throat
and belt loop clamped with a brass escutcheon marked
“N.G.P.”. The metal surfaces retain an overall brown patina
with perhaps 10% flaking black lacquer. The leather rates
very good plus with light scuffs and handling marks but remains intact and the brass escutcheon has a pleasing tarnished ochre patina. (1X57278-8)
2442. LOT OF CLAY BIRDS This lot consists of a box of about 110 White Flyer clay pigeon targets. The clays are of different vintage but are
all intact. [Due to fragility this item cannot be shipped]. (2X43746-2J1)
2443. B LACK DUCK WORKING DECOY This gunning black duck decoy appears carved along the lines of an early Mason or Hayes glass
eye decoy (c. 1920s) except that it has an atypical section of wood inletted into the body at the area of the neck. The body finish is a
repaint and it still has the hanging metal weight rigging attached to the bottom. The head has separated from the neck area and there
is a line present, but the head is not loose. The body has a split line running through the middle of the body (back-to-bottom and not
side-to-side) suggesting that this might be 2-piece manufacture. The length of this decoy is 16 1/2”. The lower section of the bill has split
off and is missing. (1X58088-3B)
2444. C HRONOGRAPH LOT This lot consists of a Pact Precision Chronograph that appears in very good condition and features “start / stop”
inputs and an “on/off” switch on the back and two function buttons on the front with a readout screen. The unit comes with four light
sensors on 15’ cords and a single information sheet. No base for the light sensors or any light diffusors are included. The functionality of
this Chronograph is not known. (1X128062-4)
2445. G ERMAN SHOOTING MEDAL LOT This lot consists of a 1927 dated German shooting medal. The silver medal shows scattered flaking
and light oxidation staining. The obverse shows a man in a hat shooting a Schuetzen rifle and underneath him is a target with a wreath
around it. The back of the coin shows a wreath around the words “Standeinweihung des Burger Schutzen-Verein e.V. Schewrte 3/.727” A
neat coin for the collector. (2X207391-5K)
2446. SWISS SHOOTING MEDAL LOT This lot consists of a silver Swiss shooting medal. The medal shows some light wear and light oxidation
stains. The obverse shows a Swiss guard in front of a cannon and village under the words “TOUT POUR LA PATRIE” and underneath him
are the dates “1519-1526” and “1584-1814”. The back Shows an eagle underneath a key and Swiss cross underneath the words “Un POUR
TOUS”, “TIR FEDERAL A GENEVE 1887” and “TOUS POUR UN”. A neat lot for the Swiss collector. (1X207391-5M)
2447. F RENCH MEDALLION LOT This lot consists of a bronze French medal from 1804. The bronze medal has turned a brown patina and
shows scattered oxidation staining. The obverse of the medal features the likeness of Napoleon Bonaparte with the words: “EMP. ET ROI”,
meaning emperor and king. The back of the medal shows a man bearing a whip confronting a demonic beast and the script reads “En LAN
XII 2000 BARQUES SONT CONSTRUITES”, meaning in the 12th year of Napoleon’s reign 2000 ships were to be built. This medal was
meant to commemorate a 2000 ship fleet that was intended to be used to invade England but this fleet was never fully completed nor was
the invasion. A very neat piece of history. (2X207391-5A)
2448. G ERMAN COIN LOT This lot consists of a bronze German states memorial coin to the Grand Duke of Baden. The coin is turning a brown
patina and it shows scattered light oxidation staining. The obverse of the coin features the likeness of the Duke with this full title near the
rim. The back of the coin reads “DANKT SEINEM VERKLAERTEN BESCHUTZER 24 APRIL 1852” and the edges of the coin depicts the
Duke’s title. A neat coin overall. (2X207391-5C)
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2449. GERMAN SHOOTING MEDAL LOT This lot consists of a
German shooting medal. The medal shows scattered oxidation stains
and scratches. The obverse shows a man in a hat shooting a Schuetzen rifle and a wreath over a target on the right side. The back of the
medal shows a wreath over the words “VERBAND DER SCHIESKLUBS/VON LUDENSCHEID UND UMGEGEND 5 SIEGER”. A neat
shooting collectible. (1X207391-5N)
2450. FRENCH MEDAL LOT This lot consists of a bronze Napoleonic era French medal. The metal is turning a brown patina and
shows scattered light oxidation stains and the bottom of rim on obverse shows a very small bend. The obverse of the coin features the
likeness of Napoleon Bonaparte over the engraver’s name “Andrieu
F.”. The back of coin shows the French Legion of Honor medal and
above it, the words “AUSPIECE NEAPOLEONE GALLIA RENOVATA”.
A neat piece from a pivotal time in Europe’s history. (2X207391-5B)
2451. BRITISH COMMEMORATIVE COIN LOT This lot consists
of a memorial coin for the Duke of Wellington. The coin exhibits some scattered light oxidation staining. The obverse shows the likeness
of the Duke, his title and the engraver’s name “ALLEN & MOORE BIRM”. The back of the coin reads “BRITANNA MOURNS HER HERO
NOW AT REST” and in the center is a tomb with Wellington’s birth and death dates and an angel. The bottom also reads “WATERLOO/
JUNE 18 1815” in commemoration of Wellington’s famous victory over Napoleon. (2X207391-5E)
2452. S WISS COMMEMORATIVE COIN MEDAL This lot consists of a Swiss medal commemorating the Battle of St. Jakob an dir bers.
The medal shows scattered oxidation stains and the rim has a couple chips and one minor bend. The obverse shows a falling warrior with
a sword in one hand and a flag in the other under the words “EIDGENOSSISCHES FREISCHHESSEN 1844 ZU BASEL”. The back of the
medal shows several Swiss symbols over the words “DER SCHILD ZERBROCHEN LAS SCHWERT ENTZEL DAS BANNER IN STERBBENDER HAND_TRIUMPH DAS VATERLAND BLEIBT FREI. GOTT SEGNE DAS VATERLAND”. This battle was fought between 1500
Swiss fighters and 40,000 French mercenaries and it was a French tactical victory but a strategic failure and today the battle is considered
very important in Swiss history. (2X207391-5Q)
2453. G ERMAN SHOOTING MEDAL LOT This lot consists of a German silver shooting medal dated 1893. The medal’s markings are fading
and show scattered scratches and oxidation staining. The obverse of the medal shows the likeness of the Prince of Bavaria Von Bayern
under the words “LUITPOLD PRINZREGENET VON BAYERN PROTEKTOR”. The back of the medal shows the shooting gallery under the
words “DIE NEUE SCHIESSSTATTE DER KGL PRIVIL HAUPTSCHUTZEN GESELLSCHAFT MUNCHEN” commemorating the opening
of a shooting gallery in Munich. A neat medal for the shooting enthusiast or historian. (2X207391-5R)
2454. S WISS COMMEMORATIVE COIN LOT This lot consists of an 1822 Swiss coin commemorating the Gathering of the Officers. The
brass coin is turning a brown patina and shows scattered light oxidation stains. The obverse of the coin features three officers coming
together and holding their hands toward the sky over the words “GRUTLI DEN XVII NOV MCCCVII”. The back of the coin shows several
flags underneath and the Swiss cross and it reads on the edges “DER GEIST UNSRER VATER SEY MIT UNS”. On the bottom of the back
side the coin reads “LANGENETHAL DEN 18 JULI 1822”. Really a neat coin. (2X207391-5H)
2455. G UN CASE LOT This lot consists of two items. First is a Kolpin hard gun scabbard that measures about 54” long and is adaptable to an
ATV or similar mount. Case has a fleece style lining and is in excellent condition. Second is a simple vinyl soft case with zippered end that
measures about 46” and has a few small tears and general soiling but is in very good condition overall. (3X45953-56)
2456. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of three hard plastic long gun cases beginning with two Kolpin Gunboots that are molded in the
configuration of a rifle, measuring 51” x 9” (at its widest point) x 3” and with a higher molded area to allow for a bolt rifle. These two piece
“boots” with black outer shells are secured by way of a clip-on heavy duty chain with plastic cover and doubles as a carry handle. It is here
that the sections disengage to reveal a red faux fur lined interior. These two cases rate excellent with a few minor stains and scuffs. The
third case is also black, a DoskoSport measuring 48” x 10” x 2 1/2” with four hinged plastic latches, egg crate style foam inserts showing
a few small stains and tears and an outer shell showing a 6” lower section missing and a 3” split at the top on one end and some areas of
tape residue. (3X75242-44)
2457. CONTICO TRAVEL CASE This lot includes a black hard plastic travel case measuring 52”x12”x4 1/2” with gray egg crate style foam lining.
This case has four clasp style closures with two spots for pad locks (not provided). The case is in very good overall condition. (3X105268-3)
2458. G UN CASE LOT This lot consists of a sling and a Stack-On black plastic, large pistol sized, hard gun case that measures 19” x 10 1/2” x
4 3/4”. The interior is set up for two layers of handguns or accessories with two smaller un-foamed compartments in the front for smaller
accessories. You should be able to get pistols that do not exceed 18 1/2” overall length into this case. The case also includes a 1” x 62”
long nylon sling with quick detachable sling swivel studs. (2X87874-12C)
2459. LOT OF SHOTSHELL WADS This lot consists of (13) bags of wads. This lot consists of (10) bags of approximately 250 each Winchester
Handicap WAA12XW 12 gauge one piece plastic wads. Also included are (3) bags of approximately 250 each Federal 20S1 20 gauge one
piece plastic wads for 7/8 ounce loads. (1X87240-82)
2460. LOT OF RELOADING WADS This lot consists of an assortment of 12 and 20 gauge wads for shotshell reloading including eight containers in total. Included are five boxes of Alcan wads, three 20 gauge and two 12 gauge, two bags of Remington 20 gauge power piston
wads and one bag of 12 gauge AA wads. All are in excellent condition. (3X45953-2,3)
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2461. HARRIS BIPOD This lot includes a universal quick mount 12” adjustable bipod. The bipod is complete in overall near excellent condition
with a few light spots of oxidation staining visible. (108140-30S20295B)
2462. LOT OF AR ACCESSORIES This lot includes five items First is a Center Point quick acquisition laser and flashlight combo. The flashlight
has a red filter and works well the laser needs a new battery with Picatinny mount. Second is a Center Point Tactical red / green dot scope
with flip up lens cover and Picatinny mount in excellent working condition. Third is a Magpul angled forend in excellent condition. Fourth is an
unmarked barrel mount short 3 rail Picatinny mount and unmarked speed trigger assembly both in overall excellent condition. (108153-3A)
2463. C OLT 1911 CONVERSION KIT This lot consists of a 5” Colt 1911
22 LR barrel, a slide, magazine, slide stop, recoil spring, ejector, floating
chamber, a bottle of Sears gun oil and the original box. The barrel has an
excellent bore and the slide retains 98% original blue with some scattered
light silvering. This kit is of 1947-1955 vintage and the box rates good
with the top end being taped on and there being some scattered flaking
and crazing. This conversion kit will make a great addition to any Colt collection. (208157-6)
(500/700)
2464. B RITISH LEATHER COVERED SHOTGUN LUGGAGE CASE
FROM EJ CHURCHILL This is a leather-covered wooden luggage
case with heavy brass reinforced
corners and “secure lever” lock.
2463
2464
Externally the case is about 30
1/2 x 8 1/4 x 3”. The external
leather straps and their billets
are missing. The body of the
case rates about very good with overall light scuffs and handling marks from the years along with
some drying and light flaking. The interior shows the original red baize lining and makers label in
the lid. The makers label rates very good over all with the 8 Agar St., Strand London address and
with a telephone number and telegraphic address listed. The interior shows a good deal of mildew which certainly could be abated
if one did the job properly. The lower
separator in the barrel compartment
was relieved, no doubt for a larger
bore set of barrels, it would appear
as though 20 bore was the original intent, this certainly could be repaired by
2468
a good case man. There is a small spacer missing in the “action” section as
well but again, it is not beyond salvation. The key to the case is included. An
about very good case overall that certainly could be improved upon if someone
wished. (38218-678A) [Ken Waters Collection]
2465. LOT OF 17 REMINGTON DIES This lot consists of (3) dies for the 17
Remington cartridge. All dies are made by RCBS and include (1) full length
sizing die with decapping pin and neck expander, (1) neck sizing die with
decapping pin and neck expander and (1) seating die with seating stem. All
dies rate about excellent and include the lock rings. (88306-1)
2466. R EPLICA NON-FIRING MODEL OF THE P.08 LUGER This lot consist of
a single unmarked non-firing model of the famed Luger P.08 pistol. The model
is well made of die cast metals and steel and closely imitates the Mauser code
41-42 P.08. The metal surfaces retain about 90% factory blue colored finish
with light to moderate high edge wear. The checkered walnut factory grips rate
excellent. The pistol includes a detachable magazine and the gun functions
and disassembles much like the original. The model maker even numbered the
parts and the magazine to the frame like the originals. From a short distance,
it is very difficult to tell that this is not the real deal. (88002-63) {NON-GUN}
2467. S&W BOX LOT This lot consists of a very nice collectible red hinged top box
for Smith and Wesson revolvers. The end label reads “SMITH & WESSON /
NEW 38 DEPARTURE / NICKEL, 3 1/4 INCH.”. The pebbled exterior rates very
good with some light scuffing and fading. The interior has the factory instructions printed on the underside of the lid and the box is not numbered. A very
good to excellent vintage example overall. (48211-27A)
2468. B ROWNING SAFE LOT This lot consists of Browning ProSteel gun safe
that measures 60.5” x 30” x 25” (27” overall) and has a 3/16” body construction. The safe has a dark gray finish with light handling marks, chips
and flakes from previous installation and transportation. The door is 3/8”
thick and has the Sargent & Greenleaf mechanical combination lock. The
interior has the burgundy carpeting with the 14 long gun configuration
and the shelves on the left side. A very good condition sturdy gun safe that
does not have any additional fire protection but will certainly offer adequate
protection against theft. The weight is estimated at about 800 lbs and due
to this, shipping is not available. (47757-1)
2469. TREADLOCK SAFE LOT This lot consists of a Treadlock Security gun safe
that measures 63” x 28” x 21” (23” overall). The safe has a tan/gray finish and
has some light handling marks and scratches from being moved and previously
installed. The safe features the gold carpeted interior with a 20 gun long gun
rack and top shelf. There is no additional fire protection but the safe will provide
adequate resistance to theft. The safe features a mechanical combination lock
and is in very good condition overall. The weight is estimated at about 400 lbs.
and shipping is not available. (47943-2)
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2470. B ROWNING SAFE LOT This lot consists of a Browning ProSteel gun safe that
measures 60.5” x 24.5” x 20” (22” overall). The safe has the traditional brown
Browning painted finish which has some minor scratches and handling marks
from previous installation and a few law enforcement and firearms related decals.
The safe features the Sargent & Greenleaf Gold series mechanical combination
lock and has the burgundy carpeted interior with the 11 long gun set up and
additional peg board on the back of the door. A very good condition example
of these earlier security safes, there is no additional fire protection but the safe
will provide adequate resistance to theft. The safe’s weight is estimated at about
400 lbs. and shipping is not available. (48113-1)
2471. TREADLOCK CABINET LOT This lot consists of a Treadlock trunk style
security cabinet that measures 64” x 17” x 24” (28” overall). The cabinet has
a tan painted finish that has some minor scratches and other handling marks
from previous transport and installation and features two keyed tumbler locks.
Included are a custom hardwood long gun rack constructed for the inside which
will hold eight rifles or shotguns and has a padded
cushion cover. The cabinet weighs about 200 lbs.
and shipping is not available. (48302-1)
2472. TACTICAL LOT This lot consists of a Streamlight TLR-2 HL flashlight/laser combination. The
light is designed to be mounted to any picatinny
rail style mount and functions correctly. An excellent example overall. (48290-193B)
2473. A NTI-AIRCRAFT SIGHT This lot consists of an optical sight for
an anti-aircraft gun. The
sight has a desert tan
enamel finish with scattered flaking, oxidation
spots and some stain2473
ing. The gun has a metal tag attached by string that
is marked “TYPE 74S D/ No.
W30398”, the type 74SD is a Chinese 37mm antiaircraft gun but
all of the markings on the sight appear to be in English. The
sight has both an elevation and windage knob that adjusts from
0 to 50 and this piece will make an interesting display item for the military
collector. (206857-38)
2474. M1911 CAVALRY HOLSTER This lot consists of an original 1915 dated Rock
Island arsenal M1911 cavalry holster. The holster remains in very good plus to
near excellent condition with some scattered light flaking and a couple spots
of light staining.
The Rock Island markings remain crisp and this
holster will make a great addition to any military
collection. (208211-37A)
2474

2470

2475. MACHINE GUN SIGHT KIT This
lot consists of a Soviet style optical sight for the
14.5mm KPV wheeled machine gun, a wooden crate, two 3.5x PU style scopes, an optical device, several sheets of instruction, cleaning
equipment and a power cord. The crate is marked “MGS4-TIUD/(Circle)68/1300723”, the small inner boxes of the crate are coming
undone from the inside with one of the tabs having broken off and the outside of the box has a green enamel with scattered flaking,
dings and scratches. The anti-aircraft sight is marked “MGS4/(Circle)68/1300723”, it has a green enamel finish with some light flaking
and moderate staining, the optics are tinted, the scope has a military crosshair reticle and the scope has a side mount for a PU 3.5x
scope. Both of the PU scopes have a satin silver finish, with light oxidation staining, they are marked “T1U/(Circle)833” and they have
clear optics. The optical device is a telescope that looks upward with a crosshair reticle, the optics are slightly tinted, the telescope is
marked “BS14.5/3002161/(Circle)833” and there is a red and white flag that moves upward. There are several sheets of paperwork
included with this kit, one of which is marked with a “(Triangle)11” possibly for Radom factory in Poland and all of the instructions appear
to be in English. A sight adjustment tool is present, there appear to be a few small cleaning accessories brush-like and the power cord
is likely for a light of some sort. A neat Cold War era military item. (206857-37)
2476. NAVAL LOT This lot consists of several ship diaries and photographs. The ship logs are from the U.S.S. William War Burrows, Pacific Theater a
transport ship: The logs span from December 1941 until June 1942 and some of the pages show some creasing and light tearing. The photos
measure 15”x19” and show a variety of different U.S. Navy World War Two era ships. Also present is an 11”x17” photo of a Civil War militiaman from the First Rhode Island Detached Militia and a few of the photos exhibit light staining. A neat lot for the history buff. (206857-23)
2477. G ERMAN MODEL 1894 HEBEL FLARE PISTOL serial #66278, 26.5mm, 9 1/4” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are
an overall dull gray patina with a dent at top of muzzle, a small ding at top of backstrap, oxidation staining and freckling. The smooth walnut
grips rate very good with scattered dings, scratches and handling marks. The pistol bears a variety of proofs including “(Crown)/B” and
“(Crown)/A” and the hammer is not functioning properly. An interesting Great War era flare pistol. (208013-4) {NON-GUN}
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2478. AIRSOFT GUN LOT This lot consists of a DPMS branded M16 style automatic electric airsoft gun. The gun shows a few spots of oxidation
on barrel, a few areas of flaking paint, scattered dirt and dust staining. The orange flash hider has been painted black showing traces of the
original orange coming through the paint. The gun is a full length M16 style rifle with A1 handguards, an A2 flash hider, A2 upper, A2 lower
and a 4 position collapsible stock. The right side of the receiver features the DPMS Panther logo, there is no rear receiver pin present and
the battery connector is protruding from the back of the receiver. There is no battery or magazine present so we are unable to determine if
this airsoft rifle is functioning properly. There is a desert colored ACU pouch mounted on the buttstock. A good project or parts donor airsoft
rifle. (208300-15S20581A) {NON-GUN}
2479. LOT OF SLINGS This lot consists of 38 black nylon webbing style slings of various lengths and ranging from 3/4” to 1 1/4” wide to include
20 with two quick connect swivels, five with a single quick connect swivel, and 13 without swivels. The quick connect swivels appear to be
from Uncle Mikes. (128290-309)
2480. S HOOTERS LOT This lot consists of four cleaning kits, a small camera tripod, two spools of fishing line, a box of 8mm Mauser brass,
a wood handled Remington hand trap, a threaded brass drop tube funnel, three oilers, 10 stripper clips, a CSA belt buckle, three scope
bases, three small tools, a black plastic buttstock and pistolgrip for unknown gun(s), a stainless steel percussion cylinder 44 cal with the
only marking being “8372”, and two rifle scopes, one Ruger 4x32 with crosshair reticle and clear optics, and one Weaver D6 with a duplex
reticle that has a broken crosshair and lightly cloudy optics. All range from good to excellent condition. (128251-31A)
2481. CROSSMAN MODEL 338 AUTO BB PISTOL in very good condition with a few minor handling marks
and is missing the loading port cover. Comes with its manual and a CO2 cartridge. (128251-31B)
2487
2482. C ROSSMAN MODEL 1377 AMERICAN CLASSIC AIR PISTOL .177
cal pellet, 10 1/4” barrel with a very good bore. The metal surfaces retain 90%
original blue with several light handling marks and light oxidation throughout.
The aluminum frame rates very good with several small spots of flaking finish.
The woodgrain plastic grip and forearm rate about excellent. This airgun features
an adjustable rear sight. (127779-9)
2483. W INCHESTER MODEL 450 UNDERLEVER COCKING AIR RIFLE .177 cal, 18”
barrel. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few specks of oxidation and a couple of minor handling marks. The checkered walnut pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock with left side
cheekpiece rates very good with multiple light scratches and handling blemishes. This German
made air rifle is fitted with a red rubber buttpad and is sighted with a globe front and adjustable rear
sights. It features a rib for scope mounting and has an adjustable trigger. (128203-1)
2484. LOT OF HOLSTERS AND LEATHER This lot consists of nine holsters, two shoulder holster/mag pouch
rigs, a belt cartridge pouch and a bayonet frog. Included are three hard canvas Uncle Mike’s Sidekick holsters, one Uncle Mike’s soft belt clip holster, one Gun Gear hard holster marked
2488
BDM, one reproduction P38 holster, one reproduction U.S. marked flap holster for
a large single action or similar revolver, one heavy leather Safariland No 25 holster
for a large S&W revolver, a lightweight brown leather flap holster for a medium frame
32 or 380 cal pistol, one shoulder holster with mag. pouch by Triple K, one shoulder
holster with mag. pouch by Strong, a heavy brown leather duel cartridge pouch for
8mm Mauser or similar, and an unmarked bayonet frog. All are in good to near excellent condition and come with a light weight green canvas NRA range bag. (128251-31)
2485. LOT OF GUN CASES Eight total. First is a black plastic Plano Protector Series measuring
51”x12”x4” with foam interior. Second is a black plastic Flambeau Outdoors tapered case that
measures 53”x10”x4” with foam interior. Next are five zippered long gun soft cases ranging from
41” to 53” long. All of the above are in very good condition with some minor blemishes from use. And
last is an aluminum pistol case, foam interior, 12”x9”x4” with a separating exterior panel, several minor
exterior blemishes and a broken lock. (128251-32)
2486. LOT OF LONG GUN SLEEVES 12 Bore Stores soft long gun sleeves approximately 44” long with 11 having Velcro closure flap and one that has been cut short. Very good condition overall. (128127-21)
2489
2487. FACTORY BOX LOT This is an original factory box for the Savage Model 1907 pistol.
The cardboard box features a solid black exterior with wear limited almost exclusively
to the top edges, the top also exhibiting a fully intact “Caution” label with serial number
written in pencil at upper right. The hinged lid has a split at the front left corner but
otherwise the box is fully intact as is the orange side label affixed to the bottom right
panel. The interior shows some areas of minor grime, the lid exhibiting an full identification
label and included is an original and fully intact twelve page owner’s manual also showing
some dark spots and an ink marking but otherwise excellent. (76724-349A)
2488. FACTORY BOX LOT This Savage Model 1907 original factory box exhibits a black exterior
showing some scuffing at the corners and bottom edge wear. The correct “Caution” label has a
couple of small sections missing and a few small handwritten notes applied in both ink and pencil.
The orange side label is present minus a few small sections and the interior is clean, exhibiting a lid
with a strong black identification stamp and a lower right panel that is separated but present. Housed in
this collectible box are two original manuals for the pistol, a twelve page staple-bound and a folding
style. Also included is the original onion paper. (76724-349B)
2490
2489. FACTORY BOX LOT This is an original factory box for the Savage Model 1907 pistol
with a nice crisp black cardboard exterior showing bottom edge wear, an excellent
“Caution” label on the hinged lid and an impressive orange side label and the bottom
features a fully legible serial number written in pencil. The interior is in similar condition
with a fully intact lid label and some minor dark spots. Included is onion paper and a
reproduction owner’s manual. (76724-349C)
2490. FACTORY BOX LOT This is an original Savage Model 1907 factory box with a black
cardboard exterior showing a crazed pattern of wear throughout most of its surface The
interior shows extensive masking tape reinforcement. All three interior labels are intact with
the interior of the hinged lid exhibiting blue print. Included is onion paper and a reproduction
owner’s manual. (76724-349D)
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2491. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This is a lot of several items pertaining to the AK 47 semi-auto rifle beginning with an unmarked bayonet with
a bright and sharpened blade with light contact wear. The black smooth plastic handle and blued steel guard also show minor handling
marks as does the correct black plastic scabbard. Next are two unmarked steel bodied 30 rd. magazines. The 7.62x39mm magazines retain
about 92% original blue with loss due to contact wear and exhibit strong springs. They are accompanied by two excellent plastic magazine
clamps marked “CAA” and “AK47MC”. The magazines are housed in an unmarked green canvas carry case with two mag. capacity and
two smaller exterior pockets, one of which currently holds an excellent four piece butt trap cleaning kit in original steel tube. The canvas
case also rates excellent with some light corner wear and retains all loops, straps and hardware. (76724-345D)
2492. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This is a lot of items pertaining to the Cobray M11 pistol beginning with a Cobray marked threaded barrel extension showing minor handling marks to the Parkerized finish and attached is a front grip. There is also an unmarked parkerized threaded
muzzle brake and a correct blued steel Cobray 9mm magazine loader. The items remain in excellent condition. (76724-283A)
2493. FACTORY BOX LOT This is an original Savage Model 1917 pistol factory box with the black cardboard exterior showing wear mainly at
the corners. The lid has separated; its front panel is missing as are portions of the sides. The top of the lid retains nearly its entire white
“Caution” label, the orange side label is faded but retains strong black text. The interior shows splits at each corner and retains original wax
paper. An about good to very good example overall. (76724-349E)
2494. FACTORY BOX LOT This lot consists of three original factory boxes for Savage semi-auto pistols. Two are for Model 1907 and one is labeled
for Model 1915. The overall condition is about good plus with extensive separation and tape repairs evident to panels and labels, grime
marks and wear, particularly at the edges. The black exteriors and orange and white labels retain most of their original color. (76724-349F)
2495. LOT OF PISTOL BOXES This lot consists of four reproduction boxes for Savage pistols. The two piece cardboard boxes measure 8”x5
1/2”x1 1/2” with three having gloss black exteriors and green side labels. Two rate excellent and the third has a creased top with a split
corner and a side label that is beginning to separate. All three include a fully intact “Perfect Pocket Oiler”, a 4” long spring activated, chrome
plated oiler with a shot shell style design. The fourth box is gray with a red side label that is separating and like the other three provides
identification that includes “Savage Pistol 32 Cal. Automatic Smokeless Rimless” and the Savage logo. Each lid has exterior “Caution” labels
and interior company identification labels. This is an excellent condition lot overall. (76724-349G)
2496. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of seven cases for long arms: (6) padded and zippered soft cases; (1) leather scabbard. Included
are three by Allen with rugged nylon shells and configured to house scoped rifles. One displays a large Ruger logo, another is camo pattern and the last is a solid green. The other two are vinyl shelled with faux fur interiors and by Kolpin and Straight Shot. The lengths range
between 42” and 53” with each featuring fully intact carry handles and the overall condition of these five is excellent with the first three in
particular showing little indication of use. The two piece scabbard measures 44” in length and is contoured to allow for a scoped gun as it
is 8” at its widest point and the brown leather remains strong and shows areas of grime and grease stains and scattered handling marks.
The stitching remains intact along the entire periphery of each section; the lower section exhibits an impressive raised company logo featuring the image of the profile of an elephant between “The Schoelikoff Co.” and “Famous Jumbo Brand”. The two sections connect by way
of fully intact straps and buckles on each side with the metal parts showing verdigris and the interior shows minimal wear. (76019-29A)
2497. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of twelve zippered and padded soft cases for long arms and with the following outer shells: (7) vinyl; (4)
nylon/canvas; (1) suede leather. The lengths range from 44” to 62” and there are five that are designed to allow for scoped guns, including
one that has a depth of 3” and features an interior with an egg crate style foam lining. Manufacturers include Allen, Weather Shield, Straight
Shooter and Bucheimer, each features fully intact carry handles and the overall condition is very good plus. (76019-29B)
2498. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of 13 zippered and
padded soft cases for long arms and with outer shells con2499
structed of the following materials: (3) vinyl; (8) nylon/canvas;
(2) suede leather. One of the nylon cases features an illustration
issued by The U.S. Dept. of the Interior to promote the purchase
of Duck Stamps for the purpose of supporting The Migratory
Bird Hunting and Conservation Stamp program and is dated
1990. The lengths of the cases in this lot range from 42” to
54” including ten that are contoured to fit scoped guns and
manufacturers include Straight Shooter, Kolpin, Bucheimer and
Uncle Mike’s. Each case features functional carry handles and
the overall condition is very good plus. (76019-29C)
2499. F RAMED DOG PRINT This lot includes a custom framed
print of a man and his bird dog in front of a roaring fire cleaning
his shotgun after the day’s hunt. The frame measures 23 3/4”
X19 1/2” and is made likely from weathered barn boards with
gray paint touchups along the cut edges. A very handsome
vintage looking piece that will fit nicely in any décor. (107917-9)
2500. LOT OF NORMA BRASS This lot includes 60 rounds of
7x64mm brass casings in overall excellent condition. (108218-10A)
2501. RUGER AIR MAGNUM BREAK ACTION AIR RIFLE serial
#000001721, .177 Cal, 20” barrel with bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% blue finish with a few light handling
marks. The air rifle has fiber-optic sporting sights and a Ruger
4X32 scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The checkered black composite stock rates excellent and this single shot
break action air rifle should be a convincing deterrent to keep
the squirrels out of your bird feeders. (108303-84) {NON-GUN}
2502. LOT OF TRIGGER LOCKS This lot includes 65 assorted combination trigger locks from Master and Franzen. There are four
cable locks with combination and 61 trigger locks. They all are
set to the factory code 000 and instructions are available online
to change to one of your preference. The locks are in overall
excellent condition. (108290-310)
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2503. LOT OF BOOKS Total of three consisting of Volumes One through Three of the four
volume hardcover set Battles and Leaders of the Civil War; c. 1884-1887 The Century Co.
Expansion of the coverage of the war by Century magazine. The books rate about good
plus overall with the pebble grained leather exteriors showing extensive wear particularly
at the corners, the spines are missing nearly the entirety of their leather surfaces and
have been covered with nylon tape which has begun to peel in areas. The gilt embossed
edges have faded slightly and featured are marbled inside covers and illustrated frontis
pieces. Page totals range from 750 to 760 with partial separation occurring in several
locations; Volume Two shows moderate staining at the back pages due to contact with
liquid. An interesting and informative first edition example of U.S. literature. (78079-5)
2504. LOT OF BOOKS Three total. Savage Automatic Pistols, by James R. Carr; (no c. info.
provided). 131 pages hardcover rating near excellent with minor corner wear and with
jacket showing edge wear and small tears; a two inch strip of the top front interior jacket
is adhered to the cover. 10 Shots Quick: The Fascinating Story of the Savage Pocket
Automatics, by Daniel K. Stern; c. 1967 Daniel K. Stern. 153 pages hardcover with jacket
showing three tape repairs applied to small tears and with sun fading at the spine. The
front end paper is graced with a 1967 dedication by the author and the book remains
in excellent condition with just a couple of handling marks. Savage Pistols, by Bailey
Brower Jr.; c. 2008 Bailey Brower Jr. 268 pages excellent condition hardcover with jacket
showing little indication of use. (76724-39)
2505. C OLT CENTENNIAL BOOK LOT This lot consists of a single centennial commemorative soft cover book titled A Century Of Achievement: 1836-1938 and has the Colt logo. This factory publication features the first 100 years of the Colt company’s business and products.
Cover and some of the pages have some minor staining and light foxing and the publication is in very good condition overall. (1X45078-6B)

Gun Parts
2506. W INCHESTER BARREL LOT This lot consists of a Winchester 1885 barrel chambered in 32-40 with a good bore that is oxidized and
lightly pitted. The #3 weight barrel measures 24” long and appears to have been shortened with a new dovetail cut for the front sight. The
rear sight appears to be the original semi-buckhorn. The metal surfaces retain some of the original blue, the majority being a mottled brown
and gray and blending with some minor tool marks and light surface oxidation and fine pitting. An about good example overall. (47661-6)
2507. LC SMITH STOCK LOT This lot consists of a buttstock from an LC Smith Featherweight 12 gauge double shotgun. The stock measures
about 15 1/2” overall to the original hard rubber buttplate and rates in about very good condition overall with a few minor cracks on either side
of the wrist from the lockplate cutouts. There is some minor crazing and light cracking to the lacquer finish. The grip cap is intact. (47015-16A)
2508. C OLT 22 / 45 CONVERSION UNIT LOT This lot consist of a partial Colt Conversion unit for a Government Model pistol including
(3) parts. Included are a complete Colt 22 LR Conversion Unit slide that includes the extractor and firing pin assemblies, front sight and
Coltmaster rear sight. The slide has about 98% professional later added nickel plate with a few oxidation blemishes and scattered light
scratches. All parts on the slide, to include the sights, were nickel plated. The 5” nickel plated barrel with floating chamber has an excellent
bore. Also included is a recoil spring. The addition of a barrel bushing should get this unit “up and running”. (86519-656)
2509. STOCK LOT This lot includes a three piece set likely for an AK-47 style rifle. The smooth buttstock, forend, and handguard rate excellent
with several light handling marks under an added layer of finish with no makers marks. The steel buttplate and sling swivel retain most of
their black enamel finish with areas of fine oxidation staining. (107497-5)
2510. LOT OF S&W GRIPS This lot includes five rubber J frame grips to include (2) Pachmayr checkered combat grips, (2) Hogue textured
Mono grips, one with S&W medallions, and (1) Uncle Mike’s combat grip all in very good to excellent condition. (107497-3)
2511. BARREL LOT This lot includes a 21 3/4” heavy target stainless steel barrel with random circumferential disruptive pattern similar
to matting, only more visually pleasing, in 22 Benchrest. The barrel is unmarked and is for a Kelbly’s Inc., Benchrest rifle with Stolle
Panda Action previously sold as lot 299 in sale 111. The barrel has a bright excellent bore with no provision for sights and is in overall
excellent condition. (107760-3E)
2512. BARREL LOT This lot includes a 21 3/4” heavy target barrel with matte stainless steel finish in 22 Benchrest. There are a few light superficial
scratches in the finish and the barrel has no sight provisions and remains in excellent condition. The barrel is unmarked and is for a Kelbly’s
Inc., Benchrest rifle with Stolle Panda Action previously sold as lot 299 in sale 111. (107760-3A)
2513. BARREL LOT This lot includes an unmarked 21 3/4” heavy target barrel with stainless steel finish in 25 Benchrest. There are no sight
provisions and the bore rates excellent. The barrel is for a Kelbly’s Inc., Benchrest rifle with Stolle Panda Action previously sold as lot
299 in sale 111. (107760-3F)
2514. R. A. SIMARD BARREL This lot includes a 21 3/4” fluted heavy target barrel with stainless finish in .222 Rem., for a Model 700 bolt
action rifle, previously sold as lot 714 in sale 111. There are a few light superficial scratches and the bore remains excellent. (107760-3B)
2515. S HILEN BARREL This lot includes a 21 3/4” heavy target barrel with stainless steel finish in 6mm Benchrest for a Model 700 bolt action
rifle previously sold as lot 714 in sale 111. The bore is bright and excellent and there are no sight provisions. (107760-3C)
2516. BARREL LOT This lot includes an unmarked 21 3/4” heavy target barrel with stainless steel finish in 6mm PPC. There are no sight
provisions and the bore rates excellent. The barrel is for a Kelbly’s Inc., Benchrest rifle with Stolle Panda Action previously sold as lot
299 in sale 111. (107760-3D)
2517. R EMINGTON 1100 BARREL This lot includes a 26” blued 12 ga., ventilated rib barrel for 2 3/4” shotshell with Herter’s adjustable choke
with overall bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue flaking to brown finish with overall light scratches, spots of fine oxidation
staining and random spots silvering. (107936-14B)
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2518. R EMINGTON 1100 BARREL This lot includes a 28” ventilated rib 12 ga., barrel chambered for 2 3/4” shells choked full with bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue flaking to brown finish with overall specks of light oxidation and staining. There is a single
silver bead sight and the barrel remains in very good condition. (107936-14A)
2519. R EMINGTON 1100 BARREL This lot includes a 28” light contour ventilated rib 12 ga., barrel with screw in improved skeet Rem-choke
with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 95% matte blue finish with a few light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining and has
a silver bead rear and white bead front sight in overall very good condition. (107936-140)
2520. R EMINGTON 1100 BARREL This lot includes a 28” plain 20 ga., barrel with bright excellent bore choked improved cylinder with single
silver bead front sight. The barrel retains 85% blue fading to brown finish with a few light scratches and scattered spots of fine oxidation
staining in overall very good condition. (017936-14C)
2521. W INCHESTER BARREL LOT This lot includes a 26” part round, part octagon barrel in 30 W.C.F. with bright excellent bore for a Model
94. The nickel steel barrel retains 85% evenly thinning blue with scattered spots of fine oxidation staining throughout. There is light silvering
on some of the high edges and no sights are included. (107936-14F)
2522. R EMINGTON MODEL 1100 BARREL This lot includes a 30” ventilated rib 12 ga., barrel chambered for 3” Magnum shotshells with
bright excellent bore choked modified. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue finish with overall specks of fine oxidation staining, scattered
light scratches with single silver bead front sight and remains in very good condition. (108104-1A)
2523. THOMPSON CENTER BARREL This lot includes a 28” octagon 50 cal. barrel for a percussion rifle. The barrel is numbered 59288 and
retains 85% blue fading to brown finish with spots of light silvering, oxidation, an area of fine pinprick pitting and oxidation staining with a
near excellent bore. The barrel has standard sporting sights and remains in very good condition. (107936-14E)
2524. R UGER BARREL LOT This lot includes a 23 3/4” blued barrel in .458 Win. Mag., likely for a No.3 rifle. The barrel retains 85% blue finish
with scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining, scratches, and two silver rings around the barrel on the breech end (likely from removal).
The bore is bright and rates excellent and the barrel has been drilled and tapped for scope mounts. (107966-44)
2525. R EMINGTON 1100 BARREL This lot includes a 28” matted ventilated rib barrel with single silver bead sight for 2 3/4”, 12 ga.,
shotshells choked modified with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% blue finish with a few light scratches in overall
excellent condition. (108134-7)
2526. B ROWNING A-500 BARREL This lot includes a 28” matted ventilated rib barrel with single silver bead front sight for 3”, 12 ga., shotshells with Invector choke (full) that has a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with a few light scratches in
excellent condition. (108115-163)
2527. M OSSBERG 500 BARREL This lot includes a 28” plain barrel with single brass bead front sight for 2 3/4”, 12 ga., shotshells with an
overall bright excellent bore choked modified. The barrel retains 75% blue flaking to brown finish with overall light scratches and fine oxidation
staining and remains in about very good condition. (018115-16A)
2528. M OSSBERG 500 BARREL This lot includes a 24” plain barrel with single brass bead front sight in .410 bore choked full with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% blue fading to brown finish with spots of light oxidation with tooling marks at the
takedown screw but remains in overall very good condition. (107951-218)
2529. H.M. POPE BARREL This lot includes a heavy target barrel in 22 Short, measuring 30 3/5” overall with a bright excellent bore. The shank
measures 7/8” long with a 10 TPI pattern and is .928” in diameter. The barrel is an overall brown and pewter patina with four drilled and
tapped holes on the underside with notches for rings along the top in overall very good condition. (107966-29)
2530. U NMARKED BARREL BLANK This lot includes an unmarked .40 cal. rifled barrel blank that measures 33” overall with light oxidation staining
on the untreated surfaces. This is a true big bore blank ready to be turned down to fit ones needs in overall excellent condition. (107966-39)
2531. BADGER BARREL BLANK The lot includes a steel barrel blank marked 400 / N / 16 on one end with a bright excellent bore. The blank
measures 35 1/2” overall and is in excellent condition. (107966-46)
2532. MARLIN BALLARD PARTS This lot includes a barrel in 40-63, extractor, and a walnut forend. The barrel measures 30” with a
bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces are an overall brown patina with scattered light oxidation staining near all over. The
extractor is taped to the barrel and the walnut forend with ebony tip rates very good overall with scattered light handling marks and
spots of flaking varnish. (107966-45)
2533. H.M. POPE REVOLVER BARREL This lot includes an 8 1/4”, .38 caliber barrel with bright excellent bore. The shank measures 3/4”
long with .543 diameter shaft and 36 TPI pattern. The barrel is an overall brown patina with numerous light tooling marks, scratches, spots
of fine oxidation staining and the front sight is no longer present. This could be a fun project piece. (107966-43)
2534. G ATLING GUN EXTRACTOR This lot consists of a
2534
Model 1883 Gatling Gun extractor in 45-70 Govt. The
metal is an overall dull pewter patina with some sparse
light pin prick pitting and hardened oil. The extractor
appears to be in very good overall condition. (101347-3)
2535. K MART CBC BARREL LOT This lot contains one
28” plain barrel choked modified having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue finish having slight loss due
to handling and scratches. The top of the barrel is marked “K MART CORORATION” and the side of the barrel is marked “COMPANIA
BRASILEIRA DE CARTUCHOS”. (177471-7)
2536. B ROWNING BARREL LOT This lot contains one Browning A 500R deer rifle barrel. The barrel is a 12 ga., 24” smooth barrel with rifle
sights, Invector choked and having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue having loss on the belly along with
having some scattered handing marks. (7723-9A)
2537. W
 ALTHER SPORTMODELL V BOLT ACTION RECEIVER serial #15285, Receiver only. The metal surfaces on this vintage action
are currently in the white and rate excellent with some light handling wear and gray patina. The metal appears to have been lightly
polished and some of the lettering is faint but still visible, including the “(crown)B” & “U” proofs. The bolt assembly is included as are
the sights. The rear base radius has been opened up, the front sight has an extra tall insert. The trigger mechanism has been cut and
modified as well and the lower portion is no longer present. A very good example that would make a terrific smallbore project for the
right craftsman. (Transfers as a “firearm”) (44458-18) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2538. R UGER BARREL This lot includes a 26” blued tapered barrel in 270 Win with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains about 95% blue
finish and has been drilled and tapped for a quarter rib that is not installed. One pin is in place, the other is missing and the barrel remains
in about excellent condition. (3X107494-13C)
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2539. MAUSER STOCK LOT This lot includes a custom Monte Carlo English walnut pistol grip stock with left side raised cheekpiece for an
M93 or M95 action. The stock has a small section of finish applied to the right side of the buttstock and is semi-inletted and ready for final
fitting and finish. (1X107569-8A)
2540. STOCK LOT This lot consists of three stocks for the 1903 series rifles. First is a military walnut stock that has been modified for sporting
use. It rates very good overall with a few light dings and handling marks and a small crack near the toe. The stock measures 31” overall
and included are sling swivels and the crossbolts, no other hardware is included. Next are two brown composite full-length military style
training or drill stocks. Neither include any hardware or furniture. One is in excellent condition, the other rates about good and has several
chips, cracks and other blemishes. (2X44395-2S1)
2541. G UN PART LOT This lot consists of five items: (1) set of black rubber lens covers; (1) 30mm Scope ring along with an aluminum adapter
base to fit a dovetail, likely for a 1911 pistol; (1) B-square mount to fit a ribbed barrel revolver; (1) Jager Products hardened steel recoil guide
rod, for the Glock Gen 4 model 19 & 23 pistols. This guide rod allows the use of stock or precision spring assemblies to adjust the use of your
Gen 4 Glock pistol for use with specific loads. A terrific accessory for the competition Glock shooter. All in excellent condition. (1X46731-2E)
2542. D UTCH M1 CARBINE BLANK FIRING ADAPTER This lot consists of a single Dutch M1 Carbine blank firing adapter. The adapter
shows some light oxidation staining, silvering and red paint at bottom. It is marked with “Eagle/BMVidg/186”. A unique lot for the M1
Carbine collector. (2X207647-42)
2543. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot includes two aftermarket accessories: First is a MSAR P/N 218 sight rail with screws and wrench,
second is an unmarked swivel stud with screws for use on a Picatinny rail system. Both items are in excellent condition. (2X104427-104A)
2544. M ISCELLANEOUS LOT OF SPRINGS Includes bulk coil springs, flat springs and other parts This consists of 10 packages of parts.
All counts and measurements approximate. Included are: (97) coil springs .028” x .143” x .404”, (75) coil springs .022” x .096” x .380”, (63)
coil springs .022” x .167” x 1.404”, (69) coil springs .022” x .169” x .773”, (51) mixed size coil springs, (58) coil springs .046” x .2355” x
.658”, (90) assorted coil springs, flat springs, wire springs, screws and other small parts, (75) unidentified parts assembly .037” thick x.893”
long x .197” wide with hole x .113” wide at the opposite end with .258” two diameter stud at the narrow end, (15) assorted curved and “V”
shaped flat springs and (13) packaged flat springs of various sizes. (1X85694-16D34)
2545. LOT OF ASSORTED CHOKE TUBES This lot consists of (5) assorted screw-in chokes. All chokes remain in about excellent condition
but are unidentified except for one modified choke for an Ithaca Shotgun. (88306-2)
2546. M OSSBERG BARREL LOT This lot consists of a Mossberg Model 835 Ulti-Mag 12 ga., 24” ported sluggster barrel with a bright
excellent rifled bore equipped with an integral cantilever scope mount. The barrel is in excellent condition retaining 98% original factory
camo finish. (58251-18A)
2547. R EMINGTON BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 12 ga., 20” deer barrel for a Model 870 Wingmaster shotgun. The barrel retains 95-98%
lightly thinning original blue and has a bright excellent bore and is equipped with adjustable rifle sights. (58252-8A)
2548. MOSSBERG BARREL LOT This lot consists of a Mossberg Model 500 12 ga., 28” plain shotgun barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel is equipped with a single brass bead front sight and retains about 98% original blue with a few light scratches and rub marks. (58251-23A)
2549. W INCHESTER STOCK LOT This lot consists of a Winchester Model 1895 buttstock with crescent steel buttplate. The walnut stock
is in very good condition and has some minor dings and light handling marks and some light chipping along the tang channels. The
steel buttplate has some light surface oxidation and staining. A very good example that would make a good replacement for a tired
1895 buttstock. (48184-3A)
2550. B ROWNING BARREL LOT This lot consists of a Browning Auto-5 16 gauge ventilated rib, Invector choke barrel with an excellent bore.
The barrel measures 26” long and has a single silver bead front sight. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue and there is
some light staining on the “white” portions. A single modified choke is included. An excellent example overall. (48301-2A)
2551. B ROWNING BARREL LOT This lot consists of a Browning Auto-5 12 gauge ventilated rib, fixed skeet choke barrel with an excellent
bore. The barrel measures 26” long and has a single brass bead front sight. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue. An excellent
example overall. (48112-97A)
2552. COLT HAMMER LOT This lot consists of a single hammer for a Colt Single Action Army first generation revolver. The metal has a mottled
brown patina which is heavier on the outer edges. The trigger notches are lightly worn or possibly slightly bent out but are not beyond
repair. A very good example that would make an adequate replacement part. (474962-8A)
2553. CUSTOM GRIP LOT This lot consists of a set of carved bone grips for a 1911 series pistol. The grips each feature a hand carved Chinese
dragon motif and are yellowed with a definitive grain and have slight cracks at the rear edges. Both panels are in excellent condition. (48294-9A)
2554. AR UPPER LOT This lot consists of an unmarked AR style complete upper assembly. The upper features a 16” barrel presumably in 223
Rem. with flash hider, bayonet lug and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original Parkerized finish with some light
handling marks scattered about. The upper is equipped with the round A2 style black Zytel carbine handguard which rates excellent and
has the carry handle and A2 sights. Other features include the brass deflector and forward assist and included are a bolt and charging
handle. An excellent example overall that should be checked by a competent gunsmith prior to use. (48290-192)
2555. AR UPPER LOT This lot consists of a BCM complete 5.56 NATO AR upper receiver assembly with a 16” barrel with a flash hider, bayonet
lug, 1:7” rate of twist and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original Parkerized and anodized finishes. The upper
is equipped with a Midwest Industries aluminum vented handguard with picatinny top rail, and rail adapters on the underside which hold
an angled foregrip. Other features include an A2 front sight, brass defector, forward assist and a picatinny flat top receiver which holds a
G,G&S flip-up rear sight. A Midwest Industries bolt and a charging handle are included. An excellent example overall. (48290-193)
2556. AR UPPER LOT This lot consists of a Colt A2 223 Rem complete upper assembly. It features a 20” 1:9” rate of twist HBAR barrel with
no flash hider or bayonet lug and has a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original phosphate finish with a few
light handling marks visible. The upper is equipped with a round Zytel handguard that rates excellent. Features include A2 sights, a brass
deflector and forward assist. An excellent example overall. (48278-32)
2557. R EMINGTON BARREL LOT This lot consists of a Remington 11-87 Special Purpose cantilever 12 gauge slug barrel with a fully rifled excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original Parkerized finish. Mounted to the factory cantilever base is a Bushnell Sportview 4X32
riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics. A terrific accessory for your trusty Remington 11-97 shotgun. (48278-1A)
2558. R EMINGTON BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 20” Remington Model 870 blued 20 gauge barrel with rifle sights and an excellent
cylinder bore. An excellent example, perfect for your Winmaster series 20 gauge 870. (48194-5)
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2559. LOT OF STOCKS This is a lot of eight walnut stocks for a variety of sporting long arms: (5) buttstocks; (3) forends. Included are a buttstock with original recoil pad and a forend for a Winchester model 1200 slide action shotgun and exhibiting mild handling and a small burn
mark. There is also an excellent condition folding stock compatible forend for a Ruger Mini-14 and a buttstock with original J. C. Higgins
grooved plastic buttplate and showing a burn mark on right side. The overall condition of the lot is about near very good with dings and
scratches evident in varying levels. (77625-3A)
2560. THOMPSON CENTER ARMS BARREL This lot includes a matte stainless steel barrel for a Contender Carbine measuring 21” with a
bright excellent bore. The barrel has a fixed front blade with adjustable sporting rear sight and is chambered in 30-30 Win. There are several
scattered light scratches and light wear marks from changing in and out but the barrel remains in excellent overall condition. (108290-308)
2561. T HOMPSON CENTER ARMS BARREL This lot includes a blue finished barrel for a Contender Carbine measuring 21” with
a bright excellent bore. The barrel has a fixed front blade with adjustable sporting rear sight. There are a few light handling marks
and a couple of specks of light, fine oxidation staining and the barrel remains in excellent condition. (108290-308A)

End of Silent Auction - Thank you
All Silent Auction Bids are due by 3:00 pm on June 3rd, 2017
Results will be available on Wednesday, June 7, 2017.
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NOTE: If paying by cash or check, the buyer's premium will be a discounted 15% versus 17.5% for those paying by credit card.
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Silent auction VIEWING
Viewing will be available from Monday, May 22nd through Friday, June 2nd, by appointment, as well as on the day of sale
from 7:30am to 2:00pm. We do have a few select evenings available for viewing and those times and dates can be obtained
by calling our office. PLEASE NOTE: In observance of Memorial Day, our office will be closed on Monday, May, 29, 2017.

SHIPPING
• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will make every effort to ship items in a timely fashion; most orders are shipped within 48 hours of payment. All items, with the exception of modern handguns, are shipped via UPS Ground unless other
arrangements have been made.
• All modern handguns are shipped via UPS Next Day Air service.
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